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Q. Have you prepareq any kind of exhibit dealing with
the things we are talking about now 7
A. Yes, sir, I would he very happy to show it. ~fr. Smith,
this is an exhibit-and Your Honor-! am sure it looks like
somebody threw confetti at it. As I go through each item I
can make it a little more intelligible. I would prefer to take
it an item at a time and point them out. With regard to obsolescence, I believe I have indicated that vacancies or economic underuse finds its way into obsolescence, and the tan
dot, or light brown, is where I indicated vacancies or underuse. You notice on two buildings we have both. This is not
to compound but to allow selection. Frankly, I believe it can
be construed as vacancy, but some use-I bepage 1278 ~ lieve it could be construed as economic underuse.
Q. All right, sir.
A. You want me to designate that as a number, Mr. Smith?
Q. We have talked about obsolescence primarily up to this
time. Would you want to discuss any more the question of
obsolescence insofar as it relates to this exhibit?
A. The only thing is to reaffirm, which I have already
stated, that the functional obsolescence and its physical obsolescence are more accurately portrayed by a building inspection; that particular element of obsolescence has been
testified to by Mr. Poage and is on his exhibits.
Mr. Smith: Your Honor, I think possibly at this time we
should identify this exhibit by number, Defendants' Exhibit
No. 225 .

•Tudge Snead: All right.
Mr. Smith: And we offer it in evidence. There will be
further testimony concerning it.
Judge Snead: Very well.
Mr. Smith:
Q. AH rig-l1t. sir, going back here to the statnt(l, the next
term after obsolescence is overcrowding. Would you discuss
your idea of overcrowding?
A. Yes, sir. Overcrowding can take the form
page 1279 ~ of more people per dwelling room or dwelling
unit as an element of the Minimum Standards
Housing Code, which, of course, requires a certain amount
of room space per person and increased implement for increasing people. I think in this instance, it is not important
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in this area in that facet, but it is with regard .to overcrowding with the Zoning Ordinance. l would like to state I have
construed this to not mean overcrowding of buildings on the
land because the statute specifically talks about land coverage, but in this instance, it was with regard to families with
lot areas specified with the Zoning Ordinance. I would like
to go into that, if I may.
Q. All right.
A. I know, Your Honor, I know you are familiar with the
Zoning Ordinance since it is submitted ...
Q. This is the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Staunton?
A. ·Yes, sir.
Q. Which was in effect at the time?
Mr. Kuykendall: At what time?
Mr. Smith: At the time of inspection.
A. It was in effect at the time of inspection of the area
and our determination of it as a blighted area. This particular paragrapl1 is on Pag-e 7, Article 4, of the Section providing General Provisions. The Staunton Zoning
page 1280 ~ Ordinance reads as follows: "In interpreting
and applying this Ordinance the requirements
contained herein are declared to be the minimum requirements for the protection of the health morals, safety, and
welfare of the inhabitants of tl1e City of Staunton, ·virginia.''
These are minimum requirements.
Q. All right, sir, now in the Project area, did you find
buildings which exceeded the minimum requirements as set
forth in the Zoning Ordinance Y
A. Yes, sir. As I say, I am going to be talking mainly wit'h
regard to families on lot size. This is explained on a table
within the Zoning Ordinance as a part of Section 31-51, entitled ''General Area Exceptions and Modifications;" it follows that without a page number. It, in effect, states the
minimum lot area per family shall·be 2,000 square feet. Now,
our determination has indicated that Building 1-7 has two
apartments over a commercial building. It has other shortcomings, but as far as overcrowding is concerned, it does not
have the required 2,000 square feet per family according to
the Zoning Ordinance.
Q. How is "family" defined?
A. One or more persons inhabiting a living unit. It doesn't
mean a roomer. Tt would includ(l kitchen facilities as well as
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sleeping. Another building is 1-12 East, there are three
apartments as well as an antique shop in this building. Because of the further statements in the ~oning
page 1 281 ~ Ordinance we cannot treat the ownership all the
way back as the lot-either way we are violating
the Zoning Ordinance, we must take 3,280 feet for three apartments so it does not rnean 2,000 square feet per farnily. Building 2-1-the building on the southwest corner of Augusta
and Baldwin-we cannot take the full parcel, we do not have
the full use there, explained in the Zoning Ordinance; the
area for those four apartments is 3.172 square feet. It does
not meet the minimum. Parcel 2-5, which consists of eight
apartments, the area is 7,326 feet so it does not meet the
2,000 per square foot requirement. Building 2-4 East "rhich is
fhe building on the northwest corner of Augusta Street and
this particular alley. that is two apartn1ents and the area going back to the back e11d of the garage is 3,150 feet, so, in
effect, we have five of the twelve buildings in which residences
are located that exceeded the minin1um requirements within
the Zoning Ordinance with regard to families per lot area.
Q. All right, sir, is there anything in addition you want to
discuss in regard to overcrowding?
A. Not, Mr. Smith, that I think might better be contained
either under one of the other classifications of the statute
or perhaps be construed as other blighting factors.
Q. All right, sir. The next phrase in the statute citing
these elements is faulty arrangement of design. Of course,
I believe we have already discussed the fact that
page 1282 ~ has been gone into by 1\fr. Poage and is illustrated in Defendants' Exhibit No. 26. A. Yes, sir.
Q. Lack of ventiliation and sanitary facilities is the next
one and the same thine; holds true of tl1at. ~1r. Poag-e went
into that and that is illustrated in Defendants' Exhibit 26.
A. ·Yes, sir.
Q. The next item is excessive land coverage. Now, what,
in your view, are we talking about when we say excessive
land coverag-e?
A. I think it is virtually self-explanatory. 1\{r. Smith, coverage of the land by building-s in excess of tho standards prescribed by tbe community. The Zoning Ordinance of the City
of Staunton does not specifically state that there shall not
be more than such and such percent of the lot area covered by
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the buildings. It treats the location of the buildings by side
yard·and rear yard requirements, and in some instances, setback. For instance, let's take the building 1-12 East, the
Staunton Zoning Ordinance requires a minimum of :five-foot
side yard on each side and twenty-five-foot rear yard. This
is a rear yard shortcoming, but it isn't from a lot deficiency,
it is from the fact another building is built too closely. In my
judgment, this falls under excessive land coverage. Another
instance would be Building 2-4 in this particular
page 1283 } area on the northwest corner of Augusta and the
alley. I would like to go through some of these
and point them out .to you, and invite the Court's attention
to the fact that it is diffi.cult to show. That is why I did not
classify here excessive land coverage as a separate item.
I think it falls sometimes into other areas.
Q. You mean that is not shown on the exhibit Y
A. Not specifically as a classification. It falls sometimes
into obsolete layout or improper location of the structure on
the land, but these are. in effect. deficoiencies intrinsic within
the area according to the standards of the Zoning Ordinance.
May I procee_d in this regard t
Q. Right.
A. Building 1-9 North and 1-9 South. Now, it would not be
fair to state those buildings were excesive land coverage, by
the same token, they do not have minimum side yard coverage, so here is improper location on the lot or perhaps more
land is required. It is, in effect, a violation of :the Zoning
Ordinance, but does not come under excessive land coverage.
1-6 North and 1-6 South and Building 1-7, in this particular
instance there is a paragraph within the Zoning Ordinance
which states commercial or industrial buildings used in part
for dwelling purposes shall provide side yards not less than
five feet in width, which would be the side yards here, unless
every dwelling room opens directly upon a front
page 1284 ~ yard, rear yard, or court. So this could be excessive land coverage, but in order to differentiate it from other cases, I have classified it separately, dwelling rooms not opening directly on a yard. That is the blue
color indicating within these three buildings. We also have 2
-1 East. Now, this is a case where they do not have the
twenty-five foot rear yard and because-it is because of the
adjacent building attached to it. This is not only that it does
not have the yard space, but is, in effect, cxrcssive land cover-
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age because within the Zoning Ordinance it says-if I can
find it--when a lot or tract is used for a dwelling, institutional, hotel, or commercial purpose, no more than one main
building may be located upon the lot. We have two main buildings. ''When a lot or tract is used for a dwelling, institutional, hotel, commercial, or industrial purpose, more than one
main building may be located upon the lot or tract but only
when such buildings conform to all open space requirements
around the lot for the district in which the lot or tract is
located.'' In effect, the two buildings adjacent to one another
violate the standards by not having a rear yard. This could
fall under excessive land coverage. Pan·ol or Building 2-5
which is the apartment building on the west side of Augusta
Street does not have the required side yards that are necessary. This could either be construed as excessive land coverage, the utilization of that lot by constructing
page 1285 ~ all the way over, or improper location of the
building or lot deficiency, either category, but it
could be called excessive land coverage by the building.
Mr. Taylor: 2-5!

A. 2-5.
Mr. Smith:
Q. 2-4. Did you discuss that in this connection?
A. I believe I talked about 2-4, the building on the northwest corner of Augusta and the alley was a situation where
the twenty-five-foot rear yard has insufficient ~varcl space, both
on side yards-! am not sure of the rear yard. I would have
to scale it. The side yards could be excessive land coverage or
sub-standard lot or with a classification the building does
have the land deficiencies.
Q. You have indicated these are code violations or Zoning Ordinance. I daresay you don't mean something that
could be prosecuted since it has been there a long time.
A. I am not saying it is illegal because the Zoning Ordinance was adopted since these existed. However, since that
has become the standard, anything below the standard, according the the Ordinance, itself, is detrimental to health;
however, these are not illegal, they are undesirable, very
undesirable.
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Q. All right, sir.
A. On Parcel3-2 and 3-3, there is a section
page 1286 ~ of the Zoning Ordinance which requires that if
more than fifty percent of an open area is surrounded by buildings, a court shall be at least twenty feet
wide for the first floor, and then thirty for the second, and
then forty for the third. To my knowledge, this court in here
is inadequate from the standpoint of the Zoning Ordinance.
Mr. Taylor: What is the section number Y

A. The section on that particular!
Q. Yes.
A. I will have to look it up. Paragraph 5, Section 31-51,
page 23. Parcel, Building 2-8 East, this is a situation where
the building does not have a twenty-five-foot rear yard, it
doesn't have the five-foot side yards. We really couldn't
call it excessive land coverage of the whole parcel, by the
same token, excessive land coverage is in this element because
it precludes the formation of the proper rear or side yards.
Either excessive land coverage or improper location of the
building on the lot, period.
Mr. Smith:
Q. All right, sir. I believe the next element named in the
statute is deleterious land use. Now, what is your idea and
what do you mean by or what do you think that phrase means?
A. Deleterious is one that is harmful or inqurious to other
uses, adjacent to. They may not be illegal from
page 1287 ~ the standpoint of the Zoning Ordinance, but they
do have their influences, as I mentioned under
economic obsolescence.
Q. Are these illustrated on 225?
A. Yes, sir, deleterious or adverse influence is another
expression for it. I have tried to indicate by purple, to rlesi q;nate or to show the direction of class or the wav tlte n d vm·RP.
influence is heading. For instance, under kind of harmful
influences within the area, we have the automobile body repair shop, also, the automobile dealer here. These two uses,
even though they are not-I do have reservations as to whether or not this is allowed within the Zoning Ordinance. Let's
for the moment say it is legally allowed. They are undesirable and have an adverse effect on adjacent residences. This
is an adverse influence or deleterious use for other uses.
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Q. What parcels are you speaking of?
A. Auto repair shop 1-12 West and auto dealer 1-11
South and 1-11 North having adverse effect on Building
1-12 East; and to the modest extent it would have the effect
on 1-1. However this building acts as a buffer to the other.
Another example would be the car and body work on Central
Avenue, having in effect a reduction of residential amenities
to the residential dwelling units over the particular stores
in Buildings 1-6 North and 1-6 South. The particular adverse influences to which I am referring take
page 1288 ~ place in 1-5 North and 1-5 South. There is
also a poolroom and tire recapping and vulcanizing activity underneath these particular dwelling units.
Even though both are allowed under the Zoning Ordinance, I
cannot see how they could be conducive to the healthy maintenance of residential dwelling units. They are without a
doubt in my judgment an adverse influence to these dwelling
units.
Q. Still talking about deleterious land use, correct?
A. Yes, sir. The Central Garage Building, 2-2, with its
activities, of course, does have an adverse influence upon particularly Building 2-4 on the northwest corner of Augusta
and the alley. To a modest extent it has it on Building 2-5.
Once again, here you do have some semblance of a buffer;
however, ultimately I would expect this influence to find its
way into deterioration of desirability of the adjacent residence. Then we have the Staunton Manufacturing Company building, 1--8, South, which is located on the northwest
corner of Augusta Street and Baldwin Street. The smoke
nuisance from this particular building has an adverse influence on tl1e buildings on this side of the street. It also affects
the dwelling adjacent to it on the north, reduces the desirability of this remaining ·as a residence. It is a1so, of course,
a non-conforming use within the area and has a deteriorating
effect on developn1ent or maintenance of the area since it is
industrial use within an area of predominantly commercial
area. Another-if I may move on to non-conpage 1289 ~ forming uses. By the way, I put a little arrow
here to indicate what 1\fr. Poage reported in one
of his inspection reports, a live steam line that on occasion
was spouting forth, and he had it marked as a safety hazard
and would be a dangerous certainly to any children living
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in this particular building. I cited the Staunton Manufacturing Company as a non-conforming use and the bakery building, Building 2-3, on the corner of Baldwin and Central.
This building, as I testified, had been vacant and every indication was it had been vacant for some time. The Zoning
Ordinance states if a non-conforming use is vacant for more
than one year, it can no longer be used for a non-conforming
use. I think it would take a court of law to determine wlwther
or not the usage of that building for storing refrigerators because the Zoning Ordinance also says if a non-conforming use
is transferred to another non-conforming use, it can continue
to be a on-conforming use. Whether or not the storing of X
number of refrigerators indicates a continuity of non-conforming- use is difficult for me to decide. but if not. that hu i Iding could not be continued--could not continue to be used for
non-conforming use.
Q. Would the same thing be true from the time it ceased
to be used as a bakery, if the storing· of refrigeratot·s ...
A. If a year had passed, then it would be a violation, a violation of the Zoning Ordinance. It would not
page 1290 ~ only be undesirable, it would be illegal because
they would be turning that into a storage or
warehouse and that would be illegal in a commercial area. The
third one is minor, but I would like to mention it. The McClure Printing Company, ·according to Relocation, has fourteen employees. The Zoning Ordinance states a printing companv is allowed there if thev have ten. I would not like to see
four people lose their job, but I think it points up the limit
to which this particular facility can expand in that area. Its
growth would be impaired by the fact it would be legally
limited to ten employees.
Q. In discussion of deleterious land use, you have given
us the idea of what you thought it was and discussed harmful influences as illustrated on your Exhibit No. 225, and you
have discussed non-conforming uses.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. These matters that you consider to represent, as I understand, deleterious land use.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. The next item in the statute, the next element the .st~
tute prescribes is obsolete layout. What do you think is meant
.
.
by obsolete layout?
A. Obsolete layout is a layout. of course, that is not lip to
the standards prescribed for subdivision or arrangement of
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the buildings, widths of streets, etc. In other words, a street
that does not meet the minimum width requirepage 1291 ~ ment, that point is an obsolete layout, but it
doesn't mean the street is obsolete because people are still driving on it, but it is the layout of the area. In
other words, would the area be designed that way if someone had those parcels f It is not up to modern-day standards.
Q. Now, speaking strictly from the standpoint of street
layout, are there any minimum street requirements in any of
the Codes or regulations of the City of Staunton Y
A. Yes, sir. The Subdvision Ordinance calls for a minimum
of sixty feet for any street that is a collector street, and, of
course, these certainly are both collector streets.
Q. Both? What are you referring to?
A. Central Avenue, Augusta, and Frederick, from the
standpoint where there is rather heavy traffic and it is a
business district. And Baldwin, by the way. All four of
these streets have rights of way of approximately forty feet.
Augusta g-oes to forty-two in once instance, hut they are
insufficient from the standpoint of Subdivision Ordinance
which, in effect, makes it obsolete layout. Also, in the Subdivision Ordinance, it calls for a minimum in this regard! have a copy of the Subdivision Ordinance dated July,
1963, adopted after we were in here. The Zoning Ordinance
I remember calls for an alley to be at least twenty feet wide.
The new Subdivision regulation calls for an alley to be twentyfive feet wide. In either case, these particular
page 1292 ~ alleys, three alleys between Baldwin and the
north end of the Project are twelve feet wide.
Not only are these inadequate within the Subdivision layout.
but two of them have dead ends which precludes turning
around without trespassing to some extent on adjacent propperty. The alley between Augusta Street and Central Avenue is twenty feet for a section, then goes down to nineteen.
In other words, from the standpoint of July, 1963, standards,
it would be deficient From the standards we used, if I remember correctly, it would be adequate except for the one
foot shortage. The area, even thought it follows a kind of
grid pattern which is not necessarily undesirable-the streets
are perpendicular-the lack of width, insufficient widths on
these particular streets provide traffic congestion, and with
parking along the street, the narrow width of the street im-·
pairs the flow of traffic as people go in and out of their park-
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ing spaces. There is also a section in the Zoning Ordinance,
Mr. Smith, that refers to a requirement that no building shall
be constructed or reconstructed or altered within twentyseven feet of the center line of Central Avenue, twenty-seven
feet of the center line of Augusta Street, so that any building
that is not set back seven feet from the right of way line here
and over here is, in effect, out of position for-within the
minimum standards set forth in the Zoning Ordinance. Once
again, that is not illegal but it is undesirable because these
are the standards the Citv of Staunton ha~ set
page 1293 } up. This would affect, quite obviously, on Central Avenue Buildings 1-5 North, 1-6 North,
1-6 South, 1-7. On Augusta Street it would affect Building 1-9 Sonth, Building 1-8 nnd Building- a-3 on tlw
corner.
Q. What is the situation as far as a violation of the setback
is concerned if you get into the realm of remodeling a property where the property is-say fronts directly on the street
right of way and has no setback!
A. Well, I think perhaps the only thing I can-if you don't
mind-in Section 31-67 on page 26 of the Zoning- Ordinance
it says no building shall be erected, reconstructed or altered
nearer than twenty-seven feet. Now, to me, it means, and I am
not a lawyer, that you could not alter those buildings in any
way unless yon come hack to meet that setback line. So, in
effect, it adds to the financial burden of any spontaneous or
voluntary rehabiliation..
Q. All right, Rir. now ''re have covered those elements of
the definition of blig-l1t 01· deterioration which are cited in
the statute, some of them having ber.m nreviously covered by
Mr. Poage in his testimony and on Defendants' Exhibit No.
26. The statute goes on to say, "Or any combination of these
or other factors.'' Do you have any other factors you wonld
1ilm to bring- to the Court's attention reg-arrling; this area'
A. Yes, sir, one-several but I would like to start first
with the conversion from the single-family to
page 1294 ~ the multi-family. I have indicated where it says,
"Originally designed for sing-le family use."
which is a green dot. I have indicated the buildings originally
one-family that have been converted. Once ag-ain, tbong-h not
a violation of the Zonina- Ordinance. tbis is all automatically
spotted as a symptom of downgrading. If a sing-le-family
re~idence cannot survive and has been converted to a room.:
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ing house of more than one family, it is indicative of the
downgrading pressure, of the downgrading of the area. There
is no statute I can point to, even cited within the standards
of the Urban Renewal Administration with their criteria. 112 East, which is on the corner of the-the northwest corner
of Augusta Street and the alley, this particular building· wa~
single-family, and now it has three apartments and antique
shop. Building 1--8 North, on the west side of Augusta Street
was originally a single-family unit, now it is a rooming house
that has five roomers in it. Building 2-1 East, on the southwest corner of Baldwin Street and Augusta Street now has
four apartments, and, of course, the conversion of that into
four apartments violates the standard I was talking about
on less than 2,000 square feet per family. So, in effect, the
struggle for survival encourages the lowering of standards.
Q. Any other factor that you would like to discuss?
A. Yes, sir. The Staunton Zoning· Ordinance prescribes certain off-street parking on page 25, Section 31-56.
page 1295 ~ The off-street parking requirmneuts exempt the
area south of Baldwin Street because it is part
of the core of the downtown business district; however, it does
not exempt this area. I have indicated inadequate off-street
parking as a light amber or tan color on this particular exhibit, and where those take place, there is inadequate offstreet parking.
Q. Isn't that yellow?
A. Yes, sir. It is the light reflection that made it look like
light tan. It is a yellow, inadequate off-street parking. 1-6
North and 1-6 South and 1-7, and, of course, the Staunton
Manufacturing which requires X parking for X employees,
the off-street parking- for this particular structure is inadequate. That same exemption of off-street parking also cites
that buildings within the area should have off-street loading·,
one for every fifteen thousand souare feet of floor space. The
bakery building-. vacant for so long, does not have any offstreet parking. They ·have a door that opens un-if I remember correctly-ten or fifteen feet in the air. That may be a
slight exaggeration, anyway it is up. It would have to be used
by a truck backing- into the right of wav ·at that particular
huildin~. I have also indicated the McClure Printin~· Company. This would depend-! am not that familiar with the
way this institution operates-they do have an area here if
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they could get the truck into the alley for loading from this
end of the building. They would meet the repage 1296 ~ quirements of the Zoning Ordinance if they had
'
a building here where a truck could back off the
alley. It would also qualify. My memory indicates that is not
the case, so, therefore, off-street loading is inadequate.
Q. Do you have any other factors 1
A. Yes, sir. The statute specifically refers in another paragraph to what is called diversity of ownership. Diversity of
ownership, of course, is a situation that would tend to impair
or preclude the possibility of a private individual assembling
a section of that land that would have blight, deterioration,
etc., so he could redevelop it, himself. To point up the difficulty, the bridge would have to be crossed in this-within
this whole area to accomplish that. There are twenty-five
parcels and twenty-three owners. This is a factor. Another
would be inadequate utilities. The one our en~ineers determined was the inadequacy of the storm drain. I have indicated
that as a green dashed line. The inadequacy of the storm
drain and topography of tbe land causes pooling of tl1e water
in a depression located here.
Q. "Where?
A. Building 1-3, and I believe J\fr. McMillan testified that
the adjacent owners had said there was standing water in this
particular area. These are situations not conducive to an upgrading of the area and calls for municipal action, so in our
particular report, we recommend a suitable and
page 1297 ~ adequate storm drainage system.
Q. I-Iave you discussed mixed uses?
A. Not completely. The area has considerable mixed uses,
within a given building, and then the adverse influences in
adjacent buildings. In this particular case, it would be mixed
uses within a given building, 1-12 East, that has apartments
and an antique shop. It would also include 1-6 North and 1-6
South and 1-7, that is a restaurant, poolhall and tire recapping·, and dwelling upstairs. These are in mixed use. It would
also include Building 2-4 East which consists of a mixed-use
building, so in effect, there are five buildings of mixed use.
We had on~ on our exhibit marked as mixed-use, Building
2-2 East, and my particular reason for marking- it mixed use
at that time was because part of it was utilized by the Central Avenue Garage, but I have been advised it was also
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marked for the building which combined commercial and
residential. I don't believe that is true.
Mr. l{uykendall:
Q. Did you say something about inadequate storm sewers
calling for municipal action Y
A. I said the storm sewers were inadequate. In order to
have adequate storm sewers, the City would have to put in
adequate storm sewers.
Mr. Smith:
Q. Mr. Balzer, you have been discussing the category of
other factors contained in the statutory definipage 1298 ~ tion of blighted or deteriorated areas. Do you
have any further remarks to make in connection
with that?
A. No, if my Inemory serves me correctly, I think I have
covered them all. I think I have covered them.
Q. I believe you testified that other factors, in your opinion,
in this instance 'vould include conversion fron1 single-family
to multi-family, inadequate off-street parking ...
A. ·Yes, sir.
Q. Inadequate off-street loading.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Diversity of o'vnersbip.
A. ·Yes, sir.
Q. Mixed uses.
A. ·Yes, sir.
Q. And inadequate storm drainage.
A. ·Yes, sir.
Q. And under that could even be included the setbackH or
that could be included under obsolete layout.
A. I think I put it under obsolete layout.
Q. All rig'ht, sir. Now, have you prepared any kind of stunmary of blighting or deteriorating factors affecting this aren
as reflected both in your own testimony and that of 1\f 1'.
Poage?
A. Yes, sir.
1\fr. Smith: Judge, with the Court's perrnission, I would like to go on and mark this other
exhibit, 225 .
•Jndgc Snead: All rigbt.

page 1299

~
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l\l[r. Sn1ith:
Q. You have before you a chart. Would you kindly explain
that cbart for the Court?
A. Yes, this chart lists the buildings Ly numbered uesignatiolls that 1 used in my testimony with regard to Exhibit 225,
and I have put at the top the categories of dilapidation, code
violations and deficiencies, lack of light, ventilation, sanitation, faulty a rrangmnent of design, dweling roonts not opening on a ym·d, less than 2000 square feet of' spac•e, and the
other elements I discussed ou the previous exhibit, and have
indirated with reg·ard to earh building which one or th<:'HC
charaeteristics or elmncnts of hlightin~ rac1ors we found to he
apparent. I would like to state that this r.annot be used as any
kind of a tabulation card as to who has the most (lXCesscs hecause things take different weights, and of course, there m·e
rcquiremm1ts that apply to residential properties only that do
1wt apply to comnwrcial and vice versa, so tl1is is 1nerely a
snmmarv to show what was there and should not be construed
necessa1:ilv that'with the most checks is necessarilY the worst
place. It may be true, but not necessarily.
.
1\{r. Smith: Your I-Tonor, I would like to offer tbat as Defendants' Exhibit 226.
J udg·e Snead : Very well.
page 1300 ~ Mr. Smith: Let me mark it, please.
Q. Now, Mr. Balzer, when was Defendants' Exhibit 225
made?
A. The one underneath?
Q. Right.
A. Well, actually, both of these exhibits were preparedbasically pt:epared, not mentally prepared, not mentally, just
before the Court session in November.
Q. Do they reflect information obtained from this area
after tbe approval of the Redevelopment 1Jy tl1e City Council
or prior thereto~
A. Repeat that, please.
Q. Do tl1ese exhibits reflect information by your firm
g-athered before the Redevelopn1ent Plan was approved by the
City Council or after?
A. Oh, before. We did not present it to them in graphic
form in polychrome exhibits of this kind. It wasn't ca11ed for.
We gaYe them our judgment verbally, hut we "rent tbrongh
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it mentally-the nwntal deliberations the same UB if these
exhibits had been prepared.
Q. Now, with regard to the location of the various deficiencies on all of these exhibits found by your firn1, are they
located in any one particular area of the Project area or are
they g-enerally spread out throughout the area?
A. vVe found they were g·enerally spread
page 1301 ~- throughout the area.
Q. Now, you have testified that you were iu::~tructed by the Staunton Redevelopment and !-lousing Authority to make an independent, unbiased survey and report
on the Project area .
.A. Yes, sir.
Q. No,v, on the basis of your own personal investigation
of t'he area, the detailed reports of :.Mr. Poage from his physical inspection of the properties, and your own report regarding other blighting and deteriorating factors, what determinations did you transmit to the Staunton Redevelop1nent and
Housing Authority in respect to their instructions f
A. We indica ted to then1 that it was our considered judgment that th(\ area was a blighted area within the meaning
of the statute of the State of Virginia and was detrimental
to the health, safety, morals and welfare of the community.
Q. In your opinion are these factors and conditions which
you have pointed out and which ~Ir. Poage lJas pointed out
detrimental to health, safety?
A. In my judgment, yes, sir.
1\fr. Taylor: I object to that question. This witness bas
not shown any qualifications to express that opinion, and it
has gone contra to what he has said. lie was not inspecting
to prove tl1ose f_acts.
,Judge Snead: Objection overruled.
page 1302 ~
~fr. Taylor: Note an exception.
~Ir.

Smith:
Q. Answer the question.
A. 1fay I have it read f
Q. In your opinion are the factors and conditions you have
descrilied and pointed out in Defendants' exhibits by you and
2\{r. Poa.g-e eovering the elements of the definition of the statute, is it your opinion or not that these factors nre detri-
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mental to the safety, health, morals, or welfare of the communityY
A. Yes, sir, they are.
Q. WhyY
A. Well, from the standpoint of health, of course, we do
have some indication of lack of ventilation, light, and sanitary
facilities. This is not a strong contributing factor since this
element of shortcoming is normally assigned to a predominantly residential area. It is present, but it is not the overwhelming detrimental factor. With regard to safety, there
are lt,ire Code violations and other safety hazards in the area
Atlr. Poage testified to and these are relatively significant,
but they are not the strong factors within the area. With regard to the morals-being detrimental to the morals of the
community, I don't believe it would be fair to state this is a
factor to even a relative extent. 'Ve come to the welfare of the
community, and I think it strikes right at the
page 1303 ~ heart of the econ01nic welfare of the community,
and I think this is the main detrin1ent, detrimental to the economic welfare of the City of Staunton.
Q. All right, sir. You have testified, I believe, that the firn1
of Blair and Stein Associates, the planning finn, was associated, engaged by your firm in connection with the work required to investigate and report on this area. 'Vhat was tlw
function of this planning firm in tbis job 1
A. The planning consultant's function under the seope or
services of this g·iven contract is to prepare the Redevelopnlent Plan in aceordance with the proposed layout nnd rensPs
established as a c01nbination of 1narketabilitv as well as clPsired reuses. lie also prepares what is called li report on planning proposals which reflects his thinking with regard to the
way in which the proposed plan Ineshes 'vith the othm· adopteel plans of the city, whether a n1aster plan or street. In otlwr
words, conformity with local plans and objectives. They are
the two nwjor factors the planning· consultants work on.
Q. 'Vhose responsibility was the authorsltip of the Redevelopment Plan?
A. The planning consultant, Blair, Stein, and Associates.
Q. Can you tell us who from that nrm did the work that yon
have outlined that was required to be done?
A. Of course, the people with "rl10m I hnrl
page 1304 ~ the contact, continuing contact, both physically
and by telephone and all to intermesh our work
and thinking wn~ 1\{r. George ~farcou and ~fr. Charles Simon.
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As I testified, in the early conferences, both were in attendance, ·and other conferences. Mr. Simon was, I personally
c.onsidered Mr. Marcou as being in charge of the work.
Q. Now the Plan has been introduced as D'efendants'rather as 'complainants' Exhibit No. 8, and I hand you now
that exhibit and ask you to point out to the Court j11st what is
the Redevelopment Plan.
A. Mr. Smith, the Redevelopment Plan is not this entire
exhibit as presented. The Redevelopment Plan is a separate
and distinct legal document and within this particular exhibit,
No.8. It commences within the document. It is after Page 3,
which is the title sheet, and then there is the table of contents, which specifically recites the text and maps legally included as part of the Plan. Now-and actually it is cited in
the Resolution by the Authority and City Council that the
Plan consists of X number of pages, plus three exhibits, dated
such and such. No\v, the additional maps, reduction of maps
contained in this booklet are entitled, "Supporting Exhibits."
I may say this booklet, as I testified previously, was prepared
to provide information for people because the Redevelopment
Plan obviously has legalistic language and sometimes is not
as digestible by the layman, so we prepared a
page 1305 ~ small narrative to explain something to him, and
then, of course, gave reductions of the mans so
he would have at his disposal at the public hearing all the
maps, but they are not legally a part of the Redevelopment
Plan.
Q. You are speaking of tbe supportive exhibits?
A. Yes, sir. The Redevelopment Plan consists of a narrative text and three maps, the Boundary Map, No. URP-1, and
Land TTse 1\{ap, No. UR.P-2, and the Land Acquisition 1\{ap,
No. URP-3.
Q. Did you, yourself, prepare a part of the Plan 1
A. ·Yes, sir.
Q. What part was that f
A. Under Section-excuse me, Paragraph E contained
within the Plan, which is entitled, ''Other Provisions Necessary to Meet State and Local Requirements.'' There is contained within the statute of the State of Virginia an instruction that the Redevelopment Plan indicate a method of relocation site occupants, and since- we had made the relocation
survey ·concurrently with the building inspection, I wrote this
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particular section because I had written the relocation report
and made it a part of the Plan.
Q. Where it says, ''Indicate the method of relocation."
is it talking about businesses or persons residing in the
area?
A. It is talking-excuse me a moment. It says to indicate a
method for the temporary relocation of persons
pag·e 1306 ~ living within such area, apd also the method for
providing, unless already available, decent, safe,
and sanitary dwellings in the locality substantially equal in
number to the number of substandard dwellings to be cleared
from the area, at rents within the financial reach of the incmne groups displaced from such substandard dwcllin~s.
Q. How many families were living within the area at the
time of your Relocation Survey?
A. Seventeen.
Q. Did you investigate the availability of suitable acconlodations or rental units for those people Y
A. Yes, sir. The normal procedure in doing this-may I
first say with only seventeen families, this is not a task of
great magnitude because I think it would be quite unrealistic
if a city of 22,000 people, or more, can't absorb seventeen
families in adequate housing-however, we investigated various ads in newspapers, and I spent several hours with a
real estate agent, locally, asking him as to housing available,
nnd not disclosing confidences of information we received
from people in the a rca, I asked him to develop for me in the
conversation the ran~·e of the units available and the rent,
and judging from the ntunber we compiled, the relocation can
bP l1andled ouite easily.
Q. With further references to this Plan, the statute says
thnt tlw Plan must indicate its relationship to
png-e 1307 ~ definite ]oral objectives as to scope and so forth.
Now, ns I understand it, you did not dt·aft that
portion of the Plan.
A. Not Paragraph 2 of Section E of the Plan that recites
it. However, I did draft the narrative presenting the Plan in
which I started off by saying, "The purpose of the Central
Avenne Urban Renewal Project and the Urban Renewal Reaevelopment Plan for the area is to remove blighted conditions,'' and more or less enumerated some of the local objectives being carried out. I did not write it.
Q. What, in your opinion, ,,tcre the objectives the Plan
would serve to carry out?
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Mr. l{uykendall: I object to that and ask that he ask what
the local objectives were. He can't say what in his opinion
they were.
Judge Snead:
Q. Do you kn<;>w?
A. Yes, sir, from the Plan.
Q. .All right.
A. The primary objective of any project is elin1ination
of blight or removal of deteriorated area, the vacant land to
be the incidental by product to be developed within the frame\Vork of the Plan. 'Yithin the State law we cited the local
objectives being provision of space for expansion of existing
business area, t}le business areas of Staunton, the construction and widening of Augusta Street as a leg of
page 1308 ~ the downtown inner loop street ,system needed to
improve access to and around the downtow·n
area, the provision of off-street parking space, and the elimination and redevelopment of a blighted area.
Mr. Smith:
Q. Is that recited in the Plan 1
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Subparagraph 2 of the Section 36-51 of the Code says
''To indicate proposed land uses and building requirements
in the area.'' Does this Plan do that Y
A. Yes, sir, it does it. Of course, there is a Land Use Map,
which I indicated, which is legally apart of the Plan, URP-2,
which indicates the land use, the land for the widening of the
street and also the land for commercial reuse. Within the
narrative of the Plan under a section called, ''Land Use Provisions and Building Requirements.'' is a section into which
are written the controls as to uses, controlled the setbacks,
the heights restrictions, floor area, off-street parking requirements, so the land use provisions are very definitely in the
Plan.
Q. The third subdivision of this ~t11tutc says, "To indicate
the land in the area to be made nvai1able to private enterprise
for redevelopment and that land which is to be made available to public enterprise for redevelopment." Does this Plan
do that?
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A. Yes, sir, the Land Acquisition Map, URP-3, a part
of it, one of the maps of the Plan indicates by
page 1309 ~ legend the property to be acquired for public
facilities, street widening-this is, in effect, being developed by the City to widen those streets-and it indicates the area to be acquired for clearance and redevelopment, this by private enterprise, otherwise it would be indicated as public, and since in the Plan we indicate commercial use, it is obviously private enterprise.
Q. I believe you have discussed paragraph 4 of that statute
which relates to the requirement to indicate the method for
the temporary relocation of persons living in the area, etc.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And this is covered under Paragraph E of the Plan 1
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Now, Mr. Balzer, the Housing Act of the State of Virginia, Title 36, has a chapter called the Housing Authorities'
law, and I believe we will agree we are acting under that
Act. The first forty-seven sections of that Act 36, 1 through
47 were apparently enacted in the 1930s or-and they dealt
with the-I am not g·oing to say what they dealt with, but at
any rate, they were enacted, I believe, in 1938.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Then, beginning ·with Article 7, or 36-48. entit1ed, "Redevelopment Projects," apparently passed in 1946, certain
other provisions were added to the Housing Act.
A. Yes, sir.
page 1310 ~ Q. What in your view is the difference between the original IIousing Act and what is now
called the Housing Law?
Mr. Kuykendall: I object to that.
Judge Snead: Sustained.
Mr. Smith: The only purpose in this is that we are dealing
here with the man responsible as Project Director on this
Project. It may get into the realm of law, it is true, but I
think his understanding of the law is somewhat necessary to
evaluate what he has testified to, and that is the reason I
asked him that question. 'Ve except to the Court's ·ruling.
That's all, Your Honor. Your Honor, Counsel has been· very
good about permitting us to introduce two official documents
without having the Clerk of Council here to do it. I have in
my hand a copy of the Subdivision Ordinance which was in
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effect in the City of Staunton, effe~tive September 1, _1961,
and I would like· to introduce this as ap. exhibit. It is properly
authenticated by the Clerk.
Mr. Kuykendall: May it be introduced along with . the
understanding we had with the others, if there are objections
after we have had an opportunity to study as to its admissibility or relevancy, may we make the objection?
Mr. Smith: This witness has already testified about certain provisions.
page 1311 ~ Judge Snead: It will be admitted with that
understanding that you may object later.
Mr. Smith: We will mark this as Defendants' Exhibit 227.
Your witness.
CROSS EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Mr. Balzer, I believe you stated that you obtained a
degTee in engineering, civil engineering from Yale University?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And w'hen was that Y
A. 1947.
Q. When did you obtain your degree in-was it marine en-

gineering?
A. Naval engineering.
Q. Was it Naval engineering?
A. 1946.

Q. After you obtained your degree in civil engineering, you
went to work for some engineering firm, did you?
A. It was a design and construction firm in Detroit, Michigan, Cunningham Rudy Construction Company.
Q. If. ow long did you work for that company f
A. Approximately nine months.
]Utg"(l 1312 ~ Q. "What type work did you do there?
A. I was design en9;ineer on the steel l1enms
anil steel supports that were used for the conveyors. They
had a g-reat many crew c>onveyors transmittinrr notash from
one section to the other. I functioned in the desig11 of these
me1nbers. Durin~ that period tbey transferred me to constrnction (lXpeditE'rR' departme-nt whic>h, in effE'ct, dealt with thC'
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number of .trucks that were required, how quickly the steel
should be fabricated as a result of the design, and, of course,
kept track of the progress of the work.
Q. Now, you have related, I believe, the type work that you
did while employed by that firm.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. I believe you stated you were there about nine months.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Where did you go after leaving there?
A. I went to work with the United States Gypsum Company. Actually, I changed my residence from Detroit to
Washing-ton, D. C. There were a combination of circumstances, without being uncharitable to Detroit, I just couldn't
see continuing residence there, and my family was living in
W as'hington. At that particular time I was- not married. My
mother was not well, but, anyway, I n1oved to vVashington
and procured a position with United States Gypsum Company.
Q. 'Vhat type of work did you do for that
page 1313 ~ company Y
A. Represented them on their full line of materials.
Q. Acquisition of building materials! Did you buy for
them!
A. No, sir, selling, particularly with regard to specific materials and using of them on construction jobs where a contractor might be allowed an election of one product or
another.
Q. In your work for that company, to what extent were you
called upon to employ your training as a civil engineer?
A. To some extent on the utilization of different kinds of
walls. The United States Gypsum Company deals in production of lath and plaster dry wall construction, foilback construction from the standpoint of creating vapor barriers insulation, mainly, also roof decking materials of that kind.
Now, I don't think you have to be a civil engineer to perhaps
deal with tbe desirallility of using one wall over another;
however, the understanding advantages to a two-inch solid
partition over one of sheet rock and lath and plaster, I found
my academic backg·round to be quite useful.
Q. After you left the Gypsllm Company, where did you
go?
A. Into the Navy.
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Q. To what extent were you called upon to employ your
training as a civil engineer in the Navy?
A. At that particular time, 1950 to 1952, none. I served on
aircraft carriers.
pnge 1314 ~ Q. After leaving the Navy, after that period
of service, where did yon go then?
A. In 1952, I went with the Portsmouth Redevelopment
and IIousing Authority, in Portsmouth, Virginia.
Q. In what capacity?
A. First, Assistant Director of Development. The organizational structure of the Portsmouth R-edevelopment and
I-T on sing Authority had an Executive Director responsiblP
for the overall adn1inistration of the maintenance operation
of the public housing units. The Director of Development
was one wl1ose responsibility involves the techn~cal feature
of public housing and urban renewal. As the assistant, the
Director put me in charge of the urban renewal project, then
formulated, and he directed his attention to public housing
development then going on, '52 to '55.
Q. To what extent were you called upon to employ your
knowledge as a civil engipeer in that area f
A. You mean in the urban renewal project?
Q. Yes.
A. From the standpoint of the inspection of the area was
performed by the consultant and, of course, making sure
that in my judgment all of the reports were complete and adequate, that is, investigations and inspections were done in
accordance with proper standards, but mainly, it was a
branching into what is commonly called the plan
page 1315 r field.
Q. So all you did in that work was to examine reports that had been made respecting the condition of the
areas and engage in work respecting the planning of the
project; is that right?
A. Not completely. Being the Assistant of Development,
the Director did not say, ''This is all you are going to do.''
He was working on the construction of a public housing project at the same time the Authority and the locality were
considering the advisability of proceeding with another one
in that particular area, including 400-p_erhaps 400 buildin~·s. I was responsible for the supervision of the inspection
of those buildings.
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Q. Let me ask you right there, what does a supervisor of
inspection do Y What was the c.haracter of the work required
of you in that job Y
·
A. To outline the type of inspection that is to be made, the
standards upon which the report should be formulated, and
then to review the reports, analyse them, collect the information statistically as well as graphically in some instances to
determine whether or not the area is eligible for clearance.
Q. You did not determine whether !l building, for instance,
was in a bad state of repair or what had to be done to it,
that was done by the inspector, the person who actually went
·
on the premises 7
page ·1316 ~ A. Yes, sir, he went in each and every I.Juilding and collected the information, and then, sitting down with him and digesting the impact of his report and
the degree to which he had found these particular physical
shortcomings, we would make a determination.
· Q. Was it your function as a supervisor to determine the
cost of repair and reproduction of a building?
A. In this particular instance, no, because the area was
being planned for construction of housing, and we were inspecting merely-not merely, but from the standpoint of eligibility for clearance. Now, if it had not been eligible, it
would not then have been our place as the authority, for instance, to enforce the minimum housing code. Thi~ would
have been the province of the Building Inspector.
Q. In determining the advisability of clearance, would you
determine whether it was feasible to remodel or repair buildings that had depreciation about them?
A. Yes, sir, that is taken into consideration, but Ct rtainly
not to the extent of making a detailed cost estimate. Thi~
'vould be prohibitive in cost and time.
Q. Your employment with the Portsmouth project redevelopment was primarily dealing with a new developm~nt known
as urban redevelopment and housing·?
A. In the early stages, '52 to '55, I was primarily cmga~ed
in urban renewal with some public. housing-.
page 1317 ~ There were two different projects g-oing on at
the same time. My principal attention waH directed to urban renewal.
Q. After yon ceased your connection with that project,
what did you do f
A. Weil, of course, it isn't just one project, Mr. Ku:v·lwn1
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dall. There were several advancing activities and what I
tried to do was-understand, times at which my responsibilities changed, in 1955, when I became Director of DevelopInent, I was directly in charge of all technical operations of
the Authority except maintenance and what was the problem
of manag·ement. In other words, the development of any urban
t·enewal project, public housing project, or construction of
the central maintenance building we did. These are things I
worked on as Director or Developer.
Q. To what extent were you called upon to en1ploy your
knowledge or training as a civil engineer with the Portsmouth Redevelopment Project 7
A. As you know, on any construction contract between an
owner and a contractor, or a contracting officer's name, it is
his responsibility to represent the owner to make sure the
construction is in accord with specifications and plans, as
drawn. He makes findings of fact and determinations in regard to any claim against the owner, putting it on record.
Q. Does the civil engineer or architect do that?
A. As far as the contracting officer, I did it.
page 1318 ~ Allow me to elaborate. This doesn't mean I was
doing all the inspection on a particular job because he had a Director of Works and two inspectors; }lowever, it was my responsibility, by the Board to be technical
director of the housing units including sewerage units-that
was part of them, I didn't design them.
Q. Isn't it true civil engineers were employed to do the
work and prcepare the plans, and those engineers were, in
fact, in charge of and responsible for the work done in this
area?
A. The people to whmn you are referring in such cases, the
architects or engineers, were retained to do the work similar1.v as WCl today; however, I was respon_sible to the Portsmouth
R<'development and I-Iousing Authority Board and when I
was hired by them in 1952, they indicated that they wanted
to hire a person of engineering background so it could he
utilized, and I felt it was utilized although I didn't design
them.
Q. To what extent was it utilized, your engineering training and background utilized, to what extent, doing that work!
A. Well, for instance, after a site for a public housing
project was tentatively selected, we would eng-ag(l a :firm to
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make core borings, samplings of the soil. I wouldn't do it, but
I would draft the specifications, the scope of the work for
this man to do. Also, we would have a topopage 1319 ~ graphic or boundary survey made which I would
draft for this man or contractor, land survey,
exactly what we wanted, where our bench marks were to go,
what kind of engineering work we wanted him to perform;
and then, within the construction of tbe project, itself, as I
say, I was functioning as contracting officer, in which, if
there was any disagreement between the contractor and the
architect with regard to the contract and specifications or
specifications and the plans, depending on which took precedence in tbe document as regards the owner, I had to make
the decision. The Board specifically wanted someone sonlew·hat kno,vledgable in this work to make that decision so the
Board, itself, which consists primarily of laymen would not
have to assume that responsibility.
Q. And you made the decision for the ·Board-that's what
you mean~
A. As contracting officer, yes, sir, that is exactly what it
means.
Q. What work did you become engaged in after leaving
the Portsmouth area'
A. I came with the firm of Hayes, Seay, Mattern and Mattern. I think I testified to that.
Q. You have been with that firm how long?
A. Since May of 1960, almost four· years.
Q. You have lived in Virginia anp. been engaged in the
work to which you referred :almost constantly
page 1320 r since living in ...
A. How is that again? Urban renewal work f
Q. That and civil engineering e~perience.
A. In other words, I have been involved in urban renewal
and public housing in Virginia and also in other states, but
I have been a resident of Virginia ap.d working in Virginia
since 1952.
Q. Now, have you ever taken the engineer training examination?
·
A. No, sir.
Q. What is that examination given for, for what purpose'
A. I am not fully informed on exactly what it is. I have
heard they have bad engineering training examinations which
comprises algebra and things that •are primarily taken by
people right out of college. I am not that familiar with it.
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Q. Do you know what examination is gi~en to qualify and
accredit one, civil engineer, as a certified or registered engineerf
A. I am familiar with parts of it, not the details.
Q. Did you ever take an examination in Virginia for the
purpose of being certified or accredited as a registered engineer?
A. No, sir.
Q. Why, may I ask, have you not taken the
page 1321 ~ examination and been certified as a civil engineer¥
A. I haven't primarily-as I indicated to you earlier, in
my work in Portsmouth, getting into the urban renewal field
which borders more on planning, it does involve to some extent knowledge as procured either academically or exposure
to civil engineer work, but I have h!ld no desire .to design
bridges and things of that sort, which is the primary function of civil engineering, so I have engaged mainly with urban renewal in regard to planning and supervision.
Q. I don't believe that there is any special field designated
as an urban renewal engineer or anything of that classification?
A. No, sir, not a professional field. They feel it is important
enough though to go along-the Univer~ity of Pittsburgh devised or developed a graduate program in urban renewal or
redevelopment, and I believe other colleg~~ are considering
the same. There is no professional society for such.
Q. Are you a graduate of·a planning school'
A. No, sir. I think I testified ): have two degrees from
Yale.
Q. Are you a member of the Institute of American Planners, the American Institute of Planners T
A.. No.
Q. Now, I believe you stated insofar as the
page 1322 ~ Staunton Central A venue Project was concerned, it was your function to act as a supervisor; is that correct Y
A. Project Administrator.
Q. Project Administrator?
A. I was responsible . . .
Q. Purely a supervisory function, was it not Y
A. No, sir. I am in cl1arge of the work on behfllf of the
firm. The firm is responsible in all cases, but they delegate the
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responsibility for the production of the work to the Project
Administrator, utilizing, as I testified to Mr. Smith, the various professional elements within the firm as they are neces~
sary. _
Q. Well, now, so far as the inspection of the project area
was concerned with respect to the physical condition of the
buildings and that area generally, what was your function •t
A. My function, of course, was to develop the Project Area
Report or, in fact, determine the eligibility of the area from
the standpoint of the Virginia statute, using, after full discussion with Mr. Poage, his detailed inspection reports. That
is with regard....
Q. There was no need for you to supervise or pass upon
Mr. Poage's activities in connection with the survey of the
Project area, was there Y
A. Not from the standpoint of his qualifications; however,
these particular things have to be documented.
page 1323 ~ These particular findings have to be documented.
First you review them from the standpoint of
the State statute to determine the eligibility, then they have
to be documented within the framework of the Urban Renewal procedure. I think Mr. Poage testified he was not
familiar with urban renewal procedures. Otherwise, he is certainly qualified as a good man to make inspections, but some
of the terminology within the documents he was not familiar
with.
Q. Then Mr. Poage's examinations and determinations of
the conditions of these buildings was not done under your direction and supervision because he didn't need supervision; is
that what you mean?
A. Yes, sir, I believe I indicated he performed it as one
function of the work for the scope of services for 'vbich I was
responsible.
Q. And your review of the work Mr. Poage did was not
for the purposes of determinations, whether he had made an
accurate judgment respecting his :finjiings, but to determine
whether or not his findings would qualify this area for urban
renewal; is that right f
A. Would you say that again?
(Question above, starting at Line 16, read by reporter.)
A. As Project Administrator, Mr. Kuykendall, responsible
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for everything-this is the way the firn1 operates, I am responsible for everything that is done, just as if
page 1324 ~ I was doing it all myself. From the standpoint of
Mr. Poage's ability to do it, I would not, for an
instant, feel that I had to look right over his shoulder. By
the same token, out of a sense of responsiqility, since I was
charged with the work and he was working under me, I would
go over them very carefully with him and s~e whether or not
his judgments were based upon, as he indicated, relative
conditions.
Q. Well, if be reported-Mr. Poage reported to you certain findings, physical conditions, did you undertake to evaluate those conditions or did Mr. Poage!
A. We did them, really, jointly; hqwever, he was the one
who had made the inspection. He was more familiar with
the details of it, and as I testified, in no case did I feel his
findings, based on the report that he had and from the information and notes and memory he wo:r:ked from, could I deviate from him on except the one property I testified.
Q. Even with respect to the property you mentioned and
with which you differed with Mr. Poage, Mr. Poage's evaluation of that property prevailed Y
A. Not on the Projoot Area Report.
Q. It did not 1
A. No, sir.
Q. You did, then, pass upon the work Mr. Poage did; is
that right?
A. To the extent wherever I felt we disagreed
page 1325 ~ in final judgment, as I say, out of the responsibility wifh which I was charged as Project Administrator, I would make the final judgment, and in this
particular case, I did.
Q. Now, when did you review the findings that Mr. Poage
madef
A. Shortly after he made the inspection, probably the end
of March. I am not sure of the exact date because we were
doing several things at one time, but when he was completehad gotten all of his notes and everything ready, we sat down
and went over them.
Q. About when f Can you give us the date T
A. The end of March or early April. I think the end of
·
·
March.
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Q. Did you make the final determinations then of the property?
A. It took us a few days. We diqn 't sit down and do all of
it at a particular time. I would have interruptions and phone
calls.
Q. vVhat day did you complete your final determinations f
A. By the end of April. I am not positive-our combined
review of his fiJ!dings up until we determined the categories
into which the buildings should be placed spanned several
days, and I would say it was the end of March.
Q. Did you m~ke :a Project Area Report?
A. Yes, sir, the ...
page 1326 r Q. When was that made 7
A. The Project Area Report, the Federal not
for the State, well, I can't say exactly when it was all finished.
It was done sometime between then and the end of May.
Q. Wbere is that Report, do you know?
A. It is contained in the Part I, Final Project Report,
which I think, y.ou submitted in evidence.
Q. Now, what were :hfr. Poage's qualifications for doing
his work?
A. Well, my understanding was-as I say, he had had experience in design, and I, personally, of course. as I testified,
did not select hi~ or inspect his qualifications. I outlined to a
partner thr work that l1ad to he pPrformed and 1\.fr. Poage
was selected. So, I presume, he had all the qualifications necessary or the partners wouldn't have selected him.
Q. Did you make any representations to the Staunton Urban Renewal Housing Authority or the City Council as to Mr.
Poage's qualifications to do the work?
A. I believe I told }.fr. Conley we would have a qualified
m.fl n to inspect the area.
Q. Did you make any representations at any time that }.fr.
Poag·e was a registered architect?
A. No, sir.
Q. Now, ho,v did Mr. Poage submit to ~7 0U hiR
page 1327 ~ finding-s, in what form did he submit them?
A. He didn't. Basically what happened, I was
sitting- in mv office working' on something else, and he came
in and said. ''Mv renort is finished, anytime you are readv we
can ~o over it." He had forms, a mass of yellow naQ'P.~-thi~
was not a tvPe.d report-plus as we went throug-h them. he
had his memory because we would go throu~h a 11articular
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building, and he might say that the shortcomings within that
particular building were sufficient to justify or, in his judgment, require clearance, and I would ask him why and what
and get the picture, because as I have indicated, I was responsible for all the work, and we went through these and made
that determination.
Q. Do you know the form his report took to you, was it in
the form of printed or typed form, or just on legal pad pages,
or what was it?
A. It was a form, I think, 8% x 11, on which he had made
certain observations as to good, fair, or poor, he had written
certain remarks, and he had attached to them legal pages
where he made certain descriptions he had made not in the
formal order. I couldn't hand it to my secretary and say,
"Type them up.''
Q. \Vere those reports typed up at any time?
A. We typed up a resume of them, just the findings on the
front sheet.
page 1328 ~
Q. Was that put on a form f
A. Yes, sir, put on a form.
Q. "\Vhen was that done?
A. Shortly after we made the determinations, as I say,
probably early April. Our reason for so doing, we were typing
up the relocation findings we had made, the relocation survey; in order to provide !fr. Conley with future reference, we
typed up .what we found, and at the same time, we typed up
an overall cover sheet of inspection report. This did not cover
all of the information, I want to emphasize that.
Q. Now, were you responsible for put~ing in final forn1
and getting typed up the notes !fr. Poage had initially made
while making l1is inspection?
A. Not exactlv. I informed l1im that it would be wise to
hnve these typed up so if }.fr. Conley wanted to review them
w~ would have them available. He took them to his secretarv
and had them typed.
·Q. Do you know whether they were typed in Staunton or
not?
A. No. in on r office.
0. In Roanoke?
A. Yes. sir.
Q. I will show ~"on Defendants' Exhibit 224 and ask you
if you know when that was compiled and typedf
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Mr. Smith: Is that the exhibit fron1 which
pag·e 1329 ~ Mr. Poage testified 1
·
Mr. ICuykendall : Yes.
A. I can't say when it was typed. In other words, let me put
it this way, since I am under oath, this is the cover we used
and this is the title of the report I saw in the file. As to
whether or not every word here is the one that was typed,
I can't testify. I didn't read it all the way through and ('heck
his notes.
Q. Was that made available to Mr. Conley or kept in lia.yeR,
Seay, Mattern and Mattern Y
A. I have it in my files. It was available, but ...
Q. vVhere were his original notes kept while making the
inspection Y
A. In the job file.
Q. Were they ever taken from the file!
A. In advance of this time, Mr. Forester Taylor asked for
them, and we were reluctant to relinquish them at this particular time, and in advance of the trial, I brought them-Mr.
Poage was coming from Texas, and they were his notes, and
I turned them over to him so he could go through tl1e area
in July and so testify.
Q. Did Mr. Poage ever take these notes to Texas with
himY
A. No, .sir.
Q. They were never sent to Texas so far as you knowf
A. No, they went from me to Mr. Poage in
page 1330 ~ July, and, of course, when I l~ft in July to come
back again, we didn't know-when we came back
in November, I didn't see them.
Q. I believe you stated earlier that you didn't go through
the Project area during the time Mr. Poage made his inspection, you didn't go through the interior of the buildings.
A. No, not the interior of the buil(tings until I accompanied
him on his refresher inspection in July 9f 1963.
Q. Now, was that trip through the buildings in July, 1963,
before or after the initial hearing in this caseY
A. Before.
Q. How soon before, you remember!
.
A. I think it was the two days preceding. If I remember
correctly, the trial convened on Wednesday or Thursday, and
it was the two days preceding~
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Q. What was the purpose of your visit and inspection of
the buildings by you?
·
.A. The main purpose was to familiarize myself with them.
I was familiar with the exterior and familiar with the buildings themselves and their locations and uses, and things of
that sort, but I wanted to go through with him to be knowledgeable about it and we also wanted to take some pictures.
Q. Is there a;ny need for you to be knowledgeable of the
interior of the buildings other than as they are reported to
you by Mr. Poage?
page 1331 ~ A. Only in case you-not you-in case I
should, having reviewed the inspection reports
with :Nir. Poage, to have been familiar with it, and actually,
I wanted to, as I have indicated in my testimony, reconfirn1
in my own mind or affirm or reinvestigate, myself, with regards to it, and I have testified I found two occasions where
I would have changed judgments.
Q. "\Veil, now, and you made that personal visual inspection
because you felt it was wise in order to be accurate about this
1natter and maybe to be in position to properly evaluate rmlditions there?
A. No, sir, ~Ir. Poage had done that on his inspection.
1\Iine was to fan1iliarize myself with the interior and at tlw
same time, since I was responsible for the work on behalf of
the firm, to make sure all of these statements through tbe report that are relative I felt were reas~nable, and familiarizf'
mvself witl1 thetn.
·Q. You appeared before the Authqrity and representedreported the conditions that appeared there long before the
t1·ial of the case in .July 1
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And before the City Council and n1ade repres0ntntions
as to conditions before the trial in ,July?
A. That is correct.
·
Q. And prepared and sent to the United States Gover·Tmlflllt
Part I and Part II of the Planning A pplicatim1
page 1332 ~ Report, did you not?
A. Part I, not Part II. One element of Part
TT.
Q. You did that?
A. I didn't actually send Part IT. I prepared, the ~reatrr
nortion of it.
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Q. That was based ·on Mr. Poage's findings, not your inspections?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you think it was necessary to go to the area and
examine these buildings before preparing that Report?
A. No, sir.
Q. Uh?
A. No, I think Mr. Poage was qualified to do it and do a
valid job. I felt before the Court case, I felt it desirable
to go through and become familiar with it and if inquiry was
made, I would be familiar with in and in order to give as
much information as I could in order for the Court to make a
decision.
Q. Did anyone other than Mr. Poage accmnpany you during your inspection of the interior of the buildings in July,

19637
A. Yes, sir.
Q. WhoY
A. Well, not completely through the whole area, but to
start witb, a regular s_afari, myself and 1\fr.
pag·e 1333 ~ Poage, Mr. Zink I believe his name is, the p11otographer, 1\{r. Sn1ith, and ~fr. Cochran, and 1\tfr.
Conley, and I believe to smne Pxtent, ~fr. Bill Boozer, her.aURP
he had the keys to smne of the buildings that had been locked.
This entire entourag-e did not go through the whole area to.g-etl1er. Mr. Coc.hran had businesR and so on, but I think ~ft·.
Poage and I did, of course, stick together, and ~fr. 7.;ink wa~
"~th us virtually all the time, and Mr. Conley.
Q. Now, what instructions, if any, did you give Mr. Poag-n
respec.ting his duties and respecting-in insper.ting thP interiors of the buildings?
.l\.. I indicated to him that. the inspection should he hase(l
upon the standards of the City of Staunton and if sucl1 standards w·ere not in existence, that he should use acceptable
national standards. In other words, at that particular point,
T was not knowing-ly aware of the particular codes of Staunton. We had not prog-ressed to that point. I had procurecl
from Mr. Conley for him tbc copy of the Minimum Standards Housin~ Code, I told him to get the Building Code, Fire
Prevention Code, and Electrira1. ancl if there was a senarntc~
nlumbfilg code, that, and the Zoning Ordinance, und with
thPse standards, inspPct tlH~ n1·ea outside and inside. enumPrate any deficiency, any code violation; I also indicated to him
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that he was to note wherever 'he felt infQrmation with regard
to dilapidation. In other words, I covered to some extent with
him-I don't mean I sat down and went through
page 1334 ~ the whole statute, but I told him the things we
were concerned with he would find on his inspection, the information he wanted to gather and wanted to assess-gather and assess that would fall within the category
of dilapidation, faulty arrangement of design, or lack of ventilation contained in the Minimum Standards Housing Code,
to collect all this information so we could relate these to the
statute.
Q. Did you explain to him w·hat constituted dilapidation?
A. I read the wording of the Act to him. I am sure he
didn't digest it all at that particular point.
Q. You left it to him to determine what dilapidation meant?
A. I didn't 'vrite out a definition for him, no, sir.
Q. You-did you tell him what obsolescence meant?
A. Well, the dictionary definition is the process of becoming obsolete. It is a kind of word I don't think I should have
to explain to Mr. Poage-hand him a set of definitions. He
wasn't really a robot, he 'vas a qualified man.
Q. Was he asked to determine whether there were overcrowding -conditions¥
A. No, he was to-excuse me-he was to detern1in(l the
number of-if it was overcrowded with regard to the 1\finimum Standards Ifousing Code, yes, sir, he was
page 1335 ~ to determine that, with the standpoint of overcrowding from the Zoning Ordinance, he was to
provide on his inspection report and m·ake appropriate notes
available to me how many apartments in the dwelling units,
how many families occupied them, which reflected itself in the
Site Occupancy Report ·where he would list a building·, four
apartments, two oecupied, two not. This infor1nation wns for
me.
Q. Mr. Poage bad never had any experienee in urban redevelopment or planning?
A. No, sir.
0. You were the one who had had that experience.
A. Yes, sir, that is why I was in charge of the work.
Q. Did you base your findings on Mr. Poage's determination of conditions?
A. To a great extent.
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Q. To what extent did you base your findings on conditions in this area on Mr. Poage's :findingsf
A. As I say, we sat down and went through his inspection
reports, and on the basis of his findings, together with my
making the final judgment wherever I felt it was my responsibility to do so, we determined classification, whether a building was deteriorated or deteriorated, warranting clearance.
Obviously, that decision is not completely based on structural
or code deficiencies contained in the building. Other things
come into consideration. I think I stated in the
page 1336 ~ Project Area Report, I don't remember the exact
language, the etxent of reconditioning, but the
cost-we made no detailed cost study. This is an area of
judgment, plus the environmental influences affecting it,
whether it would be sending good money after bad in order to
recondition a building, depending on the extent you have to
recondition, considering all the circumstances.
Q. Now, what were your instructions to Mr. Poage with
respect to the physical condition of the building¥
A. I think I testified he was to determine dilapidation, make
notes on the basis of various codes and standards in existence on that to determine the extent of dilapidation and make
notes with regard to it.
Q. What would he be required to do in order to determine
the extent of dilapidation¥
A. Whether or not he felt a particular portion or a large
part of an entire building was in such a state of di~repair or
partia 1 decay as we have defined it.
Q. Was he instructed to make structural examination~ of
the buildings?
A. He was instructed not to make a structural analysis,
depending on 'Yhat you mean. Ile didn't didn't go out and
make structural tests. If he felt a particular wall or particular portion of a building had deteriorated to such an extent
it represented a hazard or was a structural depa.ge 1337 ~ ficiency, be so noted in his report. He did not
keep himself mainly wjthin just structural deficiency, l1e was looking also for code violations and deficiencies which would not necessarily find themselves in an area
of structural adequacy.
Q. In his findings, did Mr. Poage indicate to you what it
would cost to make repairs in a particular building and restore it so it could serve a useful purpose Y
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A. Not from the standpoint of listing and saying, ''This
will be a thousand dollars or fifteen hundred dollars.'' As
we talked about it, we talked about the extent to which this
particular code deficiency or code deficiencies could be corrected and whether or not :they were of a costly nature or uncostly nature. vV e did not make a cost estimate, as I have
indicated to you.
Q. I believe you stated that you learned, or your firm
learned of Staunton's interest in urban redevelopment in
J anua.ry, 1961 or '62. '62.
A. No, sir, l think I testified that I was told that Staunton
was interested-had expressed an interest. 1\Thether in the
newpaper or how it got to the firm, I don't know. ~Iy boss indicated to me I should stop by and make our services available to them in the event they proceeded. I think I testified
that was late September or early October, 1961.
Q. When you were first interviewed by the Staunton Au,.
thority or the Chairman of the Staunton Authorpage 1338 ~ ity, did you determine to what extent the plan
for urban redevelopment had progressed?
A. Let me give you the chronology. In ~T anuary of 1962I believe it was-I will check my date.
·
Q. The 26th?
A. Yes, on the 26th. Prior to this, of course, I indicated I
had met with Mr. Conley, and in order to present a planning proposal, we had to determine from Mr. Conley the
scope of the work, all we were to do.
Q. When you first interviewed Mr. Conley in September
or October, 1961, did you then learn the extent to which the
City or Housing Authority had gone toward initiating an urban renewal project?
A. The onl~T thinQ' I knew wns a survev and planning application had been filed. Mr. Conley had been hired, but I
don't think at that time they had approval of the Federal
Government because I think he stated he was being paid by
the City until those funds were available.
' Q. And the Planning Survey and Application was dated
November 8, 1961?
A. I am not sure of the date.
Q. And it had been filed in this action as Defendants' Exhibit 20. Now, that Application had been completed about
the time you bilked to }.{r. Conley, had it not?
·
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A. Apparently so. I have to put it this way, Mr. Kuykendall, apparently so. I can't under oath testipage 1339 ~ fy that this document was submitted as of that
date. It might have been submitted three days
earlier or later.
Q. Did you see the document when you first talked to Mr.
Conley, when you first interviewed him Y
A. No, sir.
Q. When did you first see this document f
A. After we were retained.
Q. When were you retained Y
A. We were informed on February 1-2, 1962. I think that
was approved by the Federal Government on the 7th of
January. I think it took two months to have it processed.
Approved.
Q. The Survey and Planning Application was approved
when?
A. I think it took two months to have it approved, and I
think it was January, 1962. My only knowledge of it, I read
about it in one of the rele-ase sheets I happened to have on
file.
Q. vVhen was your firm retained?
A. February 2 we were informed by them we had heen
selected.
Q. Did you have any memorandum of the agreement with
the City of Staunton or the Staunton Housing and Development Authority?
A. How do you mean ''memorandum of agreepage 1340 ~ ment?'' We didn't have any contract at that
point.
Q. Did you have any written memorandum with t.hem?
A. No, sir.
Q. Never have had, other than the written contract?
A. That's right, other than the contract for these services.
Q. I believe you have enumerated the purposes for which
your firm was employed.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Well, one of the purposes was to prepare and file with
the proper agency of the Federal Government Part I of the
·
Application for Loan and Grant: isn't that true T
·A. Yes. sir, of course. As I testified, the filing of that" is
the last thing you do after all these other thing-s were done.
The first thing we were instructed to proceed with was the
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independent, unbiased inspection of the area and review
of the area.
Q. For what purpose 1
A. To determine whether or not the area was eligible under the statute of the State of Virginia, and then, after that
information was passed to the Staunton Redeveloprnent and
Housing Authority, we would then, of course, with their blessing, proceed full blast.
Q. "\Vhat percentage of your. work would you say was completed by your firm up to the time of the complepage 1341 ~ tion of Part I, Application for Loan and Grant~
A. You mean percentage in man hours or dollars1
Q. Well, dollars.
A. Our contract was $8,750.00 for-and the contract spells
out upon completion of the Part I, Final Project Report
with the approval of the local agency, the Staunton Redevelopment and Housing Authority, we were entitled to the payment of $8,750.00. The fi-gure I believe would be about ninety
percent.
Q. If the Housing Authority were not approved, you were
not to get paid?
A. I beg your pardon, the contract calls for their approval
of the quality of our work .. It doesn't mean if they decide not
to go forward with the project we don't get paid. They could
stop work at any time on the basis of n1arketability, and then
we would be entitled to the partial payment for the work
performed.
Q. When did you enter into a written contract with the
Staunton Redevelopment and IIousing Authority 1
A. Actually, the contract was executed-! don't believe
until earlv in 1\iay. I-Iowever, I know from my own experience
and 1\.fr. Conley's, I know from him, the proces~ing- of the contract ...
Q... State from your own experience.
A. Processing through the Federal Government takes some
time. The Authority was interested in proceedpage 1342 ~ ing as ouicldy, as possible, particularly on early
determinations, and they ·specifically asked us
at the time of the interview if upon selection would we be
willing to proceed with the work in anticipation of the contract and the scope of the services was in good shape, and it
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was a formality for it to be sent through the Federal Government, ·and it goes through quite a legal department and they
all have to look at it.
Q. You didn't have a written memorandum ·on what you
actually had agreed upon with the Authority?
A. I had a copy of the contract we had sent to the1n setting
forth our scope of services; as I testified, in anticipation of
the approval of that particular contract, we proceeded to
work on the scope of services.
Q. Suppose the contract had not been approved or signed
by the Authority?
A.
e would ·have been out of luck.
Q. You were willing to take that chance 1
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Why didn't you get a con tract signed before the ninety
percent of the work was done, why didn't you insist ·upon the
signing of a written contract before you perfor1ned ninety
percent of the contract-of the work called for?
A. I didn't say ninety percent before the contract was executed. Part I represents about ninety percent of the work.
The date is sometime in June.
page 1343 t Q. June 13~ ·and it was completed, was it not.
in May, 1962?
· A. vVhat ·was completed, Sir Y
Q. Part I of the Application for Loan and Grant, so far as
the work was concerned in the preparation of the report.
A. Of course, the preparation started when we were retained. That wasn't finished until that was sent off June

'T

13th.

Q. '62?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Now, it was this report-Part I of the Application for
Loan and Grant was first submitted to the Al1thoritv before
J nne 13, 1962, wasn't it, for a study and evaluation1
A. This was two years ago. I have to check my memorv.
I don't recall, Mr. Kuykendall. I don't recall o·ur putting it
together in final forn1. I do know at these various meetings
\ve had the redevelopment plan, the Jnnd disno~Al renort,
and the relocation report may have been dt•aftrd. 1 do know
we had a coriferenre, for 'instance, on ,June 13, 1962, at which
time ·I brought, in effect~ the -final report to ·a meeting with
the· Planning Commission, as I testified, a~d a·s ~ result of
that meeting-! beg •' your pardon, the report was not completely typed but we had parts of it and all the exhibits and
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maps which were important, but the report was not bound ex. actly as that is. This meeting \Vas on the 13th.
page 1344 ~ I believe a "\Vednesday Thursday. As a result
of that particular meeting, I then went back to
Roanoke and completed it by the following- Snndny. I ..emember specifically either Saturday or Sunday, because 1\:fr.
Conley came down and got it.
·· Q. What was the date the contract was signed T
A. lOth of 1\Iay, 1962. l would like to state, 1\{r. I{uykendall, to tl1at question, if I may, it is not at all unusual,
particularly in urban renewal, to commence work in anticipation of processing· of a contract. In other w01·d~. a lot of
valuable time is lost which is overhead and eats up the·.costs,
and it is more or less expected of the consultant thafdqes the
work, that he p·roceed.
·· Q. You have a copy of your contract?
A. I have a-wl1at is called a Zerox copy. I pre~nme it is
a~~cnratc. It is not an executed copy. I presume it is the one
nsed for-executed. I think it is accurate.
Q. May we see the original, when you can produce it, I
don't mean right now?
A. The Authority has a copy and so do I.
Q. Yes. Now then, who is the reg-istered architect for the
firm of Hayes, Seay, Mattern and Mattern 7
A. Mr. E. Paul Ifayes. There are quite a few oth~rs. I assume you want just the partner.
Q. Do you have more than one registered architect 7
A. Yes, sir. I don't know .all their names, I
page 1345 ~ mn sorry. I would estimate t~ere are perhaps
:.
nh1c or ten architects in the firm and perhaps
twenty-Jive or thirty registered engineers.
Q. \Vhen did you first learn, 1\:fr. Balzer, Mr. Ponge was
-· ·
not a registered architect?
A. I knew that to start with.
Q. ITow ]ong ltad he been with the firm when he was sent
on tl1is johf
A. I believe he came with the firm in 1960. I am not coinpletely fa1ni1iar with when he came to the firm from the standpoint of permanent association with him·. "\Ve go our separate
ways, but I think he testified to this, and he would know his
own tenure more accurately than I would.
Q. Mr. Balzer, are you familiar with the language~· the content of the Part I of the Application for Loan and Grant?
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A. Yes, sir, but I would like to refer to this if there are
any questions on it.
Q. Everything in there you have reviewed and are familiar
with 1 I don't mean you have to recall it now, but you are
familiar with it 1
A. Relatively. There is also contained in there a legal section which involves the Resolution and so on of the Staunton
Redevelopment and Housing Authority and of tbe C9nneil
and local attorney which I didn't write and am not familiar
with, still they put it in there.
page 1346 ~ Q. You read it allY
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Everything that was put in theref Here, Part I of the
Application.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did yon read everything of Part II of the Application?
A. No, sir.
Q. Did you read any part of it f
A. I don't even have a copy of Part II. Our only regard
with Part II was to answer any questions raised by the processing of that docum.ent as a result of processing and be in
attendance at the public hearing. So far as drafting a resolution of the meeting of the Council or-there are local
and there is no reason for me to have to file it.
Q. You are not familiar with Part II then?
A. Only from the standpoint of the section under the Code
where we respond to any questions HliFA have asked.
Q. Are you familiar with the Survey and Planning Application dated Noven1ber 8, 1961, Defendants' Exhibit 207
A. Relatively, yes, sir.
Q. Isn't it true you went over and studied this Survey and
Planning Application of November 8, 1961, before the Part
I of the Application for Loan and Grant was even started,
let alone completed f
page 1347 ~ A. Not-well, there are various sections in
which we have to have information, yes, sir. In
other words, it calls for our either updating or magnifying.
That is what we were retained to do on the contract within
the area. There are parts in which we are very interested.
Q. You studied that Survey and Planning Application prepared by Mr Conley.
A. I wonldn 't say; studied the whole thing. There are portions I·am not interested in. I am experienced enou~h in this
nrl;>~n renewal work to.·know the portions I wanted to know.
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Q. Did you find any statmnents in that Application that
were incorrect, do you recall Y
A. "\Veil, it all depends-in other words, I didn't check
it with the idea of criticising them on their accuracy. There
is certain information provided in this which finds its way
into this report, and I can show you a place where one of the
statements got included where it should have been left out.
Q. What was thatY
A. In the Project ..c\.rea R.eport. I think it is :\ o. 6, Paragraph 6 on the environmental deficiencies. Statements were
made the streets were seldom at right angles. I intended to
strike that statement, and it inadvertently got included. It is
obvious the streets are at right angles.
Q. Did you find anything else of major conpage 1348 ~ sideration that is inaccurate?
A. vVe are not to check the accuracy. We don't
lean on the Application that much. We are not to determine
whether any finding compiled by the City on the area is accurate or inaccurate, but there is certain information in
there we list to use for ourselves.
Q. You took out bodily certain of the data included in the
Survey and Planning Application of November, '61, and included it verbatim in the Application for Loan and Grant,
Part If
A. Not data. The Project Area data, form, a part of the
Report-there is a section on Page 2 that cites environmental deficiency. That same form or a form akin to it carries,
in essense, the same environmental deficiencies. I can specificially recall the original part of Part I as sent to Philadelphia said these deficiencies were not changed or updated.
We were told; don't mark it unchanged, it should be transcribed. That particular section of the environmental deficiencies was transcribed into Part I.
Q. Did you make a determination as to the validitv of the
finding-s contained in· tl1is Report of 1961, this Application T
A. I reviewed it very definitelv. We made a complete detailed inspection of the area and. reviewed it in regard with
·
the State statute in filing-in the filing of that
page 1349 ~ Project Area R.eport· based ·on the :fig11res we
compiled -and based on environmental deficiencaies with which I couldn't take issue, we transcribed it in that
form.
Q. Jgn 't it true the purpose of the .Survev and Planning
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Application that was filed in 1961 was to commit the Government to the proposition the Project Area w-as blighted and
qualified for urban redevelopment, on which the Government
would commit itself to ask $50,000.00 to enable the City to
employ e1fperts to make a plan for the area and to otherwise
initiate the project Y
A. That is a long· question. Let me answer it this way.
The purpose of the Survey and Plannip.g Application is to
borrow funds from the Federal Government to go into an
area which by reasonable, local review is eligible. They are
not saying the Government is committing themselves to borrow the money to go into detailed study and prepare the documents required by the Federal Government. During the process of the preparation of those domunents, any feature of
the eligibility or feasibility-if the land is not eligible or the
land not marketable, or the financial structure makes it prohibitive locally, the project is turned down. The funds borrowed from the Federal Government to get this detailed information remains an indebtedness of the Staunton R.edevelopment and Housing Authority to the Federal Government
insqfar as they would have to pay it if they have· any unencumbered funds; since it is a non-profit subdivipage 1350 ~ sion of the State, which is tantamount to a
book indebtedness and they don't pay it lla~k. I
think it is specifically stated in the contract between the Federal Government and Staunton this is not binding upon the
Federal Government to proceed with a project in that area.
T'hey merely make a reservation of the estimated funds in the
event all criteria are met.
Q. But the funds were made available in order to pay for
the ~ervices that Hayes, Seay, ~Iattern and Mattern performed; isn't that true?
A. As well as for Mr. Rountrey and his appraiser ...
Q. And Mr. Conley and Mr. WoodY
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Later, if determined upon the study of Part I and Part
II of the Application the area didn't Qualify. the Federal
Government would have lost the money they had spent. They
would hav:e spent funds not recapturable if not repaid. That
would ~e true, wouldn't it f
A. That would be true, I ag-ree.
Q. And tbe purpose of the Planning and Survey A pplication is to inform the Government there is an area that wants
urban renewal?
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A. The purpose is-the expenditure of the funds is to procure the detaile.d information so the locality, the .Staunton
Authority and 'City Council and the Urban Repage 1351 r newal can make intelligent decisions in regard
to eligibility, financial feasibility, marketability,
legality, etc., but the independent decisions which enter into
a third party contract.
Q. W el~, now .

J udg·e Snead: Let's recess until tomorrow morning at
9:30.
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The following is a continuation of the evidence presented
by the Defendants on the 24th and 25th days of January,
1964, before the Honorable R. V. Snead, Judge Designate, in
the Corporation Court for the City of Staunton, Virginia,
including· all objections, motions, and exceptions as they occurred during the progress of said trial, in that certain suit
abovestyled now pending in said Court.
Present: J. Forester Taylor, J. Sloan J{uy·kendall, Lewis l\1:. Costello, Attorne~rs for the
Compl?inants,
Richard W. Smith, Attorney for the Staunton Redevelopment and Housing Authority, and George M. Cochran, Attorney for the City of Staunton.
page 13:13

~

CROSS EXAMINATION.
Of Donald J. Balzer continued.
Bv 1\fr. Kuvkendall:
·Q. Mr. B·alzer, how many reports were prepared by vour
firm in the process of evaluating the Central Avenue Project?
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A. Evaluating in what manner, sir? You mean the entire
Report, the Part I, Final Project Report 1
Q. How many reports did you prepare, either working report:; or to submit to the Authority, or Council, or the Federal Government?
A. As I testified yesterday, the Final Project Report is
broken down into subsections. vVe prepared the Area Project
Report, the l..jand Acquisition Report. We prepared the Relocation Report. vYe prepared the Project Improvements Report, the Land Disposal Report, and 'vith some figures front
Mr. Conley., we prepared the Cost Estimate and Financing
Report. Now, the R.edevelopment Plan and Report on Planning Proposals which are two sections of that Report-we
furnished parts of thCin, but this was done in association with
and it primarily-the greater portion of thos_e two section
were prepared by the firm of Blair, Stein and
page 1354 ~ Associates, Planning Consultants.
Q. Did you prepare, pla11 tbe Report dated
-sul_1mitted M-ay 14, 1962?
A. I don't know what report you are speaking "of, sir.
Q. Do you recall making any report in May, 1962?
A. You mean verbally or written f
Q. Written.
·
Mr. Smith: I think further identification ought to be
given.
Judge Snead : Yes. Can you identify that further for
him?
1\{r. Kuykendall: Yes, sir, I will in just a minute.
Q. I notice in a Resolution of the City Council, a copy of
which was filed with Part IT-Local Project Approval Data,
Part II of Application for Loan and Grant ...
A. Yes.
Q. This statement: Whereas the local public agency "has
made detailed studies of the location, physical condition of
structures, land use, environmental influences, and the soci·al,
cu1tura1, and economic conditionR of the Project area and
has determined that the area is a blighted or deteriorated area
and that it is detrimental and a menace to the safety, health,
m.orals, or welfare of the inhabitants and users thereof and
of the locality at large, by reason of dilapidation, obsoles-
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cence, overcrowding, faulty arrangement of design, lack of ventilation, light, and sanitary facilities, excessive land coverage, deleterious land
use or obsolete layout, or combinations of these or other
factol'~ as set forth in the Project Area Report of the detailed
inspection of the property by Hayes, Seay, :rviattern and Mattern, Architects and Engineers, dated ~ay 14, 1962, and
shown on the Project Area Map No. SD-1 filed as a supporting exhibit.''
A. May I see how that is contained within that Report, sir?
T'his is a Resolution enacted on the 19th day of October, 1962.
What this represents, 1\{r. Kuykendall, as I testified yesterday, we made our determinations and transtuitted the infornlation to the Staunton Redevelopn1ent Authority verbally at a conference that in our judgment the conditions
within the area, as set forth in the statute, made the area a
blighted or deteriorated area, and proceeding to formulate
the documents for the Report, with their go-ahead we proceeded to develop the Project Area M.ap on the Report. I believe at this particnla r time we had had a print of the drawing
for discussion. As to whether or not I had completed writing
the Project Area Report at that particular time, I don't know,
but I did not submit the Project Area Report in writing to go
to the Government in final form at that time.
0. "That ''ras the report of May 14, 1962?
A. Apparently it is the verbal report which I gave to tlw
Staunton R.cdevelopment and }lousing Authorpag·e 1356 ~ ity, aR I teRtified yesterday, either at the meeting
of April l::J or AT>ril 27, and this that you are
reading, if I remember correctly, must have been the info·rmation transmitted to the Council.
Q. Yes. I gather that this is a written report when you say
'' aR set forth in the Project Area Report of the detailed inl'pection of the property" by your firm, dated May 14, 1962.
A. 1\{ay I see it ~again, sir?
0. Yes, sir.
A. I am g·etting a little confused.
Q. I am, too. I :was trying to ~Pt vou to clear it up for me
A. I would like to, very much. Mr. Kuykendall. I can't
Rneciflcally recall whether or not I submitted a written Projpet Area ·Report at that timfi. A~ T tPl'tiflPil. W'P WPl'P in thP
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process of collecting all this data. It was mailed off ultimately in June, so you can see in June we had considerably _progressed in our work. Perhaps at that time the Project Area
Report was completed and they looked at it and it was avail.
able to them. I do know the l\iap was. I don't specifically
recall writing a report and formally submitting it to them
at that time. As I say, the8e are in subsections, and were in
various stages of completion at that point.
Q. Let me ask you this, your firm was employed primarily
to determine whether the area qualified for urpage 1357 ~ ban renewal, or was it employed primarily to
prepare and submit necessary documents to t11<'
Federal Government and obtain the money and subnlit-prepare a Plan?
A. As I testified, we were employed to carry out the scopP
of services set out in the contract which covers both sides of
the coin, that we make a detailed inspection analysis of thP
area as to eligibility nnder the Virginia statute, and th0n,
upon the g-o-ahead by the Authority to commence preparation of the documents necessarv to make the Final Proi(l(•1
R.eport, Part I of Loan and G.rant, to tho Feder a1 GovPl'llnlent, carrying ont the other parts of our contract.
Q. 'V11at was the date of the Final Project Renort Y
A. Actually the t·eporb;; are not submittPd separatrh·.
Thes£l are put into on£l binder. You are speaking of a ~nh
sertion of that Report. Wbetber or not that suh~Pction was
completed as of 1\fay· 14th, 1962, I can't speeificall~~ re('all.
Q. When was it finally C'Qmpiled and put togetlwr as ot'
one hinder 1
A. As the result of the meeting of tTune 13, 1962, I retunwd
to my office and incorporated all the final data, and i\I r.
Conley drove down to Roanoke, I don't recall whether SahHrlay or Sunday, a few days later, and I g-ave hin1 the copiP:-;
('Ompleted, and he took them and drove back to Staunton.
Q. When did y·on complete your study· of the Project aren
with respect to all matter~q that you were to takE\
page 1358 ~ into consideration and formulate the conclnsions?
A. As I indicated to you. after 1\fr. Poage completed lJis
inspection, which was the end of 1\fareh or early April, I madr.
the determinations based on the statute. As I have tP.stifled.
I do not snecifica lhr recn 1l whPther I transmitted this finn 1
determination to the Rtnunton HonRing Authority verbally on
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the conferences I had with them Aprill3 or April 27, but as
a result of that, we then proceeded to compile all the documentation in the forms to be submitted .to the Federal Government.
Q. You had completed all the investigation you intended to
make and had formulated your conclusions by April, 19621
A. With regard to the State stante, yes, sir.
Q. Now, when did you advise, finally, the Staunton !lousing Authority whether the area qualified for urban renewal,
as an urban renewal project?
A. It has to be in two stages. First of all, ~1r. Kuykendall, it depends on what you mean, "qualified for urban renewal.''
Q. I mean according to the Virginia statute, being eligible
as a blighted area within the st~tute.
A. Yes, sir, we did. I have testified this was transmitted
verbally either April 13 or April 27. It was in April. I do
not specifically recall . . .
Q. Thereafter, ·after you had advised the Aupage 1359 } thority it was eligible under the Virginia statute,
you then prepared these wirtten findings and
conclusions Y
A. The Area Report which takes that specific information
and documents it in the form required by the Urban Renewal
Administration for Application for Loan and Grant.
Q. When did yon first advise the City Council that the
proposed Project area was eligible under the Virginia stante 7
A. Let me say this, 1\ir. Kuykendall, there is no direct
commnl'!ication between myself and City Council. We ·are the
consultants of the Authoritv. We transmit our information
and documentation to the Authority as the agent of the City.
I made no specific attempt to seek out the 'Council and inform
them. I am sure any information with regard to eligibility
of the area under the Virginia statute would have to be tr~ns
mitted by me to then1 at the firsf conference with Council
following the time I told the Authority. I would not specifically seek out the Council.
Q. ·Now, to what extent or in what detail did you review
your findings with the Authority in April after you had completed your studies·· and investigation T
A. Yon are· referrin!! to the verbal report?
· Q. Yes, sir, or any other presentation you made.
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A. At this time, of course, in the discussion, we went over
the results pictorhtlly and verbally of the finding inspection.
I didn't p;repare this kind of exhibits . . .
.page ·1360 ~ Q. Yo:u didn't exhibit to the Authority any
of the exhibits presented at the case, did you?
A. I think I -these, yes, sir. These were prepared in November, but mental deliberations were done and transmitted
to the Authority in .April, 1962.
Q. You didn't present any of the documents or any plats
or exhibits in connection-in explanation of your findings?
A. I don't specifically recall whether or not we had available at that time perhaps a preliminary draft of the Project Area ~iap which would, in effect, have indicated pictorially conditions as deteriorating. This was mainly verbal
and discussion.· The .Authority asked many questions with regard to the shortcomings in the area, and I passed them on to
them, indicating it was our considered judgment ...
Q. You were present, were you not, when all presentations
were made to the Authority respecting ·all findings that would
affect or would control the deliberations of that body with
respect to the eligibility of this area under the Virginia Code
-were you not?
A. Present-presum·ably unle~s they had a special meeting.
In other words, I attended any conferences to which I was
invited or at which my presence was requested. I can't testify
the Authority by their own perogative didn't have a meeting
to which they didn't invite me. I can't say that.
Q. Tell me precisely, if you will, what facts
pag-e 1361 ~ you revealed to the Authority upon which you
based your conclusions.
A. Well, I don't recall all the verbal discourse, 1\fr. l{uykendall. This was almost two years ago. As I say, there
was a great deal of question and answer. This was not a presentation in similar fashion as I expanded to 1\lr. Smith on
direct examination here. I did discuss with them our findings
with regard to the condition of the buildings. I am sure that
I invited their attention to such things as mixed land uses,
deleterious uses in the area. the vacancy of the bakery building, and things of th-at sort, and I am sure they asked questions bringing out some of the other factors, but I did not
specifically go down through every one of these in the length
I did vesterday because·they were two or three hour meetings.
Q. Did you review the notes Mr. Poage prepared?
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A. No, sir, I didn't have the notes with me.
Q. Did Mr. Poage present them?
A. No.
Q. The Council was not advised of the detailed physical
condition of the structures in the area?
A. They were advised from the standpoint of the ultimate
decision made as to each building. I don't recall whether I
had the Map or not, but a Project-a draft of the Project
Area ::Map. I did not go through each building and say Mr.
Poage found these deficiencies •and this violation
page 1362 ~ and this particular condition, we indicated to
them after a detailed inspection and a careful review it was our considered judgment these buildings were
substandard, deteriorated, or deteriorated warranting clearance, and this was our finding.
Q. Did you tell them which they were substandard on, what
you based your judgment on T
A. I don't specifically recall whether I went into detailed
definitions of the terms or the thought processes through
which we would go. I don't specifically recall that.
Q. I believe you did state a moment ago you didn't get
into a lot of detail that bas been gone into in this case hefore this Court because this was two or thr~e hours, and you
didn't spend that mnch time with the Authority.
A. vVe went through a lot. What I am saying, we did not
go through each one of the buildings with regard to the condition of them. It was discussed Yerballv and was a rather
lengthy meeting. There were other factors.
Q. How much time, Mr. Balzer, would you estimate was
spent in the presentation of your findings to the Authority,
in the meetingf
Mr. Smith: In what meeting?
Mr. Kuykendall: The Authority's meeting.
Mr. Smith: On what date f
page 1363 r Mr. Kuykendall: I have tried to find out
what dates he did it, and he said he couldn't
remember precisely.
Mr. Smith: lie told him the dates he met with the Authority.
A. I didn't specifically reca11 which one it wns. It wou1d
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have been one of the conferences, either the 13th or the 27th.
These meetings that the Authority would have would start at
7 :30 or 8 :00 o'clock at night . . .
Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. At nightY
.A. In the evening, and go to 10:00 9 'clock or later. I don't
imply by that that the entire time would be taken up specifically discussing the merits of one building because we would
go off on other matters, as the Minutes of those meetings
would indicate.
Q. Do you recall whether your last presentation to the
Authority was in May, 1962, or thereabouts 7
A. My last presentation of what, sir 7
Q. Your findings and conclusions.
A. My findings and conclusions with regard to whnt, sirf
Q. Whether the area of the Project Area was eligible under the Virgi11;ia statute.
A. No, sir, I don't recall that particular date. I still think
it was in April.
Q. Did you ever express the opinion to the
page 1364 ~ Authority that the Project Area was eligible
under the Virginia statute!
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you tell them why?
A. I indicated to them the building conditions and blighted
conditions in the area in our considered judgment, the accumlation of these factors, were detrimental to the safety,
'health, morals, and welfare of the community, and it was a
blighted area l!llder the Virginia statute.
Q. Did you tell them it was detrimental to health 7
A. I took all four, safety, health, morals, and welfare.
Q. What did you tell them about health f
A. I dwelt mainly on economic welfare.
Q. What did you tell them about health 7
A. I don't specifically recall.
Q. Did you tell them it did affect the health f
A. No£ overwhelmingly, it was mostly economic.
Q.' Did you tell the Authority that the conditions that yon
fo1.1nd did affect the health of the· community and for that
reason-thus for that reason qualified Y
A. I didn't separate them. Except as I testified yesterday,
my feeling was then and still now is that tl1e "Predominant rea-
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son for the justification of this area being a blighted area is
it is detrminental to the economic. welfare. of the City of
Staunton. There are conditions unhealthy, unpage 1365 ~ safe, and unsanitary. In the verbal discussion
with the Staunton Authority, I don't believe
I took each one of those four separately. I do recall emphasizing the economic welfare part.
Q. Do .you recall whether any members of the Authority
made specific inquiry whether the conditions of the buildings
and the other considerations enumerated in the Virginia statute had any effect upon the health of the community?
A. It wasn't discussed spePifica11~· with regar·d to health.
As I say, the obvious manifestation in the area is economic
blight, and this was the main discussion. ~r e did not specifica llv take out health and discuss the health conditions within the area.
Q. Did you tell the Authority that in your opinion the
a rea was not qualified or would not be eligible under the
~tntntP as far as the health problem was· concerned?
A. No, the statute says, ''or.''

J udg·e Snead : He has answered that.
A. I didn't tell them it was
health.

eli~ible

just on tl1e basis of

1\I r. l(uykendall :
Q. Did you tell them the health problem was not involved
hera use these conditions didn't affect healthY
A. As I testified, it is not a major factor. There are some
conditions, but we didn't discuss that. 'Ve didn't isolate health
and tell them it was a problem, mostly it was
page 1366 ~ economic welfare.
Q. Did yon tell tl1e Anthoritv that the conditions did not adversely affect the safety of the community?
A. I indicated to them some structures being unsafe. As I
~a~" ag-ain, I did not i~olate each one of them and indicate to
tll<'nl the extent to which the area was eligible or ineligible
with regard to health. ~afeh:r or m.orals. T merelv indicated
there were symptoms of those three elements, but' the dominant blighting influence was economic. to the welfare of Staunton.
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Q. Did you tell them the area was eligible under the Virginia statute only because of th~ economic effect upon the
welfare of the community?
A. No, the collection of them, but predominantly the eco..
nomic welfare.
Q. Now, Mr. Balzer, I understood you-yesterday you
testified you looked into the problem insofar as the effect
of these various conditions which you claill! were found in this
area has upon the safety-had upon the safety, health, and
morals of the community, and that these three elements were
not affected materially, and that Y<?U couldn't conclude that
this area was eligible under the Virginia statute based on
any such :findings.

Mr. Smith: I think he just testified to that the very same
way.
A. I would like to repeat, of the four things, I
did not isolate them one at a time and create a
kind of &corecard. I indicated as to health, safety, and morals, there were some elemep.ts detrimental to them.
I don't know I used this precise language, but the main thing
in the area was the economic welfare.
page 1367

~

Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Did you or not say yesterday the Central Avenue Project area was eligible solely because the economic 'velfare
was affected and these other conditions were not suffi.cient
to make it eligible?
A. I don't believe I testified, "solely.'' If I remember my
words correctly, I indicated it, for instance, the lack of ventilation, light, and sanitary facilities, as not the main reason
the area is eligible. We found indications of them, not overwhelmingly so. I did testify we didn't find any particular
-anything particularly immoral about the area. I think I
testified from the standpoint of safety, Mr. Poage found
code violations of the Fire Prevention Code and other codes
indicating hazardous and unsafe conditions, and this aloneit wasn't just safety, the principal .and overwhelming element
is it is detrimental to the economic welfare, but it was a combination of the four with the main impact of the detriment
being economic.
Q. I will ask you whether or not, standing alone, the ef-
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feet of these conditions upon the economic welfare would
make this area eligible.
page 1368 ~ A. You mean assuming there would be no lack
of ventilation, light, and sanitary facilities, and
assuming there would be no code violations of safety, and assuming there would be no conditions within the area that
would be conducive to actions that would be detrimental to
the moral~ of the con1munity f
Q. Yes, sir.
A. I don't see possibly how the area could have no code
violations. Let me rephrase. If it bad no code violations with
regard to fire prevention, the Fire Prevention Code or any
other code with regard to safety, if it had no lack of light,
sanitary facilities, ventilation, it would be very difficult for
the buildings to have the very deficiencies that were found.
It could conceivably be possible that economic welfare could
be strong enough, but the buildings, themselves, could not
have deficiencies without having to some extent code violations which would be safety hazards or physical conditions
which would be, perhaps be unsafe by the Building Code or
shortcomings of light, ventilation, and sanitary facilities
detrimental to the health.
Q. I will ask you this, to what extent, if any, did the conditions in the Project Area affect the health of the community and to what degree did that play a part in your judgment
as to whether or not this area was eligible?
A. I think Mr. Poage's inspection reports and my own
memory indicated some lavatories without sufpage 1369 ~ ficient light and ventilation which is a sanitary
condition, and he also indicated collections or
rubbish, violations of the Minimum Standards Code by the
sharing of baths by an excessive number of families. These
are thing·s which are symptoms of unsanitary condition:;;. Now,
I think, I believe I was present in Court when tl1e Tfen1th
Director-! don't know his proper title-testified 'he diiln 't.
feel it was a substantial unsanitary condition or unsanitary
conditions in the are to a substantial extent. I don't know
whether I am quoting him correctly. There were conditions,
but as to detrimental to the health of the community, this is
very relative here in that they are not good. Thev are below
the standards of the City from the s.tandpoint of the ~tand
ards of the City for the protection of health. They are below
those standards.
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Q. Insofar as the health problems concerned, they would
,. .. _
not make this area eligible alone, would they? _ _
A. You mean if there were just the health problems Y
Q. Yes. Can you answer .that question, ''Yes,'' or ''No 1''
A. I don't see how I can; I don't know.
Q. You don't know. To what extent did the conditions that
were found in this area by Mr. Poag·e and you affect the safety of the community and to what degree d~d. it have li1 fot·mulating your concludion the area was eligible?
A. Mr. Poage found n1any instances of structural deficiencies that were unsafe. Y 9u get into the layout
page 1370 } of the area, the lack of visibility and blind alleys. These are safety conditions. Wherever lw
found Fire Prevention Code violations, collections of oily
rags and things of this sort, these are dangerous, detrimental
to the safety of the community. As I have indicated to you,
l\1r. Kuykendall, we did not prepare any kind of scoreboard.
This involves judgment. I think these factors are in the area.
I did not isolate them -and take them one at a time. I felt
there were conditions in the area, unhealthy and unsafe conditions in the area that to some extent contribute adversely
to the morals of the community.
Q. Now, were those conditions such that you could conclude
or \Vould conclude the area was eligible under the Virginia
Code because the health, safety, and morals of the emnrrtunity
were affected by these conditions?
A. Health, safety, morals, or welfare.
Q. I am talking nhont these three. Leave out welfare for
the moment.
A. J didn't make a determination on the tl1ree.
Q. Could you today?
A. I don't know how I could, sir. I would have to go all
the way back through all these various reports to :find the extents to which this particular colpr on the exhibit indicates
wl1at Yiolation or what <>ode deficiency on light, h(\nt. ~mlitary facilities, and ~o through each one of them.
png·e 1371 ~ separating them, and digest the information and
then m·ake some sort of judgment. I am not inelined to mnke snap judgments, sir.
Q. You didn't undertake to determine whether. tl1en. nncler the Vir~nia Code the conditions that you fonnil wnre
iletrimental to the safety, health, and morals to a degree that
von conld conclude this aren was eligible under the Virginia
stntnte, independent of the '"'elfare7
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A. As I say, I have not done it indepenqent of the welfare. Well, I can't say that it would cost money, it could.
We could take the reports, go back through them, and pick out
the· information with regard to health, safety, 1norals, and
attempt to make a judgment, and I have not done that, and I
cUll not <.!apable of doing it at this particular n1o1nent.
: Q. Now, you say you· could not go back through your reports. What reports are you referring to?
A. The reports you have, the inspection reports, or are
they in evidence?
Q. You mean the findings of Mr. Poage?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Are you referring to the Report of }lay 14, 1D62?
A. I am referring to 1\fr. Poage's inspection report so tlmt
I can determine the extent to which lack of ventilation, light,
and sanitary facilities exists in each of those buildings he has
indicated. I have not committed to mPnwrv ench of those
violations. If you wanted me 'to find out how
page 1372 ~ many safety hazards,. sanitary hazards and how
many factors within the area could contribute
to the morals of tl1e community, I could do it. I have not isolated it.
Q. You didn't think it was of sufficient moment. to warrant that, isn't that trueT
Mr. Smith: I object to this line of inquiry. We are dealing with a statute, not a piecemeal statute. It is a statute that
includes all this language. To divide it up is just not in accordance with the law, it is not the statute.
Jud.ge Snead: It seems the questions nre becoming tnorP
nrgurnentative. I believe you have pretty thoroughly covered
thi~ angle of it.
:!\fr. Kuykendall: All right, sir.
0. Now. Mr. Balzer, when you ;;tarted work in connection
with this Staunton Project, you first determined there had to
he some standards that would govern your conclusions of the
·
·
problem, is that rightY
A. Yes, sir. There would have· to be standards to go by,
yes, sir.
Q. WhPre did you find these standards!
A. Well, I testified yesterday at that particular point ·at the
eommencement of the investig-ation or inspection, I was not
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knowledgeable of exactly what codes were in existence in
Staunton. We had not commenced our work. I
page 1373 } instructed Mr. Poage, I gave him a copy of the
Minimum Standards Housing Code which I had
gotten from Mr. Conley, and I instructed him to determine
what codes were in effect and applicable in Staunton and to
base his inspection upon those codes.
Q. So to the extent there were codes governing the area,
you used them as standards and other than those codes, you
had no standards; is that right f
A. Well, as I testified, Mr. Poage used, and he so testified,
the Fire Prevention Code, the Electrical Code, the National
Building Code which had been adopted by the City of Staunton and is the acceptable national standard, ·also the Minimum
Standards Housing Code, and the Zoning Ordinance from the
standpoint of uses and things of that sort, and I used, of
course, the Zoning Ordinance and the Subdivision regulations to obtain my conclusions from some of the other :f.actors.
Q. If it had not been for the codes, all adopted by the City
of Staunton, you wouldn't have had any standards other than
the Zoning Ordinance, "rould you f
A. Of course, normally in this, of course, we would have
the approval of the City Council or the Staunton Redevelopment and Housing Authority; if they don't have a particular
code adopted, in that case, normally you inform them you are
going to inspect on nationally accepted standards of that
particular code. For instance, this is getting hypothetical,
it's not the case in Staunton, in a city that didn't happen to
have a Minimum Standards Code, we would
page 1374 } probably use the American Public I-Iealtb Standard. In other words, accepted national standards, but they were knowingly informed of this.
Q. Are you familiar with what has been generally called
the Central Business District of Staunton
A. Only from the standpoint of seeing it within-indicated
on various m_aps and things. I am not precisely informed as
to what the boundaries are.
Q. It includes a considerably greater area than this Project?
A. Yes, sir. This area is within the core of the Central
Business District. it jn~ludes h~ro hlocks. Jt goes above it.
It is part of the CBD as it is called.
.
Q. ·Is it true or not that all of the buildings. that you have
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observed in the Central Business District of Staunton do not
comply with the various codes, national codes, which were
adopted by the City of Staunton T
A. All the buildings in the Central Business District 1 I
don't know, sir. I haven't inspected the buildings in all the
Central Business District of Staunton, nor have I made any
determinations with regard to all the buildings in the Central Business District of Staunton.
Q. In determining whether there has been improper land
use and overcrowding an!l deleterious land use, did you observe the conditions in the Central Business District of Staunton?
page 1375 ~ A. No.
Q. Yes, sir?
A. No.
Q. Did you examine any properties in the area adjacent
to the Project areaY
A. Yes, sir, I made a visual, external inspection of the
properties immediately adjacent to the Project. This was
requested and is normally requested by the Urban Renewal
Administration to give tl1em an indication, an overall view
of the surround area.
Q. Why was that done?
A. Because they requested it.
Q. Did you think it was necessary to do that?
A. On an Application of this kind, if they ask for it and
we have the time and capability of giving them the information, to the best of our knowledge; we saw no reason to become argumentative.
Q. You didn't go into the buildings in the adjacent area?
A. No, sir.
Q. When did you make your inspection 7
A. "\Tisual inspection 7
Q. Yes.
A. After the Report was actually submitted. The Proiect
Map did not have that particular information
page 1376 ~ on it. and I received information from the U rban Renewa1 Administration, I believe it was by
nhone call, and thev said could vou g-ive us an indication of
just a visual inspection of the buildin.a-s in the snrroundin!r
a-rea. I believe that '';ras probnblv in the last two weeks of
June because I came upon mv vacation. I don't know thP
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exact date. It was after the filing of this Report, and I walked
through the area, to the:best of my knowledge, based on external and not giving it the deliberative approach of the
Project area, I decided what I thought was a reasonable
classification.
Q. Did you show on a map filed in this Plan so~e of the
buildings were deteriorated to the degree warranting clearance?
A. Outside the Project area t
Q. Yes.
.
A. Yes, sir, that is in that blue book.
Q. You were able to do that on a casual, outside, visual
inspection t
A. I would never say by a casual, outside, visual inspection. That would be a final judgment. This is an over-view~
visual classifying. I would not on a visual, outside inspection
tell you an area was eligible under the Virginia statute. That
area was without detailed inspection. This was an outside
view .and cannot reflect the considered judgment we would
give on a specific building.
page 1377 ~ Q. I believe Mr. Poage made the inspection
in March, 1962.
A. Yes, sir. Ithink it was the last two weeks in 1\.farch,
maybe a little bit into April.
Q. And reports of your findings were made based on tlles~
inspections 7
A. Reports of my findings-what findings are you referring tot
Q. Mr. Poage's.
A. Mr. Poage made his findings. What findings of minfl
are you referring to 7
Q. You reported to the Authority the condition of the pronerty there insofar as its eligibility was there, based on 1\{r.
Poag-e's findings, did yon not?
A. Plus these other factors, sir.
Q. Did you examine Mr. Poage's notes before you reporterl
your findings to the Authority?
A. As I indicated to you, we went over his notes. He bad
them, some on the white form, some on legal pads, and as
we discussed each building, he even brought from hiR memor~·
certain information. He had just been back from the field on
his inspection just a few days, and we jointly, he .ancl mvRe]f.
finally made determinationg with regard to the bnildinttR. 'V<'
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didn't make the determinations just based on his inspection,
·
because while he was inspecting the buildings, I
page 1378 ~ had gathered the inform·ation with regard to
other factors, except for the uses and number
of rooms and number of families he had gathered, so we could
then digest the information.
· Q. Did you note the changes he had made in his original
findings?
A. How do you mean!
A. Do you recall when he testified that when he re-typed
some of these notes, he made chauges as to whether the conditions were good, fair, or poor?
A. I wasn't in the Courtroom all the time he testified. If he
testified he made some changes, he made some changes, but I
am not familiar exacth·-with exactly what changes he n1ade,
and I certainly didn't instruct him to make any changes, so I
don't understand your question.
Q. Do you know if he did make changes if they were material?
A. I don't know the changes you are referring to; I don't
see how I can reach any judgment on it.
Q. Mr. Poage didn't advise you of cbang;es in his findings?
He didn't indicate to you those changes Y
A. No, he did not advise me of any changes.
Q. Getting back to the~e standards you say are to be founrl
in the codes and Zoning Ordinance, I believe you say that you
found the City of Staunton had adopted the National Building Code.
page 1379 ~
A. The National Building Code I think of
1955 has been submitted as Exhibit 16.
Q. Yes, and yon used that as
standard by which you
judged the Project area?
A. I didn't. Mr. Poage did on his building inspection.
Q. Are you familiar with the National Building Code as
adopted by the City of Stauntonf
A. Not completely, sir. No, I l1aven 't committed it to memorv.
Q. Did you study it before you formulated your opinion
and judgn1ents in this m·atterf
A. I didn't study the Code, but the sections Mr. Poage
had indicated when he observed certain deficiencies.;_we had
the codes ~here. as we went through it.

a
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Q. You say "we did 7"
A. As we were sitting down going-through his notes. We
have most of the standard codes of the country in our library, sir.
·
· Q. Did you examine the provisions of this Code, that is, the
National Building Code as adopted by the City of Staunton
to determine whether the standards as applied by the City
were reasonable and proper in evaluating this area 7
A. Oh, no, sir. If you. mean, did I think they should have a
better Code or worse Code, no.
Q. You accepted the Code as the standard 7
page 1380 ~ A. Yes, sir, it is the duly adopted Code of
the City of Staunton.
Q. Did you examine the Electrical Code 7
A. No, Mr. Poage made the examination, the inspection.
Q. Did you examine the Fire Prevention Code 7
A. No, sir, Mr. Poage made the inspection.
Q. Did you examine the Minimum Standards Housing
Code?
A. Yes, sir, as I testified, I received a copy from Mr. Conley prior to Ivir. Poage's going into the field. As I related,
it had just been ·adopted about three months earlier. It had
not gone into effect. It would a year later. You still use this,
and actually derive the building code records you use in the
field-Mr. Poage used in the field.
·
Q. Did you examine the Zoning Code t
A. Ordinance f
Q. Ordinance.
A. For my own use, yes, sir.
Q. Did you examine the Subdivision Code or Ordinance t
A. Not completely, no, sir. So far as I would be concerned,
I did not have at that time-at that particular time the Subdivision Ordinance.
Q. Now, were any of the codeR I have enumerated and the
Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision Ordinance applicable to
the Project area, or were these applied only to buildings
thereafter constructed-constructed after the ·adoption of the
codes!
page 1381 ~ Q. Mr. Kuykendall, even though the codes ·are
set up for future construction and future subdivision. the Subdivision Ordinance, and future land uses,
wben it is a Zoning Ordinance, the inspection of an area with
re~?ard to its blighting factors you use these as standards
so that you can measure the extent to which the area is below
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those standards so you can have the degree of obsolescence,
whatever the determination may happen to be, as it deviates
from that standard. As I testified yesterday, some of the
uses in the Project area, for instance,. ~re not illegal by the
:Zoning Ordinance, but are highly undesirable from the
standpoint of acceptable practice.
Q. Now, do you recall whether the Electrical Code was
adopted by the City of Staunton in 1962 or '3? Or an electrical
code?
A. I don't specifically recall but I believe the Code of 1956,
Exhibit 11, was submitted as the Code by which ~fr. Poage
made his inspection. As I said, Mr. Poage was the one 'vbo got
the applicable codes to the buildings and used them in his detailed inspection.
Q. Do you know whether the National Electrical Code of
1962 was adopted by the City of Staunton to become effective
in 1963?
A. Not specifically, sir. Let me clear this up. As I have
testified, I informed 1\fr. Poage when he was going to make
his inspection to determine the adopted codes of
pag-e 1382 ~ the City of Staunton with regard to fire, building,
electrical, and if they lmppened to have a separate plumbing code as is the practice in some cities, he was to
get the one adopted and in effect at that time and use it as a
standard. I did not personally know, as I testified, what codes
were in effe·ct as he had just been selected to do the work
and we were in the process of starting.
Q. vVhich code would you apply, assuming you had a 1957
Code and the City adopted a Code that became effective in
1963 and you knew it had been adopted before you made your
report? Which Code would you apply in determining the proper standards!
A. May I have that again?
Q. Suppose you had tlJe 1957 Code adopted by the City ...
A. I had it?
Q. It bas been adopted by the City and it was 1962, before
you completed your Report . . .
A. Completed or started t
Q. Before you completed your :final determinations, your
Report, The Citv of Shmnton adopted a Code of 1962 .in the
same area. say :fire or electrical. to become effective in 1963.
Now, which one of the standards would you use Y
A. If I 'vere doing- it personally?
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Q. Yes, sir.
A. I would use the standards in effect at the time I n1ade
the determination, whether or not it was to bepage 1383 ~ come effective .six months later or a year, it had
been determined by the governing body of the
City of Staunton that this was to be the standard, so I would
inspect the buildings by the higher standards, even though
not adopted, the ·adoption ...
Q. Even though not a law in the City of Staunton 1
A. As I indicated, the adoption to become effective. These
are done so it does not accrue any hardship for people. In the
Minimum Standards Housing Code which normally requires
a full bath and the effective method and carries a penalty
clause of ten dollars a day, there are probably not enough
plumbers to take care of baths, prior to viola~ion. You make
the effective date in the future to give people time to comply
with a particular ordinance. It doesn't mean if the standard
is not in effect you are not pursuing a violation of it.
Q. The codes are never effective as far as the past construction-structures or existing structures are concerned,
are theyT
A. We use them as .a standard to measure a degree to which
the area falls below the minimum requirements of the Code.
These are a measure of the obsolescence or whatever characteristic we are talking about. As I iestifi.ed, the Zoning Ordinance carries a specific statement it is the minimum requirements for safety, health, morals and welfare of the community. Any lowering of that particular standard is a detriment.
page 1384 ~ Q. If the City wanted to acquire property for
urban renewal and they didn't have any standards upon which to judge it, all they would have to do would
be, to have it, to adopt standards not applicable against the
property, but to establish standards to enable them to appropriate it.
A. That sounds like a legal question. The Urban Renewal
Administration wouldn't approve it. They wouldn't have any
Federal funds.
Q. If you didn't have anv standards, how would you determine tbe building-s were deficient?
A. You would have to accept and use national standards
and the JTrban Renew-al Administration wouldn't ailow you
to do it th~t way. I think.the other part is a legal question.
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Q. Nothing legal. If you have no standards, how can you
say a building is deficient Y
A. You have two, a data plan, a line of reference . . .
Q. I am merely asking you this, isn't it a fact a City that
wants to acquire an area for urban renewal or redevelopment
that ha~ no standards affecting this building, all it has to do
is adopt codes, although not effective as to that property,
that would constitute standards and enable the City to say
it was obsolescence, deleterious land use, fire hazards, electrical hazards just because they adopted a code that doesn't
bind the property?
A. I would not say all they have to do is adopt
page 1385 ~ the code. This implies implicit ulterior motive.
If a building is falling down, it is falling down,
whether a city has a code or not. When you get down to details, measuring deficiencies, you should have a standard to
go by, and I have testified if the City doesn't have a standard,
you naturally use accepted national standards. In most instances, the cities tailor their standards to acceptable national
standards.
Q. Now, Mr. Poage-! believe I am correct about this, but
the National Building Code that was adopted by the City
of Staunton, was that the 1955 Code, do you remember?
A. The information I have is National Building Code, 1955,
is Exhibit 16. I don't know.
Q. Do you know whether or not that Code provides there
should be a Building Inspector?
A. I am not that completely familiar with it, sir.
Q. Do you know whether that Code provides there should
be a Board of Appeals to judge the condition of tl1e area or a
building to determine whether a building does not comply
with the Code Y
•
A. I am not that familiar with it. but I would like to sav
this, in most ordinances and codes, there is a minimum standard, like the minimum today, within the ordinanre, and it
would state the enforcing officer or group or body. Normally
in cases of undue hardship, it is stated what recourse the
citizen would have. For instance, in the Zoning
page 1386 ~ Ordinance, it is set forth how variances are to be
handled. Now, specifically within thP Rnilding
Code, I am not familiar with how they have it set up.
Q. Are you familiar with 'vhether the Building Code of
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the City of Staunton is considered by the City to be applicable
or controlling of the property un~il notice has been given to
the property owner he n1ust comply Y
A. Normally there is a procedure of enforcement set forth
in any ordinance to indicate, as I have mentioned, the enforcing officer and n1ethod by which he informs the person of thP
deviation and the time he may or may not have to rectify the
situation, and also Inakes him mindful of the fines if they
would be set forth within the ordinance for every day the violation continues. I don't have the Code. I am not familiar
'vith the exact procedure, but this is quite normal in any code.
Q. V\T ell, do you know whether or not tll(l Appeal Board
that was directed to he established by the Building Code has
a right to Inodify the requirements of the Code or excuse the
defiants?
A. I would have to read carefully the provisions of the
Code.
Q. If you knew all those provisions 'vere in the Code, would
that have affected your judgment as to whether or not the
conditions in the area constituted a violation of
page 1387 ~ the standards Y
A. "\Ye certainly wouldn't put ourselves il1 tlw
place of acting for an appeal hoard. We 'vould inspect it. on
the basis of the Code. If, under given circumstances, it is the
pleasure of the appeall1oard to grant a variance, this is their
perogative, not ours.
Q. Do you know whether or not the variances and modifications of these other codes I have enumerated-the right to
tnake variances or modifications exists under those codes 1
A. I say normally within any code there is ·a procedure of
enforcement, a procedure requesting variance for hardship~
and what have you, and there is usually a board by wl1i<.>h thP
variance is reviewed. We, as I have indicated in n1y earlier
answer to you, would not assume the position of an appeal
board.
e would examine the property on the basis of the
standards and determine the extent to which thev deviate
from tl1ose standards.
·
Q. Mr. Balzer, I believe there was a briefing session of the
City Council before the public hearing was actually held; is
that correct?
A. Yes, sir, I believe I testified that was held on September
26, 1962, which was the night preceding the public hearing.
Q. What was the o11ject of that briefing session?
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A. I was invited to attend, sir. I can't tell what was in the
minds of the people who called the briefing sespage 1388 ~ sion. J\!Ir. Conley asked me if I would be present
to answer any questions that came up and be
available. I assume it was so Council could become sufficiently
inforn1ed, and discuss procedure so the l\iayor could have fuil
knowledge of the pleasure of the other members and procedure.
Q. Did you advise Council of your findings and conclusions
at that briefing session?
A. At any session any time I was at a meeting of the Council or Authority, if any member would say, '' 1\:fr. Balzer, are
you sure this area is eligible under the Virginia statute'" I
would answer questions, I would respond to any questions. I
don't mean to imply at that briefing session, particularly, I
'vent through everything. '\T e had several combined conferences, and the answers were repeated to thcn1 any time they
asked for information.
Q. Do you recall whether or not you advised Council of
your findings and conclusions and the findings and conclusions
of lVIr. Poage at the briefing preceding the puhlic l1e:1ring?
A. I don't specifically recall that at that time, that particular meeting, I went through any discussion of it. I know
we had iu meetings with the Council prior to thr hrnring·.
For instance, we met on June 13, prior to the subn1ission of
the Final Project Report, and I mn sure it was discussed, and
our opinions and judgments were passed on to the Council.
I would imagine they were also pasRed to then1,
page 1389 }- if they so inquired on the night of September 26,
but I don't specifically recall \Vhether I got up
and went through any lengthy dissertation regarding· tlw
blighting factors of the area.
Q. Do you recall whetl1er at any time prior to thr pnblic
hearing you advised Council of your findings and the finding~
you and Mr. Poage-your conclusions?
A. As I indicated to you, I did not specifically seek out the
Council. I informed the Staunton Redevelopment and Housing Authority at the meeting sometime in cnrly or mid April;
at the combined conference we had on June 13, I am sure the
question came up, and I responded to any questions. I think at
that time 've were proceeding and discussing other facets of
this program, also.
Q. Do you recall at the public hearing that the Hou!=;ing and
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Development .Authority and those people who opposed the
Project were limited to one hour each in the presentation of
their ...
.A. I don't recall the groun9. rules, Mr. Knowles, the Mayor,
set. They are his perogative, not mine. It may have been five
minutes, alternating. I know at the end of the meeting, he
asked if anyone had anything more to say, and the last speaker was a young planner associated with an architect. I am
not specifically familiar with the ground rules he set.
Q. Now, did any of the members of the firm of Hayes, Seay,
].{attern and Mattern, review and pass upon the
page 1390 ~ information and data and reports that 'vere
obtained and compiled by you and ~Ir. Poagef
.A. You are referring to the inspection reports, and, particularly, the Project Area Map f You are not referring to
the engineering reports or other parts of it f
Q. Who made the engineering report¥
A. Our civil engin~ering department; in other words, they
did the design and I wrote the report.
Q. I am asking you whether or not any member of the
firm of liayes, Seay, l\Iattern and ].1:attern reviewed and
studied the findings made by you or 1\{r. Poage and the reports that had been prepared .
.A. Just ~Ir. Poage and myself with regard to his reports.
Q. I am asking did any member of the firm of Hayes, 8 ea,
Mattern and Mattern review and study and evaluate any of
the work you did.
A. ~Ir. Kuykendall, as I testified, I was in charge of the
work. It 'vas my responsibility to see it was done properly,
and that the scope of services within the contract was carried
out. There was work done by engineers which I used, information of theirs, and I would give them information so they
could complete the Project Improvements Report. As to my
passing these particular documents to someone else for further review, no, sir, that would have been duplipage 1391 ~ cation of effort. I was in charge of the work.
Q. You made the final judgment as to the
meanings of all these findings 7
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Now, did you advise the Staunton Redevelopment and
Housing Authority and the City Council of Staunton that
these findings were not made-and the judgments were not
made-by registered, professional architects or engineers 7
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A. I certainly didn't hide it from them. I didn't ask, and I
didn't think it was germane.
Q. One of the Minutes of the Authority or the Council-!
can't be precise at the moment-I notice an excerpt from the
Minutes of the public hearing before the Council which was
filed with Part II of the Application for Loan and Grant
contains this statement: ''Mr. Balzer went into great detail,
explaining how the buildings had been inspected by a registered architect, a member of the staff of Hayes, Seay, ~{at
tern and Mattern." Do you recall that, do you 1
A. I don't recall making that statement. I didn't prepare
those ~Hnutes. If I said the word, "registered," it would
have been a slip of the tongue. I think you will find in the
Project Area Report which I submitted to the Federal Government, which has been approved by them and they have considered it an acceptable, qualified inspection, I indicated the
inspection was made by a graduate architect. I
page 1392 ~ don't mean to chastise the person who prepared
the 1\Hnutes. I don't know how the error was
made, whether it was typographic or audio.
Q. Is there any significance in that mistake if it would
mean that the Council were advised a registered architect lmd
made the inspection 1
A. I wouldn't sav the Council was advised. I rlon 't know
who prepared thos~ Minutes.
Q. Does it carry any significance with it?
A. It was done by a graduate architect.
Q. What is the difference 1
A. A graduate architect is a person who has attended an
accredited architecture school and received a degree in a rchitecture, and a registered architect is one who has met the
qualifications of the Board of FJxamjners nnd has taken the
board given reg-istered architects in Virginia.
Q. And is registered, is able to exp1·ess an opinion f
A. A lot of people in the field don't take the trouble to become registered. There are a ~reat manv huilding- in~nectors,
electric and plumbing inspertors enforcing the codes who
have no a-cademic backP"round or registration, neople P.nforcinc the l'Odes in Virginia with the knowled!!e of a code. Yon
certainly don't need to he re~istered to be able to understand
the codfl and detect deviations.
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Q. Unless he is a registered architect, he
can't hold himself out to express jpdgment, isn't
that true? With a building or an area with professional judgment, only a registered . . .
A. I believe it is done every day by inspectors in communities that are not registered architects.
Q. In order that a person may express professional opinion
regarding technical matters within his knowledge, he must be
a registered architect; is that right-or a registered engineer?
A. You said, ''express himself with regard to technical
matters within his knowledge Y''
Q. Yes.
A. l-Ie does not have to be registered.
Q. What is the purpose of having a person registered, a
professional manY
A. It depends on the field. In other words, if you are designing a particular structure, the registration of the architect is required by law, I believe, in the State of Virginia.
It also carries with it assuranre to the client in the event of
any liability. These are in design. The s·ame with en<.rineers.·
I don't know of any compulsory registration for people to be
either for inspections of '\>uildings in accordance with codes,
or in rny own instance, tl1e necessit~r for hein,!?.' reg-istered as
an architect, or engineer, or planner, to deal with the specification of urban renewal.
page 1394 ~ Q. Now, Mr. Balzer, do you recall, I believe,
you said yesterday that you found in the area
minor deficiencies 1 You determined deficiencies.
A. You said I said I found minor deficiencies Y
Q. Mr. Poage found minor deficiencies, perhaps.
A. I don't recall relating to his testimony.
Q. Were there minor deficiencies in the area relating to the
buildings Y
A. I am sure in some instances there were deficiencies that
were minor, however, Mr. Poage in his inspection was attempting to collect all the information, and there are instances of where there are accumulations of minor deficiencies
to the extent you would classify the building in a certain category. If there were just one minor deficiency, like a loose
porch railing, we wouldn't want to condemn the building, but
there can be a series that would reflect themselves in an overall detailed judgment of that particular building.
page 1393
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Q. Do you recall whether any of the deficiencies reported
by 1\:Ir. Poage were minor¥

A. Not specifically. As I say, I don't have his reports, and
we went over his reports two years ago, l\fr. I{uykendall.
Q. If you had one major deficiency, would that be sufficient
to indicate the need for taking the building down f
A. It would depend on the major deficiency,
page 1395 ~ whether major and so on. As I have indicated,
,,. .e reviewed the buildings on the basis of the
deficiencies within the building, accumulation o·f n1inor, accunnllation of major, the extent of re-conditioning required,
and then analvzed it frorn the basis of the environmental influences or surrounding area and its econonlic potential,
and made a judgment with regard to whether or not the building should warrant clearance or just be classified as deteriorated. As I indicated. we made no cost estimate, but we did
this on a basis of judgment.
Q. 'Vhether or not conditions warranted clearance would
depend pretty largely on cost, would it not?
A. To some extent. We wouldn't recomm.end a person
spend a great deal of money on a particular home that would
further violate the zoning ordinance or have inadequate
spaces for the City of Staunton. As I say, all these things
have to be accumulated and judg-tnent n1ade on the basis of
all facts.
Q. "\Vbo is capable of making such judgments 1
A. Whether or not w'ho is-whether who is capable, I made
the judgment.
Q. Did you make it, or :Mr. Poage?
A.. 1\{r. Poage and I sat down and went through his inspeetions, and T made myself knowledgeable of the other factors,
and with an accumulation of all the facts together as we reviewed, 've assigned a status or category to each one of the
buildings, and as I testified, we didn't quite
page 1396 ~ ag-ree on the l\fcClure Printing Company, and
since I was in charge of the work, I felt respon-.
sible, the responsibility to go along with my own judgment.
Q. The McClure Printing Company. You went into that
building with Mr. Poage in July!
.A. Yes, sir.
Q. I believe that first was reported in a condition warranting clearance.
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A. No, sir.
Q. Deteriorated f
A. Yes, sir, my-on the Project Area Map.
Q. Later reported deteriorated?
A. 1\fr. Poage, on his inspection, he felt the roof repairs
indicated positive maintenance. In other words, heading in
a positive direction. I felt from the items he had listed-!
don't remember them, but the items he had listed with regard
to soft board on the wall, Celutex or some sort ·of panel, I
didn't feel we could classify it in the same category as some
other on the 1\fap. I put it deteriorated. Mr. Poage didn't
change his exhibit. It was changed on the Project . .t\.ren 1\fap,
which is my judgn1ent. "\Ve had a minor disagreement, which
is healthy.
Q. Was that qccasioned by any change in the building or
repairs?
A. l-Ie felt the repair of the roof indientPd
page 1397 ~ positive maintenance and that it was henrled in
a vositive direction.
Q. Thus it justified the changes in evaluation?
A. He didn't change it. This was during the review. fie
felt the positive maintenance indicated the building was heading in an affirmative direction, not deteriorating. I felt from
notes he made in his report-! don't specifically rooall what
was in those notes-I felt it deserved a category of deteriorating, and that is on the Project Area Map. Mr. Poage in these
exhibits hung on to his own judgment ·and opinion, and I feel
that is healthy.

{Recess.)
,Judge Snead: Any further cross examination Y
1\fr. J{uykenda11: Yes, sir.
. Q. Mr. Balzer, I believe you stated yesterday that in referring to the Virginia statute 36-49, that the conditions of
deterioration, deficiencies, obsolescence, overcrowding, faulty
arrangement of design, and those other elements enumerated
in the statute, affected primarily the economic welfare of the
community, and that befOause of the effect of these conditions
upon the economic welfare, you concluded the Project Area
was eligible under the Virginia statute. Is that correct?
A. I believe that I testified that reciting each one of those
elements within the statute, dilapidation, obsolescence, faulty
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arrangement of design, lack of ventilation, light
and sanitary facilities, excessive· land coverage,
deleterious land use or obsolete layout, or any
combination of these or other factors, was detrimental to the
safety, health, morals or welfare of the community-economic
welfare. I indicated to an extent it was detrimental to the
health, to an extent there were safety hazards, to some extent it was detrimental to the morals of the community, but I
stated the preponderance was it was detrimental to the overall economic welfare of the community. I believe that is what
I said, sir.
Q. How did you determine that the economic welfare of the
community was affected by these conditions Y
A. First of all, as I recited before, any deviation from the
standards of the zoning ordinance; it is specifically stated
that those are the minimum requirements for the protection
of the health, safety, mo~als or welfare. Now, in our overall
review, I can specifically recall having a conversation with
Mr. Conley and I asked him if he had any information with
regard to a decreasing in business license revenue and a few
other tax facts. I don't specifically recall the figures. I recall
there was an element of downgrading or heading downhill
fiscally. This was not the only motivation in reaching our conclusion, but it confirmed our initial judgment as we had gone
through the area and had taken into consideration all the
factors, it was detrimental to the health, safety, morals, and
welfare of the community.
page 1399 ~ Q. Do I understand by that last answer of
yours you determined the economy of the comnmnity was affected by these conditions based upon some
statements made to you by Mr. Conley?
·
A. Oh, no, sir, I 'vouldn 't say just because of the informntion I received from 1.\fr. Conley the conclusion was reached.
Allow me to expand a litte hit, 1\{r. J{uykendall.
Q. I don't want, Mr. Balzer-let me say this, von lmve
said to the Court that the economic welfare of the con1mnnitv
was affected adverse]v and predominantly and tlu1t was t.l1e
primary reason for your conclusion that this area qualified
under the Virginia statute.
A. What I said w·as ...
Q. Just a minute. I want you. to state how you determined
the ·effect of these conditions on the economic welfare' the
economy of the community.
'
page 1398

~
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A. I believe what I said was these factors, dilapidation,
obsolescence, etc.,-going through the statute-were detrimental. Allow me to amplify. Any building that has deficiencies, building deficiencies, its value will go down. The extent
to which that building has these deficiencies, it 'vill go down
commensurately, the building, perhaps not the land value. I
am not an appraiser. The degree of deviation from the standard of each one of these buildings, the measure of obsolescence would be reflected in the value of the buildings which
obviously reflects itself in the tax value or inpag·e 1400 ~ come to the community. In the opening statmn.ent
of the Virginia statute-I don't have mine in
front of me, I don't know where my copy has gone-I believP
it says there are blighted areas that impair tax revenues and
are of grave concern to the Commonwealth, and I believe
the tax revenues are of grave concern to the City of Staunton.
The building deficiencies is one element, the poor street layouts impair the egress and ingress to the business district,
and this is another elen1ent. It tends to impair a fluidity of
people from outlying areas to get into the central business
district. In other words, if the situation continues to remain,
in my judgment the whole downtown will be affected. This is
the heart of the City normally, the core, and it is the place
from which it derives its maximum taxes. Therefore, any area
directly intrinsically within it, going down, where the tax is
being diminished and it is affecting a principal tax source of
the city, I seriously believe it is ·affecting the city's economic
welfare. I hope that is responsive.
Q. Is that the basis upon which you concluded that the
Project Area was-rather that the condition of the Project
area was affecting the economic welfare of the community
seriously'
A. In other words, are you asking me if my previous answer was correct testimony? Yes, sir.
Q. I ·am asking you whether or not your judgpage 1401 ~ ment that the welfare of the community is affected by this area is based entirely on the degrees of value of the buildings and loss of revenue.
A. I said not only, but it is one of the largest areas present
in it. If the area's degrees of dilapidation, obsolescence, and
elements cited in the statute, are present to such extent that
in our judgment the area was detrimental to the safety,
health, morals, or welfare of the community, and the extent to
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which the building deficiencies and other shortcomings reflect themselves in the tax revenues of the City that would
reflect the detrinwnt, and I believe this spills over to the
downtown.
Q. There are of course, deficiencies, code violations, and
non-conforming uses from the Zoning Ordinance standpoint,
of properties through the Central Business District of Staunton; isn 't that true ~
A. I can't testify.
Q. vVouldn 't you think that is true T
A. No, sir. I didn't check them. I think this, that would be
snap judgment, I \vould prefer not to testify to.
Q. I will ask you this, in determining whether an area
should be used for urban redevelopment, isn't it important to
determine which area affects more harmfully the economic
welfare of the community?
"'
A. You mean in the selection of the Central
page 1402 ~ Avenue Urban Renewal site?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. We did not select the site.
Q. As I say, isn't that a compelling consideration Y
Shouldn't an-the area that affects the economy of the community be selected for urban renewal?
A. The primary purpose of the statute, Mr. Kuykendall, is
the removal of blight. We would have to start off with the
assumption that you have a series of areas that may or may
not be blig·hted. It would then be the considered judgment of
the community as to which one of these should be approached
first with regard to urban renewal treatment if it had been
determined by them to approach it so the result would be in
the best interests of the community, the overall best interests.
This is the pleasure of the locality. I believe they did have a
Master Plan-I know they did, and the Master Plan said
the urban renewal or the attacking or removal of blight in
the central business district was Staunton's most pressing
need. May I explain it a little further, sir?
Mr. Smith : Go ahead.
A. In renewing or reviewing blighted areas, it isn't necessary that the worst-I don't know whether there are worst
blighted areas in Staunton, other than this one-you ·don't
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necessarily choose or have to choose the worst blighted area.
You combine, I think, the judgments within the
page 1403 ~ framework of the law so you are doing two
things, one removing the blight, the primary
purpose of the Act, the actual public service being performed,
and secondly, that that clear land, which is the incidental byproduct of that public function, can be utilized to the benefit
of the community, so you weigh your opinion and select the
best site. The City of Staunton did this, and I certainly would
not want to challenge their decision without making a lot
more investigation.
l\{r. Kuykendall:
Q. If the economic welfare is affected by any areas of the
central business district, wouldn't the controlling consideration be which of the areas more adversely affects it, the economic welfare Y
A. As I say, it depends on the pleasure of the community.
They could have slums in another part of the City. The City
may feel the removal of the uns·anitary area and reuse as
residential is more helpful than commercial redevelopment
and for economic reasons; it is the total of the two, the removal of blight and the redevelopment to the best interests
of the community, the redevelopment of the land, and this
brings out the effect on the community.
Q. The removal of blight has to be related to the welfare,
it has to be, does it not?
A. It is a blight of an area under the statute with all those
factors so that it is detrimental to the health,
page 1404 ~ safety, morals, or welfare of the community.
Q. Any area where code deficiencies and violations, ohsolescenre, and all of those conditions are existing,
you think all that ·affects the economy or welfare in all the
areas?
A. It could. It all depends on whether the local bodv feels
it is detrimental to the health, safety, morals, or welfare, I
think. I believe this is what I would call a legislative determination by the governing body of the City of Staunton.
Judg-e Snead: Does that conclude the cross examination T
Mr. Kuykendall: No, sir.
· · Q. Mr. Balzer, I want to show you Defendants' Exhibit 16.
This is the National Building Code, 1955 Edition.
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A. Yes, sir.
Q. You have seen that, have you Y
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you recall when that was adopted? I believe it states
in there, doesn't it f
A. Adopted May 8, 1958. That is what it says here. I assume that is . . .
Q. May 8, 1958, effective June 1, 1958. Do you know whether the appendix in that book is a part of the Code?
A. What appendix?
Q. Are you familiar with the Code?
page 1405 ~ A. Not this particular Code.
Q. Therein is the basis or standard for your
judgment, isn't it!
A. These are the December, 1957 amendments. Let me explain it to you this way, sir, any time a city adopts a national
code, the amending of that code by the National ...
Q. vVait a minute, are you expressing a leg·al opinion nowY
A. I am merely saying if this was a part of the code at the
time they adopted it, it is a part of the code.
Q. When was it adopted?
A. May 8, 1958, this says.
Q. All right.
A. 1\fay I read this?
Q. Yes.
A. According to this, they adopted the Building· Code, 1955
Edition, and the answer I was trying to give you when you
asked if I was expressing a legal opinion, I don't think it was
n legal opinion, if the National Building is amended by the
National Board of Underw·riters, it does not automatically
amend the Building Code of Staunton. This would in effect
be the N-ational Board of Underwriters putting- in an amendment in the National Code, and the City of Staunton would
have to incorporate it by specific ordinance. Unless there waR
a particular ordinance incorporating this facet
page 1406 ~ and unless it dealt with an item not included in
here, it would not be a part of the Code.
Q. Did you or 1\Ir. Poag-e have this document introduced
here as Defendants' Exhibit 16. or one like it. when vou determjned the standards bv which von were to be gove~ned?
A. I remember we had a building code which Mr. Poag-e
had obtained as the official Code of the City of Staunton.
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As I indicated, I bad not made myself knowledgeable as to
what codes were in effect. I left this to 1\fr. Poage. "\Vhen we
went through it, the codes were there.- I don't recall whether
this amend1nent or appendix was there. This was two years
ago.
Q. Do you know whether Appendix A, Standards and Publications Representing Nationally Recog11ized Good Practice,
on page 197, was a part of it?
A. This ·would be a part of the Code except to any extent
that it would be in confiict with the laws of the State of Virginia or the ordinances of the City. In other words, if there
is a conflict.
Q. Do you know whether or not the appendix was used by
lVIr. Poage in his evaluation of the conditions in the area 1
A. "\Yell, I would have to read the appendix to see whether
or not there was another code he used that might be in confiict with it. If that appendix deals with minimu1n standards
codes, he would then use the ~finimum Standpage 1407} ards Housing Code of Staunton.
Q. Because this paragraph specifically states
the rules and regulations of the National Building Code are
not in conflict. ''They may be accepted as representing nationally recognized good practice, and rna terials and methods
of construction conforming to them should be accepted as
meeting the requirements of the National Building Code with.
in the limitations and conditions inherent in the standards or
fixed by the code.'' Do you know what part of this document,
Defendants' Exhibit 16, was used as the standard that governed Mr. Poage in the examination of these buildings?
A. Not to the detailed extent to determine which code or
part of that code were in conflict with other standards or ordinances he should use.
Q. Did you examine the provisions of the Code when you
conferred with Mr. Poage to see whether or not his judgment
'vas correct in determining whether conditions 'vere not in
keeping with provisions o(the Code?
A. I believe I testified I informed Mr. Poage or instructed
1\fr. Poage to obtain the duly adopted codes of the City of
Staunton and use them as a basis upon which to make his inspection. IIe had those codes with him when he went through
it. I did not check with him to see if in every instance he obtained the cor.rect code. He is a responsible gentleman and
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certainly qualified to determine what codes were

page 1408

r in effect.

Q. I direct your attention to Page 285, Appendix P.
A. Page 285?
Q. Yes, sir, Page 285. I am going to ask you to read the
last paragraph.
A. ''Article 17 of the Code contains safety to life requirenwnts for existing buildings. These requirements are less
severe than required for new buildings and have been found
in practice to be reasonable and effective in providing a basis
for correction of conditions in existing buildings that present
a serious hazard to life."
Q. Now, that refers to Article 17, doe:-~ it not, of this Code
of 1955?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you know whether or not ~1:r. Poage ·applied these
provisions of Article 17 or the provisions of the Code in determining whether these conditions affected seriously the conditions of the building?
A. As I have indicated, ~{r. Poage used the standards of
the Code. We understand the Code is written for new buildings, ·and he was using the Code as a standard and measured
the degree of deviation from that standard in the existing
buildings. "'nether or not 'he made recourse to this particular
paragraph I think is a question you should properly address
1o hin1. I don't kno·w whether he did or not.
Q. 'Vait a minute, you stated, if I recall corpage 1409 r rectly, you looked to the Code, the National
Building Code, adopted by the City, to find the
standards upon which to judge this Project area, the building-s in the Project Area.
A. I said l\Ir. Poage used the Code as a standard.
Q. You told him to do that?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you lmow whether he used the standards that applied to new buildings or the standards that applied to existing buildings ?
A. I ·would presume that he would use the standards and
did use, if I remember correctly, he even testified to it, th(l
standards for new buildings so he could cletern1h1e the extent
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to which the existing buildings deviated from the standards
now set by .the City of Staunton. This, in effect, gives the
measure of deficiency and obsolescence and deviation from
the standards.
Q. Didn't Article 17 fix the standards for existing buildingst
A. Yes, sir, they fixed it to the extent of not forcing anyone
who had ·a building to have to make adjustments to it except
in the case where . . .
Q. 1\iake adjustments?
A. In other words, for existing buildings that were not unsafe to life requirements, they were allowed to continue. Let
me explain it this way, in some instances the
page 1410 ~ Building Code may call for the use of a materin 1
that is a new material. The building may have
materials that were used thirty or forty or fifty years ago.
Of course, from the standpoint of safety to life, we are all
right, but that does not-excuse me-the degree to which the
older material deviates from the new standard is the measure
of obsolescence. This refers to safety to life requirmnents.
Q. The City of Staunton fixed the standards for old building, didn't they?
A. In this particular Article 17 I just read'?
Q. And it fixed the standards for old buildings. Did it or
not?
A. To the extent of allowing their existence unless it did
not meet the standards for safety to life requirements, but
I am repeating, 1\fr. TCuykendall, in order to determine the extent to which the buildings have deteriorated and contain ohsolescence, you measure them from modern-day standards, ~o
we take the standards of the new building·s, not the old.
Q. But the modern-day standards for new huilding has
been fixed hv the City of Staunton.
A. Let me repeat again, you use new standards to tnNlSUJ'P
the extent to whirh it deviates from that standard.
Q. Do you know whether there was a new National Building Code, a new edition after the 1955 edition, in effect so
far as the Underwriters were concerned or the
page 1411 ~ National Building Code 1~ concerned?
A. You mean herP in Staunton.
Q. In existence. No, sir, in exi~tence at the time yon mad<?
your survey.
A. I don't specifirRlhr r~ca11. ~ir.
Q. Would you apply that one if there were such a code?
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A. We would apply the Code of the City of s·taunton, using
the new buildings' in order to measure the degree of deviation
in the building.
Q. You are saying that if the Project Area does not have
new buildings, then they do not meet the standards of the
Buildings Code of Staunton, hence there is obsolescence and
deterioration warranting clearance with the result that the
economic welfare of the community is affected?
A. No, sir. There is a great deal of difference between age
and obsolescence. The obsolescence is a measure of the degree
to which the building has deviated from acceptable standards
of .Staunton, whereas an old building could be kept up and
maintained and still have the measure of obsolescence but
not the deficiency.
Q. If the buildings in this Project Area complied with Article 17 of the Building· Code of Staunton, then there is no
deficiency or dilapidation present that would affect economically the welfare of the community.
page 1412 ~ A. No, sir, it is the extent those buildings deviate. It is the only way we can measure obsolescence, taking new standards. I am sure you have been in
condemnation cases where you take reproduction less depreciation, and you take the standard of the day and determine the extent to which that building is deficient to determine obsolescence.
Q. Don't. you know you take the standard of the day in the
community where the problem arises Y
A. We take the duly adopted Code of the city and use that
as a standard.
Q. But you are not taking the applicable provisions of the
code.
A. I am taking the provision that allows us to determine
the degree of obsolescence.
Q. I show you in Defendants' Exhibit 16 of the National
Building Code the provision relating to fire resistance ratings. Are you familiar with that?
A. Relatively.
Q. Do you know whether those fire resistance ratings were
applicable and were employed in determin_q the conditions
that existed in the Ptoject Area by you and Mr. Poage?
A. These would be used except to the extent thev would· be
in conflict with the Fire Prevention Code in the City 6f Staunton. I would like to repeat Mr. Poage used the codes that were
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in effect at the time to make his inspection and
determinations. Now, if any section of this, as
this ordinance recites, is in conflict with another
code, it is not applicable. I an1 not that familiar with this
Code or the Fire Prevention Code to the point of telling you
where they might deviate and not be ~pplicable.
Q. You went over it with Mr. Poage. Did you ask him
whether or not he considered the fire resistance ratings in
that exhibit?
· A. I think I testified I did not ask Mr. Poage specifically or
determine all the codes he was using were in effect. He is a
responsible man and capable of doing this, and he 'had been
instructed to obtain the standards in effect in Staunton, and
he had made his inspection and notes on those standards.
Q. That was introduced, that book you have there, Defendants' Exhibit 16, as the Code of Staunton. Do you know
whether the fire resistance ratings represented there were in
fact a part of the Code of Staunton?
A. Let me repeat, Mr. Kuykendall, the codes Mr. Poage
·used, the National Building Code, 1955 Edition, Defendants'
Exhibit 16, Minimum Standards Housing Code, Defendants'
Exhibif·17, the National Fire Prevention Code, Defendants
Exhibit 15, Staunton's Electrical Code which I believe has
severai exhibit numbers, the Staunton Zoning Ordinance,
which is Exhibit 10, and the .Sub-division OrP.age. 1414 ~ dinance which I believe was entered yesterday
·
and I don't recall the number of it, and the degree to which this Code would be in conflict with the Electrical Code or the Fire Prevention Code or specific other ordinances he would use, the specific standards outside of itthat is what he informed me he had done, and he testified to
the fact, and these have been entered in evidence as the codes
be used. .
Q. Did you d~termine whether or not the 1957 amendment
to the Code had been adopted by the City of Staunton Y
page 1413

~

A. Did IY
Q. Yes.

A. No. I testified Mr. Poage is a responsible and capable
man to procure from the City the codes in effect to determine the deviation from those standards in his inspection.
Q. You are not able to say then what standards were applied; you don't know, Mr. Poage does.
.
A. I have told you the standa~ds that apply.
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Q. You don't know-you don't know what codes he used.
A. Mr. Poage informed me he used these codes. The thing
I testified to, I am not as intin1ately familiar with how these
codes Inesh as to applicability as Jvir. Poage. It would have
been a duplication of effort and unnecessary with a man of
his qualifications. If be recited on his notes that a particular
item was contrary to a certain code, he was responsible
enough to be using· the proper code.

page 1415

r

Mr. l{uykendall: If Your I-Ionor please, if we
could adjourn for lunch, I would like to discuss
this a little further with my associates. l\laybe we could shorten it a little.
Judge Snead : I wonder if we can't take a recess and go on
until 12 :30.
Mr. Kuykendall: All right, sir. (Recess)
Judge Snead: Any further cross examination?
Mr. Kuykendall: I will try to make it brief, Your Honor.

Q. J\fr. Balzer, I hand you Defendants' Exhibit 224, building inspection reports prepared I believe by Mr. Poa2;e.
A. l\ir. Poage did the in~pection work; if he testified this
was his inspection report nnd submitted it in evidence, that is
correct.
Q. Have you studied that report? Are you familiar with
it?
A. Mr. Kuykendall, it was two years ago.
Q. Did you at any time study it and become familiar with
it?
A. You means since two years ago?
Q. Since it was completed.
A. Let me amplify. Two years ag-o I sat down with Mr.
Poage with his field notes. l1is le~al pages, and the codes. We
went through his report on each building plus
page 1416 r the information I had gathered with reg-ard to
the other blighting- factors. We made a determination. This cover is the cover onr firm uses as a cover on
various reports, and we normally type the title of it. Now,
whether or not what is right here typed represents exactly
what I did, what I saw and discussed two years ago, I cannot
sav. I have not had-since I .turn~d these over from my
fil~s to :rvir. Smith, I have not had the-I have seen them
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lying on the desk, but I have not gone through them or become familiar with them to any more degree than I was two
years ago, excep~ to accompany ~1:r. Poage on July 13 or prior
to July 13, as I have testified, on ·an interior view of each
building.
Q. Did you consider and pass upon the character of the
occupancy in the building?
A. What do you mean 7
Q. Whether there was improper occupancy, too many people, or different types of occupancy which affected the character of the building.
A. Mr. Poage did the inspection of the building, also the
site occupants survey in which he determined the occupancy,
whether it was commercial or residential. As I testified yesterday, I gave him a copy of the Minimum Standards Housing
Code for the City and there were certain paragraphs as tocertain sections pertinent as to the nun1ber of people, sleeping and so forth, and he compiled the data based on codes and
standards, and then I had the form as to the
page 1417 ~ number of people in each room.
Q. I ask that you refer to Defendants' Exhibit 26.
A. This one, yes.
Q. Look at Building 1-7 and 1-6.
A. ·Yes, sir. Three buildings.
Q. Look at 1-7. What type of occupancy is in that building?
A. May I have it 7
Q. It is in there, I assume.
A. The site occupants surv~y is not in here. I can tell you
what he has cited from the building inspection, but I believe
I turned my copy of the site occupants survey over to Mr.
McMillan. (Same handed to him by Mr. McMillan.) Building
1-7. He gives it a d~scription of restaurant, parenthesis,
apartments above, dash vacant produce market on Baldwin.
Now, attached to this particular ·report which I presume ~~r.
Poage testified from, he has under the dwelling unit inspection form, he has, ''Apartment No. 1, living room, kitchen,
bath shared." Then he bas "Apartment No. 2" in which he
has kitchen, half bath, three bedrooms.
Q. All right, I want you to look at Section 318, Parag-raph
A of the National Building Code. Did be cite that in bis
reportY
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A. I just lost the page, excuse me. What was the paragraph, sir?
page 1418 ~
Q. Section 18, Paragraph A.
A. Paragraph A.
Q. Page28.
.
A. He has it typed down here under code deficiencies _and
code violations.
Q. Now, will you refer to Section 318 of the Code, please,
~rt
·
A. Yes, sir.
.
Q. Now, what does that section pertain to f
A. The Section 317 . . . .
Q. 318.
A. I beg your pardon. "Separation of ~{ercantile Occupancies from Residential Occupancies and from Truck Loading and Unloading Areas.''
Q. 'Vhat does Paragraph A say?
A. "In buildings of other than fire-resistive construction
portions classified as mercantile occupancy shall be separated
from portions classified ·as residential occupancy by walls,
partitions, and floor and ceiling assemblies having a fire resistance rating of not less than one hour."
Q. Now, what kind of occupancy is in that building?
A. I think I recited and testified from this report, 1-7, there
iH a restaurant, a vacant produce market on Baldwin Street,
nnd apartments above.
Q. All right, now I will ask you to look at
page 1419 ~ Page 21 of the Code.
A. Which Code f The Building Code f
Q. The Building Code, under Section 300.1 A.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. '\Vha t does that tell you?
A. Well, it s_ays, ''Assembly occupancy means the occupancy or use of a building or structure or any portion thereof by a gathering of persons for civic, political. travel, relig-ious, sorial, or rccreat;onal purposes, including among,
others armories, assembly halls, auditoriums, ''etc.
Q. Look at the tl1ird column. Find restaurant.
A. "Opera houses, passenger ~tations, poolrooms, recreation areas, restaurants, skating rinks," quite a list of
things.
Q. Is that applicable to this property?
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A. How do you is it applicable 1
Q. I mean does this building violate that provision, 138.
A. I don't specifically know or recall where he has this is a
violation. Didn't he testify to this 7
Q. You reviewed that, didn't youY
A. Two years ago.
Q. Right now, knowing the type of occupancy there, I will
ask you whether that is a violation of that section.
A. I don't know whether the floors and ceilpage 1420} ings have a fire resistance rating of not less
than one hour.
Q. Now, this provision, 138, deals with separation of merchantile occupancy from residential, doesn't it 1
A. Yes, sir. And it says the walls, partitions and floor and
ceiling assemblies having a fire resistance rating of not less
than one hour. ·
Q. All right. Now, where is the mercantile occupancy in
that building?
A. Presumably, ·a produce market.
Q. A restaurant is an assembly occupancy as distinct from
a merchantile, is it not Y
A. I think it is one where people assemble to eat dinner.
Also that builc;ling has a produce market, and that we
classify as distributing merchandise even though vacant. The
vacancy, I think, is what we have been talking about, economic
obsolescence, but it is merchandise-a man wants to sell fruit.
Q. Look at Building 1-6.
A. Now, there are two buildings. "\V e had them 1-6 north
and 1-6 south.
Q. South.
A. I've got to find out which one it is on here. He doesn't
have them designated north and south. I will have to ...
Q. It is the building, I think, that has a billiard, a poolroom in it, a billiard parlor.
page 1421 } A. Yes, he has 205 North Central and 203
North Central, first floor, billiard parlor, two or
three apartments above.
Q. You have assembly occupancy there, do you Y
A. I think in a billiard parlor, yes, sir. It depends on how
many people play pool.
Q. Not mercantile?
A. Not unless the man operates a merchandise establishment. Very often you will have half drugstore. It depends on
the functions in the pool hall.
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Q. You are not familiar with the type of occupancy. You
have testified in this case about conditions that exist in that
area, but you can't recall, I assume, now what those conditions are.
A. Yes, sir, I remember going into the pool hall. Whether
or not it would be classified as mercantile or not, this is perhaps a matter of semantics. If there are a group of people assembling· there, maybe they call it an assembly hall, but it is a
pool parlor. Billiard parlor is what it is known as.
Q. It wouldn't appear the draftsman of the Code treated
this problen1 as a matter of semantics, would it 1 Page 21,
a poolroom is designated as an assembly occupancy?
A. That's right.
(~. And not a mercantile item.
A. No, sir.
page 1422 ~ Q. So what is wrong with the occupancy In
that building that condemns it?
A. Oh, you mean my discussion?
Q. Yes.
A. It is my personal feeling that a pool parlor is not conducive to maintaining residential amenities, the dwelling over
them. They contained this within buildings ''used by a gathering of persons for civic, political, travel, religious, social,
or recreational purposes." Now, by a stretching of definition,
you could call a pool parlor a recreational purpose. However,
I doubt it would come under it. I wouldn't 'vant one adjacent
to my home.
Q. Are you basing your judgment of this area by your own
feelings, or by the standards you say you found in the Code?
A. By the standards found in the Code, I still feel.
Q. The occupancy permitted by the Code-the occupancies
in these buildings are permitted by the Code.
A. I didn't say the occupancy is not permitted by the Codo,
I said in my judgment it. was an adverse influence upon th~
residences above.
Q. What is your standard for that conclusion? Upon what
standard do you base that judgment, your own personal feeling about poolrooms, or what standard?
A. No, sir, just the fact that normall:"r re~
page 1423 ~ idences over pool parlors is not conducive to
maintaining residential amenities to that area.
There's nothing intrinsically wrong with pool parlors. I
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don't believe they belong or contribute to the healthy maintenance of residences when it is above the pool parlor.
Judge Snead: Let's recess until 2 :00 o'clock.
2:00P.M.
Mr. Kuykendall: Your Honor, I believe we have uo further questions at this time.
l\Ir. Smith: \Ve huve no further questions, Your Honor.
page 1424

~

GEORG.E T. ~iARCOU,
being duly sworn, testified:
DIRECT EXAMINATION.

By Mr. Smith:
Q. Mr. Marcou, will you state your full name and age,
please?
A. George T. Marcou, 35 years old.
Q. What is your residence and occupation f
.A. Residence, Washington, D. C., my occupation, City Planning Consultant.
Q. With what firm are you now affiliated?
A. I am now affiliated with the firm of Stein and Marcou
Associates.
Q. That is your own firm?
A. That's right.
Q. I believe you undertook, or you were engaged to do
some work in connection with the .Staunton Urban Renewal
Project. At that time w'hat firm were you associated with'?
A. I was associated with the firm of Blair and Stein Associates, in which I was an Associate in charge of the "'\Vashington office.
Q. vVhat particular type of work is that firm engaged in?
A. City planning, county planning and community planning and urban renewal plannig.
Q. Now, 'vill you give us your educational and professional
qualifications please?
page 1425 ~ A. All right. I was graduated from Massachusetts Institute of Technology in ,June of '53 .
.Judge Snead:
Q. Do you have a copy of that?
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A. Yes, sir, I have already given it to the young lady. 1 was
graduated from Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
June '53 with a Bachelor of Architecture Degree and I stayed
on and in June '55 I obtained my 1\tfasters Degree in City
Planning from there. In outlining 1ny professional experience I would like to start now and work backward. In association with Blair and Stein we have done Regional Planning
and Studies in Anne Arundel County, lVIaryland, Cecil County, 1\tiaryland, in Richmond, Virginia, Roanoke Valley, Virginia, and the Washington, D. C. Region, and City and Town
Planning·, I was responsible for Antrim Township, Pennsylvania, Cun1berland, 1\tfaryland, Elkton, Maryland, Greencastle, Pennsylvania, Laurel, Maryland, Hagerstown, 1\tfaryland,
Waynesboro, Pennsylvania. The type of ·urban Renewal
Studies I have lJeen engaged in were in Elizabeth City, North
Carolina, Rochester, New York, Downtown Urban Renewal
Plan, Roanoke, Virginia, this Plan in Staunton, 'Vashington,
D. C. The Central Business District Plans and and programs
I have been concerned with are in Elkton, 1\Iaryland, Laurel,
Maryland, llagerstown, 1\faryland, Roanoke, ·virginia, R.oehester, New York, \V aynesboro, Pennsylvania, \VinstonSalem, North Carolina. In addition to that
page 1426 ~ there were Special Studies we undertook on
Highway Impact in Baltimore, 1\tfarylaud, the
Study of the Psychological and Design Functions of open
~pace in the Washington, D. C. area, a Study of the ProgramIning of " 7ashington skyline for the National Capital Planning Commission, a Study of alternative highway systems for
the North leg of the Inner Loop for the National Capital
Transportation Agency in Washington, D. C., and a Developtnent Plan for a new town of 12,000 people with emphasis on
physical and social needs of the population, in Youngstown,
Ohio. I at present am Visiting Lecturer to graduate design
elasses at Catholic University of America. Prior to being
affiliated with Blair and Stein I was at the University of Illinois as Associate Professor of Community Planning where I
worked with a number of City Councils, County Boards of
Supervisors, Planning and Zoning Commissions, Civic groups
in organizing and formulating planning programs. I "Torked
on the supervision of 701 local planning assistance pro:2"rams, in Illinois~ or comprehensive proiect plang in tl1e State
of Illinois, on the preparation of publications on Planning
and Zoning, two Studies-one on tl1e pattern of employee
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residence in relation to place of work in the rapidly expanding community of Decatur, Illinois, the other intra-community
relations in the East Central Illinois Region under a grant
from the Illinois State Division of I-Iighways,
page 1427 ~ the University of Illinois, and the United States
Bureau of Public Roads. I also 'vas Secretary
of a faculty interdisciplinary committee to coordinate teaching, research and services to communities in the state. I also
participated in teaching activities, lectured to city planning
groups and planning design groups. "Thile I was there I also
acted in a consultant capacity to the Springfield-Sangamon
County, Illinois Planning Commission on a Study of potential
industrial sites, on the Evansville-V·anderburgh County,
Indiana, and Regional Planning Commission on the preparation of a comprehensive plan report, and with Mr. Louis B.
·wetmore, Consultant to the Department of City Planning
for the study of Chicago on their program. Prior to going
into the University of Illinois I was with the City of Nashville, Davidson County Planning Commission in Nashville,
Tennessee, as Associate Planner and undertook their studies
of urban renewal for the City of Nashville, the proposed public ~anitary system study for the Nashville ~{etropolitan area
and the community facility study for the Nashville Metropolitan area. Prior to going tl1ere I worked with John T. Blackwell Planning Consultant, Boston, the Town of Needham,
Massachusetts, on the Report evaluating changes in land
use and the preparation of a comprehensive plan, with Mr.
Wetmore who was then Professor of Planning at M.I.T., also
in the preparation of tl1e '54 Hurricane Rebapage 1428 ~ bilitation Program Report. I also did son1e work
on the preparation of a traffi.c generation analysis for the State of Rhode Island to evaluate the present
and future usefulness of a proposed interstate highway svstem. My professional activities include Associate membership in the American Institute of Planners, I am a member
in the Joint AIP-OPL Committee on Indexing and Abstracting, a Corresponding 1\'Iember, National AlP- Committee
on Local Planning Assistance, "restern Great Lakes Chapter
of AlP, Reporter on Reporter and Review, Chapter Newsletter, Editor, Reporter and Review, Chapter Newsletter,
Director, three year term, elected 1960, Central Illinois Section of AIP, Director, elected 1960, Washington Chapter of
AIP, Secretary. I was on the Membership Comtnittee 19621964 and was ~JrctPd a Director of the American Society of
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Planning Officials, and a member of the National Trust for
Historic Preservation.
Mr. Smith:
Q. Are City Planners required to register in Virginia 1n
order to practice their profession~
A. No, they are not.
Q. In connection with the Staunton Project, by whom, or
who contacted you or your firm T
A. :Mr. Donald Balzer of Hayes, Seay, Mattern and Mattern contacted me.
Q. As a result of that contact was your firm eng-aged to
perform any services in connection with itT
page 1429 } A. Yes, sir, our firm 1Vas engaged to perform
services in connection with the Central A venue
Urban Renewal Project.
Q. Describe what services you were to perform.
A. Yes, sir, we were requested to prepare two elements
and to do work behind the preparation of these elements,
Final Project Report. These are the Report and Planning
Proposals and the Urban Redevelopment Plan.
Q. 1-Vben did your firm begin work on this?
A. We beg·an in the middle of April '62, and completed the
work in mid-June of '62.
Q. Now, as I understand it this function was to prepare
the Report on Planning Proposals and the Urban Renewal
Development Plan. 'Vith regard to the Report on Planning
Proposals, just what is that?
A. Well, it is a Report which indicates what is the basis for
determining the land uses that are proposed in the Project
Area, and also what is the basis for the reg·ulation~ that are
proposed for the Project Area, including zonin!!. Another
element is the modifications to the major street~ that are involved in this area. This, together with a dPscription of th(\
relationship of the proposals of tl1at proil\ct to the O''ilerall
Plan of the City. These are the elements of the Report.
Q. Did you, yourself, work or do any portion of this phase
of the work?
page 1430 ~ A. There were three of us from our firm involved-J\ir. Douglas Porter, J\{r. CharleR Simon
and myself.
Q. Is Mr. Simon in the country at the present time?
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A. No, Mr. Simon has left-he. got married and left and
went to England where he came from.
Q. Now, did you or any other members of this firm visit
the Project site in Staunton~
A. Yes, we did visit the Project site. That basis for the
Plan, itself, stems from this kind of an assumpton, assuming
the site is clear, what would be the possible use, the land
uses proposed and the kind of regulations necessary to implement that 1 So, therefore, we visited the site and I would
like to go over some of the elements of the Study that were
behind our proposals if I may do so.
Q. All right, sir, suppose you proceed. You are speaking
of the Report on Planning Proposals f
A. Yes, sir, I would like to indicate the kind of thing that
went behind that.
·
Q. This Report on Planning Proposals, I believe, is a part
of Defendants' Exhibit No. 23, Part I of Application for
Loan .and Grant. Is that correct~
A. That is correct.
Q. Suppose you proceed.
A. We visited the site and paid particular attention to
wh~t was around it, the site, itself, its relationpage 1431 ~ ship to other parts of the City, as well as son1e
characteristics that are inherent to the site itself. We did summarize this information in map form which
we presented to the Redevelopment and !lousing Authority,
and if I may, I would like to go over some of this. This is
the same material that was presented the Commission. What
we tried to establish first of all was the relationship of the
site, itself, to the surrounding area, from the point of view,
first of all, of the major arterial system as it existed at this
time and this indicated it was very much centrally located in
relationship to present transportation, also in the terms of
the proposed ring road which is a part of the concept of the
general plan that was prepared by Mr. 'Vood, the existing
minor arterials to the main roads around the site itself. We
also looked at the particular site from the standpoint of view
of its relationship to the heart or core of the Central BnsineRs
District, and, of course, it is just one hlock away from tl1(l
main street, the lower portion is one block away from the main
street. We also plotted the existing parks and cemeteries to
see if anything- if;:; involved here Rnd also the institutions,
particularly the college which is in the in1mediate area of tl1e
~ite. These are all factors we ·had to take into account in
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proposing the 1nost adequate use. Let me add that these
were only one aspect of the factors to be taken
page 1432 ~ into account because the Plan itself as well as
the reg"Ulations that would implement the Plan
when adopted by the City would have to be based on the considered judgment not only of the physical factors, transportation, but also on marketability, which was the responsibility of Mr. Rountrey, and engineering factors that the firm
of Hayes, Seay, 1\1attern & Mattern worked out. The second
element here shows the site, itself, which is the site occupants,
and also some of the uses that surrounded the site, and we felt
these were factors taken into consideration of the use of the
land itself. First of all there are some retail stores on the
Northern part of the site. Immediately East of tl1e site was
a residential area although it did have some industrial, retail
facilities, and beyond that Mary Baldwin College. The lower
part of the site, itself, was quite close to some office development that exists there now and just one block away from the
heart of the retail area. 'Ve also tried to indicate, or let's
say summarize, what was the nature of the traffic generated
by the City, by the uses surrounding the site, and we found
there was quite a bit of pedestrian traffic generated along the
lower part of the site and the Northern part of the site, and
·quite a bit of traffic generated in the Northern part of the
site itself. One of the factors most important, here it is both
Augusta and Central, certainly Augusta, are
page 1433 ~ very major streets at the present time. One other
factor that we looked at particularly from the
point of view of what kind of development could take place
on the site itself was the types of topographical elements that
are involved around tl1e site itself flS well n~ on the ..,ite. In
this case we tried to indicate what kind of visual land marks
existed ·around the site and tried to incoroporate these, indicate these with triangular red shapes, as well as strong ]and
marks which might be a strong topographical factor around
the site itself. Turning to the site itself, it is a site that drops
off quite rapidly from Augusta, going down to Central. The
lighter counters indicate the portions that are high and the
darker are used to indicate the lower portions of the site.
This indicated to us that it 'vould be possible if this site was
to be redeveloped as one entity to obtain entrances from
Augusta and Central for the general uses on the site itself.
We also tried to put on the existing trees to see if the a rea
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could be designed to try to keep those trees, and also we tried
to see what was the predominate height of the buildings
around the area, and this is shown in the different shades of
gray, going from the highest, one story to over three stories
in the darker gray. Again here, the closer one gets to the
downtown area the higher the buildings, and this was another
factor we took into account. Now at that time in conversations
and preliminary results froin Mr. Rountrey's,
page 1434 ~ Economic Consultants and marketability, findings we found it would be possible-this was a
first sketch we developed to illustrate the kind of development
that they planned on that site-we found it possible to put on
retail and offi.ce development, particularly towards the lower
part of the site closest to the l\fain Street and this would generate a continuity of pedestrian use between this site and the
Downtown area, also the fact that a good portion of the site
would have to be developed to off-street parking use which
is a particular objective stated before in the Plan, as well as
the results of the Marketability Study and also indicated the
business, because there were already some supermarkets in
the Northern portion, these could be developed for convenience type retail. This was an element of the Plan developed
for discussion with the Redevelopment and liousing Autbor:.ity.
Q. Now, did you attend any meeting at which the Authority
and members of City Council and Planning ·Commission were
present?
A. I attended a meeting at which the Redevelopment and
Housing Authority ·was present. I don't remember any meeting with City Council and Planning Commission.
Q. Do you remember whether this graphic presentation
about which you have just been speaking was ever presented
to the Authority, to the Redevelopment and Housing Authority?
A. Ob, yes, it was presented to them.
page 1435 ~ Q. Do you happen to remember what the date
of that was?
A. I would suspect-this is a guess-the middle of April,
toward the latter part of April probably.
~fr. Smith: Your Honor, I 'vould like to introduce this
as Defendents' Exhibit No. 228.
Judge Snead: All right.
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A. May I continue, sir!
~{r.

Smith:
Q. Sure.
A. In developing our Report, the bases for determinations,
we have tried to summarize some of the factors I have presented no·w orally, including the fact that the commercial
characteristic of the area is pretty well established and also
quoting and tying into it the· results of the 1\farketability
Study from the marketability point of view, the highest and
best use of the Project Area· would be for commercial and
some office development and some off-street parking, and
the basis for this conclusion which bas to do with the development of the Staunton area, both employment and population,
and very excellent prospects of future development, the fact
that Downtown Staunton was the major retail center in the
~{etropolitan area, and at the present time had little competition from regional shopping outlying centers, but it
needed to take some renewal action to keep pace
page 1436 ~ with other cities in the same region, and it is
really-this is a summary-in a sense, of the
conclusions drawn from the 1\farketabilitv Studv which indicated some 40,000 to 65,000 square feet" of building space
could be marketed for retail and office nse and quite a bit
of space for parking. The relationships that wer~ developed
as part of the proposal which are included in the Plan, itself,
indicated-reflected this, the demand or market that exists
for retail space potentially in that particular site and also
reflected the fact there might be need for some convenience
type stores, particularly in the Northern part of the site
itself. 'Ve also tried to avoid the overcrowding- of the site
itself and allow quitP n bit of tlw Plan to go into off-street
parking by requiring a maximum of 35% coverage-building
coverage of the road itself except when the parking could be
made a part of the structure, in which case a maximum of
75% building coverag-e would be possible. These are all reflected in the Zoning- 01·dinance. We also indicated Augusta
Street would be widened 30 feet as part of the planned ring
system of major strrpi·~ fll'Olll1c1 Downtown Stannton to hcln
in traffic movement around the Downtown area and "re fonnd
two of the six streets carrying the larg-est volume of traffic
in the City are Augusta and Central ~nd we felt the widening
of Augusta Street was quite warranted in point of view not
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only in terms of help of ingress and egress from
Downtown, but the uses pro12osed on .that site
would also generate traffic. We tried to indicate
how the proposed plan would fit within the planned framework of the City's Master Plan in terms of planned uses in
this area, which is included in the central business as defined
within the Plan itself, and it does fit within the objective of
. expanding the Downtown area, widening street space and offstreet parking and space for new retail activities close to
Main Street. We also indicated how this particular plan fits
into the circulation plan of the City since it would be one way
of carrying out a portion of the plan by making a first construction of the interloop or the leg of the interloop proposed
in the Plan. There are no community facilities such as schools
or recreational areas in the Plan and the facilities from the
information provided by Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Matternit was proposed to have an easement originating on the
Northern part of the site to allo'v for a new storm drain to go
through. This in general considers the major elements of
the bases for the redevolpment plan.
Q. Well, now, I will ask you was your Report of Planning
Proposals a summary of the elements that were necessary
to be determined prior to the actual drafting of the Redevelopment Plan 7
page 1438 ~ A. Yes, sir, they are also required by the Urban Renewal Administration ·as part of the final
Project Report as the basis for det~rmining the proposals
in the Redevelopment Plan.
Q. I-Iow many visits to the area did you ~ake personally?
A. I personally made two or three. I don't recall exactly
how many. Two or three minimum. Mr. Porter and Mr.
Simon also made visits.
Q. In order to prepare your Report on Planning Proposals
you had to utilize information from some other source?
A. ·Yes, sir, I did. Since the Plan itself has to reflect the
other considerations that go into developing the land or land
use and land use proposals, such as the consultant on the
land marketability, and if so, what is the marketability information, and I suggested Mr. ·Rountrey provide us with this
information and also in terms of engineering considerations,
storm drainage, etc.
Q. These elements had to be taken into consideration?
A. Reflected in the Plan.·
Q. So far as the Plan, itself, is concerned T
page 1437
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A. Yes.
Q. I assume you are acquainted with the requirements of
the Statute of Virginia.
page 1439 ~ A. Yes.
Q. Will you point out whether the Plan which
has been introduced here as an Exhibit is sufficiently complete to indicate its relationship to definite local objeqtives
as to appropriate land uses and improved traffic, and so forth.
A. Yes, sir, I believe it does. This is stated in the Urban
Renewal Plan. There are four objectives, local objectives,
that were brought up at previous testimony regarding the
provisions of space for expansion of existing business areas,
the widening of Augusta Street, considerations and provisions of off-street parking and elimination and redevelopment
of a blighted area.
Q. Is the Plan sufficiently complete to indicate proposP,d
land use and huilding requirements in the cirea?
A. Yes, sir, we have indicated what the land uses are, what
would be perrnitted uses in the Project Area, and these are
a part of the Plan itself. They reflect again some of the
findings as I have said of some of the analyses that have
been given out and include retail and office, particularly.
These permit uses not more restrictive than the uses that
are currently permitted in all of the central business district
and the reason for this is :first of all there is the backing of
marketability, the land con be marketed for theRe purposes,
and certainly one of the objectives, of course,
page 1440 ~ of the urban renewal and redeveloprnent process
. is to try to control blight; in other words to try
to insure that blighting situations will not occur ag·ain in that
same area, and t~is is indicated, for example, by putting some
limitations on the kinds of uses that would possibly have a
high degree of noise or other type of nui8ance. I notice, for
exmnple, tl1at repair services or businesses that arc permit.ted
on that site would be those that do not employ over ten persons and do not use erruipment of over two horsepower.
Q. Does the Zoning Ordinance 'have anything to do with the
restrictions 7
A. Ycs, sir, the Zoning Ordinance actually lists what typeR
of u~es will be permitted, in what parts of the City, depending- on tl1e zoning-. It also includes other regulations, building
height and the setback regulations. I could go into those for
a second. The building height is restricted to 35 feet, so the
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new buildings would fit withiu the sauw character as the
buildings around it and tllere is u-foot set-back that \voulil be
required in the new Zoning· Ordinance fr01n any street, rightof-way, or property line. rrhat, again, is to insure no crowding of the land would take place in the area and also in son1e
cases provide for futurt~ widening of the street. vVe have
also indicated there should be uothiug to in1pede the vision at
street corners, to elituinate blind corners, and
page 1441 ~ we Lave indicated the land coverage elements.
Off-street parking, there are s01ne very definite
standards we have tried to indicate here. These have to do
with kinds of business and the kind of activity on that site.
Retail stores, for example, which generate quite a bit of
traffic, \vould be required to provide three parking spaces for
each 400 feet of floor space. These are not unusual. These are
done constantly. Banks, business and professional offices,
two parking spaces for each 400 feet of floor space. We have
indicated what the minimun1 size would be of each parking
space, 250 square feet, and the landscaping that could be
developed and would be required on that site, and if you
recall, one of the problems that wa~ brought up was tbe lack
of off-street loading, and we have one loading place for each
15,000 square feet gross floor space or fraetion thereof. 'Ve
also have tried to indicate what kind of signs could be developed in that area. These would he signs that pertain to
goods or services that are offered on tl1e prmniseH thenu;r.lves,
and we have indicated the limitations in terms of size of
signs. One of the important things in the determination of
tbe kinds of controls, actually there are two elements, one
of these is thr. fnrt these types of regulations are still ratl1er
broad. There are some very specific proposals in terms on
the lTrban Renewal Plan ib;elf, and the R.edeve1page 1442 ~ opnwnt and llon~inp; Authority would have to
approve a redeveloper's plan and to provide
insurance by a proper review that no blighting conditions
would be allowed to 1·ec.ur in that area. One of the obligations
of the redeveloper h.; the T'Pg-nlationR in thr. lJrban Renewal
Plan would continue to be in effect for at least twenty years,
and. again, this is another insurance against the recurrence
of the blighted situation.
Q. All right, Mr. Marcou, is your Plan sufficiently complete
to indicate the land area to he made available to private enterprise for redevelopment in that area, and to be made available to public enterprise for redevelopmentY
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A. Yes, sir, there is an Exhibit which is the Land Acquisition ~lap which indicates the property to be acquired for
public faeilities, which are the street widenings in this particular case, as well as the easement required for the storm
drain, and what property is to be acquir.ed for clearance and
1·edevelopment and resale to private developers.
Q. ~lr. ~iarcou, 1\fr. Balser, testified that the Plan, itself,
was not all of the pages that are contained between the blue
binders, but that it begins after the narrative in the front portion and includes the first three map~, that is the Boundary
Map, the Land Use 1\{ap, and the La~d Acquisition Map. I
will ask you, do you agree or disagree with that?
page 1443 ~ A. This is according to the definition of the
lTrban Renewal Adn1inistration, that is correct.
Q. Now, would you have anything to do insofar as this
Plan is concerned ·with the question of indicating the method
for the relocation of persons living in the area~
A. This was developed by 1\fr. Balzer, as he testified before,
and included under Part E of that Plan to meet state and
local requirements.
Q. ~lr. 1\iarcou, could you, as an expert PJanner, do you
believe that environmental conditions contribute to the tnakthe uses in that area."
A. Yes, they contribute. They can't detern1ine in it~ elf,
hut they certainlv contribute.
Q. What are ·some of those environn1ental uses in that
area?
Mr. Kuykendall: I object to this as related to "s01ne of
the uses in that area."
.Judge Snead: Be particular and testify to the usrs in
this area.
A. As to the mixed uses in this area, if I may say, as was
put on this morning, dwelling units over a poolroom, this is
a situation where you reasonably expect to have noise which
would not contribute to the dwelling units within a good residential atmosphere. This would be one expage 1444 ~ ample of this kind.
Mr. Smith:
Q. Specifically, for example, do you think industrial use in
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a primarily commercial area is an environmental factor that
contributes to blight f
A. Yes, this would be so depending on the nature of the
industrial areas, themselves, but industrial uses that make
smoke or steam or noise or dirt would certainly affect uses
around them, including commercial or residential uses.
Q. When did your work that you have described in connection with this Project-when was it completed T
A. It was completed, to the best of my recollection, around
mid-J nne, around the middle of J nne.
Q. All right, sir, I believe that is all.
Judge Snead: Is there any cross examination 1
Mr. Kuykendall: Yes, sir, we are trying to cut out some
of these questions.
Mr. Smith: While we are waiting, I might ask one more
question of the witness.
Q. I hand you Defendents' Exhibit No. 23 and ask you, for
the record, to state where or how your Report on Planning
Proposals, which is a part of this Exhibit, bow it is designated
within the Exhibit.
A. R214.
page 1445 ~ Q. R214.

CROSS EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Costello :
Q. Mr. Marcon, I believe you testified there are no professional regulation requirements in the State of Virginia.
Is that right?
A. For City Planners, no.
Q. It is not a recognized profession, then, in the State of
Virginia?
A. In the sense of not requiring regulation.
Q. There would be no regulation on who would be in the
profession then?
A. There are professional standards set by the American
Institute of Planners, and there is a Richmond Chapter.
Q. Would these have significance, or could you enforce
them on anyone practicing city planning?
A. I don't think I have any legal knowledge as to that.
Q. It is not formal!
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A. It has some standards that have to be met in terms of
education and in terms of experience.
Q. With respect to your part in this Plan, you did not
select the site, is that correct?
page 1446 ~ A. No, we were broug·ht down here by Hayes,
Seay, Mattern & Mattern.
Q. At that time the site was selected and the dimensions,
or your attention was restricted for planning purposes to the
two block area under consideration; is that correct?
A. ~1y attention was restricted for planning, for proposed
uses, to that two block area T Yes, the land use proposals we
were asked to develop were for the two block area, but they,
of course, had to be related to what was happening· all around
it and we tried to indicate some of these regulations as I have
indicated in my testamony.
Q. Requirements to be put on Uf:ies in this area-did you
set up these requirements, or did you set it up, or did you
place it in the present order T
A. We developed these requirements.
Q. You developed these, yourself, and did not have reference to outside materials T
A. The Zoning Ordinance. 'Ve looked at the existing Zoning Ordinance. We found these were broad in the terms of
types of uses in the central business district, and we felt to
achieve the purposes of insuring no further blight in the area
it should be more restrictive as we developed it.
Q. Did you work with the firm of Hayes, Seay, Mattern
& Mattern on a sub-contract basis?
page 1447 ~ A. We had an agreement, yes.
Q. You bad no regular contract?
A. We 4ave an agreement between the two firms, a general agreement that sets down a basis for our relationship.
Q. Approximately what time was involved in preparing
your proposals?
A. I am afraid I will have to take a look at mv time records
~ili~
.
Q. Approximately. We are not asking you to be exact.
A. O.K. I would sav one and one-half man months.
Q. One and one-half man months. That is the time one man
working full time-it would take one month Hnd one.:half to
·
complete the Project?
A. Yes, sir.
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Q. This was consu1nated in the period of one and one-half
months~

A. April15 to June 15.
Q. Two months 1
A. Yes, sir.
Q. vVhat was the compensation for this work?
A. vVould you believe me if I told you I didn't remember
what it wast
Mr. Smith: I question the relevancy of this.
Costello: It is relevant to this extent, it
would indicate the time and ·attention paid to
this particular Project.
Judge Snead: Objection overruled.
Mr. Smith: Exception.
page 1448

~

~ir.

A. I would have to actually make an estimate. I would say
about $1,500.00, less than that, probably less than that.
Mr. Costello:
Q. vVith respect to the area under consideration, do you
norn1ally Inake a Plan for a two and one-half block a l'ea, or a
whole central business district?
A. Normally it can be done either way. It can be done
either way. There are many instances in which there are
more detailed plans that become a basis for a renewal project, but there are just as many instances in my experience
where a comprehensive Plan, or Master Plan, as it now exists
in the City of Staunton, is sufficient b;asis in pursuing a renewal project. ~be Urban Renewal Administration itself does
not require a detailed Plan for approval of the Urban Renewal Project; it does, however, require a comprehensive
plan as set down in the Master Plan of the City of Staunton.
~

Mr. Smith: I have no objection to this testabut I would like to point out that he is
going into something we did not go into on Direct-and he is
thereby making the witness his own witness.
Mr. Costello: He said he related this Plan to various other
things and he has attempted to be qualified as a City Planner,
and I think we are going into normal steps in City Planning.
Judge Snead: You may proceed.
page 1449

monJJ,
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Mr. Costello :
Q. Did you ever see the Pia~ for the entire central business
district?
A. No.
Q. Did you hy good planning practices-perhaps I misphrased my question awhile ago-is your Plan for other than
a two and one-half block area?
A. Not necessarily, as long as you do have enougl1 of a
Plan to be able to relate to it. In this particular instance
there is a ~faster Plan of the Citv of Staunton whirh does indicate land use, it does indicate ·n1ajor street proposals, and
it does indicate, set some :-;tandards, Hnd this is snfficient
basis, and the fact the Urban Renmval Adn1inistration do~:-;
not. require it seems to indicate some agreement on that.
Q. You were attempting to satisfy a requirement of the
Urban Renewal Administration at this time?
pug·p 1450 ~
A. Not entirely. There are some very basic
planning considerations I tried to set up for it,
as I indicated in my festam,ony. which were guides in the
kinds of land uses for the site.
Q. You had to adapt those related to other information and
you have reference to 1\fr. 'Vood's Plan. Did he not suggest
a Plan be n1ade for tl1e entire central business district, or
did you have reference to that extent?
A. I did look at the Plan for the City of Staunton, and I did
note he had made such a recommendation.
Q. You 1naintain it is good planning practice to ignore the
principle of the '\Vood Plan, or w·ere you not hired to make
such a Plan?
·
A. I was not hired to make a Plan either to revise or bring
up to date or renew 1\fr. Wood's Plan. I was retained to do
the land u~e planning for this particular area. In .doing so,
I looked Rt Rll of .the elements that were available for guidnncn to the kinds of proposals we came un with.
Q. With respect to. setting of criteria which we discussed
before, you said that you helped set the criteria, you did
not just. accept the requirements and draw the charts for tl1e
projected use of the area?
A. I'm sorry. Rephrase it. lJsing the word criteria ...
Q. Did you help set the requirements for the uses to be
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placed in this area a~ set forth in the Plan, or
were they merely presented to you to draw the
charts f
A. Oh, no, I certainly helped set the requirements. What
I tried to do, as l tried to indicate, was that we worked clo'sely with 1\fr. Rountrey who was doing the marketability, and
Mr. Balzer, doing the engineering, to show how all these
things can be meshed together in a land use plan. For example, if the marketability indication was that t~ere was
absolutely no market for retail, then it would be foolish to
develop a Plan that proposed retail. Similarly, if there was
u ·8troug· indication someone doing the engineering, working
on the area, indicated there was a need for a large ntnnber
of rights-of-way for the new streets and so on, this would
cut cJown on the amount of land possible for providing redeYelopment, and, a~.rain, it ·would he foolish to develop H
Plan on that basis. vVhat I tried to indicate is we work~d
closeiy with other people involved in the Project.
Q. Do you know why, or did you make the determination
to-do you know why the decision was made to exclude transient accomodations as this Plan called forT
A. Yes, sir, I know why the decision was made. It is the
requirement of the Urban Renewal Adrriinistratio~ that a
special study be undertaken of motel and hotel accomodations
and the market if it is proposed to include a motel or hotel
·
in the Urban Renewal Project.
Q. Because of them, or in the sense, it was not done?
A. I don't know the reason. It was not done.
page 1452 ~ Q. No special study was undertaken and
therefore it was excluded Y
A. ·All I know is that such a studv was not undertaken.
Q. You helped set the criteria for this area Y
A. Yes.
Q. Did you determine such a need to exist that merited
page 1451

~

investi~ation T

·A. This I would say. Whether the need existed or not, this
would be a judgment of Marketability.
Q. It would not be your function? It there is a m~rket_ for
such accomodations, it would not be your function? ·
A. No.
··Q. Turning to the Marketability Study, Mr. Roilntrey, on
Page 12, su~gests specifically the ~easibility of transient housing. Was this not considered. or did you not think this was
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important in helping set these criteria to bring to the attention of: the· Authority for whom you were working?
A. Of the Authority, I don't know whether it has been
brought to the attention of the . Authority. Retail uses and
offices uses, as well as off-street parking, were the particular
elements which we felt the types of uses we felt were quite
suitable from the point of view of adjoining_ uses as proposed
in the Land Use Plan.
Q. So to this extent the adjoining information was not
utilized in preparation of the Plan in that these
page 1453 ~ studies, although specifically mentioned in Mr.
Rountrey's Report, on Page 12, no further investigation '\Vas made to your knowledge?
A. I did not make the investigation. Someone else in the
team project may have, but I did not.
Q. Would not the actual occurrence in an area such as this,
outside of Urban Renewal, best exemplify the need or lack
of need of such an accomodation I mean, isn't it the marketplace?
A~ This is an economic question.
Q. I am going into standards· here. You have testified you
related your work to the other· experts and Mr. Rountrey's
Marketability Report. He specifically suggests the feasibility
of transient housing and 've find it specifically excluded from
the criteria which you say you helped to set, and you make no
attempt·to encourage an investigation and, in effect, are departing from the investigation of the other experts. What
I am asking is there not a good indication for such a need
when such acron1odation by forces of the market are brought
into being?
A. I believe this is an economic question. T don't think T
would answer that.
·
Q. It seems to rne how a design is made regarding a development of a facility is rea11y the result of a large wide
range of forces and considerations. What I am
page 1454 }- saying, would the· sale or lease of a very large
area adjacent,tend to prove or disprove the need
for sucl1 an accomodation 7
A. I would say· it prohably would indicate a market for
that kind of accomodation, yes, sir.
· Q. With ·reference to the exact depiction you have in your
Urban Re~ewal Plan, or in your Tilustrative Site Plan with
0

0
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the commercial enterprises located closest to Frederick
Street and the parking away fro1n that area, if the intent
were to relieve the parking problem of the downtown area,
would it have been more logical to have diverted and placed
the additional parking between that and the site f
A. I am glad you asked that question. There are all kindR
of ways of providing off-street parking in a downtown area.
You may divide off-street parking· right in the heart of tlw
downtown area in any building by requiring downtown pn rking. The principle in this particular case is of a fringe parking principle. Augusta and Central are both main streets.
In terms of approaching the downtown area, yon would approach the downtown area, park ~·onr car iu t1w nptwr part
of the Project, and the lower part of the Project wonhl rNllly
become part of the main heart, retail-office heart of activity
of the downtown area, so it seems to me it makes ver~r good
sense, perfectly good sense, to actually locate the parking aR
we have indicated in the Illustrative Site Plan witl1 reference
to this use as a parking area.
page 1455 ~ Q. Was the design intended here to take care
of the new commercial area being constructed, or
to take care of the downtown parking in general T
A. It actually bas a dual function. It very much rlependR
on the kinds of development that would take place in that
particular area. The parking itself may be given. A park
and shop situation may be used by all of the establishments
in the downtown area that would prescribe to the park and
shop situation, or it might very well be the developer in this
particular case, or the tenant of thiR r·etail spare, mny ver~r
well put a limitation ()ll tlw amonnt. wh nt WP havP tried to
do is indicate this parking would increase the supply of downtown parking that exists now.
Q. Well, if this is to increase tbe size of the downtown
parking area, what is the total from, s·ay an average space in
this load to the downtown area as represPnted by Beverley
Street?
A. We have a scale down here that indicates. Roughly,
maybe 55 an average ... from the downtown, from Beverley
Street ...
Q. Beverley Street. It is approximately whatf
A. T.he scale is at the bottom.
Q. Would you make an approximation there for us, if you
have something, please, or do you know from your planning
phase what, approximately what the distance is?
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A. I will calculate it. Oh, from about the middie of the site to the north side of Beverley
Street it would be about 900 feet.
Q. 900 feet. If it is to improve the situation of downtown
parking-are you familiar with what 1\{r. 'Vood has to say
about the requirements for parking apd shopping- for access
to the downtown area?
A. I believe he did indicate some standards on that, yes.
Q. I am not attempting to delay you here. On Page 104:
"It is expected that those who work or shop would be content
to walk 500 or 700 feet.'' 'V ouldn 't this exceed the observations or recommendations of ~Ir. ''rood with respect to facilities downtow'n ~
A. I would say it is very, very rare where you are actually able to n1ake standards which are set as walking standards of tl1is nature and try ~o meet tl1em com.pleteiy when
you are designing a program of that nature. But as the intent was to improve the downtown parking space . . . I think
it would. Also the fact the central business district is not
Beverley Street, it is a 36 or more block area as defined by
Mr. Wood, and this is right in the middle of it, as a matter
of fact, and therefore it would be accessible immediately
across the street; the moment you cross the street you are still
in the middle of the central business district,
page 1457 ~ and if that isn't the case it would seem to be
the longest possible distance in terms of Mr.
Wood's terms of the possible distance you could walk to get
into any part would be to cross the street, from the middle of
the block, roughly 125 feet. In determining parking requirements to ratio you arrive at in planning the area excludes,
or includes, the dual purpose of parking for downtown in this
particular ·area, the ratio of parking space to floor space, and
it has a dual purpose.
Q. How 'vould you arrive at the ratio?
A. The ratio is arrived at on the basis of past experiences.
It would seem that the amount, the standards we have set
down, are directly related to the types of uses and observations of these uses. These are· pretty well recognized and
used standards. In this particular situation, then, we have
some retail space and office space which are proposed and
depending on the activity that goes in there you relate the
amount of parking space to the amount of retail and office
space. This is a logical way to approach it.
page 1456

~
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Q. Do you have any indication for use of the excess space
from a Plan such as this that could be utilized downtown,
against the downtown requirements' Do you have an illustration of the excess space over and above what would be required by your recommended commercial development, where
it would be available to alleviate the downtown
page 1458 ~ problem?
A. This is an Illustrative Site Plan, and, as
such it is illustrative. We have tried to illustrate in this
Plan the possible location of new development, the possible redevelopment of off-street parking·, the location of landscaping· in the area, so that the actual design and approval
of a design by Redevelopers, a Redeveloper, would not necessarily be bound by this illustrative type plan. This is to illustrate the principles we have set forth, knowing· the site
itself, and how it is located, we have indicated here, as an illustration, the redevelopnwnt that could be constructed, and
the rest of the area is in parking, as much of the area as
should go into parking. Off-street parking is one of the things
definitely lacking in downtown .Staunton.
Q. Referring once more to your Report, you had access to
_;_not yours, 1\1r. Rountrey's Report-to which you had access. He indicates on Page 12 it is easier to integrate the
area if a shorter and wider area was used fronting on 1\fain
Street.
·

1\fr. Smith: I beg your pardon, read that again. Any objection to my handing a copy to him Y
· Mr. Costello: No.
~Ir. Smith: "The Project area could be more easily integrated into the core of the central business district if it were
shorter and wider and offered more frontage on
page 1459 ~ Frederick Street.
Mr. Costello:
Q. To what extent would you consider this, or were you
permitted to consider this in drawing your Plan 7 Your area
was fixed, was it not Y
A. In the terms of t'hings this is exactly what we have tried
to do and tried to illustrate. This is precisely the reason we
have proposed the development of the two block area· as close
as nossiole to Beverlev Street. We tried to indicate this is
really where it should ·be developed to make it a part of the
core of the area.
·
· ·
·
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Q. And you have attempted to come as close as you could
to Mr. Rountrey's Report within the limitations Y It is not
shorter and wider, and does not front on Frederick Street.
A. It does front on Frederick Street and we have taken
advantage of the frontage on Frederick Street as much as
possible by putting a substantial portion of the buildings in
there.
Q. ·You have indicated, sir, especially, that these other
Plans were available to you. You have also indicated this
is an Illustrative .Site Plan. Do I understand you correctly
in saying that you know, as a Planner, the builder would not
be bound by this Plan f
A. He would not be bound by this lllustrative Site Plan
except to the extent that the Redevelopment and
page 1460 ~ Housing Authority can draw from this certain principles it can require the redeveloper to
adhere to.
Q. This is an illustrative plan and not a plan in the sense of
a blueprint for the development of this area. Is that correct?
A. This particular thing is illustrative, as I have said, however, the Plan you are talking about is included in the Project Report. This is . . . we are talking a bout two different
Plans there.

:.Mr. Costello:
Q. I atn talking about this Plan and I had to re~trict lnyself to your Plan.
A. This particular Plan is an Illustrative Site Plan. lTowever, the Plan, in terms of the Virginia law and Statute, i~
also here and it is a part of this Project Report.
Q. What is your authority for saying what you have?
A. In terms of the use, the proposed use.
Q. Is that not your conclusion, based on your understanding of the law?
A. Yes, sir, it is my conclusion based on n1y understanding·.
Q. 'Vbat is the purpose of making this Plan, ~fr. Marcon.
if nothing holds or nothing binds the developer?
A. Which are you talking about f
Q. The illustrative.
A. The purpose?
page 1461 ~ Q. The lllustrative Site Plan in this Staunton
Redevelopment and Housing· Authority hroch-
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ure prepared by 1-Iayes, Seay, ~iattern & l\Iattern, which in.cludes the Plan for Virginia's purposes, beginning on approximately the fourth-the fifth page thereof.
A. '11lle purpose of this illustrative Site Plan is to illu~
trate the kind of dcvelopnwnt that could take place on that
site within the land usc and zoning· regulations. \\'hiclt are the
Urban Redevelopment Plan.
Q. Then at the time this i~ suLrnitted, there i:.-; uot coutaiucd
within this Plan a binding program for the reuse of this land t
A. There certainlY is. rrhis is all included in the l; rbau
Renewal Plan.
·
Q. Sir, I am referring only to this Plau, and I want to restrict this discussion to this Plan, to satisfy the Virginia Statutes.
A. No, this is an Illustrative Site Piau. rrhc one ~·on are
talking about in the terms of Virginia Statute is the Land U Re
lVIap in which you indicate which parts are for public lUie and
which for private use, and this is part of this sanw Repol't.
Q. Is that right~
A. Which are for reuse, and also the Plan itself is not only
a map, it is also the text that accompanies this, which is what
I went over in tern1s of indicating· the land
page 1462 ~ uses proposed in the area and the regulations
that part of the Plan.
Q. However, there are no designations on this map, which
is designated the Land Use ~Iap, showing any particular use
other than commercial use of the broad central section and
specific uses on the sides for widening streets. Is that true?
A. This map shows the reuse of the area that would be
taken or would be-not be reserved. The easements would not
be reserved for . . .
Q. The only limitation is the printing in the center of that,
'' Commercial Reuse?''
A. No.
Q. On this map.
A. No, sir. This map is one element of the Plan, itself,
The total Plan is what we are talking about. This is one elenlent of it, and it seems to me that the Plan is-taking streets,
say-totally supporting this, explaining this, indicating what
kinds of uses would be permitted here, why is this street
widened, and all of this, put together, constitutes the Plan.
Q. My question again-1 will try to express it a little more
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concisely-there is no reference in the Plan as presented here
on the actual use of the property committed to this Project
reuse; is that correct?
page 1463 ~ .A. As I indicated, this is an Illustrative Site
Plan, whose function is to illustrate the kind of
development that could take place in this particular Project.
The Land Use Map itself, which is part of the Plan, is the
one that shows actually the boundaries of the area and what
areas would be public and what reused, and this is really what
constitutes the Plan in the sense of U rhan Renewal. ~fay I
continue the answer to this question Y
Judge Snead: Yes.
A. The Illustrative Site Plan is required by the Urban Renewal Administration to illustrate, only for the purpose of
illustrating, the kind of development that would take place.
Mr. Costello:
Q. Mr. Marcou, why were you employed by Hayes, Seay,
Mattern & Mattern f
A. Why were we employed 7
Q. Un-huh.
A. Well, we have had quite a bit of experience, and I believe you should ask him.
Q. .All right, the ·answer is, then, you don't know. vVith respect to Mr. Rountrey's Appraisal, he says on Page 1, Paragraph 3: ''Topography is such that its preparation for redevelopment can be accomplished without undue cost. It appears possible that a two-story building can have
page 1464 ~ ground level access for both floors." Did you
consider this recommendation or finding in preparing your lllustrative Plan l
A. Are you referring to the Illustrative Site Plan which
is not a part of the Urban Renewal Plan?
Q. I am referring to the Tilustrative Site Plan as contained
in the brochure to which we were referring a while ago.
A. In terms of the Illustrative Site Plan, which, as I said
is not -a part of the Urban Redevelopment Plan, yes, we
have. We have indicated there could be access from Augusta
Street and as a pedestrian, once you l1ave parked ~rour car
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at the level of Augusta, you could enter the store o·n the upper stories of the building.
Q. As far as the recommendation as to the construction of
buildings on that site, you are not, or did not, feel at all
bound by the findings or recommendationsY
A. Well, it see1ns to me that in Mr~ Rountrey's recommendations it was really the most binding thing on the Planners,
his marketability findings, which is that the highest and best
uses for the"area is commercial and office development and
the vital addition to the downtown supply of parking.
Q. vVith respect to your correlation here to the Plans, you
were free as the desi6rner-is that the proper
page 1465 ~ word?
A. Planner, yes.
Q. To use or not use these recommendations as you saw
fit?
A. Is this in relationship to your question, in relationship
to the question you asked before 1
Q. To my several quetions as to the Studies and Plans to
which you testified you had access.
A. Yes, I said previously the most important element of
the 1\{arketability Study, whic'h is of significance in developing the Plan, is the econontist 's recommendation that the
highest and best use for the Project Area is for the commercial and office development and off-street parking, and
from the point of view of some of the planning factors I
brought for.th earlier in the processes we went through, tlwRe
certainly make sense from the ·Planner's point of view.
Q. Your employment as a Planner was not utilized in the
employment at all except in relationship in the usc of tlw
two and one-half block area. Is that true?
A. And in this two block area in relationship to the g·eneral
Plan and other factors in a Plan for the general area.
Q. But your function over whicl1 you l1ad control was in
the two and one-half block area?
A. I don't know what you 1nean by "control".
Q. you were designing and planning. your
page 1466 ~ function in this Plan as a Planner was restricted
to the two and one-half block area?
A. That is what the Marketabilitv Study seemed to indicatP.
·
·
was the best use for the area.
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Q. Your employment was to recommend the ~se of this
area?
A. The use of this area. The recommendation as to the
use of the area, the Plan, accomodations, the regulations, for
this area, yes.
Q. No further que~tions.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Smith:
Q. 1\fr. Marcou, I show you a booklet entitled ''Land Utili-

zation and Marketability, April, 1962, Rountrey and Associates.'' Complaintants' Council has referred to Page 12 of
that booklet and suggested you have departed from the recommedations of Mr. Rountrey in connection with what he has
to say about transient housing. I will ask you to read, for the
record, the second Paragraph appearing under the title Project Area, please.
·
A. "It is our opinion that the highest and best use for the
Project Area is for commercial and office development, and
for a vitally needed addition to the downtown's supply of
parking. It is clear that the Project Area is not well suited
for residential, manufacturing, or wholesale
page 1467 ~ distribution business. It is conceivable for these
uses to be situated here, but they would not be
compatible with surroundings. As alternatives to the suggested uses it could be feasible to use the Project area for
transient housing or various governmental purposes.''
Q.. Based upon that recommendation of Mr. R.ountrey,
is there a conflict between his recommendation and your
Plan as you have outlined it?
A. No, I wouldn't say a conflict.
Q. Now, again, in order to clear the air, t'here is an Exhibit
which is introduced here as Complaintants' Exhibit No. 8.
It is a booklet with a blue back and entitled "Central Avenue Urban Renewal Plan.'' Will yon point out, for the record,
what actually is the legal document or the document which
constitutes the Central A venue Urban Renewal Plan f
A. ·The Urban ·Renewal Redevelopment Plan includes the
following elements-a Table of Contents, a text which includes a description of the Project land use, Land Project
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Proposals, other provisions necessary to meet State and local
requirements, ·and three maps, Boundary Map U.R.P.-1, Land
Use Map U.R.P.-2, Land Acquisition Map U.R.P.-3.
Q. Is that the Urban Renewal Redevelopment
page 1468 ~ Plan in toto?
A. That is what it is, in toto, yes.
Q. All right, is the narrative contained in the first narrative
and findings and summary contained on the first three pages
of this pamphlet a part of this Plan 7
A. No, it is not.
Q. Are the three maps entitled Property Map, Property
Disposal Map, and Illustrative Site Plan a part of that Urban
Renewal Redevelopment Plan?
A. No, they are not.
Mr. Smith: That 'is all, Your Honor.
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION.

By Mr. Costello: .Just two additional things. The Central
Avenue Urban Renewal Project, Mr. Rountrey's Land Utilization and Marketability. Would you turn to Page 1 on the
Summary please. I want you to read in parenthesis five, the
last two sentences in the Summary.
A. 5. Last two sentences. ''It adjoins on the south the core
of the central business district at Frederick Street. It is extremely well located to be used for transient housing or governmental purposes.''
Q. Those words are ''extremely well''f
A. Yes, sir, extremely well.
Q. Over on Page 2 read C.
page 1469 ~ A. ''As much parking as possible should be
located near Frederick Street".
Q. That's enough. I wanted just the first sentence unless
you want to read the rest.
A. Of course, this is where the main concentration of shoppers' goods stores should be too.
Judge Snead: Do you have your nextwitness, Mr. SmithY
Mr. .Smith: Yes, sir.
,Jud~e .Snead~ Call your next witness.
Mr. Costello: We have no more questions.
Mr. Smith: That is all, Mr. Marcou. Thank you.
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JULIAN H. ~IARTIN,
being duly sworn, testified :
DIRECT EXAMINATION.

Bv Mr. Smith:
..Q. vVill you state your full name and age, please?
A. Julian H. ~Iartin, age 52, Roanoke, Virginia.
Q. What business, 1\'Ir. Martin, are you engag·ed in?
.A. I am a realtor and a builder.
Q. Were you employed to make an appraisal of the properties in the Central Avenue Project Area by the Staunton
Redevelopn1ent and Housing Authority?
A. I was.
Q. 'Vould you state about when that took place?
A. I was employed in the early part of 1962, about two
years ago. I completed my report as of June 2, 1962, about a
year and a half ago.
Q. With wl1at fir1u or firms are you affiliated in the City of
Roanoke?
A. I have my own small brokerage office, Martin and ·Company, and a small building concern, Don and Company.
Q. All right, sir, what is your background and qualifications as an appraiser T
A. I have been in the real estate business for twenty-seven
years, property management, sales, building,
page 1471 ~ and appraisals.
Q. All right, sir, what professional·affiliation13
have you had?
A. A member of the American Institute of Appraisers,
American Right of Way Association, and other organizations
to which most people in my position are affiliated in local real
estate boards, Virginia Real Estate Association, and the National Association of Real Estate Boards, the National Brokers Institute, and I believe tl1at covers it.
Q. Have you attended any schools for appraisal work?
A. I have attended several short, condensed appraisal
courses, Harvard, American TJniversity, University of 1\Iiami,
and Florida, and last year, Yale Universitv.
Q. Could you name some of the clients for whom you have
made ·appraisals?
A. I have made appraisals for most of the large companies.
U. S. Steel, General Motors, General Electric, International
Business 1\Iachines, Eastman Company; in fact, most of the
larger ones, at times.
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Q. Have you made appraisals outside of the City of Roanoke and Roanoke County?
A. Yes, sir, mostly southwest Virginia, although in N ortb
Carolina, West Virginia. I made appraisals in Augusta
County and Rockbridge.
Q. All right. You say Augusta County and
page 1472 r Rockbridge County f
A. Auugsta County and Rockbridge.
Q. Did you make appraisals of each of the properties involved in the Central Avenue Project area?
A. I was employed to appraise twenty-five units of real
property, yes.
Q. Mr. Martin, in connection with your appraisals, did you
make estimates of depreciation as to these buildings 1
A. Yes, where there were improvements, I did.
Q. Did you figure the percentage of depreciation on tho~c.~
buildings?
A. That is one method and I think most realistic in case of
subject properties, and I did it that way.
Q. What types of depreciation did you consider f
A. The three items-the only three items I am aware of are
the three aspects of depreciation that can and do lower the
value of properties, physical deterioration, wear and tear
of time. The second is functional. That bas to do with improvements, and environmental obsolescence, anything that
happens off the site that affects the fair market value of the
subject property.
Q. All right, sir, I would like for you to tell the Court, beginning with each-one of these properties what your findings were with regard to depreciation. If you will hold up
just a moment, I will get my map so I can-do you have these
parcels identified by block and parcel number!
page 1473 ~ A. I do.
Q. .Suppose you begin then with Block 1. Parcel 1, which is the Waller residence, and tell us what depreciation you determine on that property. Break it down.
Judge Snead: Is this the same identification that has been
used in some of the previous exhibits?
Mr. Smith: Yes, the same identification that has been used
by the Defendants, and I believe it is indicated· on the property map of the Central Avenue Project which is an exhibit.
I have a map with both indications. I tvill identify them both
ways. This is Block 1, Parcell on the Central Avenue Urban
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Renewal Project Property Map and also Building No. 3 on
the :Complainants' Exhibit. ·The Waller residence.

: :·Q.· All right, sir, will you tell us what depreciation you figured on that property?
A. Physical deterioratior1, 40%, environmental obsolessence 15%, functional 011 son1e, 15%, a total of 70% of the improvements.
Q. All right, sir, going to Parcel-Block 1, Parcel 2, which
is Building No. 1 on the Complainants' Exhibit .
.Judge Snead:

A l(yle property, I believe.

A. Physical deterioration 50%, functional obsolescence,
30%, total, 80%.
page 1474
~Ir.

anh;;'
~{r.

~

Mr. Smith:
Q. All rigl1t, sir.

l(uykendall: "'\Vhich building was that on CompJainExhibit~

Smith: No. 1, I believe.

Q. Now, Block 1, Parcel 3, which is No.5 on Complainants'
Exhibit and is the skating rink property, the Moore propPrty.
A. Physical, 35%, functional 15%, environmental 5%, a
total of 55%.
Q. All right, do you have' any in1provements on Block 1,
Parcel4?
A. Yes, there iR a small office building, 9 by 8.
Mr. l{uykendall: ~7 l1at designation is that on Complainants' Exhibit?
~fr. Smith: It's not 011 there. As a matter of fact, we may
as 'veil just eliminate that and go on to the next one. That is
thC\ small office building. It is more or less a portable build-·
in!!', anyway.

Q. Ooing then to Block 1. Parcel !l, wl1ich is Building No.
7 on tl1r Complainants' Exhibit, what were your findings
there?
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A. Physical 60%, functional 20%, no environmental, total 80%.
Q. When you speak of physical, it is physical
deterioration Y
A. ·Yes, sir, just for brevity I was reading that, physical
deterioration, functional obsolescence and environmental obsolescence.
Q. Block 1, Parcel 6, designated on Complainants' Exhibit
11 and 12, the Cline property.
A. I am sorry, Mr. Smith, it seems to be missing. I should
have looked over this more carefully. Until I run into it-until
I can go through it-I must have used the cost approach which
involves depreciation, of course. I do not see it at first
glance.
Q. You may well come across that one. Go on to Block 1,
Parcel 7, which is No. 13 on Complainants' Exhibit.
A. This is Block 1, Lot 7, rather? I have it.
Q. Yes, sir. That was a Higginbotham property, restaurant.
A. Physical deterioration 50%, functional obsolescence
20%, and environmental obsolescence, referring to the apartments over it, 2%%, total 72¥2%·
Q. All right, sir, Block 1, Parcel 8, 'vhich is Building No.
14 on the Complainants' Exhibit and is the Fulton factory
Building.
A. Yes, physical 30%, functional 25%, envipage 1476 ~ ronmental 25%, total 80%.
Q. Now, I believe there is a residence also, a
residence-type structure also on that property which is still
Block 1, Parcel 8. Do you have that, Sir?
A. I have tbis note, "the residence"- if I may read it.
"The residence located on a portion of this industrial site
adds no real value to the property. It should have been razed
years ago and the parking area enlarged." I rate the residence, give it a value of $1,000.00. It has almost totally depreciated in value.
Q. Block 1, Parcel 9. I believe there were two buildings referred to on Complainants' Exhibit as 8 and 9.
A. This is .Tohn Patterson, Block 1, Lot 9?
Q. Yes.
A. Improvements to one old, two-storv brick and two-story
frame. I assumed it was a vacant lot-I give no value what-

page 1475
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soever to the residence and assume the vacant lot and value it
on comparable land sales in the area.
Q. In other words, you did not figure depreciation on those
two buildings 1
A. No, because I thought actually the buildings were an
adverse influence on the land. The land is 'vorth more without the building than with it. No using giving a marginal in
that case.
Q. All right, sir, the next huilding is 011 Block 1, Parcel 11,
and is designated as Bnilding No. 6 on Compage 1477 ~ plainants' Exhibit. That is the Coiner property.
A. The Coiner property, physical deterioration 25%, functional obsolescence 30%, total 55%.
Mr. Taylor: Run through those again.
A. Physical 25, function 30, total 55.
~{r.

Smith:
Q. The next buildings are located on Block 1, Parcel 12,
designated the antique shop and apartments, designated as
Building No. 4 on Complainants' Exl1ibit, the body shop in
the rear as Building No. 2 on Complainants' Exhibit. This
is the McClure property.
Mr. Kuykendall: Complainants' No. 2?
Mr. Smith: 4 and 2.
A. Block 1, Parcel 12, physical 40%, functional 5, environtnental 5%, total 50%.
Q. Is that on the residence-type building or on the body
shop, or did you make any distinction?
A. "\Vhat I did in this case, as I now see it, I, of course,
estimated the replacement cost of the McClure Paint Shop
and the huilding. but combined them for purposes of depreciation. I don't know my exact reasoning in April or l\fay
when I arrived at the value, but I did put it together. Average
for the two buildings, physical 40%, functional 5%, environmental 5%, total 50%.
page 1478 ~ 0. All rig-ht. sir. I think that complP.trs l3Jo,.k
1. We go to Blork 2. BJork 2. PRrfle] 1 i~ thfl
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lfensley property. It is designated Buildings 17 and 16 on
Complainants' li;xhibit comprised of an apartment house
fronting on Augusta Street and a tire business at the rear.
·.A: All right, on the apartment building which I listed as
No. 1 of the two, physical deterioration 50%, functional obsolescence 15%, and envh•onment, 10%, total 75%. On the tire
building, the second improvement on that lot, physical deterioration 25%, functional 10%, total 35%.
Q. All right, sir, Blocl\: 2, Parcel 2, whcil.J is designated on
Con1plainants' Exhibit as No. 18 and is the McClure-! mean
the Central Garage property.
A. Physical 50%, functional 30%, total 80%.
Q. Block 2, Parcel 3, designated as Building ::t\ o. 15 on Cmnplainants' Exhibit, which is the bakery building.
A. Physical deterioration 40%, functional obsolescence 35,
total 75. Percent Percent.
Q. Block 2, Parcel 4, designated as No. 20 on Complainants' Exhibit and is the Shelley property.
Q. Physical 70%, functional 10%, total 80%.
Q. Block 2, Parcel 5, designated on Complainants' Exhibit
as Building No. 19. It is the Supple-Mitchell apartments.
A. These apartments I used two approaches,
page 1479 ~ one income, and one, the market data and because I didn't deen1 it advisable at the time or
thought I could arrive at an estimate more accurately by
using these and not the cost approach, I show no depreciation,
of course.
Q. Going from that parcel, that completed that block, and
we go to Block 3, Parcel 1, which is Building No. 26 on Complainants' Exhibit and is the Wine-Timberlake building.
A. Yes, sir, tl1at is the one that was remodelled to considerable extent. I did use cost approach on that. Depreciation
15%, functional 2%%, total 171/2%·
Q. Block 3, Parcel 2, Building No. 24 on Complainants'
Fjxhibit and is the property that was owned by the Erskine
Company, used as an appliance store at one time.
A. Vacant when I looked at it. I used the income approach,
the market data, and do not use income approach. There is no
depreciation. There is considerable, but I don't know it because I didn't use that approach.
Q. Block 3, Parcel 3, which is Building No. 23 on Complainants' Exhibit and is the Hamrick property.
A. Physical deterioration 20%, fnctional 10%, total 30%.
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Q. Block 3, Parcel 4, Building No. 22 on C01npluiuants' Exhibit, and it is the Runnels property.
A. The print shop and optical, as I recall. Physical 22112 o/o
ang functional 10%, total 32112%.
page 1480 ~ Q. Block 3, Parcel 5, which is Building No. 21
on Complainants' Exhibit and is the filling· station property owned by Bailey.
A. Is tLat service station property¥
Q. Yes.
A. I would have thought any physical deterioration would
be more-evidently what I have here is what it was-physical
15%, functional 25%, total 40%.
Q. Block 3, Parcel 6, on Complainants' Exhibit No. 25,
which is the Ewing bool{store-stationery.
A. Physical 40%, environmental-economic-it is called
by either name-10%, total 50%.
Q. Block 3, Parcel 8, which is Buildings Nos. 27 and 28 on
the Complainant~' Exhibit. It is the N orfer property on the
corner.
A. Improvements consisted of sixty-year old or older brick
residence or built as a brick residence. This building has no
value to me, no value, totally depreciated.
Q. Did you treat as a separate building the building next
to it on the same parcel of land T
A. Yes, sir, the adjoining building, depreciation 35%, functional10%, total 45%.
Q. Now, Mr. Martin, when you speak of, as I understand it,
you were employed as an appraiser and as an appraiser, what
approaches did you use in appraising this proppage 1481 ~ erty?
4. To summarize briefly again, three approaches, the cost, the income and the comparable sales.
When it is advisable, we locally use all three. I do not use all
three just to fill out a report perhaps as some do. I use two
when I think two will help me to arrive at an estimate of
value and tbe other wouldn't. In a few cases I use only one,
in a case of unimproved land where you can't estimate income and land sales, I use only one: I use two when I can,
and three when I can, and two when I can, and only one when
that Aeems sensible.
Q. I take it, then, in arriving at depreciation you used the
('OAt approach less depreciation.
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A. That is also called the summation replacement cost.
Estimate the new cost and if the property is not used and has
not the best improvements, you depreciate sometimes by one,
two, or three, physical, functional, environmental.
Q. In physical deterioration, what do you take into account
when you estimate physical deterioration¥
A. It results from wear and tear of time and poor carP,
foundation, floors, walls, much unseen, plumbing and wirin~.
Q. Did you inspect each of these properties?
A. I did.
Q. l:Iow many of them did you go into?
A. As I recall it, :Mr. Smith, I went in all of
page 1482 ~ them. On occasion there were full and empty
units, several apartn1ents, and I understand
from the n1anager or someone they all were alike and I can't
get in the 4th, but I have been in three, so I won't testify I
have seen every square foot. I have seen most of it several
times.
Q. When you speak of environmental obsolescence ...
A. Environmental obsolescence-it is called, mostly, economic environmental describes it more accurately. Any thing
that happens off the site, large or small, off the subject site
location, having a service station next to it, or a change in
the traffic, or a multitude of things.
Q. When you make reference to functional obsolescence,
what do you refer to?
A. I try to estimate functional obsolescence as a typical
buyer would estimate or figure in buying the property that
includes architecture, planning, arrangement of design, and
layout.
Mr. Smith: Your Honor, may we have just a second?
Q. Mr. Martin, based upon your own experience and frmn
your examination of the buildings in the area, considering
your findings as to physical deterioration, and environmental
obsolescence, and functional obsolescence, what effect do you
think this area has upon the econimic welfare of the <»ommunity?

Mr. Kuykendall: Vve object to that, if the
Court please. He is an appraiser, real estate -appraiser. He hasn't shown he has studied the
area or what consideration he has taken into account.

page 1483
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Judge Snead: I don't think you 'have properly qualified
him for the question.
Mr. Smith : We except to the Court's ruling.
Judge Snead: Will you have an exhibit, Mr. Smith, giving
this information in graphic form Y
Mr. Smith: I don't have one prepared. I can get it.
Judge Snead: It will help.
Mr. Smith: One other question, Your Honor. There was
one property ~fr. Martin didn't locate his findings on, Block
1, Parcel 6.

Q. If you can't locate it, that's all right.
A. I have located it, yes, sir.
Q. Did you figure depreciation on that?
A. I did not. I mark it Cline improvements are in poor
condition and have a very short economic life. I give some
credit to the improvements, some slight credit in using the
market data, and I used income approach.
Mr. Cochran: Your IIonor, please, I have them tabulated,
but I have a lot of other notes on it, but we can prepare an
exhibit. I wrote them down as he testified.
page 1484

~

CROSS EXAMINATION.

By Mr._Taylor:
Q. Mr. Martin, was the purpose of your appraisal to assign
a fair market value to each of these properties?
A. I was employed to estimate the fair market values of
twenty-five separate owners.
Q. Did you undertake to put a dollars and cents value on
each of the properties at that time?
A. I not only undertook, but did so in a report of those
estimates.
Q. As I understand your testimony, yon arrived at the
fair market value by figuring what it would cost to build a
new building like the one you were looking at and then reducing that reproduction cost by a certain percentage. Is
that right?
A. Not wholly. I used the approach to help me in most of
the cases.
Q. How did you arrive at the fair market value?
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A. I used the three perhaps on occasion, two mostly, and
perhaps on vacant land, one at times.·
Q. 'Vhat are those approaches f
A. The cost, income, and comparable sales.
Q. Did you know of any comparable sales¥
A. Yes.
Q. In that area.
page 1485 } A. Yes, sir, I will be glad to give then1 to
you.
~Ir. Smith: Your lionor, I think it is all right if this testimony is limited to the fact there were comparable sales, maybe what properties were involved, but if we are going to get
into values, we are going beyond the scope of examination on
direct.
Judge Snead : Yes.

Mr. Taylor:
Q. When did you make your investigation, your appraisal 1
A. I do not have-! have it on my expense accounts. I do
not have the dates. I could give it to you, the dates, not today.
My report was dated June 2, 1962.
Q. Well, would you say, Mr. l\1artin, that basically, generally your approach was to estimate reproduction costs and reduce that by a percentage, a certain percentage of depreciation you estimated Y
A. That was an important aspect of my work, yes, sir.
Q. How did you arrive at the percentage of depreciation?
A. By comparable sales. You want me to detail lww I do
itY
Q. At the time you made this inspection, none of thes<·
properties had been acquired by the Urban RPpage 1486 ~ newal AuthorityY
A. When I was asked to appraise the properties, I was asked to appraise twenty-five separate owners'.
Of course, I know I can't forget the purpose of my appraisal
or being hired. I was hired to appraise as if there was no
condmnnation, in essence. I appraised twenty-five propertie~.
Q. What comparable sales did you have in mind?
A. In the area and the adjoining the area, I thought thoy
would help me.
Q. In that specific Project Area?
A. Yes. sir.
Q. 'Vhnt properties haYe been sold in that area?
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A. Remember I am telling· you how. I assemble facts to appraise these properties. '\1hen I go out to appraise a property and use comparable sales, I use any comparable sales I
think have advantage to me, period. I don't care whether they
were two years ago or ten. If the court rules only a certain
time, I use those. I can go down this list and tell what I used
and the date they were sold, and I thought they were indicative of the values of the properties, and they were helpful
to me.
Q. '\\7 hat was the most recent sale in thnt area that you
made use off
A. I will have to go through them, if I may. I have listed ...
Q. First in the proposed Projeet, or in the
page 1487 ~ Project area.
A. Here is one, Richard Peyton to Carlyle
Cochran, 5/11/60, just about-just about two years prior to
my report, and that was the-I don't have the date here. It
was a lot facing· 105 and 5/lOs on Central Avenue and having
a depth of 75 feet and a half-interest was sold at that time
for $13,000.00.
Q. What property was that?
Mr. Smith: The Cochran property.
A. Cochran. It was presumabley in Block 1, Lot 4, occupants, Hayes Used Car Lot.
Mr. Taylor:
Q. vVhat was the next one before that?
A. The one before that, Rocking·ham Poultry Co-operative.
I have deeds dated June, '48, and April, '50.
Q. ,June of 1948 and April, 1950?
A. Yes.
Q. What was the purchase price?
A. Total consideration $57,000.00, and I have the deed
pages, now used as a site of a skating rink.
Q. $57,000.00 you say?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What was the next one before that 7
A. That was the first one. The second was the one I just
mentioned, the Cochran.
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Q. You have two-use two, then, since 1950.
Is that right Y
A. One in 1960, yes.
Q. One in 1950 and one in 1960.
A. That's right.
Q. When was the next before that if the first one was the
skating rink, 1948 and 1950, and the second was the Cochran
property 5/11j60Y Then what was there before the skating
rink Y Are those the only comparable sales?
A. I am li~ting as I go down the list. There is one from
Clara Ilendrici~ to Allen I-Iensley, September 1, 1947.
Q. What was the price of the Hensley property!
A. Consideration $22,500.00.
page 1488

~

Mr. Smith: Your Honor, the evidence that we asked this
gentleman to give had nothing to do with comparable sales.
He has testified comparable sales or market data was one of
the approaches in making his appraisal. The approach, where
he made it, had to deal with dep1:eciation and was the cost
approach he described, and I think this is irrelevant to the
information broug·ht out on direct.
Mr. Taylor: I asked him if the cost approach less depreciation was the way he figured it, and he said it was, parts of it,
but he said parts of comparable sales.
Mr. Smith: He didn't have to figure depreciation in comparable sales, and that is what ...
page 1489 ~ Judge Snead: We are not trying condemnation at this time, and this witness's testimony on
direct was limited to depreciation.
Mr. Taylor: I understand that, but I understood he did
not limit his consideration to reproduction costs less depreciation, and 110 shows depreciation on every, single property.
Judge Snead : You may inquire as to how he arrived at
your depreciation figure.
Mr. Taylor: Tell us how you arrived at your percentage
figure from the standpoint of physical depreciation.
A. Yes, sir, observational based first o~ comparable land
values. I used comparable land value to compare land values
where-that, as I have just mentioned, one, no two, the Cochran one-half interest, $13,000.00 . . .
Q. We are talking about physical deterioration of a building.
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A. I am trying. Trying to tell you.
Q. vVhen you say comparable land values, what are you
talking about!
A. You asked a question, how did I arrive at a loss or depreciation. First I estimate the value of the subject land or
estimate it. I take the cmnparable sales and using that, estimate from all the comparable sales the value of the land involved in comparable sales and subject proppage 1490 r erty. In other words, if I am using comparable
sales as a base, I can use other comparable sales
logically, put it this way, if a comparable sale is sold with a
two-story office building for $30,000.00, I estimate in that
transaction the land is worth $10,000.00 and that leaves depreciation of $20,000.00, total $30,000.00 on the sale, and it is
fairly simple to estimate replacement cost. If the replacement
cost is $40,000.00 and the building-abstract the building supposedly, in the mind of a typical buyer had a value of $20,000.00 and the replacernent cost was $40,000.00, the total depreciation was 50%. Replacement cost $40,000.00, indicated
value, in the buyer's mind, $20,000.00-loss in value $20,000.00, or 50%, which includes where there are three phases
of depreciation all three,. and it is up to me to break them
down. You first go to physical deterioration and estimate the
others from that based on observation of each property.
Q. Then, as I understand that answer, in arriving at tho
percentage of physical depreciation, you didn't simply consider the physical wear and tear on tlJe building; is that
right?
A. Of course, I did that, priJnarily.
Q. Well, I didn't understand you to say that.
A. Based on the property. My observation, the age, whether well kept, the accrued depreciation and maintenance and
so forth. I estimate what part of that $20,000.00
page 1491 r or what percentage is physical-sometimes it is
all physical.
Q. Suppose there ·were no comparable sales.
··A. You are supposing something that doesn't exist in this
case. I have never run across a case yet where there were no
comparable sales.
·
·
Q. Are you talking abont tbe last sale of that particular
property when you say no sales ...
A. No, all the sales I have listed here were sales of just
land and land and improvements, where I thought from past
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experience and observation, where I could estimatCl the vahw
allocated to the land, and in the mind of the typi<~al buyers.
Q. To get sales in this area, you had to go hack a _g1·eat.
number of years Y
·
A. I have given you and I will give you the exact dates.
I checked back twenty or thirty years. I don't use anything
I consider absurd and I use only information and comparable
sales to help me to arrive at an honest value. I use anything
I think will help me.
Q. Take the McClure Printing Company, for example.
When was that last sold?
A. I have the sale in my working notes, and unless I listed
it as a comparable sale, I would not have it listed.
Q. A long time ago?
A. Therefore, I didn't use it. If I thought it would help,
I would have used it.
Q. When I asked you if there were no compage 1492 ~ parable sales, you said that was a condition that
didn't exist in that particular. Since you said
that, what is right?
A. I misunderstood you, there were comparable sales all
over. I would be glad to go to that appraisal. If I did not use
the market data approach, I obviously didn't think sales
would have been of help to me.
Q. How did you arrive at it when you didn't consider
sales?
A. That is Frederick Street, 31 McClure Printing Shop T
Mr. Smith: It is Block 3, Parcel 4.
A. I will haYe it in just a second.
Mr. Smith: I don't want the witness, Your Honor, to give
figures if we can avoid it. I don't think it is proper. I mean
as far as what his appraisa 1 was, unless they want to make
him their witness.
A. In the case of the ].{cClure property, I used the cost approaeh, the income approach, considered those two approaches. and decided on mv final estimate. I didn't use comnarable sales. I didn't think any would hP of help to me in
that case.
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Q. "When you use the term, ''market data,'' does that mean
the same thing as comparable sales f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How did you estimate the percentage of
page 1493 ~ depreciation? When you did not consider com~
parable sales.
A. I didn't say necessarily that I used a comparable sale.
I think you misunderstood me, entirely. I believe I said I
go through and get all the comparable sales up and try to
estimate land values, and in each community, a certain area
of Staunton, and how their comparable sales-how people
react to old buildings, residential buildings, and so on.

Judge Snead :
Q. What he 1neans is l1ow you get a comparable sale of a
building, if you take a warehouse and try to get a warehouse
and try to get a comparable sale of that and estimate on the
square-foot basis, or how do you do it?
A. It sounds confusing. I don't try to make it that way.
I try to get the land values in any neighborhood. This is a
little more difficult if you have residential offices. I try to
estimate the land value of any comparable sales and break
them down as n1uch as we can. We never get enough corrtparable sales. "'\Ve learn when w·e can. "\Ve do have comparable
sales of warehouses, and I break it down in residential propPrty and property that bas storeroon1s on the first floor and
apartments on the second, and retail storero01ns, as much as
I can. It is observational, only in general; I can't be specific.
f don't have nmthematical formulae. It's based on judgment
and observation and comparison with what people have paid
for property as similar as possil1le. None in this case are
actual ...
Afr. Taylor:

Q. Call it educated g11e~sworkf
A. Yes, sir. I don't think guess-I don't think
educated guess. It is based on experience, training and. lastly, on observation.
Q. What comparable sales did you obtain here that you
thought were helpful as applied to these particular properties?

page 1494

~
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A. Well, for instance, I used-I an1 going down the list,
Your Honor, the Rockingham Poultry Co~oper.ative .. ·After
estimating the value of comparable land, the first step was· to
try to get some idea of the value of the land. In some· case~,
I made some remarks as to what I thought the land was. In
cases such as the ·skating rink. It sold forsonw figuure and I
looked at the land sales and figured what the land was worth
at the skating rink, then it was simple to estimate, judge the
number of dollars in value and improvernents and then estimate what it would cost to replace the building.
Q. That was a previous sale of one of the properties?
A. Yes, sir, in this case.
Q. Then you con1pared that with another !-'alP in this area,
did you?
A. No, sir, in cases where I did use then•, I have remarks
and will be glad to read or tell how I arrived at the market
data in that case. Since it is very rare, after you have estimated your land value, you check any sales at all, your depreciation, and it more or less averages out. It is judgment.
It is not a guess, as you say, educated guess,
page 1495 ~ but based on judgment and experience and many,
many sales, not only sales you use as cornparable.
Q. On your cmuparable sales you use outside of the area,
how did you determine wl1at part to apply to the buildings
and what to apply to the land 1
A. As I recall it-Your Honor, I'd like to have all in the
Project, if possible, and the ones I used on the edge of it.
I used them all. TllC only difference being the subject property had been sold recently or closely located or more closely
in type of design-! gave it more weight just like I do using
the three approaches, getting· answers for eac1r one. I don't
average. I used all sales in that. I go through the twenty-five
properties first, I take pictures, n1easure, describe it and 'vrite
that up before I even attempt-the second step is to get all
conrparable sales tog·ether. In the meantime, I attempted to
make an estimate of value. After I assemble, I decide whether I can use income approacl1 and cost approach, and what
approach in each.
Q. Did you obtain sales data from deed books~
A. I check them and in this case, where it is very important-in every case it'R itnportant-I talk with realtors in
Staunton, anybodv I tl1ink can be of help, in whom I have
faith in their ability.
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Q. These sales weren't broken down as to· in1pr·ove~~nts
a11d to land, were they~
pag·e 1496 } A. No, sir.
Q. Then how, 1\ir. 1\:Iartin, did you assign a
Yalne to the land t
A. I don't assign a value, but I estimate it. I estimated the
. yalue of the subject property from. comparable sales.
Q. You said the first thing you did was figure a value for
the land.
A. I beg your pardon, I didn't n1ean to be vague. I use
basically the vacant property such as the Ricl1ard Peyton to
Carlyle Cochran-you go first to unimproved properties, the
square foot-I used the front-foot method on most of them. I
use either When I think it's advisable. I use unimproved
properties as my basis.
Q. I-I ow rnany unimproved property sales did you find?
A. I have to check them again. It's been a year and a half.
The Cochran sale, the-another instance is where the deprBciation is ahnost total, where you have buildings and you can
look at them and con1/JnOt'ltSense, you can check taxes and insurance. The in1provements at most 'have marginal values.
It's simple to use that as a basis, a basic figure, because if I
say it's marginal, and a very comparable sale, romparahle
sales are fairly substantial, first I try to use comparahle sales
of unimproved land, comparable sales where practically all
the value is in the land, and that's what I tried to do in case
of the skating land. The improvc1nents had very
page 1497 ~ little value at the time of the sale. I talked with
the buyer, at the time he houg·ht-at the time
he bought it-I didn't see it at that time. The parking lot,
Richard Peyton to Carlyle Cocln·an is vacant land.
Q. l\1:r. 1\:Iartin, you say that the skating; rink pronel'ty in
your opinion appeared to have little Yalue at thr tin}(' ~~ou
looked at it?
A. No, sir, I didn't say that. I said I talked w·ith tl1e owner. From my inforn1ation I g·athered concerning the condition of the building at the time of salr, it had very little
value.
Q. I see. vVell, you have told us you found one sale of a
half-interest in vacant land and one sale of property that, as
to which you thought the building had little value; are those
the onlv two sales that vou had to resort to in order to deter·
mine l~nd values?
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A. No, sir.
Q. How many others were there?
A. I am going through them. I am going through the ones
in the Project first.
Q. Are you ready Y
A. The next sale, Lacy Gibson to N orfer Corporation, corner of Frederick and Augusta Street, Deed dated February 1,
'57, and I mentioned here, I talked with Mr. Knorr, one of
the owners, and I mentioned the buildings, and
page 1498 ~ I say, ''In my opinion," they were almost totally
worthless.
Q. What was the sale price in 1957 Y
A. The residence plus a three-story commercial building,
since remodelled, sold for $45,000.00, lot 77 by 109.
Q. All right, with reference to that property, you say that
building, No. 27, depreciated 45% Y
Mr. Smith: What parcel f
Mr. Taylor: It's the Norfer Building number.
Mr. Smith: 3-8, three-story office building he just referred to, remodelled on the first floor
Mr. Taylor: That's right.

Q. What value did you place on that property at the time
you appraised it?
Mr. Smith: Your Honor, I object to the introduction of
the appraisal figures.
Judge Snead: I think you took that risk ·when you put the
witness on the stand. I believe it is proper cross examination
if you are going into this.
1\fr. Smith: We except.
A. I will have to check to be certain. That is 3-8.
Mr. Taylor:
Q. Excuse me a minute, did you put one figure
on those two buildings, or did you separate
themY
A. I estimated that the two buildings had a subvalue, marginal value because for the purpose of my appraisal, I estimated the two properties had depreciated-had a depreciated value of $10,000.00. I doubt they're worth a plugged
nickel.

page 1499
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Q. $10,0000.00 was your estimate of it?
A. Yes, sir, both were almost worthless. I estimated the
depreciated value of the improvements a.t $10,000.00 for the
improvements and $35.000.00 for the land.
Q. A total of $45,000.00 Y
A. I am using one approach. You asked me about that. Am
I to give you the final estimate of the value of the property?
Q. I believe you said it.
A. Improvements-! had estimated depreciated value of
$10,000.00. Using the market data approach.
Q. And the land, $35,000.00.
A. Yes, sir, that is correct.
Q. Does that mean you assigned a value of $45,000.00 to
that property?
A. No. Using the market data approach.
Q. Well, if that approach did not give you the answer, why
did you use it?
A. Until I had used it how would I know what it was going
to give meY
page 1500} Q. I don't know. You were doing it. What was
the final figure you put on that property for the
value of it?
A. $57,250.00.
Q. How did you arrive at that figure?
A. ,~v ell, I used the cost approach. I first used the market
data approach.
Q. That is comparable sales, right?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Market value Y
A. Yes, sir.
Judge Snead : Which property is that 1
Mr. Taylor: It's the lower righthand corner. It's No.
3, Parcel 8 or Building 27 and 28 on Complainants' Exhibit,
on the corner of Frederick and Augusta.
~1:r. Smith: Southeast corner.
Judge Snead: Suppose at this time we recess until 9:30
tomorrow morning. Before 've do, Mr~ Smith, would you give
us an estimate of whether or not you can complete Defendants' case tomorrow?
Mr. Smith: Your Honor, I can be very truthful and frank
in saying I don't know when we will finish. We have a great
number of witnesses left. Of course, I can't make an estimate
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bee a use I don't know how long cross examination is going to last .
•Judge Snead : Judging by cross examination

in the past?
Mr. Smith: So far-I think we may be able to finish our
case in chief in about four or five days. Based on the cross
examination in the past.
~1r. Cochran: If Your lionor please, may I say at this
point, I think I indicated this to your Honor before we began
yesterday, I bent over backward to accomodate the Court
and parties because of the importance of this case and because I didn't want to be responsible, if it could be avoided,
for any delay in the case, and consequently, I didn't claim my
legislative immunity and came up for a certain number of
days ; and I, in good conscience, tell the Court I can't come
back until the Lesiglat~tre is over, after this series of days
is over.
Judge Snead: After tomorrow 7
Mr. Cochran: Yes, sir.
Judge Snead: After tomorrow, you feel you ·would have
to claim your legislative immunity?
Mr. Cochran: Yes, sir, reluctantly, and I might say this is
the first time I have ever done it. I am Chairman of the Committee that is taking up and having public hearing·s on many
irnportant measures, and I have a higher duty
page 1502 ~ now to the people I represent now, down in Richmond.
Judge Snead : I don't know of anything else the Court
can do but grant it. It is required by law.
What are your wishes about tomorrow, about proceeding
tomorrow? You want to go for a half a day or all day?
Mr . .Smith: Whatever the Court prefers.' As I have indicated possibly four more days might complete our case, depending· upon the variables, and there will be rebuttal and surrebuttal after that. I can go on as long as the Court wants to
Judge Snead: As I indicated at the last session, what I
would like to do is for the Defendants to complete their case,
and any rebuttal and surrebuttal be taken by deposition.
Mr. Smith: That's satisfa~tory.
Judge Snead: Mr. Smith, you might consider dates tonight when you might finish Defendants' case and take it up
in the morning.
page 1503

~

(Reporter asked for time for changing paper.)
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~fr. J{uyJ{endall: If the Court please, 'Ye move that the
Authority be required to furnish to Counsel for examination,
and if necessary, introduction in evidence the Minutes of the
Authority since January, 1963, to the present time, and also
furnish and make available the correspondence file of the
Authority. I would like to say in support of this motion that
Nlr. Balzer stated that he got certain directions from the Federal Ag-ency with respect to certain phases of his work, and I
recall specifically one instance related to the exa1nination of
the properties contingent or in an area adjoining the Project
area, and he said that was done by telephone conversation.
That we regard as a material statmnent, and we want an opportunity to examine the correspondence and written exchanges between the Authority and the Federal Agency, and
we think as we stated before that the il:linutes of the Authority are public. The represent a record of the transactions
between the Federal Governn1ent and the local ag·ency, all of
which affects the rights of the people of Staunton, the public
welfare, if I may use that term, and the property owners in
this area. "\\Te feel that we have a right to see these files and
to see the 1\Hnutes wl1ich reflect the actions of the Authority
in respect to this matter even after this suit was filed because
there has been a lot of work done in this case since it started,
and we want to see what the Authority has done
page 1504 ~ and what their Minutes show it has done.
Mr. Smith: If Your lionor please, with regard to correspondence, it is quite true-I mean I am willing
to admit for the purpose of argument that the Minutes of
the Authority are public records. I don't think the correspondence is. And the correspondence between the Authority
and the Housing IIome Finance Agency is no more of a
public thing than the correspondence between the City Manager and the rest of the State, or something of that nature,
and we have no objection to permitting them to see the correspondence, but now wherever that correspondence relates
to the assessment of the case or any judgments that have
passed in regard to the situation regarding this case, I don't
think either the 'Minutes or the correspondence should be
made available.
Mr. Kuykendall: I think any exchange between Counsel
and the Authority, in view of the client-attorney relationship
might be privileged, but as I see it, there is no privilege in any
of the other.
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Judge Snead: You admit the J\Hnutes of the Authority
are public records T
J\llr . .Smith: Yes, sir, but I don't think they have a right to
examine those Minutes, having brought the suit on January
8, 1963, or should be permitted to examine the
page 1505 ~ ::1\finutes in order to get material to support the
suit brought previous to that time. It wouldn't
be fair in the first place . . .
Mr. I{uykendall: Whether or not it is relevant or material
would be disclosed by examinations of the Minutes, if not, it
would not be used. If it does have any relevancy or materiality, certainly it would be ·admissible.
1\fr. Smith: If these gentlemen have anything specific they
want to know about, and can sl1ow the relevancy ...
Judge Snead: The ruling of the Court this morning-, the
Court "Tas not in position to rule and it was impossible to
make that determination at this time. Ruling further, if it appeared at the proper time the Minutes or correspondence files
had some relevancy and it could he so shown, 1hen Coun~el
for the Complainants might have access to those MinutPs and
that correspondence.
Mr. Kuykendall: Suppose, Your Ifonor, then, we make up
a statement of the areas in which we feel these records will
be productive and may contain information that is relevant
and submit that to the Court.
Judge SneaQ.: Meanwhile, will you try to make available
all you possibly ca.n without revealing any confidential communications Y I think the c~se should be completely aired and
there should be a free exchange between parties
page 1506 ~ as to all documents and letters, so the case may
be fully aired and fully heard.
Mr. Smith : Does that mean we can have copies of correspondence between the Complainants, themselves, that are in
existence ?
Mr. Kuykendall: As far as they are in existence.
Judge Snead : I would like to see the case fully aired and
fully developed once and for all. I know you gentlemen agree
·
with that statement.
Saturday Morning, January 25, 1964, 9:30 .
.Tudg-e Snead: 1\{r. Taylor, do you want to continue
cross examination Y
Mr. Taylor: Yes, sir.

~Tour
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still on the stand.
CROSS EXAMINATION.
Continued by Mr. Taylor:
Q. Mr. Martin, as I recall your testimony yesterday, you
stated the purpose of your appraisal was to place a value on
each of the properties you appraised. Is that right?
A. Correct.
Q. And did you, in fact, place a price or value
page 1507 ~ on each of those properties?
A. I did.
Q. And, as I understand it, when you figured or computed
the depreciation, regardless of which formula you used, that
was one step by which you arrived at your final estimate of
value. Is that rig·ht?
A. I said that I always used one. Of course, I used two
when I can. We used three. 'Vhen I used three or two, I
may give weight to the one or two or three e1ually. It depends on n1y results of tlw one, hvo, or three approaches as
it may be.
Q. Regardless of whether you used one, two, or three or the
combination of the methods, the purpose for which you computed depreciation was to assist you in arriving at a value
for the property; is that right?
A. That's right.
Q. Now, do you have the dates on which you inspected each
of these properties T
A. I explained yesterday afternoon, I diQ. not have. I considered I would be-l made the physical inspection, the personal insJ?ection of the twenty-five properties over a period
of approximately ninety days. I saw no reason at the time to
put those dates down, I am sorry.
Q. Well, did you personally view each property that you
appraised?
page 1508 ~ A. To the best of my knowledge, as I testified
yesterday, I inspected all of them.
Q. Did you inspect each on both the outside and insideY
A. I did.
Q. Approximatelv how long would you say you spent looking at each piece of property!
A. I have no idea. That depends on the 'type of property
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and various other factors, the physical inspection, the size,
the type. I spent whatever time I considered would be of
value to me in arriving at the final estimate. I didn't cut
corners, intentionally at least.
Q. Did you visit any of the properties more than once?
A. Yes, sir, I did. I did not say I dwelt at the same leng-th,
I didn't say I went through and visited all the properties several times; I said I had been around over the three months
on several occasions, and I had been through r-;everal of the
properties several times.
Q. How m.any tin1es did you visit the Central Garage?
A. I believe it was on two occasions. Those appraisals
were made over a year and a half ago, and meanthne, I have
made hundreds of appraisals. I still say I did whatever necessary to arrive at a fair market evaluation.
Q. I believe you say you did not have the dates on which
you visited the properties.
A. No, sir, I do not have those dates.
page 1509 ~ Q. How many times did you visit the McClure Printing Company?
A. I believe I was in that building twice. I believe once to
make an appointment. I am not certain, again, about that. I
was once to make an appointment. I believe I called the owners or one of the owners. I believe. I am not sure but they
showed me through the property by appointment. I was in
there twice, at least twice. I was in there enough to make an
-to appraise the property.
Q. How mueh time did you spent in the McClure Printing
Company?
A. Again, I say it was a year and a half ago. A year and
a half has elapsed. I was in there enough to make me feel,
I am sure, I could appraise the property.
Q. How much time do you think that would require?
A. It depends on the type of property, the size of it, how
they show me though, if the owners were kind enough. If I
~o through by myself, it would take longer. I took what ever
time was necessary.
Q. Can you describe for us the conditions you found in
the property at that time?
A. Yes, sir. What is that Y
Mr. Smith: ·Block 3, Parcel 4.
A. Shall I go ahead!
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Q. Yes, sir.
A. Site data, in left lot, small parking area

in red, improvements two-story brick commercial building- containing about 8400 square feet. First floor,
office and display room, fourteen-foot ceilings, walls plaster
and paintorl, double hung wood trim windows. small inner
otli.re. wood floors, shop in rear, also has wood floors, ~aw
tooth. t1utt reference to the rear roof, built-up metal roof on
front portion, hnilt-up roof is in fair condition, double brick
wall on each side, two lavatories in printin~ sl1op. paintingand some plastering· needed, concrete basement with several
massive concrete columns to support heavy machinery, 2 inch
by 12 inch floor joists, some concrete, and some bad supporting columns, gas-fired hot water heater, four boilers about
four years old. Optical Company portion of first floor is a
little more up-to-date, having an inexpensive type of panel
and a I so asphalt tile flooring. Basement on Optical side has
no ceilings but is used as a work shop. One lavatory. Upper
floor has several rooms, walls, plastered and pain ted, need
redecoration. Superior Insurance Company occupies two
rooms. There .are four other vacant rooms. All have wood
floors. First flo.or front was modernized about fifteen years
ago. General condition is fair only.
Q. You don't remember how long you spent in that buildingY
A. I do not. I know I spent whatever time I
page 1511 ~ thought 'Yas sufficient to do the job.
Q. Who showed you around in the building?
A. I do not recall. I believe it is Mrs. Brown. I am far
from certain.
Q. Who showed you around in the Central Garage?
A. I believe . . .
Judge Snead:

If you don't know, it is all right to say so.

A. I was waiting for his attention. I believe a Mr. I{nowles
·
showed me through.
Mr. Taylor:
.
Q. Do vou know his first name Y
A. No,.sir. I did at the time. I have it on my lists as owner
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or company owner; I believe he owned it jointly with his
brother or brother and sisters. I am not sure.
Q. And· you don't remember that date?
A. I have told you on three previous occasions unfortunately, sir, I do not remember any of the dates. I had no reason
to put them down. I can get them for you at a future date because they are on my records for tax purposes.
Q. Did you go through the Hamrick Building where the
flower shop was f
A. Yes, sir, very courteous, showed me around-! believe
two brothers there. I am not sure-one or more of the owners
Rhowed me around that building.
Q. ''That value did you put on the Central Garage Building?
~fr. Smith: For the record, we want it understood that our objection of yesterday, inf-:ofar
as the cross examination is concerned exceeding the scope of
the direct, limited to depreciation, still stands.
Judge Snead: It h~ understood it is a continuing objection.
Mr. Taylor: Same ruling?
Judge Snead: Same ruling.

page 1512

~

Mr. Tavlor:
Q. Will you answer that, please Y
A. 'Vhat was your question again Y
Q. 1Vhat value did you put on the Central Garage property. That is nun1ber-let me double check.
l\1:r. Smith: Block 2, Parcel 2.
Mr. Taylor:
Q. 2-2.
A. That is 2-2. Block 2. My final estimate of value, $44,000.00.
Q. Does that include the land Y
A. Yes, sir, final estimate of value always includes the
realty and improvements where t.here are improvements.
Q. Will you break that downY How much did you assign
to the land and how much to the building?
A. In the cost approach; in the case of this property I
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used two approaches, the cost ·approach and the
income approach. And the cost approach, by
summary, land $29,500.00, building $15,000.00,
total $44,500.00.
Q. Now, backing up to the Hensley property which is Block
2, Parcell, isn't itt
A. Yes, sir.
Q. When were you in that Y I am sorry; you don't know.
Who showed you ·around that property, do you remember Y
A. If that is the tire and battery shop, I am quite certain
I talked to Mr. Hensley on two or more occasions. I believe
he is from Roanoke or has relatives or friends there, and he
showed me through, and I was in there on two or more occasions.
Q. What value did you arrive at for that property Y
A. $32,500.00.
Q. Will you allocate that between the land and buildings
for usY
A. You didn't ask me to complete it on the other one. I
believe. I explained it was on a basis of cost approach, and
I believe I explained two approaches. You didn't ask mer didn't give it. There I used cost approach and income alJproach. On tbe cost approach, land value $17,700.00, depreciated value of improvements $16,250, total $33,950.00.
Q. Did you say you bad given n1e only one figure on tlw
Central Garage and you had two Y
A. Yes, sir.
page 1514 ~ Q. What waR the other one?
.l\.. On the Central Garage I used two approaches, cost and income. I had just given yon before this
last the cost approach. I broke it down, $29.500.00 for land,
$15,000.00 for the building, a total of $44,500.00. I used the
income approach, the land value is the same $29,500.00, the
building; value $11,300, total $40,800.00, total indicated valne
using the income approach.
Q. "\~en you say income approach, are you referring to t.lw
rental value of the property
A. Yes. sir.
0. Well, now, when you have a difference there as you do
in the ·Central Garage between $40,800.00 and $44,500.00, how
do you resolve that difference?
page 1513

~
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A. I studied the two approaclles and decided, decided which
to give most weight, and 1 decided to give the most weight to
·this cost approach. I have a reason why I gave it the uppe1·
reach. Shall I read it? B.ecause. of the type of constructio11
and this building carries a heavy fire insurance premium. A
typical buyer of an old garage building would probably not
eheck this too close. I believe the cost approach is the best to
lean on, and I believe the J{nowles building has a value of
$44,000, which is the total value indicated by the cost approach.
Q. 'Vhen you are using the income approach,
page 1515 ~ how do you distinguish between the value of the
land and the value of the building?
A. In ineome approach?
Q. Yes.
A. In this case I use whnt is ealled a building residual. T
1\:)lt I knew or was fairly well assured I had a good idea
what the laud was worth and used building residuaL I attributed so much to the land, what a typical buyer would get
from the land, and the rest to the building to establish in my
mind a residual value.
Q. You didn't have any figures to indicate what vacant land
in this area was renting for, did you?
A. I used a capitalization rate. On my first trip I went
through the properties, measured them, photographed them,
took down descriptions, and compiled comparable sales in
the Project and outside the Project, and having done that, I
felt I could estimate the land.
-----

Judge Snead : Any more questions 7
~fr. Taylor: Yes, sir. I was trying to look at the number.

Q. Looking at Block 2, Parcel 4, the Shelley property, what
price did you put on that?
A. Block 2, Parcel 4?
Q. Yes.
A. I believe that property was worth, as of
page 1516 r ~June 2, $17,500.00.
Q. Does that include both buildings on it?
A. ·Yes, sir.
Q. Now, what about the No. 5 in that same Block, No. 22,
the Supple-~fitchel Apartment. What price did you put on
that?
A. $32,500.00.
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Q. Will you break that down between land and buildings?
A. ·Yes, sir.

Judge Snead: I wonder if copies of these appraisals. were
given to Counsel if that would answer the questions he has.
Mr. Taylor: I think so. I don't know that I am going to
inquire as to every parcel; if he has a list of all of them it
might shorten them.
Judge Snead: That has been done previously with other
witnesses, and I thoug-ht it might shorten the testimony here
with this witness. Go ahead and give the figure, if you have it.
Maybe that will be all.
~Ir.

Taylor:

Q. Do you have a

list~

A. I have a list that belongs to the .A.uthority, but I can
give you that if so in~trnctcd. The estin1ated value of each
property.
Judge

~nead :

page 1517

~

No, I thought you asked for a particular
property.
~Ir. Taylor: I asked if he had a list of them.
Judge Snead: Oh.

Q. Do you have a list of all of them?
A. I misplaced my copy. This was a copy I sent to the
Authority in June, and they furnished this, and as far as I
ran recall, it has everything in it.

Judge Snead: 1\fr. Taylor, suppose we move on to something else. Do you have any other questions?
~fr. Taylor: I don't believe so.

Q. 'Ve will leave that for the moment, 1\fr. 1\Iartin, since
you are g·oing to furnish me with that list. I will ask you this
question, who showed you ar~und or whom did you interview
at the Supple-1\fitchell Apartment house, the No. 2-5, when
-that you just spoke of?
A. I don't recall clearly; I believe tlw owner made an appointment with one or more of the tenants to go through. He
may have met me there. It seems I talked with him and either
he met me there, personally, or arranged with the tenants.
I am not certain.
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Q. How about the Shelley property f Who showed you
through that property?
A. It was and is-it is a vacant building. I secured the
keys for that from the National Bank of Staunton and went
through it alone.
Q. The National Valley Bank, wasn't it?
page 1518 ~ A. Yes, sir, the National Valley Bank.
Q. Now, who showed you around the "\VineTimberlake building? That is No. 1 in Block 3.
A. Is that the Chamber of Commerce building?
Q. Yes, the Chamber of Commerce building.
A. I went through that-again I am sorry to say I don't
recall. I helieve the Chamber of Commerce offices were on
the right and perhaps right and left of the first floor, and
some young lady in there was kind enough to show me through
or give the nall)e of tbe tenants. I went through that. I
don't know what date, but I am quite sure I went through it
thoroughly.
Q. And the Erskine Company building?
A. The Erskine Company building, as I recall it, is a vacant
one. I secured the keys from some realtor in an old office
hnilding down on the corner about two blocks. I do not recall his name.
Q. Wbo showed you around the skating rink property,
which is No. 3 in Block 1?
A. I went through that one morning, and I believe, in fact
I am certain, one of the owners-I believe there are two or
more owners-some man showed me througl1.
Q. You said you went into the houses on the Patterson
property, which is 1-9, Lot 9, in Block 1.
A. They were both occupied by tenants.
page 1519 ~ Q. Did you go in alone or did the tenants show
you around or the owner?
A. The tenants and tenants only. I went through there
with my son, and the tenants showed me through.
Q. Now, in bow many instances did you use comparable
sales in order to arrive at your figure?
A. I would have to go throug·l1 the list. I have explained,
as I recall from the testimony . . .
Q. Let m.e ask you this. roulcl ~'"on prepare for me a list
showing each property· aR to "rl1icl1 you used comparable sales
and what comparahlP sal~R ~"on used?

..
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A. Again, I will have to refer to His Honor. Not trying
to be combative. I was hired by the Authority to do a job,
and until His ·Honor directs me what to furnish you, I will
furnish you anything, to the minutest detail.
Mr. Taylor: I think this will about conlude my examination if he would prepare such a list showing in each-showing
each property in which he took into consideration comparable
sales and what comparable sales.
Judge Snead: That is the same thing done in the previous
instance.
~Ir. Smith: This, of course, however, requires a considerable amount of work on the part of this gentleman.
Judge Snead : He can furnish the field notes
page 1520 ~ or copies of them. I don't think that would require a great amount of work, would itY
Mr. Smith: Your I-Ionor, without too much objection, we
have here the office copy of the first acquisition appraisal
made by this gentleman. We object to its relevancy so far
as the examination of him is concerned; however, we have
no reason to withhold this information if it is pertinent, and
here it is.
Judge Snead: All right, sir.
Mr. Smith: The whole thing, if Mr. Taylor wants to go
through and figure out from this where comparable sales
were used .
•Judge Snead: It has that information in there?
l\1:r. Smith: I don't know whether it does .
.Judge Snead: Who prepared it'
Mr. S1nith: Mr. l\1:artin.
Judge Snead :
Q. Does it, l\1:r. Martin?
A. It has the complete report~ after I read them once, I
can hardly read them ag-ain, myself. It has in here everything
the Authority employed me to do. It has .facts, and conclusions, and comments, everything that they requested I -put
in the report, and I don't think there is anything
page 1521 ~ that would add to it, except as I said, the field
notes, and as I said, they are probably thrown
away. I probably· have them, but I can hardlv read them. I
don't think they would do any good, the complete thing.
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Mr. Taylor: That should cover it.
Mr. Smith: You want to introduce it?
Mr. Taylor: I want to look at it.
Mr. l{uykendall: I might suggest that we be permitted to
study this rather than engage in a detailed cross examination at this time. lie can't do it during the progress of trial,
and if we want to examine ~·Ir. Martin, we ask that we be
pern1itted to do it at a later time, and maybe we won't want
to.
Judge Snead: I think that would be within the established
rules; furnishing field notes.
~fr. Smith: \Ve wanted to furnish any information the
Court and Counsel 'vanted. They have requested many things.
This is one of the things they have not requested maybe the
Court could have given them a long time ago, had the Court
so ruled. However, this gentleman is an expert witness, and
it is expensive for us to have him here, and I think if he is
going to be called back, inconsistent with our line of questioning, they should call him back at their expense.
page 1522 ~ Mr. Kuykendall: We can go ahead. We can
take the rest of the morning to examine this
man. It will be a slow and tedious . . . My idea was that 've
not go on. We may not want to pursue the matter. The Authority has brought this man in, and he has undertaken to
deal with questions of depreciation and applying three different formulas wl1ich, frankly, we don't understand, -and I
don't know whether the Court understands it or not .
.Tudgc Snead: I suppose you had better go ahead with the
cross examination.
~fr. Taylor: Did I understand the Court to say the witness 'vould be required to furnish me with the list of the
comparable sales?
Judg-e Snead: It is in this document that you have in
your band there.
A. You have a table of contents in there and if it is not
there, it is an error.
Judge Snead : I wonder if this would be helpful, since
you have three Counsel for Complainants, would it save any
time if we took another witness while one studied this document, and called Mr. Martin back for examination later in the
day?
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Mr. Taylor: It would suit us, Your I-Ionor.
Judge Snead: Is that agreeable1
Mr. Smith: Yes, sir.
pag·e 1523 ~
~Ir. l{uykendall: If Your Honor please, right
at this moment, some time ago we asked 1\ir.
Smith for the l\iinutes of the !-lousing Authority from J anuary 1, 1963, to the present time. We would like to have those
right away if we may.
Mr. Smith: Your Honor, we are not willing to voluntarily
give the Minutes of the Authority that cover the period from
the time this suit was instituted. It has a lot of information
relating to the litigation and the attitude of the Authority
about it and Council.
Judge Snead: What is the purpose of this request now,
Mr. Kuykendall? Is this in connection with the examination
of any witness?
1vir. Kuykendall: Yes, sir, with the examination-! assume they are going to put on members of the Housing Authority and Council. Mr. Smith has indicated be has a great
number of witnesses that are coming on yet. They are public records. I can't conceive the Housing Authority would
have anything in their Minutes they wouldn't want the public
to know.
•Judge Snead: It doesn't appear at this point they would
be relevant and admissible.
Mr. l{uykendall: There again, if we may have access, it
may shorten the presentation of this matter on cross examination, and we can't pursue it-if people are
page 1524 ~ coming- on and testify about things the Authority did and Council, we ought to be able to examine with the official records.
Mr. Smith: Not one following .January 1, 1963. The suit
was instituted January 8, 1963. These gentlemen have had
access a number of times right up to January, 1963.
Judge Snead: 1\{aybe yon can have them at some later
time. It doesn't seem proper at this particular point.
~fr. Kuykendall: I assume we can discuss that further
with the Court before we adjourn today, then?
Judge Snead: Yes.
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being duly sworn, testified :
DIRECT

~1:.

ARON,

EXA~fiNATION.

By Mr. Smith:
Q. Please state your full name and age.
A. Linwood Marshall Aron, age 39.
Q. "\Vhat is your residence?
A .. I am a resident of Richmond, Virginia.
Q. What is your occupation 7
A. I am a real estate appraiser and consultant.
Q. With what firm are you associated?
page 1525 ~ A. Rountrey and Associates, Inc., of Richmond.
Q. In what capacity f
A. Executive Vice-p1·esident of the organization.
Q. Would you please state your educational and professional qualifications 7
A. I am a graduate of the College of William and Mary
with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Economics. Since that
time, I have completed some graduate work in the field of
Real Estate and Finance at the University Colle~e in Richmond College in Richmond. I have completed the courses
offered by the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers,
Course No. 1. at Harvard University, and Course No. 2 at
Syracuse University. I have also completed the Society of
Residential Appraisers, Residential Course. At the present
time, I am Lecturer at University College in the field of Real
Estate Appraisal, University of Richmond, I have lectured
for the Vir~inia Association of Assessing- Officers in their
annual school in Charlottesville, and also have lectured for
the Virginia Real Estate Association at their annual school.
Q. All right, sir, would you tell us for what org-anizations
or agencies you have been qualified appraiser for?
A. I have prepared appraiser reports and studies for the
Federal Housing Administration, General Services Administration, United States Department of the Interpage 1526 ~ ior, and a number of redevelopment and housing
authorities 'vhich include Alexandria, Newport
News, Richmond. Danville, Huntington, West Virginia, County of Henrico. City of Columbia, South Carolina and Benwood, West Virginia. These have been in the field of reuse
appraisals and/or land reuse appraisal and marketability
studies. Other clients include Franklin Federal Savings and
Loan Association, First and Merchants National Bank, State
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Planters Bank of Commerce and Trusts, Central National
Bank Virginia Trust Company, and other lending institutions
in an area around R-ichmond. I have prepared work for the
Appalachian Power Company, Virginia Electric and Power
Company, Brunswick Corporation, Dow Chemical Company,
Reynolds Metals Company, Atlantic Greyhound Bus Company, International Business J\{achines, C & 0 Railroad, Bethlehem Steel, and a number of individuals.
Q. Do yon hold any C(lrtificate from any professional org·aniza tions ~
A. Yes, sir, I am a 1\Iember of the American Institute of
Real Estate Appraisers, and recently elected to Senior ]\{ember in the Society of R-eal Estate Appraisers. I also hold office as Director in Richmond, Virginia, in the Society of Reside~tial Appraisers as well a!' the Society of Real Estate Appraisers.
Q. 1\fr. Aron, was your firn1 engaged to do any work in
connectim1 with the Central Avenue ·urban R.epage 1527 ~ newal Project in Staunton T
A. Yes, sir, we executed a contract with the
Rtaunton Redevelopment and IIousing Authority to prepare
a Land Utilization and Marketability Study and a Reuse Appraisal on this Project.
Q. How were you contacted?
A. We received an inquiry by mail asking if we were interested in negotiating a eontract with the Authority to prepare these needed studies.
Q. And did your firm prepare a Land Utilization and Marketability Study for the Staunton Redevelopment and Housing Authority?
A. Yes, sir, we prepared a Study pursuant to a contract
that was dat~d 1 ]\{arch, 1962.
Q. 1\Ir. Aron, I show you a bound pamphlet entitled. "Land
Utilization and 1\{arketability, April, 1962," and on the cover.
the firm name of Rountrey and Associates, Ameriran Building, Richmond, and ask you if this is the Study you prepared
or one of the studies you prepared.
A. Yes, sir, it is.
0. This, I believe, is Defendants' Exhihit No. 21.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. ''That is tbe Land Utilization and Mark(ltability Study,
~fr. Aron?
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A. The Land Utilization and Marketability .Study as required by the Urban Renewal Authority for a
page 1528 ~ proposed project is really two-fold in purpose.
The Land Utilization portion is really as estimate of the highest and best use of the land consistent with
the greatest economic benefit to be derived by the community.
The Marketability Study, in essence, is the-is concerned
with the salability of the land once it has been cleared and
once the Authority is ready to expose the property on the
market for sale.
Q. Is the purpose of that Study set forth in concise form
an)"vhere in Defendants' Exhibit No. 21?
A. Yes, sir; I think in our letter of transmittal, the second
parag·raph, if I may quote from that. ''It has not been our
purpose in maldng the recommendations contained herein to
develop absolute maximum value to the site nor to let marketability or monetary considerations outweigh those considerations concerning the best interests of the community,
and particularly the best interests of merchants and landlords
in the downtown area. Our Study and Report, therefore,
reflects what, in our best judgment, is both economically feasible as to the project area and economically and aesthetically
beneficial to the community ·at large.'' I really feel that that
expresses what we were trying to do.
Judge Snead: 1\fay I see that exhibit? (Handed to 'him)
1\fr. Smith :
Q. Can you summarize the essence of your Study by reference to a portion of D~Cfendants' Exhibit 21?
page 1529 ~ A. I believe on Page 18. It is the first full
paragraph of that page. That really is the gist
of this entire analysis, and, again, if I may quote from it .
Judge Snead: Page 18?
A. Page 18, yes, sir. It is at the top of the page. "The
gist of this entire analysis is that Staunton is not doing as
well as it could in retail trade. It is more centrally located
in its area and has been important longer than the other two
cities. This offers both an opportunity and a challenge to
Staunton. If Staunton does not act to improve itself its relative position may deteriorate by default. Further, within
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the City itself the threat of outlying shopping areas will continue to arise unless the downtown makes itself so strong
that outlying competion wQuld have great difficulty in becoming successful. For Staunton to revitalize itself a number of
elements must operate together, and the backwardness or absence of any one will damage measurably the contribution
of the others. l\ferchants must work tog-ether to maximize
their attractiveness and merchandising efforts. Parking and
traffic problems must be tackled vig-orously. Urban Rene,val
can help, too.''
1\f.r. SrPith: You sav tl1at sun1marizcs the essence of vonr

~tudies. In connection .with vour Studies, what sort and ·kind

of information did you gather in order to be able to make
this Report and Recommendation?
page 1530

~

A. This is not in the Report because the Report was not prepared with the intent of testifying in Court as to the sources of information, so I have taken
the liberty to make notes on this item which I would like to
briefly summarize, if I may. Initially, I made an inspection
of the Project, looking· at it as a whole. I looked at the City
and the commnnity, as well as the two competing cities, Waynesboro and Jfarrisonburg. On occasions while I was here,
I had interviews with hvo local bankers, real estate brokers
downtown merchants, the Director of the Chamber of Commerce, 'vhose name, incidentally I do not remember, Executive Director and Commissioners of the Staunton Redevelopment and Housing Authority and the planners and engineers.
I mig·ht add under the scone of our contract, we are required
hy that contract to consult with the Authority and its planners and engineers. We have no choice in tl1is matter. We
employed a consulting economist from Memnhis, Tennessee,
who lutd had considerable experience in Land Utilization
and Marketability Studies in cities of comparable size. He
also made an inspection of the site and the Cit~T and eonl'mlted with us.
1vfr. C'o!=:tello: We object to his referring to what somehodv eiRe did .
.Tnd~te Rnead: He is stnting what he did.
Mr. Smith: What he did, not anything the man said.
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page 1531

~

A. I conferred with the Director of Reserve
for· the Virginia Department of Labor, and I
collected an1ong others sorr1e of the following statistical data
necessary in Inaking any analysis of this kind.· It included
United States Census Population Reports for various years,
lJ. S. Census of Manufacturing for Virginia, and U. S. Census City and County data book, also had the benefit of tlw
1960 ·Edition of the Sales "t\1anagement of Survey and Buying· Power, which is an accepted source of data concerning
retail sales which real estate brokers, appraisers, consultant8
use in making any kind of study having to do with the retail
activity. l had the benefit of the Economic Data Sheets published by the ·virginia Department of Industrial Development, monthly publications of the Virg-inia Employment Commission with respect to employment and wages, and I had the
benefit of viewing information that had been prepared by the
Bureau of Population and Economic Research of the Univercity of Virginia. Some of my data was collected from the records of the Assessment Office here in Staunton. I also interviewed retailers in Harrisonburg-, Waynesboro, and also interviewed real estate brokers in Richmond who have had occasion to work in this area and who are generally familiar
with retailing in the State. This is as much as I can remember offhand of the dire~tion that I took in the collection of the
data.
Q. Based upon the information yon g-athered, your analysis of that information, did you arrive at an
page 1532 ~ opinion regarding the marketability of this area
after it had been cleared?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What was your opinion?
Mr. Kuykendall: Your Honor, I don't think he has laid
the proper foundation for the opinion.
~Tudge Snead: In what way?
Mr. Kuvkendall: We don't lmow what factors-he stated
he talked generally to engineers and planners ·and other people connected with tl1e City and looked at certain records,
and we don't know what they were or what they showed, and
then he said he drew a conclusion.
~Tud~e Snead: Examine him a little further.
Mr. -Smith: The gentleman has given us his qualifications,
ratl1er extensive, and stated the sources of information, the
kind of data that he gathered and people with whom he dis-
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cussed this. We certainly don't want to take up the Court's
time and fill up the record with details of all the data. Obviously, that would take another five hundred pages of testimony, and I think we have sufficiently laid the groundwork
for him to state what his opinion was, and it is reflected
in what is in the Report already admitted in evidence.
~{r. Kuykendall: Is he going to testify to
page 1533 ~ just what is in the Report 1
l\1r. Smith: No, he is the author, or his firm
is, aild I thiuk he is a proper witness.
· Judge Snead : I think he is qualified.
1\f 1·. Kuykendall: Exception.
~Ir.

Smith:
Q. vVhat is ~·ou•· opinion or the opinion of the firm as to
the marketability of the area 1
A. I believe it is n1arketable; I believe there is a market
for the property.
Q. Did you mnke any specific recomn1endations in your
Report regarding the marketability of the area and its nse Y
A. Yes, we were-of course, this was the end result of the
Report, itself, that is, the recommendations as to the use of
the land. "re recommended that from forty to fifty thousand
square feet of ground floor area should be the maximum retail space to be placed on the site. From our studies of the
economy of the retail sales of Staunton, we felt that you
couldn't-the market wouldn't absorb more than that much
additional retail space without having adverse effect on the
downtown retail section -as it exists. When you put in that
much space, you need parking to serve that project, and we
felt in the process of serving that project, we felt adequate
parking would also be beneficial to the downpag(\ 1534 ~ town. It would enable people to park and shop
'vithin the project area, but it gives them an
opportunity of going into the core of the central business district for other items. Obviously ideal stores for the project
nrea would he those that do not create an undue economic
c-ompetition to the existing downt9wn. They need to be merchants that would have a draw of their own more than just a
local draw from the public; they would draw from the surrounding areas, the kind that would attract more outside
business for the community. We also felt there was some need
for office space that could manifest itself in the project area:·
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when it got underway, not a great deal, but when you havein a building I appraised here several years ago you had
older space, and as time g·oes on, there will be sonie demand
for new space merely to replace that which becomes worn
out. We further made a recommendation in our Report that
the property should be disposed of in one entity, that is, as
one parcel. 1Ve sugg·ested an east-west street should not bisect the property because you tend to cut the continuity or
flow of pedestrian traffic within the parcel, itself. I must say
this in all honesty, the fact that you offer a piece of land for
sale under urban renewal doesn't guarantee that it is going
to work. It take~ effort on t'hc part of people, and some say
a mi1lenninn1 has arrived whe11 yon offer the land, when the
land is laying tl1cre ready for someone to take it, without people working actively to market it, to get people
page 1535 ~ interested in these things. So far as I am concerned, they are vitally necessary for it to be
successful.
Q. That's all.
CROSS

EXA~IINATION.

By 1\lr. l{uykendall:
Q. l\fr. Aron, what is the M. A. I.?
A. It is the abbreviation of Member of Appraisers Institute. It is an abbreviation, the way they refer to it.
Q. Is there any significance in belonging to that organization?
A. Yes, sir, it is my opinion that it represents the best
we have so far as recognition in the appraisal field, and the
organization has been in existence some thirty years. Its
requirements for membership are strict. It requires experience, training, passing upon the qualification by people
qualified.
Q. Now, Mr. A ron, did I understand you made investigations for two purposes, to determine the feasibility of the
area or not, and one for marketability?
A. The Report was to make our estimate of the marketability and land utilization, that is, how would the land be
best utilized, giving consideration to the maximum economic
benefit of the community.
page 1536 ~ Q. Now, in making your study, did you determine the character of the businesses that are in
the Central Business District of Staunton?
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A. I made a study looking at the types of retail businesses,
that is, the retail sales the various categories of businesses
were producing in Staunton.
Q. Did you take particular note of the type of retail sales
business on Beverley Street in the Central Business District 1
A. Yes, sir, I walked up and down the street and looked at
the properties and in a few of the buildings.
Q. Is there any business on Beverley comparable to the
type of retail business recommended for the area project'
A. Well, certainly there would be some that would be competitors to a degree. I don't think you could actually find retailing where you couldn't find any competition. This would
be an unusual situation.
Q. I believe you did suggest a type business or businesses
be located in the project area that would not be competitive
with established business located in the Central Business District.
A. To the degree possible to find those.
Q. Because you feel if you get competitive business, it
may have an adverse effect on other areas of the Central
Business District economically, and there's no
page 1537 ~ use of ruling out the successful operation of
thm:;e businesses by some new business you bring
in; isn't that true~
.
A. What I looked for is the kind of business that 'viii complement the downtown, who, while they may be competitors
to a degree, are also people who would have a draw of their
own, draw people from outside the City·, itself. Ultimately,
really, the economic growth of any communitv boils down to
how many dollars can the city bring in that come from outside its own area.
Q. Let's look at that a moment. You feel. as I understand,
that the real purpose or tl1e prime objective of this urban
renewal program of Staunton is to draw from outlying areas,
say Waynesboro, Harrisonburg, and Rurtonnding communities, business that is not now coming into Staunton f
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Smith: I don't believe ...
Mr. Kuykendall: I don't want yon to be suggesting anything; I want to conduct this examination if I may.
J\~Ir. Smith: Your Honor, this gentleman-we have beard
much testimony about what the primary purpose of the rede-·
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velopment of the project is and the fact that redevelopment
aspects are the byproducts and its removal of blight. We
didn't go into on direct exatnination with him
page 1538 ~ dealing with whether he felt it was a qualified
area under the statute, or anything of that kind.
It relates to incidentals and byproducts of the redevelopn1ent,
and I think 1vfr. J{ uykendall should be fair in his questions so
the witness understands he is talking about not the primary
purpose of the project but what he, so far as h~ is concerned
in the application of his study to determine economic feasibility and land utilization, what his purpose is.
I\fr. Kuykendall: I f.m sure I\:Ir. Aron UlHlerstood the que~
tion and his answer is very responsive.
Mr. Smith: ''Then talking about the purpose, I think he
ought to be more explicit .
•Tudge Snead: Go ahead with your questions.
J\fr. Kuvkendall:
Q. Now, I\fr. Aron, I am sure we understand each other,
and I am not trying to get you to say somethi;ng not in keeping with your feelings and belief about it. I would like to kno'v
about these things. You feel that in order to further the
economic growth and stability of the City of Staunton that
it is necessary that the City arrange its business, Central
Business District, so it will attract this outside business and
so promote economic growth.
A. Definitely. The City must make the effort in some way
to attract that which it bas reason of its own to
page 1539 ~ expect it could get.
Q. Now, of course, communities like Harrisonburg, Wayne~boro, and Staunton, and other communities
in Virginia, are competitive for that sort of economic growth.
just as businesses are competitive for gro·wth ; isn't thn t
true?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Isn't it true, also, that if these other communities, Harrisonburg, Waynesboro, and areas in Augusta County, that
is, small communities, pursue a plan for economic growth and
are successful in that effort, then the City of Staunton isn't
going to benefit from drawing from those areas any economic
support, will it?
A. It is not .g-oing to heneflt it?
0. No, it'~ not going to attract any business from tho~e
area~.
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A. If they do these things you suggest, Staunton is not Y
Q. Yes.
A. As a practical matter I have to look back to the relative
geographic position of Staunton and it is pretty much the
center of Augusta County, and looking at its location, of its
population, it seems to me Staunton is still a central, focal
point in the County. It is the county seat, and traditionally
the City has been a shopping area or a shopping city for the
surrounding areas. It seems to me these things
page 1540 ~ are strong considerations that Staunton still has
some plus factors to draw retail trade.
Q.
ell, no,v, Harrisonburg is the county sent of Rockingham County, I believe.
A. Yes, sir.
0. That has been a very progressive cmnmnnity Pconomically, hasn't it 1
A. I think so.
Q. And it is the center of a shopping area, also, isn't it f
A. Well, as county seat, of course, it draws from the areas
around it.
Q. As a matter of fact, Harrisonburg has just recently
initiated an urban renewal project, has it not Y
A. I understand in some stage.
Q. The object of that, I assume, is to hold for the City of
Harrisonburg or retain for it the patronage it has enjoyed in
the past, to retail and commercial projects within the city.
A. Well, of course, I am not familiar at this point with what
their objectives were in the urban renewal project, itself. I
mean there are so many end results of urban renewal. depending on which direction it wants to go to serve the needs of that
community.
Q. Let me ask you this. at the time you made your survey
and study, did you determine what plan Harripage 1541 ~ sonburg had for its economic g-rowth and development, in order that you could properly determine ''rhether Staunton might expect to draw from tl1e 1-Iarrisonburg- area any economic support?
A. Well, as a matter of fact, I went to Harrisonburg and I
talked with merchants in the downtown area. As I realize. vou
know they have had shopping centers to pop up around "the
periphery. I can't tell you the location of them no·w, but I
have seen them, so apparently, the shopping- centers, in themselves, were indicators of problems in their central business
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district, that is, the shopping centers were willing to hop out
to the outskirts and attempt to dra'v a part of the existing
business that was in the downtown, and certainly an urban renewal project which is commercial in nature is intended to
try to stop this exodus, so to speak, and llOld it in the downtown.
Q. vVas that project in Harrisonburg designed for commercial growth?
A. Well, I understand that the project had land designated
for commercial uses, yes, sir.
Q. The object of that development is to retain business in
ITarrisonburg and to prevent it from going out to other
areas; isn't that right?
A. I am sure that is their hope.
Q. Would you expect to that to be accomplished?
A. I couldn't answer that until I had actually
page 1542 ~ studied their situation with relation to what
their project is doing.
Q. So, whether Staunton will benefit from the I-Iarrisonburg
area and Rockingham County is going to depend upon the
success of the development in IIarrisonburg, and the effort of
the business leaders in Harrisonburg to promote its growth.
A. No, sir, I don't think that would be quite true because I
recognized, I think, in the Report that Harrisonburg had a
draw, being the county seat, being the center of an agricultural area, poultry business. You would expect her to have a
strong· draw with those two factors working for her. Actually,
I thought more in the terms of the draw Staunton would do
here in the County, itself. I realize there is an interflow of
trade between all three. I talked with people who leave .Staunton and go to Harrisonburg and shop and find something they
need they can get there. I found people who go to 'Vaynesboro and, by the same token, people come to Staunton. So we
have pretty much of a fixture of flow, and I recognized the
fact Harrisonburg is not going-is going to have a draw and
Staunton is not going to have a strong draw, but I think
it can recapture some of the business in the County that is
flowing up to Harrisonburg.
Q. Now, isn't it true, or not, that Waynesboro is a progressive city?
A. She certainly bad a growth.
Q. And it is not likely any development in
page 1543 r Staunton is going to attract any business from
the Waynesboro area.
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A. I believe so because my investigation indicated that
quite a bit of the retail trade now went across the mountains
to Charlottesville because there wasn't sufficiency of quality
- I won't say quality, I will say types and varieties, that
many people went over to Charlottesville from there, so it indicates there is apparent demand for some types of activities
that vVaynesboro lacks. I don't know if I am getting to his
point.
Q. How close is Waynesboro to Charlottesville, do you
know?
A. I drove across yesterday. I will have to stop and compute it.
Q. About half way between Staunton and Charlottesville?
A. As I recall, it is about thirteen miles from Waynesboro
to Staunton, and as I recall, it is farther than that from
aynesboro to Charlottesville.
Q. That won't make very much difference to somebody who
could find in Charlottesville what they wanted; is that true?
A. I have found that after all geography is a factor in
people's habits, and the mountain to the east of Waynesboro
is somewhat of a barrier, to me, maybe no more than a mental
barrier. There are people who would prefer not to go on a
snowy day, for example, than going in this direction.
Q. I believe you found in your study, did yon
page 1544 ~ not, that Staunton's retail t.rnde and commercial
development was and has all through the years
been progressive and had a high economiCl improvement; isn't
that true in the past years f
A. It has progressed. I would never say Staunton is a depressed area as the term is used in the newspapers, certainly
not, hut when you look at her potential, you have to loolc at
competition and wlwt competing cities have done and next
look at the geographic position, the position of shopping,
the fact the City over the years has developed shopping habits
in people 'Who have come into Staunton in the past, and it
seems to me these things offer this opportunity for Staunton
to pullinore than hPr ponulation, for example. She is not doing as ·well in relation. I believe, to her potential.
Q. Will you tell 11s if von l'an the tynes of business or enterprise that has l..,een re"nmmenderl for thiR nroiect area f
A. I don't know whether I can put my fing-er on it quickly,
but I believe the sug-g-ested type of enterprise to go in the
Project is Sears-Roebuck, ].{ontgomery-Ward, of course that
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is already here and has an order store, I believe they have
called it, not necessarily saying they would be the only ones,
Miller Rhoads, Thalhhners perhaps. The thing we are thinking of is the kind of tenant that has a draw that goes beyond
the scope of the City, itself. It has a name and will draw
people to the downtown.
Q. "\Vhat effect would Miller & Rhoads and
page 1545 ~ Thalhimers in the Project Area have upon the
merchants on Beverley Street and other places
in the City that engage in the sale of the same · type of
merchandise Y
A. You say other merchants in other parts of the City1
Q. Yes, it is not all lin1ited to Beverley. There are other
streets that have merchants that engage in that type of business. What effect would a Miller & Rhoads or Thalhimers
have on those merchants f
A. I believe a good effect.
Q. In what sense?
A. In the sense they have a draw, draw people from outN
side.
Q. From where?
A. From outside the City, in the County.
Q. Draw them where Y
A. To their store, and people who drive a number of miles
to shop look for comparison. People litre not-at least in my
experience, people shop. 'Vhen you look at a shopping center,
you find they will allow two or three competing merchants in
a shopping center simply to give that shopper an opportunity
to pick and choose, and if my wife is an example, she· picks
and chooses when she starts looking at prices and merchandise.
Q. And frequently people buy where they find what they
were first looking for?
page 1546 ~ A. Not necessarily.
Q. What other types of business have been
recommended for this Project area Y
A. We suggested the possibility existed as an alternative
use for some office space. We don't envision any highrise
building or anything like that. Space that would really replace more obsolete space in the City. Also, we made the recommendation, or, rather, I made this expression to the fact
that the City appeared suited for a transient housing facility.
I·thirtk" I. should explain 'what I meant by that. That is from
'
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a location within the Central Business District and the location of the College, that, physically speaking, was ~ good
location. I might mention this, and this is something we have
to watch ourselves very closely when we prepare these reports, under the Federal law as the Urban Renewal Administration tells us, if you believe the need possibly exists for
transient housing, motels, or hotels, then it must be studiedmust be the subject for a separate study so that the best we
can do in that case is merely to say we see evidence or some
description that it might be an alternative use, as a transient
housing facility. We are not suggesting the economic feasibility exists without making a study, and we are not permitted to
make a study until the Urban Renewal Administration and
the local Authority has authorized such a study, so I don't
want to imply that it is economically feasible bepage 1547 ~ cause we have not made a determination of that.
Recess.
Judge Snead: Let the record show that this ease wi11 be
completed after the hearing today by depositions commeneing
on Friday, April 3, continuing on tl1e 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and
11 of April, if necessary, that after the time you (reporter),
or whatever court reporter takes the remainder of the case,
wil1 complete tl1e typing of the record and make it available
to Counsel, by the end of ~tfay, and that final argument on
the case will take place l1ere in this Courtroom. on August.
10.
All right, 'ivfr. l{uykendall.
l\Ir. ICuykendall: All right, sir.
Q. Now, when the Court took a short J"eccss, ~Ir. A ron,
I believe I had asked vou about the location of motels or
places for transient accomodations in the area, and I believe
it was your statement you c>ouldn 't definitely con1mit this
area to that type of use without a study of tl1e economic
feasibility of a transient facility, either motel or hotel.
A. Yes.
Q. At the tin1e you were emnloyed to make your study and
investigation, were you told that area should not he considered for the }oration of transient facilities?
A. Wel1, actually, we weren't told that by the Authority,
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not to tnake such a study. It ~vas not in the scope
page 1548 ~ of our contract, and, of course, we w·ere aware
_
of the Federal law that a separate and distinct
·study must be n1ade, and, of coui·se, we contract for that ns
-a separate item if we go into it.
Q. Do you know whether property in the inunediate vitinit~·
of the Project Area has recently been acquired for nwt<-1
· or .transient facilities in Staunton?
A. I understand that such land has 1Jet'11 acquired unum·
some arrangement, I don't kno·w what arrangmnent, to put
up such a facility, 'vhich I feel, in a sense, hears out our first
blush, so to speak, our first suggestion as a possible alternative.
Q. That it would serve well a purpose for tl'ansient facilities?
A. There was apparently a need for transient facilities as
demonstrated by evidence in the market that such a facility
is presumably under way.
Q. Now, Mr. Aron, do you know whether there had hem1
prior to your employment any economic studies by competent
people in the field of the central business di~trict of Staunt011
in order to £lvalnatc the ec011on1ic pTol>lmn in that area and
determine what changes, if any, should lw eff('cted in order
to bolster or itnprove the econornic statu:-: of the husinoH~
district?
A. I understood that-and as a 111atter of fact, I did sPP the
report of-I believe it is ~[r. Garland "\Yoodpage 1549 ~ with respect to the overall aspects of developnwnt of the community.
Q. Did tl1at report contain an economic study!
A. I do not renwmber, sir.
Q. Let me ask you this, do you tl1ink that lmH~d upon your
experience in tl1e type of work yon are doing that it is imperative that a community have a Yery eareful econmnic stud~·
of a central business district before launching in tl1e prop;rmn
of developtnen t of such a district?
A. I am not sure I know l1ow ~rou mean the term, "developtnent of such a district.''
Q. Well, it "rotlld be true, 'vould it not, that it is highly advisable before launchbu~ m1 nrban renewal project, for instance, or an overall plan for a development of a central
business district to the community that there be a careful economic study made in order to make a. proper evaluation and
thns inourl~ what typP of devcloprnent should be made and
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where a project should be located; tlw economic Htndy should
precede that sort of thing, shouldn't it ·y
A. It's ('ertainly always advisable for the counnunity to
Lave as many facts as possible to garner wheu trying, to accoinplish son1ething for the betterment of H comrnunity,
. whether econon1ie studies or traffic studies. I think there are
1nany facets of the ron1munity that you are certainly interested in.
Q. 'Vell, now, a business district-a central
page 1550 ~ business district in a city or town is of sufficient
importance that before you undertake to effect
changes or rea1·range1nents, there should be a very careful
econon1ic study preceding any other investigation, should it
not, or certainly he sinn1ltaneous with the other studies?
A. It is always desirable to have the economic study certainly to he concurrent with any other studies being made.
One of the prohlenu-; I have observed in n1any comn1unities is
there is always difliculty in being able to get across to the
public generally, and particularly to the people it is going
to affect in one way or the other, the benefits as w·ell as the
detriments of any proposed aid to thP central business district, and it seems you have to have a starting point sonlewhere. There 111ust be a starting point. I am not sug·g-pstin<.r
that urban renewal, as such, is only the starting point, hut it
does provide something quite often difficult to muster in H
~1nall c01rununity-as a matter of fact, in larg·e conuuunities,
that is financial help that can become a sort of catalyf.;t of
getting son1c movement under way wl1etlwr in the cPntral
husiness district or smnewhere else in the coinlnunitv.
Q. But the effect of the development in nn arNl in a 'renewal
project upon the econmny of the central business cliRtrie1
could only be deter1nined with any degree of assurance aft<'r
a rather con1plete economic study of the entire bnsiue~s district, isn't that true, or relate the flffect of tlw
page 1551 ~ urban renewal project upon the rNd· of tl1e husiness district as far as the econmnv is concerned!
A. Certainly-at least in my own thin king 'the purpose of
urban renewal is to benefit the community economically, and
socially as well. I mean this is my ...
Q. I mean it sl1ould be botl1, hotl1 an economic study and
the social study and other types of studies that are necessary.
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A. Certainly. The more studies you have, to a point, the
better judgment that can go along.
Q. If the economic study of the central .business district is
not made, serious mistakes may crop up in the future in the
effect the redevelopment project may have upon the community; isn't that true T
A. I think you have to look at it-again you are asking me
a general question, and I am not sure I can honestly answer
you in specifics. You have to look at the size of the project,
the controls which would be placed on it, because after all
these controls do ultimately handle what can be placed in the
project area.
Q. The development for commercial or retail store outlets
in a redevelopment area, such as the project area in this case,
may effect changes in the direction of business and the interests of the patronizing public; isn't that true T
A. Well, I think this really depends upon the actual orientation of the improvements on the property as
page 1552 ~ well as the types of uses in there. Again, speaking to this particular Project, as I understand,
their purpose is to complement it so the Authority exercises
controls, themselves, in acting as a watchdog on what goes
in there and the development of the Project within the controls and restrictions of the Project, itself.
Q. Yes, well now, then, the development of this Project
Area may and probably is expected to change the direction of
the growth of the central business district; is that a fair
statement?
A. Well, actually, it would be difficult for me to say it would
necessarily change it until we saw what a proposed developer
would decide what he ·would like to do and offer that to the
Authority for their approval.
Q. Well, I believe that in your Report of April, 1962, Exhibit 21, on Page 19, top of the page, under Paragraph 5 ...
A. ·Yes, sir.
Q. This statement is made, ''A substantial demand will
come from stores and shops which are now in marginal location!=; downtown and could better themselves by being in the
Project Area. This will especially apply to those which will
be adverselv affected when the new stores shift the axis of the
commercial' district. A smalJ amount of demand may originate
from thos(l which now occupy buildings in the Project Area."
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Now, you contemplate, do you not, a shift in the
axis of the commercial district Y
A. Well, of course, from walking the streets
and looking at smne of the properties in the downtown now, I
felt that offering smnething new with parking, in itself, would
undoubtedly bring some merchants from the peripheries to a
more central location, particularly with the parking, because
the parking, I think, is an added attraction to the utilization
of the site for stores.
Q. Let me ask you this, if I may, in order to properly determine the effect that an area has upon the economy of a community and particularly the central business district, is it
not true that it is necessary to have a careful economic study
of the whole business district and thus determine what effects
will result from a change in any particular area within the
district?
A. "\Veil, certainly I think the comn1unity, whether it is in
urban renewal or some other method, would have to evaluate
basically really what they want to try to do, then I think
they would have to make or certainly it would be advisable to
make whatever studies necessary to confirm or shoot down
their first thinking on the development.
Q. You certainly would advise, I assume, that there be an
economic study of the central business district.
A. Well, ye's, sir, we would certainly always advise economic studies depending on whatever need they
page 1554 ~ have, what they are trying to draw from the
study.
Q. That's right. It's hard to evaluate the effect of any
given area in a district without having an economic study,
as far as the effect that area has upon the economy of the
business district.
A. I presume. I am not sure. Do you mean within the scope
of urban renewal or a proposition, generally?
Q. Proposition generally, because you can't relate one district area within the business district to the overall economv
of the district without an economic study of the whole; isn't
that true?
·
A. Yes, you have to make-you have got to have economir.
studies that are going to give you the answers you need if,
for example, your sole purpose was for the city to add addipage 1553
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tionalland, rnake additional land available for new construction in the central business district, if that is the sole purpose,
and consistent with that purpose they don't want to hurt anyone downtown, then they have got to evaluate the existing,
but they are always faced with the problen1 of the n1arginal
operator who, with the best they do, doesn't survive because
he doesn't have the managetuent skill or finances. lie hangs
on. vVe have already observed how difficult it is for the merchant to prog-ress and be able to capitalize and 1nove forward.
Again, I think in fairness to what I was attempting to do
here, I go back to a statement I made earlier in
page 1555 ~ which I stated it was my purpose to make recommendation that would develop the maximum
value of the site, that is, produce the highest number of dollars in the sale of the land or necessarily to let the marketability or monetary consideration to be the ultimate, as I
understand, and we are not involved, ourselves, in a project
as to whetl1er or not it is blighted or not. I mean this is not
the scope of our services.
Q. I understand. That's right.
A. But Inerely to say consistent with the objPc·tivP~ thnt
they are trying to reach.
Q. In other words, this is true, you were lhnitNl in ~·otn·
employn1ent dealing with this arN1 '?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Now, it 'vould be rather important, wouldn't it, to know
the number of marginal operators in the business district and
the number not termed marginal in order to know the effect
the development in the business district migl1t have over business as a whole?
A. That would be a most difficult thing· to ascertain, that
is, actually, in getting individual 1nerchants to say they
weren't succeeding.
Q. I:Iow do you make an eeonomic study? Are there specialists in that field that do that sort of work?
A. Perhaps I had better see if you can better define your
thinking as to economic study. If I may ask the
page 1556 ~ question, what do you encompass in your definition?
Q. Well, now, we have been talking about economic studies.
I am talking about in the broad sense that the economy_..:.._the
way in which the economy will be affected by the man ·in
commercial enterprises, retail establishments, buildings that
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are available to aGCOillOdate growth, aud need for a change
in the building·, and all of those things.
A. I apologize. I will have to ask you to pose your question to me again.
Q. I was outlining to _you what I had in rnind when 1 was
outlining the need for economic study of the wlwle area, thP
business district, it would encompass the operation of the
marginal business, in growth of business, retail and trade,
building accomodations that would accornoclate growth, and
the cost of making them available . .AJI of thoHe thing·s eel'tainly would be taken into consideration, wouldn't they?
A. I think so. Perhaps I should say our cn1ploynwnt was
a land utilization and marketability study of the site, and our
approach was, viewing the stated objectives of the Authority, that we tried to look at this in terms of its overall effect
on the do\vntown as opposed to an individual merchant. I
couldn't sit here and tell you an individual merchant perhaps
might not suffer as a result of tl1is. This is something I am
just not qualified to say that it couldn't happen. Economics
are really the results of people. We 1nake ecopage 1557 ~ nomics, and we make the best judgment that we
can, but still and all, we still have to look to what
people do, and I can't say an individual merchant would not
be hurt by this or a shopping center or 1naybe somebody else
that may become a strong, fierce competitor.
Q. And, of course, you can't tell bow many, the number of
people that will be adversely affected by this development
because you don't know, actually, ·what is going in there, do
you?
A. Ultim~tely that is a determination of the .Authority
what will ultimately go in there, and, of course, the market is
going to determine in the final analysis what a developer sees
in that area so far as investment is concerned.
Q. I notice the Plan coritmnplates the limit or a limitation
upon the type of business or enterprise that can go into this
area. They are limited to banks, business and professional
offices,· retail stores and shops including but not restricted
to grocery stores, drugstores, variety stores, and department store, persm1a~ service businesses such as restaurants,
barber shops, beauty parlors, and laundry or dry cleaning
pick-up stations or -self-service shops, bakeries employing no
more than five persons where products are sold only at retail
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on the premises, repair services or business, such as repairing
of guns, home electricaJ appliances, radios, and television sets,
typewriters, watches, or shoes, provided that no
page 1558 ~ equipment of over two horsepower shall be used
and not over ten persons are employed on the
premises, automobile parking lots and parking garages. With
that variety of business development in area, the effect that
this particular area may have on the business district of
Staunton and economy may depend very largely upon what
goes in there; isn't that right Y
A. When you say it has a substantial effect on the economy
of Staunton, I don't think it would have a substantial effect
on the economy, that is, the gross retail dollars being spent.
It is our belief that these uses being permitted in there that
are compatible-we are looking toward the kind of business
that brings in-will have a following, if you will-that will
bring dollars into the downtown.
Q. Now, as a matter of fact, if you had a Miller and R.hoads
Store that took up the entire area which would be covered by
buildings, would that have a far g·reater effect upon the
economy than banks or lawyers' offices, or dental offices, or
beauty parlors, and things of that sortf
A. It would increase the flow of retail dollars into town,
in my opinion.
Q. So the type of business that goes in there may have a
considerable bearing upon the actual economy of the con1munity, may it not?
A. Certainly a good effect if it is a business that will draw
dollars to the downtown.
page 1559 ~ Q. And a bad effect if it does not Y
A. I can't see how it can have a bad effect if it
is not going to force dollars out. I can't see how it could force
it out.
Q. It is conceivable that it may not stimulate economic
growth?
A. I can't remember how it was worded in the Plan, but I
believe somewhere in the Plan, it is pointed out the Authority
will approve plans that are submitted by a proposed redeveloper, and I would presume from that these gentlemen
would exercise prudent judgment as to the type of person they
would permit in there. It is not sold on how much they will
pay for the land: it is my understanding it is based on the
uses proposed and if thev will benefit.
Q. An assurance of this could come about by limiting the
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development of the area to types of business that would insure economic development or growth, isn't that right?
A. Certainly, but I might say it would be awfully diffieult
for 111e or anyone to completely visualize all the possibilities
that may exist. 'N e know investors will come up with ideas
that haven't been thought of simply because it was not done
before, and I certainly think you need a certain amount of
flexibility in the Plan so you wouldn't give up the opportunity
of bringing someone in who will benefit the comnn1nity. I
don't visualize the Urban Renewal Plan, as if
page 1560 r this was a plan merely to sell a piece of land at
top dollar and community interests were not in·volved. I can see no reason for it.
Q. I believe you have stated the clearing of this land and
the widening of the streets and the enlargement of the storrn
sewer-all of that isn't-will not, of itself, bring in a person
interested in locating in that area; it is going to take a lot
of salesn1anship to get son1ebody to come in there?
A. I 'have never seen in my experience any property that
anyone had to sell that was merely lifted out of their pocket
and handed the money. It seems most real estate that I have
observed requires pr01notion, and the more unique it is, and
the more money involved in the purchase price, certainly it
takes promotional effort, and I think it would be foolish not
to require any urban renewal project to market and sell to
the kind of people they want to complement their community.
Q. 1\fr. Aron, in line, somewhat, with your statements that
you ntade, a selling job is necessary in order to interest people
in coming into this redevelopment area. That is in your Report somewhere. Do you know precisely where that is T I can't
find it right at the moment.
A. Let me see if I can find it for you, sir. I ntake this-I
don't think this is exa(ltly the words you are looking- for, but
on Page 2, I suggested disposition would be aided by obtaining the services of an aggressive and competent
page 1561 r agent who could exert maximum efforts toward
securing the most beneficial reta.il occupants. I
think somewhere elsP in there I have alluded to the wording
you are thinking of. I am not sure I know exactly where it is.
Pag-e 21, Parag-ranh 4. I said, ''While we feel that the marketability prospects for the Project Area are good ... ''
Q. Where is that?
A. That is at the top of Page 21.
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Q. Thank you.
A. '' vVhilc we feel that the rnarketability prospects for
the Project Area arc good, successful disposition of the land
will not occur without effort. Further, the best interests of the
community will be served if the most desirable types of retail
businesses as described above are obtained,'' and then, of
course, we had suggested some possible types, but certainly
the local people are more intimately familiar with the situation. The Authority, it "~ould appear to rne, could exercise
reasonable judgrnent as to what these ultimately n1ight be because, of course, I assurned at the tinw I n1ade the study that
the econo:q~y will remain relatively stable and nothing will get
in the n1ill to change the context of ernployment or out tnigrntion of people or things that could change the complexion of
the Citv.
Q. N"ow, in your studies and in formulating your Reports,
you gave serious thought, I believe, to the adaptpage 1562 ~· ability of this Project Area to a use that would
promote the economy and better serve or iinprove the downtown district of Staunton.
Q. It is certainly what we tried to do, yes, sir.
Q. And I believe after your studies and your review of the
problem, you concluded that the Project Area as selected
and outlined, as shown on tl1e plat or the map, didn't appear
to serve the proper development of the downtown business
area as well as a different location or a different arrangement
n1ight serve.
A. I believe we suggested that perhaps a different shape of
it might have been 1norc beneficial, it is long, whereas if you
could have spread it out. I-Iowever, in this case, I personally
didn't know of any other way of spreading it out.
Q. Now, I would like to direct your attention, Mr. Aron, to
Pa~e 12 of Exhibit 21, and I find this statement, and I quote
it, ''The Project Area could be more easily integrated into
the core of the central business district if it were shorter and
wider, and offered more frontage on Fredrrirk Street.'' You
concludPd that, I believe, because you envisioned a change
in the flow of business because of this redevelopment project.
Mr. Smith: I think l\fr. Kuvkendall should read the following sentence which qualifies that statement.
Judge Snead: All right, the witness can read
pag-e 1563 ~ it.
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A. The statement which followed that said, "Ilowever;
it is extremely well located to be redeveloped for high quality
downtown business use.''
lHr. 1\:.uykendall:
Q. Obviously, you preferred the other location, though.
A. I guess we all look for the ideal.
Q. That's right, so that is the reason you made that statement and suggested that it would be better related to development of the business district if it had this wider developnwnt along· Frederick Street.
A. vVe felt it would be better, but we felt it was-there
wasn't a serious objection to it as it existed. You lJa ve a
topographic problem in Staunton. l\tiost of the co1nmunities
in mountainous areas do. You have to live, someti1nes, with
the terrain you have.
Q. And because of this topographical situation you just
n1entioned is the reason you, in your Report, suggested that
the area chosen by the Authority lends itself to the construction of split-level buildings?
A. ·Yes, sir.
Q. And you find, do you, that because of the terrain and the
topographical situation that the area should be thus developed by that type of building?
A. No, I wouldn't want to say it absolutely should be developed that way because the minute you put
page 1564 ~ such a restriction in your redevelopn1ent plan, it
'vould either prohibit the man building one level
or two levels-you may eliminate a good redevelopment plan.
What it will ultimately be, I don't know, because you will get
the benefit of developers who see the project and envision
uses of the terrain as it exists.
Q. ]\fr. Aron, why was it that you sug·gested th0 type of
building for that present area that you did fronting on Augusta Street?
....
A. Well, we suggested that~ a two-leYel buildin!!, I feel for
a couple of reasons, one is if you have the building on two
levels with access from Augusta, you will bring some pedestrian traffic in from that direction, from the College, for
example. In fact, the College was one of my thoughts. At tl1e
same time, you bring them in, you bring them in on that le-vel,
and they ~o down and they are on the level of downtown, and
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you can easily bring people into it. It is another way of pulling people into that area.
Q. You are sug·gesting, also, that the terrain would remain
as it is .
. .~. That would be the assumption, that the topographic
conditions remain relatively as they are now.
Q. And they are the best type of building, the two-level
structure?
A. From the standpoint of the potential of it, but, again,
the developer needs to have some flexibility bepage 1565 ~ cause he may have a site plan that he may prefer for some reason not to go to two-levels; perhaps because of construction costs, he may not want to be
involved in, or he may want to concentrate all his pedestrian
traffic on that level and not bring it in from the other level.
Q. That area along Augusta Street might-do you believe
1night be cut down and made level with the rest of the area?
Do you think that is within the contemplation of the development of this area Y
A. It hasn't been presented to n1e, and not being an engineer, I didn't get into the actual engineering aspect of
whether it could be cut down from a structural standpoint
from the abutting street.
Q. Of course, it is contemplated tl1e widening of the street?
A. Yes, sir, I understand that is part of it.
Q. It wouldn't be feasible to cut that down and widen Augusta to accomodate that area Y
A. You mean widen Augusta, keep it and cut that down? I
apolog·ize, will you rephrase that?
Q. I say, it wouldn't feasible, I assume, to cut down the
area of this property, this Project Area, to the level of the
land that is to the west for development purposes in view of
the contemplated widening of Aug"Usta Street.
A. Well, I think it is possible that it is feasible.
~

Mr. Smith: We have had the Planner testify
and the engineering firm representative testify,
and these are planning and engineering auestions directed
to this g-entleman whose flrm was not involved in that.
Mr. Kuvkendall: It is in testimony that he consulted with
the Planner and the Engineer, and their combined efforts resulted in the Plan.
,Judge Snead: It is true that the question is more of an
page 1566
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engineering question; however, the witness has testified it
would be possible.
Mr. Smith: Anything is possible.
Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. 1\{r. Aron, I believe that the topography of this area,
that is the Project Area, is such that its preparation or development, redevelopment, can be accomplished without a
great deal of cost you believe.
A. I wouldn't anticipate any great deal of cost, and as I
understand the Authority's planning, they propose to clear
existing structures and offer the land cleared, but to my
knowledge, they plan no appreciable amount of grading. At
least ...
Judge Snead: Mr. Kuykendall, I would like to inquire at
this time how much longer you anticipate your cross examination of this witness will take.
Mr. Kuykendall: Well, Your Honor, I am not
page 1567 ~ real certain. Was it Your Honor's idea to adjourn for lunch?
Judge Snead: Unless there is some possibility of completing the cross examination of this 'Yitness and 1\fr. Martin
before lunch. \Ve could go a little longer or recess for lunch
and come back.
Mr. Kuykendall: It might shorten it to recess for lunch
and come back.
,T udge Snead: All right, we will recess for lunch until 2 :00
o'clock.
l\{r. Kuykendall:
Q. l\f r. A ron, what did your firm charge for this work?
A. I 'vill have to look it up, sir.
Q. Will you please, sir?
l\{r. Smith: Is it relevant, Your Honor.
Mr. Kuykendall: We think it is.
Judge S~ead: It goes to the financial interest, I suppose.
A. It amounted to $3,200.00 for both studies that we madr.
for them under the one contract.
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l(uykendall:
Q. Thank you. Now, on what basis did you determine the
amount of floor space that wns required for repag-e 1568 ~ use in the Project Area; that is for the comnwrcial reuse.
A. Yes, sir. 'Veil, my first approach, of course, was to study
.the retail sales generated in Staunton and compare it with
'Vaynesboro and liarrisonburg· to see what their relative
, position was '''ith t·espect to the an1onnt of retail dollars that
earne frorn outside of the respective cities. I found that in
relation to population, both I-Iarrisonbnrg and "\Yaynesboro
were receiving considerably nwre retail dollars. I looked n t
'Vaynesboro and Staunton since they are relatively close togetlier and both are in tlw ~arne C.ou'nt:~ and in gerieral serV('
the same population, considered their populati011s ctnd in
relation to the population with the eonnnunities, I conclnclecl
that "\Vaynesboro was doing· relatively lwtter thmt Staunton,
m1d as a practical n1atter, cstitnatecl that Staunton, hr location, by her existing- population, should receiYc sonwwhere
in the neighborhood of an additional four million dollars in
retail sales, that she could reasonably expect to get if she
could improve her facilities, and l)ased on that and ush1g· tlw
amount of retail dollars annuallY wllich auv tenant would
have to expect in order to gain-in order to 'lease space, we
found it will range s01newhere around fifty percent per square
foot of gross space for each square foot of rental area. What I
am saying if I may put it in another way, if a tenant is to go
into a shopping center or into the downtown, he has to figure
that lte has to do a certain minin1un1 an1onnt of
page 1569 ~ business per square foot of rental area, and
based on thif', I concluded, csthnating thi~
generation of approxin1ately four million dollars of retail
sales fr01n the outside, this would support somewhere in the
neighborhood of forty to fiftv thousand square feet in space.
It will vary depending· on the type of retail activity. Son1e
n1ay require n1.ore dollar volun1e per squar(~ foot in order to
make it econon1ically feasible, but basically, tl1is is the way T
approac.lwcl 1naking· t1w estiinate, keeping- in 1nind what I wa~
trying to find is whether it would be economically feasibl<"!,
without merely sl1ifting· the dollars from the downtown, itself,
to some otl1m· location.
Q. It wonldn 't. be economically feasible if you were shifting- tllC dollars from downtown, would it?
A. Well, fron1 tl1e ~tandpoint of the ron1Inunity 'velfarr ..
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Q. It would not, I say.
A. Right. Again, this is a reason we are· looking for the
type of businesses and looking for adding the additional area
that wouldn't, in effect, oversupply the downtown with space
in creating a competition between landlords to rent their
space, 'vhich normally happens if you get an oversupply.
Q. No·w, ~{r. Aron, on what basis did you detern1ine the
ueed for parking space, the size of the parking area Y
A. Wel1, first, I actually walked around and looked at
the existing parking facilities and just made a general observation as to the use of the existing spaces
pag-P 1570 ~ to see generally how 1nucl1 dcinancl for parking
there was in the downtown area, and I haYe had
the experience in it. I know at tin1es I ha\·e been up here
looking for space, myself, and certainly the physical observation is an elmncnt to be considered. I don't say it is tbe only
one. We found in the Report on Parking that the City prepared a deficiency existed there.
Q. Excuse me, do you know who prepared the Report on
Parking?
A. I belieYe it was Garland Wood. I mn really not sure,
though.
Q. I see.
A. Then, of course, I have to give consideration and did
give strong consideration thinking in terms of amount of
retail space we proposed. It 'vould certainly be foolish to put
that space in and not attempt to provide adequate parking
for those facilities. Again, the purpose was not to create
n1ore problems in accessibility and parking than are already
in the downtown area, so that it was really a combination of
providing space for the shopping 've anticipated to go in a,s
'Yell as providing· space- for others who would probably use
it for otl1er purposes in the general area.
Q. Well, is the parking space that has been allocated by
you for the Project Area sufficient for the commerrial floor
;;n<'a designated by you?
A. Yes, sir, I believe it is; and, again, this is
page 1571 ~- from observation of both downtown areas and
shopping centers. We have found that experience in looking at others and seeing what these peo11le acquire in tl1e way of land for parking, that the sl1opping centers 1nay acquire as mucl1 as t11ree to four square feet of
land for parking for each squarP of buildi11gs. Wl1orc you
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get into an area where land is more scarce, then I find it
prudent, depending on turnover and how you control your
parking in the area, perhaps two to one is acceptable. I an1
not saying that is always desirable. Again, it is in the context of the use. Obviously, an individual who were to buy
land for a shopping facility wants to get the maximum use
out of his land, so if he gets the kind of traffic that is a hig·l1
turnover, then he will tend to cut down on the amount of land
he will utilize with parking, consistent 'vith whatever the zoning requireinents might be for the area.
Q. Of course, the purchaser of this land for commercial
purposes would have to commit the area to parking that you
have designated as required?
A. Yes, sir, that would be true.
Q. What type of parking is contemplated? Does this Plan
contemplate a charge for parking privileges or is it to be free
parking?
A. I am not sure the Plan actually sets forth any requirements, but it is my understanding the entire parcel will be
turned over to him for development, and other
page 1572 } than to allot the amount of land for parking, I
don't know that they have specified it should be
paid or private.
Q. Whether or not it is free parking or a charge is denlanded for the privilege of parking would considerably influence the marketability of that property, wouldn't it Y I
mean if the contract with the Authority, for instance, required that the property owner charge for the p~ivilege of
parking.
A. Well, if the Authority required the property owner to
charge for parking, then certainly this might be a~egative
factor to its use. After all, it depends, again, on w.fiat kind
of charge do they make, are the charge so excessive that
people will refuse to utilize the space and walk farther or
will they be reasonable charges that will encourage people
to use it.
Q. Whether or not free parking is contemplated, as far as
the purchaser is concerned, or whether be would be expected
to charge for the privilege of pennitting parking would materially influence the marketability of this property, wouldn't
it?
A. Yes, sir, I think it would have an effect on it.
Q. Mr. Aron, who was the Planner that had been employed
hy the City of Staunton or the Housing Redevelopment Au-
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thority of Staunton with whom you worked in connection with
this Report, the preparation of the Report?
A. V/ e gained our information from Mr. Balzer who represented that firm, and Mr. George Marcou.
page 1573 ~ They were the people that I talked with.
Q. Yes. Who was the Engineer with whom you
worked in obtaining information necessary for the preparation of your findings and Report f
A. Actually, I think this information, again, came indirectly from these two people that I referred to.
Q. Thank you, sir.
Mr. l{uykendall: I think that's all, Your Honor.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION.
By 1\Ir. Smith:
Q. Mr. A ron, some suggestion has been made or reference
has been made to competition between the proposed redeveloped site and the remainder of the Central Businss District. Let me ask you what effect you believe that the proximity of Miller & Rhoads and Thalhimers in Richmond has on
each other.
A. It is very salutary. The two are fierce competitors and
love the idea they are next door because they get this interflow of trade between them.
Q. 'Vhen you speak of drawing shoppers into the area, assume we have some shoppers now, are you talking aboutwhat are you talking about, the shoppers who now come to
Staunton or others!
A. No, sir, I am visualizing the shoppers who
page 1574 ~ come seldom and who go to Waynesboro or perhaps go to Harrisonburg. It is these people
who have a choice of which direction they like to drive and
the facilities. I think it is normal that people who go out to
shop look for the area that will enable them to have the most
opportunity to shop, that is, to compare.
Q. Then I take it, is this correct, that you are speaking of
shoppers-bringing in more shoppers, additional shoppers
as opposed to ones that come in now.
. A. Yes, sir, additional, yes, sir.
Q. A reference was made on cross examination regarding
the marketing of this area, and you were asked to read a por-
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tion of the last paragraph on Page 21 of Defendant:;' Exhibit
21. I will ask you to read the last sentence of that paragraph,
of which you previously read a portion.
A. This is tl1e last paragraph on Page 21 ?
Q. Right.
A. I said here, ''A vigorous and aggressive progratn of
disposition can result in a Project Area which will enhance
the prosperity of all of Staunton.''
Q. All right, sir, now was it any part of your I' unction in
this Project to act as an agent or seek possible redevelopers
for this area~
A. No, sir. Our firm doesn't engage in that. We are not.
brokers.
Q. Was any interest ever expressed to you in
page 1575 ~ this connection?
A. Yes, sir, I had a specific interest expressed
by a realtor.
Mr. Kuykendall: I object to this as irrelevant and immaterial and unresponsive to the cross examination.
Mr. Smith: I think it's proper.
Mr. Kuykendall: And it is well established certainly in
condemnation, you can't e·stablish a principal by mere inquiry
or fact.
Judge Snead : I find the objection is well made.
~1r. Smith: All right, sir, we except. That's all.

RE-CROSS EXAMINATION.
By 1\{r. Kuykendall :
Q. Mr. Aron, has Thalhimers established a shopping center
outside of Richmond?
A. Not a shopping center outside of Richmond, they have
a branch store out on vVest Broad Street.
Q. How about Miller & Rhoads Y
A. Miller & Rhoads has a facility in the Willow Lawn Shopping Center~
Q. I think that's all.
~

Mr. Smith: No further questions.
Judge Snead: Mr. Taylor, you have the
right, if you wish, to cross examine Mr. Martin further. I am
not sugg-esting you do that, but you have the right.
Mr. Kuykendall: Your Honor is not urging that?
page 1576
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. Judg-e Snead: No. I take it you have some further cross
examination.
l\Ir. Taylor: Yes, sir. I will be brief.
JULIAN IL MARTIN,
returned to the stand.
CROSS EXAMINATION.
Continued by l\Ir. Taylor:
Q. l\fr. niartin, when I was questioning you before, I inquired about certain values. I am not sure whether I asked
you the value you put on the skating rink property .
::Mr. Smith: Block 1, Parcel 3.
Mr. Taylor:
Q. Block 1, Parcel 3. Would you· tell me what value you
put on that?
.A. $67,500.00.
Q. All right, sir, now with respect to the Higginbotham
property. That is No. 7, isn't it, in Block 17
A. $21,000.00.
page 1577 ~ Q. Now, what about the Coiner property?
That is in Block 1, No. 11.
A. 1-11?
Q. Yes.
A. $55,000.00.
Q. All right, sir, now with respect ...
Mr. Smith: Excuse me for interrupting once more. Would
it serve the interests of time if we, which we will be glad to
do, Your Honor, if we introduce this volume as an exhibit,
Defendants' exhibit?
Judge Snead: I don't know. Will it 7
Mr. Taylor: It will take me only about five more minutes.
Judge Snead : .All right.
Mr. Smith: We intend to offer it anyway, Your Honor.
Mr. Taylor:
· Q. I believe you gave me the figure on the Shelley propel'ty
nt $17,500.00, did you not? That is Block 2, Parcel 1. }1xcuse me, that is Hensley. Shelley is Block 2, Parcel 4.
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A. $17,500.00.

Q. Yes, sir. What about the value you placed on the Supple-Mitchell apartment¥ That is Block 2, Parcel 5.
A. $32,500.00.
~

Q. Yes, sir. What about the value you placed
on the Wine-Timberlake property, which is
Block 2, Parcel 1.
A. I beg your pardon, what number!
Q. Block 2, Parcel 1, the C)lamber of Commerce Building.
A. 2-1 is Hensley.
Q. Excuse me, it's Block 3, Parcel 1.
A. Block 3, 1 f
Q. Yes, sir.
page 1578

A. $46,000.00.

Q. Now with respect to the Erskine Company property
which is Block 3, No. 2, I believe.
A. $21,000.00.

Q. Right. Now, with respect to the Ewing property which,
let me see, Block 3, No. 6, I believe.
A. $26,000.00.
Q. And with respect to the Norfer property which is Block

iJ, No. 8.
A. $57,250.00.
Q. Mr. JYiartin, this pamphlet I hand you is the Report you
made to the Staunton Redevel~pment and Housing Authority,
it it notY
A. It is a copy. Well, it is actually the original, yes, sir,
one of the two originals I sent them, plus several copies.
Q. And this pamphlet contains your findings
page 1579 ~ with respect to the buildings you examined!
A. Contains my estimates of value, yes, sir.
Q. Now, I will call your attention to Page 33 of this booklet which I believe relates to the Ewing property which is
Block 3, Parcel No. 6 and ask you what note you made here
with reference to the general condition of the building.
A. General condition fair, however, most interior walls
need redecorating.
Q. By redecorating, I asume you mean wallpaper or paint.
A. Either, as it may apply, yes, sir.
Q. One or the other. All right, sir. Now, I call your attention to Page 16 of this booklet which relates to the property of the Erskine Company which is Block 3, Lot 2, and ask
you what note you made with reference to the general condition of the building.
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A. General condition fair.
Q. Now, I call your attention to Page nH of the bookleL

which relatesto the bakery property, Block 2, Parcel 3, and
ask you what note you have with reference to the physical
condition of that building.
A. Physical condition fair.
Q. I now calJ your attention, lVIr. 1\iartin, to Page 48 of
thP same booklet which relates to the Central Garage property, Block 2, Lot 2, and ask you what notation
page 1580 ~ you made with reference to the physical condition of that building·.
A. Condition fair, some carpentry repairs and some painting are needed, considerable obsolescence exists.
Q. I now call your attention to Page 81 of the san1e booklet
relating to the l\Ioyer property, Block 1, Lot 5, and ask you
to read this last notation relative to the state of repair~:;.
A. This property needs carpentry repairs, painting, and
modernization. Service station portion is almost obsolete.
Q. If you will refresh your recollection, that property, as
I recall, consists of two buildings, one the snwller of whirh
was formerly used as a service station and is now used for
storag·e. Is that right~
A. As I recall it, that is correct.
Q. And the larger building is used by Coiner Parts,?
A. Yes.
Q. For a warehouse for auto parts, isn't it'
A. That's true.
Q. Now, 1\fr. J\IIartin, I call your attention to Page 106 of
the same booklet realting to the property of S. E. 1\fcClure.
This appears on the Authority's Map as Block 1, Lot 12. I
he1ieve there are two buildings on that property.
A. Yes.
Q. The one which was a residence and is used as an apartment house now and the other which is used
page 1581 } for McClure's Garage, the auto body and paint
shop.
A. Yes.
Q. Will you read the statement that appears here with reference to the condition of the house, just that last one?
A. Entire property needs redecorating and modernization.
Q. Now, will you read the note you made with referenc<'
to the condition of the paint shop?
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A. Needs redecoration.
Q. Now, Mr. Martin, I call your attention to Page 40 of
the same booklet relating to the property of the N orfer Corporation designated as Block 3, Lot 8. That property consists of two buildings, does it not Y
A. Yes.
Q. One of the buildings I believe your notes show is a
three-story building of which the first floor was used as an
insurance company office at the time you made your inspection.
A. Yes.
Q. And I believe your notes also show the second and third
floors were vacant and not being used. Is that right Y
A. True.
Q. Will you read the statement that you made as to the
condition of the first floor of that building?
A. Condition of first fl_oor is good.
Q. Will you read also this paragraph relating to the first
floor?
page 1582 ~ ..t\... The first floor is rented by an insurance office, bad a modernized front, interior of first
floor bas been modernized, dry wall, plaster, has sand finished effect, several offices have been painted, and floors are
carpeted, floor bas asphalt tile covering, Celutex ceiling and
wainscoating and duct heat and air conditioning. $7,000.00
was spent in repairs and capital improvements several years
ago.
Q. J\{r. Martin. with reference to your characterization of
condition of buildings, you used three different terms throughout this Report ,did you not, good, fair and poor~
A. I don't recall, I probably did, g·eneralized terms.
Q. What I am getting at, there were a fe'v buildings in
there in which the condition~ you characterized as poor.
A. Yes, sir, I am sure. I found on determination the percentage I used, not whether it was fair, good, or indifferent.
Q. No·w, with respect to comparable sales, I note from this
book that you have listed seven sales in the Project Area under the heading of ''Comparable Sales.'' Is that correct Y
A. There were seven or eight. I am not sure. Seven.
Q. They go back to 1947, do they not?
A. I believe the ~{cClure-one of them, at least, does, yes,
~ir.

Q. Now, these are tbe only sales in the area that you took
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into consideration under the heading of ''Comparable Sales,'' is that right?
A. The only sales I recall that I consider per-:
tinent probably because of the time element, I just don't recall.
Q. Did you take comparable sales into consideration in
every instance Y
A. Of course, I did. By that I mean I think the 1narket
data is an important branch. All tlu·ee are important when
they can be used. In each case, I don't know at the prer.ise
moment in the course of each appraisal-~·es, sir, I 1nust have
I alwavg do.
Q. \\r eren 't there some properties in the area yon felt you
could not find coin parable sales?
A. Yes, sir, sQveral-not that I couldn't find comparnhJe
sales, but not comparable enough I thought important for
me to use them as an approach.

page 1583

~

1\{r. Taylor: Your IIonor, I believe that is all with this one
exception, I have made the e~amination as to the values as
brief as I could and I did not ask the witness to break down
those figures the last time between land and building. If opposing Counsel have no objection to furnishing us with a list
showing that breakdown, which we could then introduce into
the record, I have no further questions to ask of this man.
If they are not willing to do that, I will ask him to break those
down.
~f.r. Smith: I think we can just put it this
page 1584 ~ way, this witness on direct examination-the evidence was confined to depreciation, and, of
course, when Counsel for Complainants undertook on cross
examination to broaden the scope. we objected and, of course,
were overruled. Now, without waiving our objection, we have
no reason to ·withhold any information. That is tJw book, and
for that purpose I will offer it with the stipulation we don't
waive our previous objection .
•Judge Snead: Does it contain the breakdown 1
~fr. Smith: Yes, sir, everything. There is in the front a
resnme of his findings on each property with the amount allorated to land and building. so I will offer this as DefendantR'
'Rxhibit 229. I assume that takes care of that.
1\f.r. Kuykendall: We object to the offering of that exhibit until we look at it.
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Judge Snead: You have been looking at it, Mr. Kuykendall, since 11 :30 this morning.
l\ir. l(uykendall: The point is you can't take a look and
put it in evidence. It may have a lot of irrelevant n1aterial
in it.
Mr. Smith: It relates to every piece of property in tlw
area, and they have used the book for cross examination of
the witness.
,Judge Snead: It may under the previous rulpage 1585 ~ ings have anything irrelevant stricken at tlw
proper time.
Mr. Kuykendall: Irrelevant, immaterial, or isn't a foundation for which the ...
Judge Snead: I expect a lot of this testhnony and exhibits
would be stricken if were strictly construing the law here.
Mr. Kuykendall: We would like, also, for them to agree
they would furnish a written statement of the particular property or properties he has enumerated in his Report as comparable that he applied to each property in the area, determining value.
Mr. Smith: Ifis com parables are listed in here. They
have examined ~1:r. l\Tartin and !vir. Martin has answered that
question regarding the comparables. I mean this is a rnental
process he went through, but on Page 8 of the Report are the
comparable sales that he used in the Project, Page 10, the
comparable sales outside of the Project. Now, these gentlemen want him to relate for each particular property what
comparable sales he used, I think he has testified 'he used them
all.
Mr. J{uykendall: That can be cleared up in one question.
Q. Did you use all yonr comparable sale propertie~ for
each of the properties in the Project Area Y
A. J\{y second step was to get all comparable sales to give
tne a background, and they helped me in-I would say generally all of them helped, and in some instances,
page 1586 ~ some of them helped.
Mr. l{uykendall: That is the point. We want
to know which properties he figured out as comparable that he
used to justify his evaluation of each property in the Area.
,Judg-e Snead : He just answered that.
Mr. Kuykendall: If he said each property is comparable
to each one listed.
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Judge Snead: I thought we were dealing with mainly the
question this is a blighted area within the meaning of the
statute.
Mr. Smith: \Ve feel the evidence offered in connectiou
with depreciation is offered in that connection and all the
other evidence elicited is not proper.
Mr. I{uykendall: We feel that reflects upon the validity
of his estimates .
•Judge Snead: I understand that is your argument.
~Ir. l{uvkendall: We do want that other information if
they can f~rnish that.
Judge Snead: I understand it is listed in the Exhibit.
1\'lr. Taylor: It lists the seven properties that he took as
comparable sales, it does not say as to which
page 1587 } appraisal he considered one or more of them.
Judge Snead: He has just answered that he
used them all.
Mr. I{uykendall: If that can be understood ...
}lr. Smith: Your Honor, I would like just a moment, if
I may, to glance at this.
Mr. Kuykendall: It's in evidence, so I don't suppose
there is any need.
Mr. Smith: I mav have some redirect.
Mr. Kuykendall: ·Never mind. I withdraw the comment.
Mr. Smith: All right, sir. No further questions .
•J udgP Snead: After the taking of the remainder of the
evidence in April, at which time !virs. Baylor will type up
the record, do Counsel wish to submit briefs before final argurnent 1
Mr. Kuykendall: Yes, sir, we would like to.
Judge Snead: vVould the end of June be time enough for
the Complainants to submit a brief?
l\fr. l{uykendall: "\Yonder if we could just agree we have
a c>~rtain period of time after we receive the typed transcript?
,Judge Snead: Within thirty days after you
page 1588 ~ received the typed record. How long 'vould you
like after you receive Complainants' brief, Mr.
Smith?
~Ir. S1nith: I think thirty days.
Judge Snead: The Defendants will file a brief thirty days
after Complainants' brief is filed.
Mr. Kuykendall: We may want to file a reply, Your Honnt·.
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Judge Snead: You may do that at or before the final time.
1\{r. l{uykendall: Before the Court adjourns, I would like
to address a motion to the Court. We move the Court that
Counsel for Defendants make available to us the Progress Report or Progress Reports which ~Ir. Conley stated are in the
form of a newsletter which was used for the purpose of dissemination to the people in an effort to keep them informed
as to what was going on. At the time J\1r. Conley said that
he had these Reports, the Court asked whether or not he bad
copies that he could make available to the Counsel, and the
Court, and he said, ·'Yes, I have only one, but I have some
in the office.'' We would like to have those made available
to us .
•Tudge Snead: There is no objection1
Jvfr. Smith: No .
.Judge Snead: l\Ir. Conley will furnish those.
page 1589 ~ \Vhen can you do that, sirf
l\1r. Conley : I expect by Tuesday of next
week.
•Tudge Snead: They will be furnished by Tuesday of next
week.
~fr. l{uykendall: And a copy of the brochure entitled, "A
New Ditnension Downtown,'' that the Authority has we
would like to have .
.Judge Snead: vVho published that '1
~[r. J(uykendall: I think the Authority.
•Judge Snead: Will you furnish that, also, on Tuesday?
1\f.r. Conley: Yes, sir.
1\{r. l{uykendall: And then, Your Honor, we would like
to have a copy of the existing Land Use Map.
Judge Snead: Of what? That the Authority has? Land
Use Map for this Area Y
Mr. Kuykendall: Yes, sir.
Mr. Smith: As I understand, there is only one of those in
existence, in color, and that is already an exhibit in the ca~e.
Mr. I\uykendall: The one that is in Mr.
page 1590 ~ Wood's R.eport for the City of Staunton Y
Mr. Smith: I don't have anything like that.
You mean that is referred to there?
Mr. Kuykendall: In the "\Yood Report.
Mr. Smith: It's already in evidence.
Judge Snead: It is an exhibit.
Mr. Kuykendall: The Land Use Map Y
Mr. Smith: Yes.
1y.rr. l{uykendall: I understand there is a proposed Land
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Use ::Map introduced, but there is an existing Land Use 1\iap
we would like to 'have.
Mr. Smith: I will have to find out exactly what he wants.
,Judge Snead: Find out and furnish that.
l\ir. Smith: If we have it.
Judge Snead: If you have it, yes. No other motions f
1\ir. Taylor: That we adjourn .
.Judge Snead:
e will adjourn until . .~ ugust 10.

'T
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The depositions of EDWAR-D J. ROUNTREY and others,
taken before Bessie J. Gibbs, a. Notary Pubhc of and fot· the
State of Virginia at Large, in the Corporation Courtroom
of the City Hall of thP City of Staunton, Virginia, at 10:00
o'clock, a.m., Friday, April 3, 1964, pursuant to agreement of
counsel and order of the Court, to be read as evidence in the
above-entitled cause.

•
Dep.
page 1593

~

•

•

•

J. ED,VARD ROUNTREY,
being duly sworn, deposes as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION.

Bv l\Ir. Smith:
·Q. 'Viii you please state your full name, age, residence, and
occupation 1
A. J. Edward Rountrey, age 44, resident of Bon Air in
Chesterfield County, Virginia, President of Rountrey & Associates, Incorporated.
Q. What is R.ountrey & Associates, Incorporated, 1\fr.
RountreyY
A. It is a real estate appraisal and consulting firm 'vith
principal offices at the American Building, Richmond, ~:"'ir
ginia.
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Q. Do you have a list of your qualifications with you that
you could give the reporter to type into the record?
A Yes.

Mr. Smith: It being stipulated by counsel that

~lr.

Rouu-

tl'ey would so testify regarding his qualifications.

(The qualifications referred to are as follows:

tT. ~~dward Hountrey: Age 44, Resident of Bon Air, Chesterfield County, Virginia.
President of Rountrey & Associate~, Inc., wiih
Dep.
principal offices at 624 American Building, Richpage 1594 ~ mond, Virginia, a real estate appraisal and consulting firm serving more than 400 clients in 21
states and the District of Columbia, handling some of the
largest appraisal and consultation assignments in the lTnited
States.
President of Tobin-Rountrey, Inc., a mapping and mass appraisal firm operating nation-wide, with principal offices in
St. Louis, San Antonio, and Richmond.
Twenty years experience in appraisal, planning, development, leasing, sale and management of real estate throughout the eastern United States, including fo]Ir years with Vir~inia Department of Taxation and three years as . Assessor
of Real Estate for the City of Richmond.
Member since 1951 of American Institute of Real Estate
Appraisers, former member of its Professional Liaison Committee, Admissions Committee, Special Purpose Property
Committee and Regional Committee; charter member of its
Richmond Board of Directors and past president of the Richmond, Virginia chapter. Member, American Right-of-Way
Association. .Senior Real Estate Appraiser, International
Society of Residential Appraisers, charter member of its
Richmond Board of Directors and former member of its
National Appraisal Service Committee. Member, the National Association of Real Estate Boards, Virginia Association of Real Estate Boards, the Real Estate Board of Richmond, International Association of Assessng Officers and
Virg·inia Assoca tion of Assessing Officers.
Author of 'How Real Estate Values are DeterDep.
pag-~ lfi95 ~ mined hY the As~essor". ''Equalization nt ~fm·
ket Value", "Appraising the As~Ps~ment'',
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Chapter 38 ''The Encyclopedia of Real Estate Appraising"
and · 'Assessn1ent Inequities in 1\ietropolitan Areas''.
Awarded National Achievement Award by the National
Association of Assessing Officers for the most efficient aud
equitable assessment in the United States in 1955.
Former instructor in Advanced Real Estate Apprai~al,
University of Richmond and frequent lecturer on real estate
subject~ at universities and i'o?D.i estate c()nlereuces.
Qualified as an expert on real estate valuation in three
1T. S. District Courts, two U. S. Tax Courts, The Supreme
Conrt of Appeals, the State Corporation Commission, Appellate Division of Internal Revenue Service, IIustings Court
of Richmond, Law & Equity Court of Richmond, and nineteen
Circuit Courts. Participated as witness or consultant in more
than 350 litigious cases and testimony has been quoted in Supreme Court decisions.
Qualified as appraiser for U. S. Justice Departn1ent. U. S.
Department of Interior, Internal Revenue Service, U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers, General Service Administration,
Housing and Home Finance Agency, Federal Housing Administration, Veterans' Administration.
Consultant to Banks, Mortgage Lending InDep.
stitutions, Insurance Companies, Realtors, Atpage 1596 ~ torneys Individual and Corporate Investors,
Public Utility Corporations, Railroads, Municipal Governments and Redevelopment Authorities.)
Bv Mr. Smith:
·Q. You have said that you are President of Rountrey &
Associates, Incorporated, Mr. Rountrey. For how long nave
you been so occupied Y
A. That particular firm is just eight years old, sir. I have
bern in this business som& 21 years.
Q. l\fr. Rountrey, was your firm engaged for any purpose
hy the Staunton Redevelopment and Housing Authority?
A. Yes. we were engaged to make a land utilization and
marketahility study and a re-use appraisal of the Central
A venue Urban Renewal Project.
Q. Did you perform these services under contract?
A .. Yes.
Q. Do von know when this contract was executed and when
yon performed the services T
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A. The contract was executed in 1962, I believe in :Nlarch,
sir. I don't have that before me.
Q. All right, sir. Over what period of time following that
did your firm engage in those services~
A. vYell, we have been available to them since that time
for consultation. Now, the reports were subDep.
nutted, separate reports on each phase of the
page 1597 ~ project, the first report on April 30th, 1962, and
the re-use appraisal was submitted on June the
13th. 1962.
Q." 'Vhat part did you personally take in this work¥
.l\.. General supervision.
Q. vVhat is a land utilization and marketability study¥
A. It is a detern1ination of the best utilization of the land
within the scope of the Housing Authority's purposes and
a detern1ination of its probable marketability and the time
within which it could be marketed.
Q. 'Vhat was the scope of the land utilization and marketability study?
·
A. We were asked to ascertain what would be the best use
the land could be put to that would be economically feasible
and beneficial to the entire community with particular interest in the redevelopment or rehabilitation of the central business district.
Q. "\Vhat does the marketability of that report include1
A. It includes recommendations as to the type of marketing that should take place, and I assume that it has some
reference to the time involved.
I will have to refer to the report. Would you like for me
to quote from this reportY
Q. I don't believe that is necessary, Mr. RounDep.
trey. I will show you a booklet which is enpage 1598 ~ titled, ''Central Avenue Urban Renewal Project,
Staunton, Virginia, Land Utilization and Marketability Study' under date of April, 1962, and which is
marked Defendant's Exhibit 21, and ask you if that is thereport that your firm made?
A. ·Yes, sir.
Q. I now hand you a booklet entitled ''Re-use Appraisal of
the Market Value of Central Avenue Urban Renewal Project,
Staunton, Virginia,'' dated May, 1962, and ask you if that is
the re-use appraisal which you refer to and which you made
up as a part of your obligation under your contract with the
Authority?
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A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Smith: I would like to introduce this as Defendant's
~Jxhibit 230 and have it so 1narked.
:U.fr. l(uyl~endall: Who prepared thatf
1\tlr. Smith: ~lr. R.ountrey 's finn.
·

!1r. J{uykendall: I lmow, but did 1\fr. Rountrey prepare
it'f
The \Vitness: It bears my signature and l\ir. Aron's.
~Ir. Kuykendall: I know, but if 1\{r. Rountrey didn't prepare that report and didn't. make the studies himself, I object to the introduction of it.
JVIr. Smith: Mr. Rountrey has testified that
Dep.
these reports were made under his general superpage 1599 ~ vision, and we think that on that basis, since if,
was prepared by his .firm and with his supervision, that it is certainly admissible through hiin.
~fr. l{uykendall: I would object to the introduction of
this document unless it is introduced by the person who made
the studies and prepared the report because I can't crossexamine anybody with respect to this report otherwise.
The Witness : I made the studies. No one man makeR a
study of this type. He has to have assistance. But it bears
my signature. 1\Iy signature was the first signature on there.
M:r. J(uykendall: That 1nay be, but that doesn't suffice.
The 'Vitness: I have inspected all the property, inspected
an the data, all the conlparable properties we have u~ed in
estimating. I have analyzed it, I have conferred with 1ny
assi~tants on it and son1e portions of the report I dictated,
some I simply reread the draft dirtated by my assistants.
Mr. l{uykendall: I still say there is not sufficient p1·oof
to authorize introduction.
Mr. Smith: We think that there is, and we offer this as
Defendant's Exhibit No. 230 and ask that it be so marked by
the clerk.
(The document referred to was marked for identification
Defendant's Exhibit No. 230 and offered in evidence.)

~{r. Smith:
Q. "'\Vhat is a re-use appraisal, 1vir. Rountreyf
~
A. It is an estimate of the price at which the
property can be sold on the open ntarket, as-

By

Dep.
page 1600

a~
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sumiJ)g normal expo:;;ure and effort during a given periou or
within a certain time limit.
Q. Now, taking these two reports seperately, would you
tell the Court what information formed the basis of each report!
Mr. Kuykendall: I object to this testimony and the line
of questioning relating to marketability and land utilization,
as it is not material and relevant to the issue of whether or
not there exists blight within the project area as contemplated by the Virginia statute, and may I have it understood
that this objection conld go all the way through to the exam~
ination of this witness along this line.
Mr. Smith: I would like to say for the record that Mr.
Kuykendall, over an extensive cross-examination of Mr. Aron,
went into and brought out matters and things on his own
which were not necessarily responsive to direct-examination
of Mr. Aron without raising this objection. Mr. Aron has
testified along this same line without objection, and we feel
that Mr. Rountrey's evidence, when he is permitted to continue to testify will substantiate the materiality, the relevance to the issues in the case.
Mr. l{uykendall: The Court has repeatedly stated
throughout this hearing that as he conceived the
Dep.
issue in this case it is one -of whether blight expage 1601 ~ ists, and only recently when a motion was made
to review the records of the Authority, the
Court took the position again that the only question was
whPther blight exists, and if the Court thus conceives the issue-and we think the Court is correct about this-then this
evidence and any further evidence along this line is immaterial and irrelevant.
Mr. Smith: Both counsel and the Court are by now 'veil
acquainted with the statutory definition of blighted or deteri··
orated areas, and 1\'fr. Rountrey's testimony will relate to that
definition in certain particulars, and we think that his evidence is material, since there has been no limitations by the
Court at this point of all sorts of evidence dealing with the
project.
By Mr. Smith:
Q. So, Mr. Rountrey, I will go back to the question and
ask you to state what information was gathered upon which
the land utilization and marketability study was based.
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Mr. Kuykendall: Now, again may it be understood that
my objection goes all the way through without repeating it!
Mr. Smith: Yes.
The Witness: A land utilization and marketability study
requires a thorough knowledge of a community as to its economic background, historically and presentjy,
Dep.
the amount of retail business, wholesale business
page 1602 } population, popuation trends, the growth and
decline of businesses general familiarity with
street layouts, with blight and deterioration that might affect business in general and a general knowledge of all the
competitive areas in which business might be done, a knowledge of what can be anticipated in the way of additional development outside of the community considered or on the
periphery of the community considered. It really constitutes
a complete study of the people, their background, their present habits, employment, and what can be anticipated from
their actions under normal .economic conditions.
By Mr. Smith:
Q. Were any field studies made in this connection?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Now, 'vhat other information is gathered upon which
the re-use :appraisal is based?
A. The re-use appraisal is based on a study of market
transartions within the area in which the project is contemplated, a study of potential business that might b(·\ done on
thi~ project area, the probable rents that can be obtained
from various types of structures and, finally, a determination of what a prudent, well informed buyer, developer, or
husiness man can afford to and probably will pay for posHesHion of this land for the purpose of redevelopment under
the plans as restricted by the Authority.
Dep.
Q. Now, in eacl1 case, both in connection with
page 1603 ~ the land utilization and marketability study and
the r(l-Use appraisal, did your firm reach nny
conclusions f
A. vVe concluded that the project was economically feasible, that the land could beRt he utili?:ed as a retail development with parking areas, that such redevelopment would be
beneficial to the entire community, in :addition to removing
a blighted, deteriorated area and that the total value of th~
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property or what it will probably bring on the market would
be approximately $375,000 after it is acquired and cleared.
Q. Did your firm seek any outside help in connection with
your surveys Y
A. Yes, we received help from ~Ir. George B. Long, a consulting economist in :Memphis, and this. is an exchange sort
of thing. vVe help his firm, he helps ours. This sort of exchange goes on in this business just like yon borrow an attorney from each other's firn1s occasionally. It gives you a
chance to get a fresh look from an outsider and to exchange
ideas and thoughts.
Q. Have you examined the urban renewal redevelopn1eut
plan dated September, 1962?
A. Yes. We were consulted in the preparatiou of that plan.
We worked with the plan. That was part of our
Dep.
agreement with the Authority, that we would
page 1604 ~ work along with the plan, rather than after he
finalized his project. I am familiar with the
plan, ~nd I have a copy of it here.
Q. Is that plan in conformity with the recommendations
which you 1nade in your land utilization and 1uarketahility
study and the re-use appraisal?
A. Generally, yes. Of course, the ultimate plan is the product of several tninds. l\ir. l\iarcou was the planner, .Mr.
Balzer the engineer, and their assistants, myself Hncl 1ny assistants. But there is nothing in the plan that I dirl not finnlly
agTee 'vitb.
Q. It has been suggested, l\ir. Rountrey, that your firm
and the other experts employed by the Authority 'vere employed to shnply do no more than rubber-stamp tlw selection
of this site hv the Authoritv. Is that true?
A. That is the furthest thing fr01n the truth, and whoever
has suggested that is insulting me personally. If I have ·any
reputation, it is built on pure objectivity in these things, and
I defy anybody to find any record where I ever rubbeTstamped any authority. Actually, this project has been
changed considerably from the Authority's original conception of it.
Q. In connection with the 1naking of these surveys and
n1aking your recommendations, did you have occasion your~self to be in Stannton and the surrounding ·area?
Dep.
A. Yes, I was hm·e on several occasions and
page 1605 ~ participated in part of the field work.
Q. Did you attend any joint conferences with
the Authority and with the City Council~
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A. Several. Also attended conference in 'Vashington with
the planner and conference in 1\tlemphis with the other econOinists involved.
Q. vVere you present at the public hearing held on September 27, 1962?
A. Yes.
Q. Now, at my request, l\Ir. Rountrey, have you recently
made further inspection of the project area~
A. I walked around it yesterday afternoon to refresh my
memory of the buildings as they exist or the conditions as
thev exist.
Q. \Vould you tell the Court whether you at that time or
previously had observed any condition of obsolescence in the
area?
~:ir. l{uykenclall: I object to this question. This witness
is not qualified to deal with this question. It is a question
that is limited to determination by the ·Court, and any conclusion that th~s witness expresses can not be accepted as
proof of the conditions to exist. I object to this. lie is not
qualified as an expert to speak on the subject.
:!vfr. Smith: Our position is that ~ir. RounDep.
page 1606 ~ trey's qualifications speak for themselves and
that they do qualify him to testify on this particn]ar a~pect of the case and that it is n1aterial and relevant
to the issue. We have had any number of witnesses already
who have, without his qualifications, testified along this line.
Mr. Smith: So would you read the last question to the witne~s?

(Whereupon, the last above-recorded question was read by
the reporter.)
The "\Vitness: Yesterday afternoon I walked a round the
area again to refresh my 1nemory, and I made some notes. I
would like to refer to them.
Mr. I{uykendall: I object to this on the ground that he is
talking about a condition that existed yesterday.
~fr. Smith: ~Ir. Rountrey has made the staten1cnt that he
went around the area to refresh his reeollection, and we
think he is qualified to testify along this line.
The 'Vitness: I eould have aceon1plished the Rame thing
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with photographs I had in my file. It just seemed better to me
to go on the ground.
By Mr. Smith:
Q. All right, sir, will you proceed Y
A. I note a considerable number of converDep.
sions in the area. There is being torn down
page 1607 } now, has been on Augusta and Frederick, residence and offi.ce building abutting, the Shelley
property on Augusta Avenue, designed as a residence and
~onverted to a business. These are not real serious things, but
there are some serious things.
At the intersection of Baldwin and Augusta there is an obsolete multi-story industrial building surrounded by residences in varying degrees of deterioration. Some of the residences are good. Others are deteriorated beyond the point of
rehabilitation, and the chance of them getting any better is
very remote so long as this type of mixed use is permitted in
the area.
Also on Baldwin Street around the corner from this building there is a tire-recapping business abutting a residence
and actually connected to it. These are the types of situations
that are conducive to the growth of slun1s and the general
deterioration of a neighborhood.
At 216 Augusta Avenue there is an owner who has found
it more profitable to tear down these old residences and rent
his land for parking. This, also, is indicative of the necessity
of a change. There is the Coiner property, which was constructed as an automotive agency or dealership, which is so
obsolete that it has been abandoned, and I can't think of any
practical use for it except demolition and reDep.
construction.
page 1608 ~ The worst situation I saw was a large frame
building on Central which was originally constructed as a poultry processing plant and later converted to
a skating rink. This is a fire hazard and a safety hazard, and
whether or not there is ever an urban renewal program, this
should be condemned and torn down for public safety.
Q. Who did you find were the occupants of that structure7
A. I don't have a note on that. I believe I checked with Mr.
Conley and he told me the occupant's name, but I am not
referring to the name but the type of use that the structure
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is being put to. It is used as a skating rink. If it is doing
any business, I assume there are crowds of children in there
skating in a firetrap. This is a matter which should be corrected immediately whether or not there is ever an urban
renewal program.
I notice the Coiner Parts Company in an obsolete, deteriorating building which had been joined to an obsolete service
station and which is very unsightly and detrimental to the
neighborhood.
Another very serious situation to the health and welfare
of the community in general is at 207 Central. There is congested and combined under one roof a poolroom, a tire-recapping business, a furniture store, a cafe, and apartments all
congested into one building. This type of slum is not too often
found in a community this size. This is the type
Dep.
of slum you find in New York, Chicago, and large
page 1609 ~ cities. This is very serious for a community of
this size.
On the corner of Central and Baldwin there is a building
constructed especially for a bakery and abandond some time
ago for that use and no other use has been found for it that is
profitable enough to warrant rehabilitation of the building,
and the only thing I can see here is demolition and reconstruction.
These are the more serious things that I found. There are
others. We could write a whole report, and no doubt someone
has written a report on the condition of the various buildings.
These are things I observed just walking down the street.
Q. In your opinion, :A1:r. Rountrey, based on your qualifications and experiences, a·re industrial uses deleterious to business uses in a central business district?
A. Generally speaking, yes. A central business district
should be confined to retailing and service operations.
Q. In your opinion are commercial and industrial uses
deleterious to residential?
Mr. Kuykendall: I object to these leading questions.
The Witness : Yes.
Mr. Kuykendall: I object to the ouestion further because
it calls for a conclusion without giYing the basis for the conclusion.
Mr. Smith: I will rephrase that question.
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Dep.
page 1610

~

By

~Ir.

Sn1ith:

Q. "\Vhat in your opinion is the effect on res-

idential uses of commercial and industrial uses in the same
area?
A.. Generally the infringetnent of com1nercial and industrial uses in residential neighborhoods create a decline in
valu~ and a general deterioration over a period of years.
N o,v, I want to qualify this to this extent, that if a modern
shopping area properly controlled with proper parking and
with 'high type tenants is adjacent to a residential area in a
community of this size, it will not be damaging. The thing
that is damaging is the old, declining industries, the combination of poolrooms, restaurants that sell beer, and automotive
establishments, tire-recapping business, these are the things
that are damaging to the area. A modern shopping center,
for instance, can go into a very 'high-class residential area
without doing any damage. The type of damage that I speak
of results from the type of business enterprise that I have
described here and the type of industry that I have described
here. They are not compatable 'vitb normal, healthy growth
of a communitY.
Q. It has been suggested in some general testiinony that
virtually all of these buildings or a good many of them in the
project area could be remodeled. 1Vill you tell the Court when,
in your opinion, it is feasible to remodel a building and the things that have to be taken into
Dep.
page 1611 consideration 7
A. From the standpoint of an engineer or an
architect or a builder, they can be remodeled, rehabilitated
at almost any stage, but the reason they are not is a question
of economics. There comes a point when it is no longer economically feasible to remodel. So the buildings gradually decline over :a period of years, and they :are occupied by less
and less desirable tenants at lower and lower rents to the
point where it is necessary to take them down and rebuild in
order to remove this blight and festering sore, I like to describe it, in the middle of communities. And it is not always
done by private capital. Frequently it is, but it is not always
done by private capital, because it is impossible for a private
entrepreneur to assemble land. He may spend a small fortune
in assembling part of a block that is necessary for redevelopment and then get blockeq by one. person who simply won't
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sell at any price, so be can't afford to take this risk. And
this actually is what necessitates this type of program and
the housing aughority in general. Private capital could go in
this area, buy all these buildings if they could get thmn at
reasonable prices, at market value, tear them down, put new
business in there and n1ake money on it. The reason they can't
do it is because some person who is eccentric or sentilnentally
attached to a property will siinply block the whole project.
~ir. l{uykendall: I rnove to exclude the answer as unresponsive to the question and argumentative.
Mr. Smith: We think the answer is proper. It rcfiects this
gentleman's opinion which he is eminently qualified to give.

Dep.
page 1612

~

By :Mr. Smith:
Q. Mr. Rountrey, in your opinion and assutning· that this
project is successfully car;ried out, what would be the effect
on the economics or economy of the community f
.A. Number one, the completion of this project will remove
a part of the blight and deterioration, the congestion, the poor
street patterns, and so forth, that are prevalent in your
downtown community. It will, within the project area, increase the tax base and the revenue to the community. More
important than what happens within the project area is the
influence of this project and all projects like it on the surrounding area. You will find as this project progresses that
adjacent owners, independently, of their own accord, will begin demolition and reconstruction of buildings that are beyond the stage of rehabilitation. They will begin remodeling
and rehabilitating older buildings, because they will then have
tenants interested whic~ they do not have now. And this type
of thing· can spread to a point that we can't estimate now.
It may take another project or two in later years to stimulate
it again, but this will stimulate a general uplifting of your
entire business area if this is the only project
Dep.
you do.
page 1613 ~ In stimulating this reconstruction of the surrounding area you also increase that tax base.
You draw in more business to the downtown area that might
eventually go out to other communities or to new shopping
centers. This, again. restimulates further remodeling and re-
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construction. The sort of thing snowballs. It will slow down
and maybe another little project will stimulate it ag·ain. All in
all, you will increase your tax base, you will improve the
general feeling of your people, you will reduce the tax burden
now on outlying residential areas, and a side effect that can't
be measured in dollars is the fact that you will increase the
general feeling of optimism of your whole community.
You will find in a community where this is done and under
way that people have a different feeling about their own town,
their own downtown area. They want to go there and participate and patronize that area. If you don't do it, it becomes
a festering· sore and gets worse and worse. Finally it is completely abandoned and your central business district winds
up in a shopping center outside the city.
Q. Relating your opinion and remarks to the welfare of the
community as a whole, how do you think that welfare will be
affected f
A. \Veil, of course, I believe I have pretty well
Dep.
covered it. This resurgence of the downtown area
page 1614 ~ will lessen the chance of crime and disease and
drunkenness, that sort of thing that occurrs in
slum areas. It lessens that. It lessens the bad influence on
your teen-ager, and so forth. You could write a book on how
many good things can result from a program like this, and
they last for many, many years. They will last beyond your
lifetime and mine.
Q. The benefits that you have described, do they relate
to the community as a whole, or just to the business section,
or-?
A. They relate to the entire community. They relate to people who live outside, even outside the corporate limits of this
city. It has effect on them, too. It is like when your wife goes
downtown to buy a hat and says it is for her morale, and then
it costs you a pair of gloves and shoes, and so forth. It is the
same principle.
Q. "\'\That effect do you feel the successful completion of
this project will have in so far as it relates specifically to
other businesses in the downtown area such as on Beverly
StreetT
A. I can't conceive at this time that this project can possibly hurt in gross volume or profit any business in the downtown area. This is one of the things that we gave a great deal
of consideration to. We discussed it with Mr. Conley, we dis-
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cussed it with Mr. J\{arcou in Washington, we
discussed it with Mr. Balzer, we discussed it
~ with our consultant from 1\fen1phis. It was very
important to us that we put enough here to
stimulate growth and help the other merchants, but not
enough to draw it all away from them. That is what we believe we have accomplished in this plan. We don't think that
it will hurt anything.
You know, when you build a hardware store, you don't
go where there is no hardware store, you go where there is
another hardware store. This is a principle of business. When
you bring a good merchandiser, a modern business into this
area, it brings more people. A little competition, yes, but it increases business in general.
Q. Now, it is in the evidence that in his master plan Mr.
Garland Wood made the statement that Staunton's most
pressing need is the renewal of its central business district.
IIow do you feel about that?
A. I agree with him a hundred percent. I don't think there
is a community to my knowledge anywhere in the several
States that I work where it is needed greater than it is in
Staunton, Virginia.
Dep.
page 1615

Mr. Smith: That's all.

CROSS EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Mr. Rountrey, when were you employed by the Staunton
Housing Authority?
Dep.
A. In March, 1962, I believe. I am not positive
page 1616 ~ of that exact date.
Q. And for what purpose were you employed,
specifically 1
A. To make these two studies we have just described.
Q. And what did that entail f What sort of an examination
and study did you have to make to prepare your reports?
A. We had to become more familiar with this community
than a typical citizen that lives in it.
Q. Tell me what you did, please?
A. We studied the business, the volume of business, the
various types of business tba t are in the district-
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Q. Right there Jet n1e interrupt you, if I 111ay. \\'here did
you get your infor1uation relating to the businesses and the
types of businesses and what they were doing in Staunton?
A. In the field and in the courthouse.
Q. Did you interview the people who own and operate the
businesses?
A. Some of them.
Q. vVho did you interview1
A. I didn't personally interview any.
Q. vVho did?
A. :Mr. Aron interviewed son1e, 1\ir. Long interviewed some.
Q. Have you reviewed recently your findings as a result of
those interviews before testifying here today?
Dep.
A. I read through the report itself.
page 1617 ~ Q. Does it show who was interviewed and
what they said about their businesses 1
A. No, sir. vVe keep that information confidential. It is in
the files. One of the best sources of information was the
license bureau, the Commissioner of Revenue. We know, for
instance, what certain businesses are doing in the way of
volume. vV e feel that that is confidential on an individual
basis. On the other hand, we can tell you from this report
bow much is sold in furnishings or apparel and that sort of
thing within this Staunton area or within the vVaynesboro
area or Harrisonburg or the whole district. All of that is
in this report.
Q. From whom, though, did you get this information Y That
is what I would like to know.
A. A great deal of the general information, that is, the
broad information, is available from the United States Government.
Q. Is that where you got the information?
A. Part of it.
Q. Where did you get the rest of it?
A. Right here in this city.
Q. Well, from whom? I want to know the people that gave
you the information respecting their business operations in
Staunton.
A. I can't personally name those people, sir,
Dep.
except that a great deal of the information came
page 1618 ~ from the court records-from records in the
courthouse.
Q. You didn't examine the court records, as I understood

it'
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A. ::1\'Ir. Aron and Mr. Long both consulted with the government officials here and obtained certain information from
their records which is not generally publicized, and we agreed
to use it in strict confidence, which we have done.
Q. vVhat records were those?
A. Such things as licenses, business licenses and so forth.
Q. Well, business licenses and what else?
A. The amount of taxes paid. vV e also determined from the
assessor's records and from our own field \vork how much
square footage in the various types of business was being
utilized, how much was vacant, how much office space was being utilized, what prices were being paid.
Q. I am coming to that in a minute, but first I want to find
out precisely what businesses were studied in Staunton to determine what their income is and their expenses of operation
in order to determine what the economy of this community is.
A. All businesses were studied, sir.
Q. vVhat busi~leSS people were interviewed in order to get
this information?
A. I can't tell you precisely which ones were interviewed,
and it is immaterial to our study, anyway. The
Dep.
personal interviews are simply to get in general
page 1619 ~ the businessman's feelings in and reactions to
things. The facts and figures we need do not
necessarily come from his records.
Q. Where did they come from¥ You didn't get any facts
and figures from the owners and operators of the business,
did you?
A. Some we did in confidence, butQ. Would you mind naming those people?
A. I would mind naming tbem.
Q. I will ask you?
A. I can't name them.
Q. "\Vhy is that?
A. I don't know. I didn't do them personally.
Q. Can you get the names of them from your records T
A. Possibly. I doubt it.
Q. Will you get these names and furnish them, please?
A. I will try, if they are available. I am not sure that that
part of the record is still available.
Q. What do you do with that record?
A. 1\fost of that penciled record is destroyed. It is simply a
series of notes on an interview, and sometimes we don't even
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bother to get the man's name. The individual is not-his own
personal problems are simply to give us the
Dep.
general feel of t!J_e business area. What we want
page 1620 ~ is facts and figures on the general area, not the
individual. We don't care whether Joe Blow
did $100,000 or $50,000 personally in his business, but we are
interested in whether he and three of his competitors did a
quarter of a million dollars or one hundred thousand dollars.
Q. Where do you get that information Y
A. That information is available from the various sources,
United States Government, Sales 1\ianagement Organization,
from our own tax records.
Q. All right, now, let me ask you right there in that connection because I am interested in finding out, what branch
of the United States Government gives you that information Y
A. The Bureau of the Census and the Department of Commerce both have some of it.
Q. And do they make that information available to you T
A. Yes, sir, I have it all. I can take you to my office and
give you that type of information on any community in the
United States.
Q. Would you give us the information upon which your
report was based Y
A. I will give you part of it, what I might be able to have
with me. I don't know precisely what information you want.
Q. I want to know what the Bureau of Census told you
about the various business operations in StaunDep.
ton in the central business district.
page 1621 ~ A. The Bureau of the Census bas numerous
publications which apply to counties, cities,
towns, and states. It is not a question of going to them and
getting it, it is a question of looking it up in our library in
our office.
Q. What does the information in your office s·how respecting the central business district of Staunton f
A. I'd have to write the gentleman a book. I can't answer
that question. I will be here all day. The pertinent data is
here in this report. I would have to have my whole library
here to answer your question, sir.
Q. Well, when did you make your studies of this?
A. These studies were made in 1962.
Q. And you haven't refreshed your recollection since t
A. Oh, yes, I read this report over again yesterday.
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Q. I mean, so far as the information that was the basis
for this report?
A. No, it has not been revised since it was submitted on
the date of this, on April 30th, 1962. This has not been revised.
Now, we have consulted since that time with Mr. Conley, with
the planner and the engineers, but we have not attempted to
revise this report and bring it up to current date.
Q. Well, I will ask you this : What was the gross revenue
from the business operated on Augusta Street in Staunton in
1962?
Dep.
A. I can't give it to you by a particular street.
page 1622 ~ I don't believe I have that in this report.
Q. What was the gross revenue for the area in
the project area during the year 1962 Y
A. That was not pertinent data. We didn't bother to find
that Qut.
Q. What was the gross revenue in all of the central business
district in the ·City of Staunton in the year 19627
A. Well, let's just relax and I will start reading the report.
Mr. Smith: I would like to point out that Mr. Kuykendall's
questions are related to the year 1962, and this information
was secured, according to the witness's own statement, in
order to make a report, which two reports are dated April
and ~fay, 1962. So it would be obvious that you couldn't tell
what the total business was in April of 1962 for the year
1962.
Mr. J{uykendall: Well, he is undertaking to answer it.
By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. I will ask you this, 1\{r. Rountrey. What was the total
business, gross business done by the businesses in the central
business district of Staunton for the years 1961, 1960, 1959,
1958, and 1957?
A. I will attempt to answer your question, sir, but I might
point out that this report is in evidence and all
Dep.
of that information is in it.
page 1623 } Q. Now, was that information gotten from
the Bureau of Census?
A. Not entirely.
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Q. vVell, what other sources v.rere the basis of that information?
A. The Sales :Management gives us part of it, and, of
course, a g-reat deal of it was obtained locally.
Q. The Sales ~Ianagement f
.t\.. Yes.
Q. What is that 1
A. It is an organization that renders a service to businesses
like ours. They publish :figures on business growth, sales per
SCJuare foot in various types of merchandise in given types
of communities, this type of information. It is a great deal
of information, and there is a constant flow of it.
Q. Is that available to anybody that wants it 1
A. Yes, you can subscribe to it.
Q. \Vhere do you get that f
A. I can't recall now, sir.
Q. Is that a national publication 1
A. Yes, si1'. It is nsed by all rnerchandisers, department
store n1anag·ers, chain store operators, oil companies, manufacturers of goods, shopping center developers,
Dep.
and people in my business who need all of that
page 1624 ~ data.
Q. Now, what other sources-now you have
named two, the Bureau of Census and this other source.
What else do you use?
A. We get some information from local chambers of commerce.
Q. Did you get some in tl1is case from the local Chamber
of Commerce?
A. Yes. I assume so. I am not certain. We get some from
the Deparhnent of Commerce.
Q. Did you get some in this case from the Department of
Com1nerce?
A. I believe so. I am not certain. You see, I didn't do all
tl1e details of this stud,r.
Q. In other words, a~ I gather it, the report was compiled,
and just where they got the information you are not certain.
A. I can't quote you from memory just ·where each bit of
information was obtained and the names of individuals and
things like that. But I will assure you that the information is
correct and can be checked out against the sources.
Q. Well, yon can't assure us that the information that these
people gave you is correct, because you don't know what they
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got. They are just telling you this is what they got; that is,
the Bureau of Census and this other group~
A. Well, that is the reason we do considerable field work,
and we compare information from one source
against information from another, because the
Dep.
page 1625 ~ Bureau of Census has n1ade errors, the Department of Commerce has made errors, Sales 1\ianag·ement has made errors in predictions, and we, for that
reason, use all of these sources, and we balance one against
the other, and then we check the locale itself to get what data
we can. W'hen we come to the final conclusion, these figures
may not be exactly what any of those sourcQs provided.
Q. Now, "·bat field work did you do in order to eheck the
accuracy of these sources of information?
A. \Ve, as I said, interviewed a larg-e number of local
merchants. )Ve checked with your Tax Department here about
how much husines.s they were paying lic:ense on, we checked
with wholesalers tlmt were feeding material into the area.Q. Can you give us the names of any of these wholesalersJ\!Ir. Smith: I would ask that Mr. Kuykendall permit the
witness to fully answer the question before interrupting.
By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. All right, go ahead.
A. There are certain standards that we use also. \Ve know,
for instance, that a given number of square feet for a furniture store which pays a given amount of rent must do a certain volume or it can't stay in business. These thing·s become
very teclntical and complicated, and it is difficult for me to
explain thern to you. It will he even more difficult
for the Court to get from this transcript what
Dep.
page 162() ~ I nwan. It is like asking a doctor how did he
diag·nose your case of appendicitis. I can't tell
~·on every little thing that w·ent into it, and I don't feel that it
i=-' uecessar~'· But I will keep trying if you keep asking.
Q. All rig·ht, that is fine. Let me ask you this: Who were
the whole!:mlers that you spoke of that gave you information?
A. I cannot tell you that, sir.
Q. Can you get that information for us?
A. Probably.
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Q.
.A,.
Q.
A.

Will you, please Y
I wiJ.l try.
Give us the records Y
I will try.
Q. No~, other than the revenue that comes into the businesses in the central business district of Staunton, what other
considerations did you take into account in formulating your
report respecting the economic condition of the community T
A. Mr. Kuykendall, I believe the best way I can answer this
series of questions, the purpose for which I cannot conceive
but I am sure you must have one, is simply to sit here and
read this report from pag~ to page. It is already in evidence,
but I will be glad to read it. Some of the questions and some
of these broad, general questions that you are
Dep.
asking me I couldn't give you a complete answer
page 1627 ~ even if I read this report, but it would do.
Q. No, I don't think so, because the report is
broad and general. I want the details. I want to know what
~rou did, I want to know who you interviewed, and I want
to know what specific data was considered.
A. I have tried to tell you as near as I can tell. The specific
data is in here. I have given you the sources of information, I
have told you that we interviewed your local people, including your government officials and your merchants. I don't
know what else I can tell you, sir.
Q. Well, now,A. If the Court were here, I would ask him to please ask
you to quit harassing me.
Q. I am glad you made this remark because I don't know
why you object to being examined about a matter of whicl1
you say ypu have complete knowledge?
A. You go ahead with y_our examination, sir.
Q. Now, what area did you study, or your firm study in
Staunton in determining the then-existing economic condition¥
A. All of Staunton.
Q. All?
A. And all of Augusta County.
Q. Did you get this information respecting all
Dep.
of the businesses in Staunton T
page 1628 ~ A. The details on each individual business, no,
sir. The details are a spot check matter. The
totals of the various businesses. tl1ough, are available.
Q. Who compiled this information for your firm upon which
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this report was based? Could you give us the names of everyone that did that work?
A. Yes, I can g·ive you the names of all the people involved,
I believe.
Q. All right, sirY
A. There would be myselfQ. Now, may I interrupt? First, as you name these people,
what did you dot What specifically did you do in compiling
the information for this report?
.A. I planned and supervised the project in general and
con~erred with the local authorities, the planners, and the
engineers.
Q.
ell, what is entailed in planning f
.A. The same sort of thing that is entailed in planning your
case here, sir.
Q. Well, give me some of the things that were done in
working out this plan, by you, that is 7
.A. I outlined generally the type of information we would
need, how it should be analyzed, what areas
Dep.
should be studied, what people would devote
page 1629 ~ their time to it and try to schedule the work so it
would be completed on a date satisfactory to Mr.
Conley. I then held frequent conferences with the whole group
who were involved in the assembling and analyzing of this
data so that I could hear their opinions on what certain things
or certain portions of this data represented, what it meant
to that person, what it meant to another person, and tried to
steer the whole group's thoughts toward a conclusion based
on everybody's information, ability, and experience.
Q. No,v, then, name me another person that was engaged in
this work of your firm.
A. Mr. Linwood Aron.
Q. And what did he do, specifically?
A. It is a matter of recor<;l in his testimony here, sir.
Q. Do you know T
A. Yes, I know generally what he did.
Q. What did be doY
A. I don't follow him around step by step, day by day.
Q. What was his function in this study?
A. His function was the assembly of the data, the analyzing of data, conferring with local government officials, conferring with local merchants, the determination of the number
of square feet of building area that was currently being
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utilized for retail trade, and the number of
square feet being used for each purpose or each
~ classification of the retail trade, a determination
of the dollar volume as near as possible within
:given segments of the area, a determination of the amount of
parking spaces available and whether they were adequate or
inadequate and if inadequate, to what degree. I can go on
with this, sir, for an hour.
Q. He got all that information for you, did he?
A. He assembled all of that information.
Q. And he went out and measured these businessesA. You don't have to go with a tape line and measure each
one. This information is available. There are sources where
we get it.
Q. In other words, all of this information was gotten from
sources other than a visit to the various businesses in Staunton, is that right?
A. Not all of it, no, sir.
Q. Most of it?
A. Probably most of it, yes, sir. It's the same type of information that you go to your library for, I go to my library
for. There isn't a great deal of difference, except that you
are paid to advocate one side of the case, and I am paid to
he objective, and that is what I am doing as best I can.
Q. Vvell, now, let me ask you this, then, right in that connection. Did your firm approve the urban renewal
project as outlined by 1-:Tayes, Seay, 1\{attern and
Dep.
.rag~ 1631 ~ 1\f.attern ~
A. The final submission met with our approval, yes, sir.
Q. Did you suggest any changes in it?
A. YeR, sir.
Q. 'Vhat were the changes?
A. We suggested a lesser amount of retail space, I believe.
I can't recall precisely everything that took place in these
conferences, but I am sure we suggested lesser retail space
and more parking area. We suggested less number of tenants,
and I believe we suggested a rearran_qe1nent of building location from his original design, but I am not ·certain of that.
You see. Mr. Kuykendall, this project is now two years old.
Since then I have probably been in fifty cities and been involved in fifty other projects of this nature or a similar nature. I cannot carry all this in my mind, and it is not all
documented as to detail.
Dep.
page 1630
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Q. Now, you have named yourself and ~ir. Aron, I believe,
who worked on this. \Vho else in the firm worked on it 1
A. The girls who assemble and classify data. I don't even
recall the na1nes of these girls. There was what we call a legman assisting :Mr. Aron who ran errands, measured buildings,
and dug up data that was routine. He also had the assistance
of ~fr. George B. Long of l\femphis who visited here for several days on two occassions and more or less repeated Mr.
A ron's processes, but did it independently so
Dep.
that they would form independent opinions and
page 1632 ~ they could sit around the table and discuss them
after they had for1ned certain conclusions.
Q. Now, who made the studies to determine whether the
a rea was blighted~
A. vVe did not make a study to determine that. I think that
the study has to be made, of course, but any layman can see
that it is a blighted area. It doesn't take an expert to see that.
We never made such a study.
Q. You think the entire business district of Staunton ·is
blighted, as I understand?
A. I think it contains sufficient blight that the entire community is being affected by it.
Q. \V ell, you think the entire central business district of
Staunton is blighted, isn't that true 7
A. No, sir, and I wish you would stop leading me. That is
not what I said. That is what you tried to make me say.
Q. I am going to ask you again, :what did you say?
A. I said that there were areas that were sufficiently blighted that they were causing deterioration of the entire community.
Q. Do you think that the project area, the central business
project area is in any worse condition than any other area
in Staunton in the central business district?
Dep.
A. It would be difficult to draw a line around
page 1633 ~ any area of the same size in your central business district that would contain as much deterioration, deleterious .uses, and general blighted conditions.
Q. When did you last exan1ine the entire central business
district of Staunton for the purpose of determining whether
other areas were as, to use your phrase, blighted as this
project area 7
A. In 1962.
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Q. Now, what other areas did you find to be blighted in the
central business district 1
A. There are spots throughout the central business district
that are deteriorating. They are not all apparent from the
street. Some of these buildings you have to see the back of
them, you have to go in the basen1ent, or you have to examine
their structure inside, the things that are covered up, to know
'how badly they are deteriorated. But anywhere you have as
much mixed use as you have in downtown Staunton, you have
a certain amount of blight existing in spots. As I said, it would
be difficult to draw a line around an equivalent area that
would include as much of it as you have in this area, but you
could draw a line around any area of this size and pick up
some of it.
Q. Well, now, I will ask you if you have examined any of
the interiors of the buildings in the Central AveDep.
nue project area Y
page 1634 ~ A. Yes, I was in a basement up there that was
so filthy t_hat you wouldn't let your dog go in it
if you knew it.
Q. Did you ever find any other basements in Staunton in
the same condition?
A. I am sure there are others, yes, sir.
Q. Now, you have named one building that had that condition. How many buildings did you go in in the Central A venue
project area f
A. I can't recall, sir, because I have visited that area four
times. Some of the buildings I went in aren't even there today.
Q. You don't know today how many businesses you went in
in 1962?
A. No, I don't know.
Q. I believe your study was related only to the economic
problems, wasn't it, Mr. Rountrey!
A. Our report was, yes. We have to study the other situations, though, in· order to formulate the proper conclusions.
We have to be familiar with all the other aspects.
Q. Now, what was the Staunton Housing Authority's original concept of the project area Y I believe you stated a while
ago that there were substantial changes suggested in order to
effect a change in the original concept Y
Dep.
A. I don't recall precisely what the original
page 1635 ~ concept was, but I do recall that there was opinion among some members of the commission that
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we could have more retail space there than we finally recommended. I presume that is one of the reasons they employed us.
Q. Now, how would a person determine whether a given
property could be economically and feasibly remodeled?
\Vhat study would have to be made in order to determine
that?
A. On individual property f
Q. Yes.
A. He would first have to determine a use or secure a tenant, and the income from the use or from t'he tenant would
have to be determined. I-Ie would then deduct from that income sufficient to pay fair interest, taxes, and so forth, on the
land. vVhatever he has left has to amortize a building over a
given period, and he would have to determine ·whether or not
what was left of this rent was sufficient to amortize what he
considered the present value of the building, plus what it cost
to remod~l the building. If so, then the building is ready for
remodeling. If all these factors cannot be brought together,
then the building is not ready for remodeling and it must
eventually be torn down, and we start again with our land
value.
Q. vVhat specifically was done by your firn1 to determine,
as related to each building in the project area,
Dep.
whether it could be repaired and renwdeled
page 1636 ~ economically?
A. We did not make that study, sir. That was
not part of our contract.
Q. What percentage of the land in the project area is occupied by buildings-was at the time you made your study?
A. I can't tell you.
Q. Did you determine that at the time you made itf
A. It was of no consequence to my study.
Q. I see. What study, if any, was made by your finn for the
purpose of determining whether the buildings were properly
located in the area?
A. Mr. Kuykendall, I don't think you are quite aware of
what the purpose of our study was. 'Ye are not concerned
with the buildings there except that we observed them as a
matter of course as a part of observation. As a part of the
entire downtown area, we observed these buildings, but
whether these buildings are blighted, whether they are ready
for remodeling or rehabilitation, whether they cover too
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much land area, these things are only a part of our consideration of the overall downtown area. I have no specific figures in my files concerning the question you asked, because
it was not pertinent to the study I was making. The study I
was making concerned the land after it was cleared and ready
for use. These other items are incidental. I have to know
them as they apply to the whole, but not as they
Dep.
apply to this specific area.
page 1637 ~ Q. ~Ir. Rountrey, Defendant's Exhibit 21,
which I believe is your land utilization and marketability report. page 12-A is a drawing which I gather is
the central business district of Staunton as you conceive it to
be.
A. Yes.
Q. Now, it was that area, I believe, that your firm studied
in preparing your report?
A. Part of this area that is shown here is zoned for central
business that is not actually business. We only studied the
part that was being· utilized for business to get business figures. This sketch shows zoning. For instance, a lot of the area
around the project here is cross-hatched to show that it is
zoned for business when actually it is now in use as residential property. So this is not a true picture of the area we
studied specifically for business. Actually, we studied the
whole area, the whole city, to some extent, but our business
data was gathered in the core of the central business district,
which is also indicated by a different hatching on this map.
Q. That is the core as indicated by you?
A. Right.
Q. But that does show the entire central business district,
it is an outline of the entire central business district?
A. Yes.
Dep.
Q. Now, Mr. Rountrey, I believe you stated
page 1638 ~ that your firm gave very serious consideration
to whether the central business district or downtown area of Staunton would be hurt or damaged if this project were carried out and completed?
A. Yes, we always give that consideration in a project of
this type.
Q. Why do you consider that? What are the probabilities
that the downtown or central business district might be hurt 7
A. It would have to be an immediate over-supply of competitive businesses. Some limited competitive business that
will bring in additional people, additional buyers will help
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the other tnerchants, but if you clean out half of the area,
for example, and put up a brand new shopping center right
in the heart of the district all at once, if this could be ac..
complished, then that, of course, would cause a serioustemporarily a serious hurt to those remaining. What we try
to do is arrive at a balance so that sufficient new business will
be induced into the area to up-grade existing business and
create an overall increase in volume for everyone, rather than
throw in a strong competitor big enough to start immediate
damage to some smaller merchant, and this we try to avoid.
It can't always be avoided in each individual case.
Q. Yes. In other words, unless this is pretty effectively controlled in this project area, you could have a
Dep.
competitive situation develop that may damage
page 1639 ~ the merchants on Augusta Street, for instance Y
A. That is a possibility, yes, sir.
Q. Yes. Did I understand yon to say that initially you
all felt that there should be fewer businesses go into this area
than were originally suggested?
A. I don't remember exactly. I seem to recall that there
was either a question of space or the number, and I can't recall exactly, but I do know that we felt that the commissionor the A~thority, I beg your pardon-because they didn't
have all of the data before them in their original concept of
this, had anticipated putting more business in than we felt
was helpful, and after consideration, discussion among the
planners and everyone concerned, we decided it should be
reduced from the original plan.
Q. Does your plan here state specifically the number of
businesses or the type of businesses that should be included
in this area?
A. No, you can never be specific in a plan of this kind,
because it becomes too restrictive, then, for marketing. There
has to he some elasticity in offering this to invite numerous
firms. Some will create more volume and more traffic on less
floor space than others, and vise-ve·rsa. All these things have
to be liquid to some extent and left to the descreDep.
tion of the Authority, and we remain available,
page 1640 ~ according to our contract, for consultation. As
these questions come up, we will come back in
and render further advice.
Q. What waR it that you felt that this area should be limit-
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ed to in order to avoid this harn1ful influence on the rest of
the central business district!
A. \V ell, I don't believe we placed any specific limits on it.
We recommended some things that we felt would be more
advantageous than some others, but I don't think we limited
it any more than it was limited by the original plan. The
original plan placed limitations.
Q. That's the plan that Hayes, Seay, ~iattern, and Mattern
prepared?
A. Yes, sir, and Blair and Associates in Washington. The
recommendations are on page 19 and 20 of the report. We
recommended parking ratio and a minimum and maximum
square feet of buildings, and we suggested some types of
business that we thought would be a little better than others,
but I don't think we restricted it to any particular business.
I don't recall that we ruled out anything as being not desirable.
Q. Now, do you recall whether your firm approved the area
as outlined, that is, the central business district, or did you
suggest a different layout that would be more effective so far
as the economic situation was concerned? Did
Dep.
you think it feasible to go all the way back as far
page 1641 ~ as this area goes, or did you feel it better to direct this improvement or this change in another
direction f
A. As I recall, Mr. l(uykendall, we mentioned-! don't
know whether it is in the report or not, but it came up in one
of the conferences that if it had been possible to bring this
closer to the existing core area that it might have been more
beneficial. But there was some reason, I have forgotten now
what it was, that this wasn't practical at that time. Nothing
is quite ideal in these programs. There is compromise on all
sides, and our second recommendation, in lieu of changing
that a little bit, was to bring the buildings as close in as possible and put the parking further out.
Q. Mr. Rountrey, I believe you stated that you did confer
with others in formulating your report. I believe the engineer
you said you conferred with was Mr. Balzer?
A. Balzer.
Q. Did you confer with any architects!
A. Well, M:r. Marcou, I believe, would be classified as an
architect. He is a planner, actually. But I believe he and his
as~:;ociate would be classified as architects.
Q. Did you confer with any other architects 7
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A. I don't recall doing so per~onally. Some of my assistants may have, I am not sure.
Dep.
Q. Now, in your report, Defendant's Exhibit
page 1642 ~ 21, on page 11, in the paragraph that starts, ''In
common with most communities-"
A. Yes.
Q. -it is there stated on page 11, and I quote, ''In cOJnmon
with most con1munities, Staunton is afflicted with street traffic problen1s." And then in the next paragraph, bottom of
t be page, ·'A sumn1ary of the problem is contained in this
quotation from page 106 of the Staunton l\1aster Plan prepared by Garland A. 'Vood and Associates: 'It will be necessary to plan a long-range program and acquire additional
off-street parking lots when funds become available.' ''
At the time you made your studies, do you know whether
there was any long-range program and plan for off-street
parkingf
A. There was l\Ir. Wood's own plan, and, of course, this
plan takes into consideration traffic flow. Now, this was not
done by us, but the firm of Hayes, Seay, Mattern, and Mattern did consider the flow of traffic and the future flow of
traffic in considering the widening of these streets and the
closing of one street, and so forth. So this is the beginning,
let's say, of an overall plan of traffic ways.
Q. 'Vere you, at the time that you made your studies, aware
of any long-range program for off-street parking and street
realignments Y
Dep.
A. To the extent that we considered it and this
page 1643 } as a part of an overall plan, yes.
Q. You mean, the Wood plan?
A. Yes, the 'Yood plan, and Mr. Balzer's traffic studies
~md all, were all considered in this. The funds were not available to draw out a complete traffic plan, but they studied the
fnture plans of the highway intersection and the things that
they thought were needed, and this was fitted into an overall
plan which was more or less tentative, but it was given con~ideration to the extent that moneys were available.
Q. But other than the general plan that Mr. Wood prepared
and the work that Mr. Balzer did, you know of no plan for a
long--range program for off-street parking and relocation or
widening of the streets Y
A. There was a plan, sir, I don't know how old it was, prob-
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ably it was made in the early or middle '50's, but some plan
had been made and was considered. I don't know whether it
was a part of Mr. Wood's work or someone else's work. But
some type of plan l have seen in conference, some type of
traffic plan. I can not now identify it, but I have seen such a
plan. I think in the same paragraph that you began to quote
there, there is a mention of a plan.
Farther down it says, ''This situation was studied by experts in the 1956 Staunton Traffic Survey." That
Dep.
may be what I am relating to when I say there
page 1644 ~ was a plan under consideration.
Q. Do you know whether or not that related
to off-street parking or street widening and realignment?
A. I do not recall, sir. I know that the off-street parking
problem was given a great deal of study by Mr. Aron in
our office. But I don't think he came up with any final definitive plan as to what should be done about it, simply to note
that something needed to be done. I would ask you to remember, sir, that this entire job was done for about, I think,
$3500 or sou1e such figure as that. We were pretty limited in
just how far we could go.
Q. I see. In other words, you might have been able to have
given a much better picture of the need of Staunton and how
this area might affect the economy of the community if you
could have spent more money and time and given it a more
detailed, careful study of the problemY
A. No, sir; I think only we would have been able to give
more detail. I think we gathered sufficient data on traffic
and the general business conditions to say that certain things
were needed. All that more money would have done would
have given us an opportunity to be more definitive and actually provide street plans and future projects, and that sort of
thing on a very tentative, long-term basis which was pretty
much what Mr. Garland Wood had already done.
Q. Well, now, in that connection I understandDep.
page 1645 ~ A. I don't think the Government should have
spent additional money at this time in refining
what we had done. We had enough general information to
know that this project, as a beginning, would be beneficial
to the community at large. Further things needed to be done
about this would fit into a general plan to be completed in the
future. We had that much information.
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Q. Now, let me ask you this_: Did I understand you to say
that there are other areas in the central business district that
are blighted and that there should be further urban renewal
projects?
A. I am not sure that further urban renewal projects will
be necessf).ry. That would be one way of accomplishing-!
foresee that this project, if we can get it underway without
too much further delay, that this project will stimulate a
great deal of self-improvement by the property owners and
businessn1en which could negate the necessity of another urban renewal program or at least defer it further into the
future.
Q. \V ell, do you think that there are areas in the central
busi~ess district that invite further urban renewal programs
at tlre present?
A. It depends on how fast you want to accomplish this.
If money was no object ·and we wanted to rebuild downtown
Staunton immediately, then I think we could
Dep.
take one project right after the other of this
page 1646 ~ size. We couldn't do it all at once without destroying the whole thing, but we could take one
right after the other. I don't believe that is a practical way
to do it, but it could be done. There would be justification
for doing it.
Q. Well, the justification would be that the condition is
such, that is, the ~ondition of_ the buildings and the economy
of Staunton is such that if you had the money to spend, you
could then iinprove the economy of Staunton as a whole. Is
that the idea?
A. Not commensurate with the money that it would cost.
In other words, this is a feasible program that will amortize
itself. The program that I contemplate as a possibility would
not amortize itself. It is not economically feasible. It may
he desirable from an esthetic point of view, but it is not
economically feasible. This will accomplish over a period of
ten to fifteen years, if it is followed up and without too many
delays like we are having right now, this will accomplish the
purpose. It may take one more project, two more projects,
three more, maybe none. \Ve can't tell yet until we get the
reaction of the public to this one. .
Q. Wouldn't an economic study of the City of Staunton
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have indicated whether or 11:0t more than one project would be
necessary?
Dep.
A. I think we have a sufficient economic study
page 1647 f as the basis of this study to say that this is a
desirable beginning, that it would probably not
be feasible economically to take on a project any larger than
this at this time. There are other things to consider here besides the end result of the project its~lf. When Mr. Conley
gets this project under way, completed, he will have absorbed
investment capital from this community or some community
to come in and construct new business. This new business
must, to some extent, prove a success, or at least there mu~t
be an indication that it is going to be a success ·before he
could attract further capital in to further expand this. So if he
went out here with three or four times this much area to do all
at once, he may clear a great deal of downtown Staunton and
there would not be the capital to come in and redevelop it
immediately, and he would have a lot of wrecked buildings
and vacant land downtown while the business was going out
somewhere else. He has to do it gradually. He can't do it
overnight.
Q. About how long do you think it would take you to determine whether or not this project would be economically a
success, which would warrant further redevelopment?
A. I think he will be able to determine it by the time this
land is actually marketed. Before another building is even
constructed, I think he will be able to determine whether he
should go into another project, and at that time
Dep.
he will call somebody like us in to help him study
page 1648 ~ it, and at that study they will take into consideration what has already developed and its potential influence on the whole thin:g. It will be considered in
the next project.
Q. Well, then, at the present moment it is uncertain that
this area would be an economic success 7
A. No, it is not uncertain. It is uncertain that more than
this could be an economic success at this particular time,
but it is not uncertain, in our mind, at least.
Q. Well, if I understood you correctly, you said that further urban renewal projects would not be warranted until
after sufficient time had passed to determine whether this
area was economically successful; that is, whether it was contributing to the economy of Staunton?
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A. That's right, but that determination can be made before the building is even erected here.
Q. vV ell, has it been n1ade 1
A. The mere announce1nent of this project, despite its delays, has caused some changes in property here.
Q. Has it been successful thus far1
A. It can't be successful as long as it's tied up in litigation.
Q. I am corning to that in a minute, but did you determinewere you employed to advise the Authority of
Dep.
the City of Staunton whether or not this area
page 1649 ~ could be developed successfully and thus successfully influence the economy of Staunton Y
A. Yes.
Q. And did you tell them that it would materially influence
the economy of the City of Staunton?
A. Yes.
Q. And you did that before they even tore down a building!
A. That's right.
Q. Now, can you, or why can't you tell, then, whether or
not further programs will add to the economy of Staunton T
A. Suppose we have a serious drop in our economy within
the next twelve months. Suppose all of Mr. Johnson's programs aren't successful. Suppose we have a great deal of unemployment. Suppose we have trouble in Europe. Suppose we
even have a war.
Q. And suppose we had that long before you got this property, what would happen¥
A. The same thing. All these things are necessarily good
judgment based on past experience. They are not infallible.
We are not infallible.
Q. Yes. But anticipating a reasonable amount of economy
in this country such as I assume you expected when tbis program was started, couldn't you then say that there should be
other urban renewal projects in the central business district
of Staunton 1
Dep.
A. I would rather wait and see if this one depage 1650 ~ veloped, because at that time there may be other
changes. Suppose that while this is being developed, somebody moves in here with another factory that
will employ two or three thousand people. That would change
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the picture entirely. I see no point in the Govermnent spending money to make plans so far into the future that you can't
predict the outside influences on these plans. At this point we
can make a reasonable prediction of what outside influences
will do to this particular project, but we can't tell what outside influences 1uay affect this area five years hence or ten
years hence, and these projects do take time. vV e have been
working on this one now for two years.
Q. Yes. Well, now, as I understand, then, there are other
blighted areas in tbe central business district of Staunton,
according to your judgment 1
A. Yes.
Q. Yes. And they oug·ht to be acquired and the buildings
torn and new developments commenced 1
:Mr. Sntitb: That isn't what he said.
The .vVitness: "\Ve think there are right many instances
where that should be done, and we hope that this project will
. stimulate private capital to do a good number of them. There
may need to be further sitmulation, but before we advise on
another project, we would like to see to what extent this
project does stimulate the people. People are funny.

Q. Now, then, do you think that the development of this project area can stimulate growth
of business and a good, sound economy in areas
that are blighted 1
A. It can help.
Q. Will it do that in areas that are blighted?
A. It will help in areas far distant.
Q. In other words, blighted areas can be econmnically well
managed and contribute to the sound economic growth of the
communityY
A. Not as they are. As they will be improved by the stimulation offered by this project.
Q. Well, if the stores and buildingsA. If you don't do anything, Mr. Kuykendall, you might
as well move out of downtown and let it rot. You have to
start somewhere. This will be a beginning, a stimulation
to other people, other capital, other businesses to improve
themselves.
Q. Well, in other words, you are saying, as I gather, that
Dep.
page 1651

~
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Staunton should have taken some area, acquired it with Government fupds, torn the buildings down, provided parking
space and some new buildings in the hope that it would encourage other people to remodel and repair their otherwise
dilapidated buildings~
A. Not necessarily remodel. They may reDep.
model some dilapidated buildings. They would
page 1652 ~ also tear down a good number of buildings and
rebuild them, and this is obvious in any urban
renewal project that has advanced beyond the first project.
You will find people going in-in fact, right now, simply the
announcement of this project has caused some motel concern, I understand, to come in here and buy up land which
they will destroy the buildings and put up a new building.
This stimulation has already occurred simply from announcing· this project. I-Io'\" much more stimulation will we
get if we complete this project?
Q. Suppose this project isn't sustained, wlmt do you think
of the n1otel people who are already committed to take that
property?
A. They are taking that risk.
Q. So this couldn't influence them too much?
A. I think it influenced t11em a great deal. I am sure I
wouldn't want a motel overlooking the conditions that they
have there now, and I daresay that if this project doesn't go
through, that they will simply defer their action on that land
and hold it or resell it.
Q. Mr. Rountrey, do you know what kind of a contract that
motel outfit has for that property 1
A. I do not know sir, but I would like to state here that we
are advisors to numerous motel chains, we make feasibility
studies for chains, and I know that they take
Dep.
these risks if they foresee-they would rather
page 1653 ~ take the risk of buying this land now and hoping this project goes through than to wait until
this project is a reality and have to pay twice as much. This
is a calculated risk that they often take that we advise them
to take.
Q. This is purely an assumption on your part, isn't it?
You don't know tlw~e thin Q'S to be facts?
A. What do you meanT Everything I have said to you I
know to be a fact.
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Q. Ifave yon talked to the people on the ground 7
A. On this particular project I'd say it is a fact.
Q. That is what I am saying, it is purely an assumption.
A. On this project it is, but it is not an unusual occurrence.
Q. All right. Now, then, if this motel group is committed
to take this property, regardless of the success of this litigation, so far as the Authority is concerned, it must be because they regard that a.s a good location independently of
what happens in this 7
A. That is not true, sir.
Q. Why isn't it?
A. They take calculated risks on these sites, just like they
take calculated risks-we have advised them to buy sites
sometimes where a highway is contemplated,
Dep.
knowing that the highway may be changed bepage 1654 ~ fore it is finally built. It is a temporary plan,
we advise them to go ahead and buy this land
at that time and talking caculated risk of losing a little on
that land rather than paying too much for it later after this
thing has occurred, and I would be willing to bet next month's
salary that is the situation right here.
Q. Do you know whether or not the motel organization that
has acquired this property considered that this area would
be condemned and it would be redeveloped T
A. I don't know it for a fact in this particular case, no,
sir.
Q. Now, Mr. R.ountrey, you have stated that the delay in
acquiring thi::; property and redeveloping it may have some
adverse effects on it, if I understand yon correctly?
A. I don't believe I said that, sir.
Q. Well, you spoke of the delay. What did you have in
mind?
A. We were discussing the improvement of the downtown
area, and I stated to you that if we go ahead and get this project underway that that improvement will begin. If we continue to delay it, the deterioration gets worse.
Q. What deterioration?
A. The deterioration of all of downtown Staunton includin~ the project area.
Q. And vou think that this litigation is adverDep.
page 1655 ~ selv affecting- the downtown area of Staunton?
A. Yes, I do.
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Q. Whyf
A. Because it is delaying something that will help to revitalize downtown Staunton.
Q. You said a moment ago, I thought, that in time you
would find out whether in fact this redevelopment would revitalize Staunton¥
A. I have no question about it revitalizing Staunton.
Q. Then why not go ahead and advocate, then, the other
urban renewal projects, if you know that that is a certainty?
A. Because I am not sure that they are needed at this time
nor where they may be most needed, in what areas or in what
type of businesses may best be attracted by them until we
get further along with this one.
Q. Did you, ~fr. Rountrey, project the economic base for
the surrounding area; that is, the area in the central business
district that surrounds the project area Y
A. I don't know exactly what you mean by projection of
an economic base, sir.
Q. Well, I amA. We made some projections, I believe.
Q. What projections did you make?
Dep.
A. I believe we projected some small increase
page 1656 } in population within the City, and we projected
some expectable increase in business volume. I
am not sure this is in the report, but we made some such projections, yes.
Q. What increase in volume of business, if you know, did
you project for the remainder of the central business district
of Staunton in connection with the completion of this renewal project 1
A. I am not sure at the completion. I imagine it is in this
report, in this exhibit. I do recall that we projected a population increase of from 250 to 400 per annum, but I can't recall the projection of business growth exactly. I think the
answer to your question would require a reading of that section of this report dealing with the coinmercial situation, but
I would not include a definite projection of the amount of
increase in dollars and cents. I am sure the Court can read
this as well as they can read it from the transcript.
Q. ~fr. Rountrey, is ~{r. George LonK a real estate appraiser. or what is he?
~A... J{e is an economist. He is a consulting economist.
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Q. Did you obtain the marlwt values of these properties
in these studies 1
. A. Obtain the· nutrket va]uesQ~ ·Of the properties, that is, the propertie~ in
Dep.
the project area'?
page 1657 ~
A. K o, I don't believe we had any occassio·u
to do that. \re rnay have clwcked the assessed
values to detern1ine tax reYenues as part of our studies, but
I doubt if we obtained appraisals of Ntch individual property, although the Authority did for acquisition purposes.
'Ve didn't do that.
Q. Did you rnake any study of real estate values in any
of the central business district area of Staunton?
A. I don't believe so specifically for this project, exceptthat is, in this marketability study. Now, in the appraisal
of the project, the re-use appraisal, we analyzed every transaction and rent and everything else· that we could get information on in the entire downtown area, and reports of that
will be found in this re-use appraisal. All of that data will
be found here and not in the marketabilitv study.
Q. Was that done at the time of findilig· wluit the rr11tal
values and sale values of the propect area would be~
A. Would be after improving, not as they are now.
Q. Yes. 1\Tell, now, did you find any properties in the central business district of Staunton that would be comparable
to the properties in the project a.rea when it is rebuilt f
A. 'Veil, everything is compal'ahle to a degree. There are
no two pieces of real estate precisely alike, exactly alike.
Q. I n1ean, comparable in market. value.
A. What we wm·e trying to determine was
Dep.
page 1658 ~ land value and th0 amount of money paid by
other people for land for similar uses. ThiA is indicative of what the market would pay for that. That is thP
primary basis of that evaluation.
Q. Well, in other words, you took the market value as it
existed at the time of your study and then projected the
value of the property in the project a rea, the rna rket value
of the property 1
A. Now, wait a minute, I don't follow that. Say that again,
please.
Q. I say, yon took the market values of property a~ they
existed-
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A. Which propertyf
Q. The properties that you were studying for the purpose
of determining what market values the project area would
bring?
A. We took the actual transactions in the market between
buyers and sellers.
Q. Yes.
A. And we, by the process of elimination, got down to those
that were most comparable with the subject, and that helped
us in deciding what the subject property would sell for.
Q. All right. 'Vhat properties did you find were emuparable as far as market values were concerned?
A. 1\fr. Kuykendall, in the report which is in
Dep.
evidence, beginning on page 14 and ending on
page 1659 ~ page 20, there is a list of twenty properties selected fron1 u total of forty which we considered
eon1parable to some degree. Now, if you want me to read
from page 14 to 20, I will be glad to do it.
Q. Now, these are valu(}s-I wanted to see if I am correct
about this. These are the values that you say indicate what
may be expected for properties in the project area after it
is completed f
A. No, sir. If you will just ask me question~, :Mr. Kuykendall, instead of telling me what to say, I believe this would
g;o to the Court's attention a great deal briefer and hetter.
Q. Well, 1\fr. Rountrey, I am asking the questions, and if
~rou can't answer them, just say so.
A. Well, I can't answer that one. I'd like for you to repeat it and see if I can make some answer to it.
Q. All right. I say that these properties that ~Tou refer
to in your report on page 14 to 19 yon consider sufficiently
c•on1parable in n1arket value as indicative of the market Yahw
of the property in the project area after the renewal program is completed?
A. No. When the property is offered for sale. not after
it is completed. The value of the land after the project i~ completed will be a great deal more than what this appraiser
says. This is what. is should bring on the market
Dep.
as vacant, cleared land with tl1ese restrictions
page 1660 ~ on it. The list of some twenty properties described here are indicative of the value of the
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subject property cleared if they are in the hands of a competent real estate appraiser who knows how to analyze them
and compare them. They may mean nothing to you in comparability, but they mean something to the expert in comparability.
Q. Well, what do they mean to the expert in comparability!
That is what I am asking.
A. I can't answer that question, sir, without giving you
an education in the appraisal profession, anp that would take
quite a while.
Q. Are you in the appraisal profession?
11. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you appraise these properties Y
A. No, sir, Mr. Aron did_ most of the work on this appraisal.
I reviewed it and went over the analysis he made of the
sales, and so forth, with him, and we jointly signed this report.
Q. Well, now, have you indicated what this property wi1l
sell for in the project area Y
A. It is in this report, sir.
Q. And it is based upon these studies of the comparable
values, is that right?
A. Yes, sir. That's the only method by which this can he
done except a land residual procedure which
Dep.
could be done on this property but would not be
page 1661 ~ as indicative as this analysis, and if you would
like for me to explain the land residual procedure which could have been used, I will be glad to do it. I'd
like to have lunch before I start, though, because it will take
all afternoon.
Q. Well, I will tell you what we will do. We will consider
during the lunch hour whether we want that, and if we do, we
will spend the afternoon.
Mr. Smith: Over onr objection, this line of testimony being- irrelevant, immaterial, and not responsive to direct.

By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Mr. Rountrey, do you recall whether your firm made
any studies for the purpose of reporting whether there would
be a net increase in the tax revenue as a result of this project late.r?
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A. I believe we made such estimates, but whether or not
they were reported by us or w'hether they were used by one
of the other consultants, I am not sure. Maybe Mr. Conley
used them. I know that we were interested enough to get the
assessed values at one time and compare them with the probable assessed value later. But whether that is in this report
or not, I can't say.
Q. I notice in the Central A venue Urban Renewal Plan
that was prepared by Hayes, Seay, Mattern and
Dep.
Mattern and Blair and Stein and Associates'
page 1662 ~ statement at page 2, "The City of Staunton's
investment of $387,000 in the renewal of the
downtown will generate considerable tax return. The project
area alone should produce a net increase of approximately
$21,250, an amount sufficient to amortize the city's financial
contribution to the project over a twenty-year period." Do
you recall that f
A. I recall reading that.
Q. Do you know whether that was based on the study that
your firm made or someone else Y
A. I am not sure. It could very well have been studies bv
our firm, so far as providing assessed valuations, and so forth,
or it could have been done by these engineers. It is not a difficult thing to do. They have economists on their staffs. Mr.
Marcou bas a g·ood deal of knowledge on this. I think-!
know he could have estimated, or Mr. Conley could have estimated himself as to what the additional tax revenue might be.
Q. Let me ask you this: You are acquainted with Mr. Conley, are you 1
A. Mr. Conley, the director?
Q. Yes.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you know whether or not he was, by virtue of his
training, capable of making all the various studies that were
made in connection with these projects Y
Dep.
A. I don't know that much about Mr. Conpage 1663 ~ ley. He knows a great deal about this urban
renewal field, I know that.
Q. Do you know whether or not the firm of Hayes, Seay,
Mattern, and Mattern were in a position to make the studies
that your firm made?
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A. I don't think so.
Q. Is your firm in a position to make the study that Hayes,
Seay, ~fattern and Mattern n1ade?
A. No, sir.
Q. vVas your firm in a position to make the studies that
Blair and Stein Associates made¥
A. No, sir.
Q. Do you know whether or not the firm of Blair and Stein
Associates was in a position to make the study that your firm
made?
A. I know that they were not at that time. I don't think
they are today.
J\fr. I{uykendall: I believe that's all. Thank you.
RE-DIREC'r EXAMINATION.
By Smith:
Q. Mr. Rountrey, I neglected to ask you this on direct, but
do you have any sort of memo of the times that you, yourself, personally were here in StauntonDep.
A. Yes.
page 1664 ~ Q. -in connection with this work?
A. Yes. While I was on the stand, 1\Ir. Conley very thoughtfully called our office and got a transcript
from the records of this, which I will be glad to read.
Q. Would you just give the dates that you were here Y
...4.... Yes, sir.
Q. And just a brief summary of the purpose why you were
here at that time?
A. On February 14th, 1962, an interview to do with the
contract. On February the 16th, we were awarded the contract and met here to discuss the procedures, how fast Mr.
Conley wanted it, which was too fast, incidently.
~{arch 1st and 2nd, I was in the area with Mr. Aron, during which period we niade some site inspections and met with
some people here.
J\farch the 9th, I was in the area also with Mr. Aron for
the first joint conference with the Authority and engineers
and the planners, a conference here in ·Staunton of all three
firms. I was still here on Marcl1 the lOth, during which time
we made some inspections, and so forth.
··
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March 14th, 15th, and 16th, 11r. Aron and ~ir. George Long
from Nlemphis met here. I was not here. I shouldn't have
read that one.
Dep.
April 13th, I was here with 1\ir. Aron and the
png·e 1665 ~ planners and engineers for the second joint conl'erenee. April 14th, I was here in the field with
Mr. Aron.
April 27th, I was here for the third joint conference with
the firms involved in the overall study.
:Niay the lOth, we completed the land utilization and marketability study and filed it with the Authority. I don't know
whether I can1e here to deliver it or whether l\Ir. Aron did.
One or the other of us.
The re-use appraisal was filed on ,June the 8th. I imagine
f eame here at that time to confer 'vith :Nir. Conley on it.
And on September the 27th, I was here with Mr. Aron for
the public hearing·, and this is a record transmitted by telep'hone tbis morning. It is possible it could have an error
in it, hut I believe it is essentially cot·rect.
lVIr. Smith: That's all.
Mr. I{uykendall: I have no further questions.
~Ir. Smith: Since this is being taken in deposition form,
I think it best to ask the witness if he authorizes the court
reporter to sign his name to the deposition when it is transcribed.
The 'Vitness : Yes.
Mr. J(uykenda11: That's all ri.g·ht.
And further this deponent saith not.
l~DWAR.D ,J. ROUNTREY
BY BESSIE .J. GIBBS
·
Notary Public

Dep.
pa,g-e 1u~(-)'(-)" lr

~h·. Smith: 'Ve might as well adjourn for
lunch at this time.

(Whereupon, at 12:54 o'clock p.m., a luncheon recess was
taken to reconven~ Rt 2:00 o'clock p.m. of the sal?e day.)
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page 1667

~

AFTERNOON SESSION
2:00 p.n1.

~IALCOLM J. REID,
being duly sworn deposes as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Smith:
Q. \Viii you state your full name and aget
A. ~Ialcolm J. Reid, 52 years old.
Q. Where do you reside, Mr. Reid 7
A. 919 Mount Elliott A venue, Staunton, Virginia.
Q. What is your occupation Y
A. Retailer.
Q. In what particular branch of retailing do you specialize?
A.. Food business. Supermarket operation.
Q. Does your concern own food markets in the City of
Staunton?
A. We own four stores in the City of Staunton.
Q. Mr. Reid, what education have you had?
A. I am a graduate of VPI and have had graduate work
at Johns Hopkins University.
Q. In what field?
A. Field of chemical engineering and the field of industrial
engineering.
Dep.
Q. In the past have you served on any boards
page 1668 ~ or governmental bodies in the City of Staunton?
A. ~{ost of them. I have been on the Planning Commission, served on the City Council, h.ave served on
several review boards for the Council.
Q. How long did you serve on the City Council?
A. Four years.
Q. Betw·een what periods T
A. I believe it was 1952 to 1956.
Q. Did you hold any offices while on the City Council Y
A. I have served as both Vice Mayor and as ~{ayor.
Q. Yon have not been on the City Council since 1956?
A. No.
Q. How many years did you spend on the Planning Commission in the City of Staunton 7
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A. I served on the Planning Commission, I think, from
1948 until I was appointed to the Redevelopment Authority,
which was in '61, I think.
Q. Are you a member of any organizations in the City of
Staunton that have as an object doing anything to improYe
Staunton 1
A. I am a member of the Lions Club. That's all at the present time.
Q. Are you on the board of directors of any bank Y
A. The Planters Bank and Trust Company.
Q. How long have you served on that board?
Dep.
page 1669 ~ A. I went on at the same time Mr. Cochran
did. Maybe he can remember.
Q. Do you remember approximately when f
A. I suppose it's been ten or twelve years.
Q. Are you a director or officer in any local corporation f
A. You mean business corporation?
Q. Business or professional or anything.
A. I am President of the Industrial Development Corporation for the City of Staunton.
Q. What is the official name of that group f
A. The Staunton-Augusta County Development Corpora..;
tion.
Q. What is the purpose of that group f
A. It was chartered to assist in locating of industry in the
bounds of Staunton and Augusta County and to assist, if
necessary, in financing or construction or building of plants.
Q. Do you hold or have you held an office in any national
trade organization?
A. At present I am a director of the National Association
of Retail Grocers and Chairman of the Advisorv Committee
and serve on the Board of Directors of the Brand Names
Foundation.
Q. Have you had any experience in construction work?
A. "\Ve have built three grocery stores, one of
Dep.
which we served as our own contractor, and in
page 1670 ~ years past. why, we have subdivided in two areas
in the City of Staunton, Hillcrest and Sweet
Briar, and in both these areas we erected homes acting as
our own contractor.
Q. You say ''we''. Who do you mean 7
A. My father and I.
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Q. Have you hnd any construction experience during
·~v orld

War II ·g
A. During the war I worked as a planning engineer for
the Ordinance Depart1nent and was probably the assistant
to the Comn1andant for the construction of two shell-loading
plants, ammunition shell-loading plants, one at Milan, Tennessee, and the other one at Aberdeen, Mississippi.
Q. Mr. Reid, do you know the date wlwn Council Hppoiutt·d
you to the Staunton Redevelopment and Housing Authority?
A. I brought that. (Looking in file.) On March the 19th,
1961.
Q. \Yere you appointed to any particular position in the

Staunton Redevelopment and Housing Authorityf
A. I was appointed chairman by the City Council.
Q. Who were the other members of the Authority appointed at that time by the City Council f
A. Dr. :McJ(elden Rn1ith, Richard A. Farrier, Paul H. BrHt.ton, and l{arold L. Goehring.
Q. Of the five commissioners who were apDep.
page 1671 ~ pointed nt that time, how 1nany of thmn are still·
serving on the Authority 1
A. Four. l\Ir. Goehring-, because of ehan~e of business,
moved from the community, and he resigned-from the Commission.
Q. And who was appointed to take his place?
A. Aldon Stogdale.
Q. Then I take it from your answer that the commissioners
now serving as the Staunton Redevelopment and "Housing
Authority are von. as cln1irman. ?\f r. Farrier, Dr. Smith, ~{r.
Rratton and Mr. Stogdale, all of whom, with the exception of
}fr. Stogdale, were original appointees Y
A. That is correct.
Q. After your appointment on March 9, 1961, Mr. Reid,
when was your first meeting held, or do you recall?
A. We started having meetings right away. As I remember
it, we had meetings regula:fly on each Friday.
Q. Who served as secretary of those meetings!
A. We asked-then the City Engineer-Mr. Moyer, who
is no'v City Manager, sat in on the meetings and served as
secretary.
Q. For the first meeting-s that you had, what was your
primarv pnrpose? What did you do?
A. Actually, we were going. to school. We secured various
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booklets and pamphlets on regulations as issued
by the Government for urban renewal and re~ development housing and urban redevelopment,
and we studied these various r~gulations. Various members of the commission took various sections of them
and studied then1 in detail and came into the nwetings and
explained the various sections to the best of their ability. l\1r.
Moyer took the various sections and reduced them to laymen's language, deleting a lot of the superfluous information,
and we had regular training sessions held for ourselves.
Q. Do you know what period of time that type of meeting
took place1
A. 'Veil, it lasted three or four months.
Q. ":rben, if you recall, did you first beg·in studying a possible project site?
A. I broug·ht some copies of the minutes which we were
sent after each meeting, and I went through and brought
some of these, and if I might, I'd like to refer, because in the
1ninutes is recorded exactly 'vhen we started.
The minutes of the meeting of May 19, 1961, the next to the
last paragraph says that, ''Plats, real estate values, real
estate tax, business license tax totals were distributed to the
commissioners for preliminary study at three possible urban
renewal sites.''
Q. Prior to that time, had you had any discussion about
possible sites?
Dep.
A. I think generally we discussed, along with
page 1673 ~ the purpose of the formation of the commission,
various sections of the city as to where it might
be possible locations to have a redevelopment. In further
answer to your question, why, on April the 28th, the minutes
say that there was a general discussion of possible project
areas. And each commissioner was asked to draw up a list
of proposed projects and they would be examined on Friday,
May the 12th, when the Authority would hold an informal
meeting. That was on April the 28th.
Q. So, actually, you began, so far as your minutes disclose,
studying a possible site on April 28th?
A: That is ·correct.
. Q. ·Did you meet with any representatives of the Housing
and JTonse Finance Agency during this period?
A. "\Ye asked the man, Mr. Siff, who was the field repre ..

Dep.
page 1672
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sentative of the Urban R.enewal Authority and assigned to
this area to come and meet with us, and we had correspondence with 'him and we did meet with him.
Q. Do your records disclose what the date was f
A. Iviay 2nd.
Q. When were possible project areas next studied after
May 2ndf
A. I told you in the first question on l\1ay 19th, the minutes
refer-I mean, memory is hard to call on that far back, but
the minutes disclose that we did discuss it again
Dep.
on May 19th.
page 1674 ~ Q. "\Vas it at that time, as I understood your
answer, that certain maps and tax information
were submitted f
A. "\Ve had asked l\{r. Moyer to get us certain information
as to the economics of the various areas, which were real
estate taxes, business license tax totals, and so on, for the
various areas.
Q. On the meeting of April the 28th, if you can refer to the
minutes and if it conforms with your recollection, wbat was
said about possible project areas?
A. You mean as to which areas we were discussing?
Q. No, just possible project areas, on April the 28th?
A. It's hard for me to recall.
Q. Do you have the minutes there 7
A. I have the minutes of the 28th meeting.
Q. Do you see anything in those minutesT
A. It says, ''There was a general discussion of possible project areas, and each commissioner was asked to draw up a
list of the proposed projects and these would be examined
on Friday, May the 12th, when the Authority would hold an
informal meeting.''
Q. And then, as I understand it, on May 12th, when Mr;
Moyer, the City Eng-ineer, was directed to give you some maps
and furnish some tax information on several areas, do you
remember how many areas were under consideration at that
time?
Dep.
A. The minutes disclose, and as I remember,
page 1675 ~ there were only three at that time.
Q. Do you recall what three they were?
A. I can state for certain what two of them were, and there
is a doubt in mv mind as to the choice of what the other one
was, because
discussed a number of areas. The third one
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may be a possible choice of two. I can't remember exactly
what the third one was, but I know what two of them were.
Q. What were the two f
A. One of them was later on we received a Federal grant
for the present Central Avenue area, and the other one was
the area bounded by the C & 0 Railroad tracks, around by
the present Johnson street parking lot and South Augusta
Street.
Q. Now, do you, of your own independent recollection, recall any other areas aside from that being discussed?
A. We discussed an area across the street here from the
City Hall which is bounded by Market, New, and Beverley
Street and the area from C & 0 underpass up to South New
Street on the south side of the street was discussed.
Q. All right, sir, and after May the 19th, ,when this information was submitted to you, was there a further investigation
and discussion regarding possible project areas T
A. We discussed the area across the street at one meeting,
I remember, the area, speaking ''across the
Dep.
street", that is bounded by New, Market, and
page 1676 ~ Beverley Streets, at great length at one meeting.
There was considerable discussion whether at
this meeting or meetings prior or after, I can't remember,
what was known as the area from the C & 0 underpass on the
south side of Greenville Avenue up to South New Street. That
area came in for a great deal of discussion.
Q. Now, how often was the Authority meeting during that
periodT
A. vVe were meeting regularly each Friday.
Q. What did the Authority do on May the 31st, 1961?
A. On May 31s~, as I remember it, was the time that we
went to Norfolk, the members of the commission and members
of the City Council, one or two members of the Planning
Commission, were guests of the Norfolk Redevelopment Authority to survey and view the project area and what had been
accomplished in the City of Norfolk.
Q. Aside from going to Norfolk, did the Authority look
at any other urban renewal projects?
A. The Authority as a whole, again with members of tbe
Council, went to Harrisonburg. Individual members on various assignments went to Harrisonburg at other times to talk
with the urban renewal authority down there. But as a group
we made a trip to Harrisonburg.
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Q. vVhen was the selection of the Central Avenue Project area as a possible site made t
~
A. On the day that we decided this is where
we wanted to go. I don't remember. I probably
have it in s01ne of these minutes or data that we have here,
but as to the date l-our minutes disclose that on the 28th of
,July, 1961, in a motion made by Dr. Smith and seconded by
Mr. Goehring, a motion was made and carried that an application for survey and planning funds be prepared covering the
proposed project bounded by Frederick Street, Central Avenue, the A & P Store and Augusta Street and subn1itted to th~
Housing and 1-Iome Finance Agency as soon as possible.
Q. Do you recall whether or not at that time the City Council had been advised of what your tentative selection was?
A. On the night previous i had been to the Council per. sonally and had discussed temporary financing· with the City,
and a copy of the letter that I carried to the Council state~
that, ''We are planning on a redevelopn1ent project in the
downtown area, and we will use these funds to develop the
project and bring the proposal to you for approval.'' And as
I remember the discussion, why, we discussed the area in
question. That was on Thursday night prior to t lw n1eeting:
on Friday.
Q. Now, can you recall, Mr. Reid, what considerations
prompted the Authority to designate the Central A venue
area as a project area?
Dep.
A. Well, it's hard to remember all the things,
page 1678 ~ but 've discussed the area, and the order of their
in1portance is hard to determine at this time,
but one of the things that we very definitely discussed was the
present do,vntown core business a rea as being somewhat henlmed in by environmental or natural boundaries of the city,
n1ainly the 0 & 0 Railroad on the south, you have the line of
churches, including the Episcopal Churcl1, the ~Iethodist
Church, the Lutheran Church and PresbYterinn Church and
Federal Building somewhat on the east side, and on the west
side you have a very hilly condition, and in addition there
was the Mary Baldwin ·College area, and this was discussed
somewhat in detail that the normal expansion of the business
area in the city, the only place it had to go was to burst out
to the north, and I think, in my opinion, this was one of the
criteria that we felt that in the urgency of it, that witl1out
disrupting tl1e downtown area-there were prohably other
Dep.
page 1677
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areas that could be considered-this was the logical place
to go.
Q. Now, did- you, in deciding· on this particular area, did
you personally go look at any of these areas 1
A. Yes, sir. In discussing areas, I made a personal trip
to the area, and on the one that I discussed was the one on
~fiddlebrook Avenue between the parking lot and the C & 0
Railroad and hetween Augusta Street and Lyle Street. I personally went over and looked into those buildings, because
I was not too familiar with them. In the area
Dep.
that we eventually decided on, the Central Avepag·p 1679 ~ nue Urban Renewal area, I looked in sonic of the
buildings, but in the natural course of n1y business and living here I have been in tho~(' building-s a number
of times, but I went and looked at two of them in particular,
had occasion to look at two of them in particular during· the
time of this discussion.
I might say this, that in the job of-about this same time I
was working as Chairman of the Industrial Development
Committee for the Chamber of Commerce, and because the
present bakery building known as the Spaulding baking building was available. We had two occassions to show that the
prospects coming in here for possible industrial developments
or bringing small plants into this area, and because of some
subsequent decisions that were made, I had an occassion to be
into the present building known as the coat factory at the
eorner of Pump Street and Augusta Street.
Q. Was the bakery building vacant at the tin1e the site of
this tentativP project was announced f
A. Yes.
Q. Had it been vacant for some time prior to that?
A. For several years.
Q. As long as you have raised the subject of the so-called
coat factory, I think that is referred to as the Fulton propertyDep.
A. It is known as the Fulton-Witz.
page 1680 ~ Q. -which is located on parcell-8 and so designated on the property: map of the project area
and is Building No. 14 on the Complainants' exhibit.
Did you have occassion to have personal knowledge of
whether tl1e people who occupied that building had planned to
move prior to the announ(>etne11t of this project?
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A. Yes, sir.
Q. How did that come about Y

A. During this period I was serving as Chairman of the Industrial Development Committee of the Chamber of Commerce, and Mr. Decker, who is the representative of the Grief
Company, which is a division of the Genesco Company, General Shoe, had occassion to come to the city to talk with
people about the relocation of the so-called coat factory. In
my position as chairman of this committee I met a number
of times with Mr. Decker. I was responsible for showing
him a number of sites around the city that were possible to
acquire for the erection of a factory or building that he had
in question and met with him on a number of occassions.
Q. Did this knowledge come to you before you were appointed to the Redevelopment and Housing Authority?
A. This was in the late summer before the Authority was
even voted on.
Dep.
Q. At the time of the tentative designation of
page 1681 ~ the project area as a possible site, at that particular time what was your own personal familiarity with that area Y
A. Which area are you talking about'
Q. The project area?
A. You mean how familiar was I with itf I live in that
area-l live north of that area. I have occassion to go by
it from two to six times a day. As I said earlier, in the business that I am in I have an occassion to be in some of those
buildings, and in particular, why, if you want to know particulars how I got into them, the building known as Coiner
automobile building was operated by 1\l[r. Belshee, who we
did a lot of business with in auto!llobiles over a period of
years. The Chamber of Commerce building I was in because
of having been active in some Chamber of Comerce work
I am probably one of the few people that was ever in the
hou~es which are now owned by Mr. Patterson which at one
time 'vere owned by Mrs. Kyle. We bought some property
from Mrs. Kyle which was later on developed, and in her
own way, why, she didn't have too many visitors, and I was
probably one of the few people who ever visited her in her
home. I explained to you how I happened to go with Mr.
Decker into the coat factorv.
Q. I think you also talked about the bakery building?
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A. Bakery building.

Dep.
page 1682 }

Q. Have you ever been in Dr. Waller's hornet

A. Yes, sir. It seemed like I got into everything. One time when I was on the United Fund,
I served as Chairman of the United Fund, and Mrs. Waller
headed up as one of our division captains, and we had a meeting in her home. Dr. l{nuckoles used to be my doctor, when
he was active, and I used to visit him in the office there which
is part of the Hensley building. We have an employee works
for us who owns an apartment in the Supple-Mitchell building, and on various occassions we had occassion to go and
visit with her.
Q. 'Vere you ever in the building?
A. I was in the building where the recapping business is
in the Shelley building. Because of social affairs and hunting trips, we picked up the man that owns that buildingthe man's nan1e escapes me for the moment.
Q. Clinef
A. It is the Cline huilding, but it is the man that has the
recapping business.
Q. Westhafer?
A. Guy Westhafer. I have been in the skating rink because
of having children who were interested in that from time to
time. So I don't think there is any building in that area, because of business or some other connection, that I have not
been in or am not more or less familiar with.
Dep.
Q. Have you been in the McClure Body Shopf
pag(\ .1683 ~ A. Yes, sir. Been in the McClure Printing
Building hecause of some work that we have
had dotw.
Q. And have you been in other buildings that face on the
nm·th Ride of Frederick Street f
A. Been in the-when the old sports shop was run there
in the building on the corner which has since been removed,
have been in McDairmid 's Office Supply, Hamrick's Flower
Rl1op.
·Q. At the time this area was designated, which I think
you have indicated was tentatively designated on July 28,
1961, what 'vas your own view about the general condition
of the buildings in that area Y
·
A. Well, a number of buildings in the area, were, in my
own personal opinion, extremely rundown or deteriorated.
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Q. What was the purpose in designating this area~
A. The true purpose was to eliminate the blighted and de .
.teriorated condition.
Q. Following tbe announcernent of this area as the ten~ative project area, what did the Authority do f At that time
did you have ·~n executive director f
A. No, sir. We were trying to-when we were in Norfolk
the man down there who heads it-I don't rernember his name
~emphasized again and again the necessity of having an
able and capable person in this position. On our
trip to Norfolk I think one of the things that was
Dep.
page 1684 ~ emphasized more than anything else was tile fact
that in an effort to assist us as laymen in this
job and to carry it to a successful completion. why, the
chances of success would depend a great deal on the type of
person we selected to do the executive work.
Q. W'hen did the Authority start doing something about
getting an executive director 7
A. Oh, about the time that we announced the plan. Vl e
went to the Council as part of that same meeting which I referred to earlier and asked for some temporary funds so
that we would have money to pay a man, if we found such an
.individual, to hire him, and I gave you that date before. That
is July 28th, 1961. At that time we were advertising in various metropolitan newspapers, various housing magazines,
in the Cincinnati Enquirer, New York Times, Philadelphia
Enq~t.irer, B altimo're Sun, various papers, we were running
·classified ads looking for applicants for the particular job
that we had.
Q. Did you have applications?
A. I would assume that we had somewhere around forty or
fifty.
Q. And did you interview some of these applicants?
A. Over a period of weeks we invited here and interviewed
at least five or six.
Q. And when was Mr. Conley designated as
Dep.
Executive Director?
page 1685 ~ A. We learned about 1\{r. Conley in a peculiar
way. In some way he learned that we were looking- here--or that we were starting out as an urban renewal
authority, and he was then employed somewhere in New York
State. I think, and he sent us some information ·and wrote
us a letter expressing good wishes and sent us some informa-
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tion about urban renewal, and we answered the letter and
thanked hin1 for his kindness. And we were surprised 1naybe
three nwnths later or four months later to have him write
to us and say that for various reasons be was available and
would like to be considered for a position here in Staunton,
and we invited :Mr. Conley down for an interview and were
pleased with his qualifications and made him an offer and
went before Council and had the offer approved. And Mr.
Conley accepted the offer, and he was appointed as Executive
Director on October the 3rd, 1961.
Q. Up until that time, as I understand it, the only executive
you had was the City Engineer, who was more or less borrowed, as I take it for your purposes?
A. We had a more or less verbal agreement with Council
that if Mr. Moyer would like to, why, they would grant him
the time to work with us on this project, to act as secretary
and give us some guidance.
Q. What was the first step that bad to be acDep.
complished in order to obtain funds~
page 1686 ~ A. We had to prepare a submission or an article called ''Request for Survey and Planning
Funds.''
Q. And did :Mr. Moyer work on that with the Authority?
A. Yes, sir, Mr. Moyer did most of the work on that.
Q. After the survey and planning application was made,
which has been introduced here in evidence as Defendant's
Exhibit 20-let's see, do you know the approximate date
when that application was 1nade?
A. Do I know when the application was made?
Q. Survey and planning application which isA. We completed it and it was submitted on the 8th of
Novem.ber, and actually had a letter of acceptance from the
Housing and Home Finance Agency stating they had accepted
it on the 13th of November, 1961.
Q. What was the purpose of that application?
A. It was to secure funds to cover tl1e expenses of working
up the papers for a loan and grant application and the ~uh
stantiating data that was ne~·cssarv to have in order to n1ake
this application for loan and g-rant.
Q~ Were experts employed by the Authority?
A. Ye~. sir.
Q. Do you know who they were T
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A. We employed a firm of Rouutrey & AsDep.
sociates. We had another firm of Hayes, Seay,
page 1687 } Mattern & Mattern, and they, in turn, had as
consultant Blair, Stein & Associates.
Q. It had been suggested that the Authority hired these
people to rubber-stamp the selection of this project. What
do you have to say about that?
A. In my minutes-! don't know whether I have them here,
but in the minutes recorded, because I have seen them recently, I gave Mr. Rountrey some very definite instructions
when he was here, Mr. Balzer some very definite instructions
when he came that we weren't 'hiring a "yes" man. I don't
know how it is worded. vVe weren't hiring a ''yes'' rnan, but
he was hired for a job, and we wanted their honest opinions.
Q. You don't happen to recall the exact language yon nuty
have used?
A. I am looking for it now. I don't know if I have it. I
think I brought all the ones I felt I would be called on for.
I don't have those minutes.
Q. Do you have any independent recollection of what conversation you had with Mr. Balzer as far as giving him instructions T
A. I can tell you very explicit in the fact that we were
hiring them for their ability to make a fair and honest decision or to that effect, and that even though we had selected
this area, that we were hiring them to find out if
Dep.
it qualified or if it did not qualify. I'd like to see
page 1688 ~ the minutes if it's possible. Some other member
here mav have those minutes and have that direct statement introduced, if it's possible.
Q. We will see about that in a minute. Were you aware,
Mr. Reid, at the time of the establishment of the Staunton
Redevelopment and Housing Authority of the fact that there
had been a Master Plan prepared by Garland A. Wood?
A. Yes, sir; it was at the request of Mr. Goodloe, who is the
Chairman of the Planning Commission, and myself that the
Council approved the funds to employ Garland Wood.
Q. Were you somewhat acquainted with the contents of tl1e
Master Plan f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you recall anything that Mr. Wood saicl about the
central business section f
A. In one of the opening statements of Mr. Wood's comment in the Master Plan, he stated very definitely that the
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item of most pressing importance was the redevelopment
of the Staunton downtown business area.
Q. Now, in employing the experts, did you just take the
first firm that came along, or what procedure did you follow
in employing experts Y
A. Some of the people were recommended by the Director
of the Housing and Home Finance Agency. Some
Dep.
of these people came to us recommended by the
page 1H89 ~ directors at IIarrisonburg. Otl1ers of tllem we
learned from correspondence that we had had
with various people who were connected with the redevelopment.
Q. Do you recall whether or not, say, in the case of the
architectural engineering firm, whether you sought information about any other firms other than Hayes, Seay, Mattern
& Mattern?
A. I can't rmnember exactly, but I am sure we did, because
some of these people came recommended, and we had the decision to make and the choice we wanted to make, but I have
no recollection at this moment of who the other people might
have been. I know there were several. I can't remember their
names. I know there was a firm out of W asbington bad a man
here that was soliciting the job that we did not nse.
Q. Did you and the members of the Authority coni'el' with
these experts from time to time f
A. We had briefing sessions, and as they were here they
came and we had various-several times we had meetings in
the evening, and they came in and discussed some of the
findings with us and some of the recommendations.
Q. Did you have any joint meetings with the City CounciH
A. We had a number of joint meetings with the City Connril.
Q. Prior to the adoption of the plan by the City Council?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you happen to remember tl1e dHtes of
Dep.
page 1690 ~ any of those meetings 1
A. As I told you, on the meeting of July 27th,
I personally went to Council and asked for temporary funds
and brought them up to date on what they were thinking of
doing and told them that we were in the process of completing
our-or getting ready to do the survey and planning part
of the operation. Each time that we have suhmittecl ::1 reouest
or a brief to the Federal Home and Housing- A.genc:v we lHlVP
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consulted with Council on this before it was approved, before
I put my signature on it and sent it out.
Q. As I understand it, the three major milestones in a
project such as this is the survey and planning application
and then something called Part I Application for Loan and
Grant and Part II, Application for Loan and Grant?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you remember when the Part I Application for Loan
and Grant was filed Y
A. June the 18th, 1962.
Q. Now, prior to that and about that same time was there
any joint conference?
A. About a week before we had a meeting with the Council
bringing them up to date, telling them ·what we would do,
asking for their concurrence.
Dep.
Q. Were some of the experts present?
page 1691 ~ A. They may have been, but I know there
were some of the members of the Planning Commission present at that meeting.
Q. Do you recall whether or not there were some of the
experts or members of some of these firms that had been employed present 7
A. I can't tell you. I don't know.
Q. Into how much detail did the Authority go in that session with the City Council Y
A. As I remember it, we started about 7:30, as I remember
it, and we were there until about 11 :00 or 11 :30. This was one
of the longest sessions I ever sat through, in which they asked
a number of questions in an effort. to determine 'vhat we were
doing.
Q. Was there any further joint conference held in your recollection prior to the public hearing¥
A. On September the 26th, which was prior to the public
hearing on the 27th, we held a meeting, joint meeting with
the Council to bring them up to date and prior to that, why, a
number of the Council members had been present when we had
a meeting· of the so-called Citizens Action Committee held at
the Northside School.
Q. Now, what was the essence of the report and recommendation of these experts so far as this project was
Dep.
concerned? Were you told-you have testified
page 1692 ~ that you told them that you wanted to know
whether it did or whether it did not qualify.
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What, for example, did the firm of I-Tayes, Seay, 1\!Iattern &
1\riattern have to say about that f
A. They were the people who were primarily hired to give
a judgment on the qualifications-! mean, the firm of Rountrey & Associates was more or less hired to tell us what we
could do with it after we had finished. But the finn of I-Iayes,
Seay, Mattern & l\1:attern were the people who were ernployed
to investigate the qualifications of the area, and they told us
the area would qualify.
Q. Did they give reasons why?
A. They developed a Central Avenue Plan, wbich I have
here, which goes into great detail covering the various lilnitations within the statute and g·iving· the reasons why it would
qualify.
Q. Did they g·ive any report based on detailed inspection of
the area, either verbal or in writing?
A. I don't kno'v whether they did at this time or not butQ. In other words, what I am getting at is that they told
you it would qualify and in what respects, or did they tell
you why they thought it would qualify? Did they tell you
about the results of their investigation? I don't mean that you
should tell us what those results were, but did
Dep.
they discuss it with you f
page 1693 ~ A. Yes. Someone in this firm gave us specific
percentages as to how much of the area was, in
their opinion, deteriorated, how much of it and each one of the
characteristics that are stated in the stante, they gave us the
number of areas, number of residents, number of buildings,
and what percentage in each one of these cases they felt
qualified under the various regulations.
Q. Was this area primarily residential or commercial?
A. Both.
Q. Well, which was predominant?
A. It is more commercial than it is residential.
Q. Now, during the period following the submission of the
the application for survey and planning funds, or the survey
and planning application and up through the public hearing,
which I think in the records sl1ows was September, 1962, did
the Authority continue to have regular meetings?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. I-I ow often did you meet?
A. We proba hly didn't meet as reg·nlarly as once a week.
but up unti1-w~ l1ad regular scheduled meetings, formal
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meetings on a regular basis and some additional meetings
subject to my call or to 1\'lr. Conley's call up until the time
that the litigation began.
Q. Following the adoption of the redevelopDep.
page 1694 } ment plan, approval of the redevelopment plan
by the City Council, which I think the record
shows was October, 1962, what engaged the attention of the
Authority?
A. May I have the question again 1
Q. After the approval of the plan by the City Council,
which as I say, I think the record shows was in October of
1962, what particular phase of the project engaged the
attention of the Authority?
A. Land acquisition.
Q. Can you tell us at this time how many of the twentyfour parcels involved have been acquired by t'he Authority f
A. I can tell you how many have not been. I mean, I can
list the ones that have not been.
Q. All right, suppose you list the ones that have not ·been.
A. We have acquired all the properties in the area except
that which is owned by Dr. 'Valier, the house adjacent. to Dr.
Waller bordering· on the alleyQ. That's the McClure property?
A. The McClure property, the McClure dwelling, the I{yle
filling station-that is the area north of the alley between the
alley and the A & P Store.
Q. That is three parcels, is itf
Dep.
A. Yes, sir. And then we have acquired all
page 1695 ~ the other land except a parcel between Baldwin
Street and Frederick Street more or less bordering on Central A venue, which is the Spaulding Bakery, the
Central Garage, tl1e Whiting Service Station.
Q. Bailey property?
A. Bailey property and the property occupied by the
Colony Optical Store, and the McClure Print Shop.
Q. Was condemnation necessary in any of these cases Y
A. In one case we had a friendly condemnation, and that
was in the acquisition of tbe property owned by Mr. Blair C.
Coiner.
Q. During this period, what steps were taken to keep the
City Council informed of the progress and doings of the
Staunton Redevelopment & Housing Authority 7
A. Which period are yon referring to?
Q. Well, the entire period.
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.A. We have had a number of meetings, formal, scheduled,
which we have had joint meetings with the Council and the
Authority. I, myself, have met with J\tlr. l{nowles on a nun1ber
of informal occassions, :Mr. Knowles being the Nlayor over.
the last several years, and have told him of the things that
we -are doing or attempting to do. Mr. Conley, by correspondence and by printing· of a number of leaflets which have been
distributed to the Council, we have kept them informed of our
activities.
Q. During the acquisition stage, was Council
Dep.
page 1696 ~ kept informed Y
A. Yes, sir, we asked Council to approve all
the acquisition of property that we have acquired since the
beginning of this litigation.
Q. And did Council do this?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How long have you been a resident of Staunton, l\Ir.
ReidY
A. About 46 years, except the time that I was away at
school, I worked at a job out of the city about five years,
and six years in which I was connected with the Army.
Q. Mr. Reid, do you have any personal financial interest
in this project other than just as an ordinary citizen of the
City?
A. No, sir, I have no financial interest.
Q. Do you have any ownership, direct or indirect, of any
of the property in the area?
A. No, sir.
Q. During the period of your service as Chairman of the
Staunton Housing & Redevelopment Authority, could you
make any estimate of the time that you have spent in this
job?
A. How many hours?
Q. Yes.
A. I don't know, but I'd never do it again.
Q. You wouldn't be willing to take just a guess
Dep.
page 1.697 ~ at how many hours you spent?
A. It's been three years, and there is :fifty
weeks in a year, and we have averaged at least a meetingevery week or have had some type of conference every week
besides several trips away, so that I got a thousand hours
easy.
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Q. Have you received any remuneration as Chai rma u of
this Authority?
A. No, sir.
Q. Have you ever been in any other business other than the
grocery retailing in the City of Staunton?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 'Vhat business was that-and building business, aside
from those two, construction, real estate?
A. We operated a laundry and dry cleaning estah1isbment
here from 1946 up until about three years ago. 'Ve owned
and operated the Blue Ridge Warehouse on the 'Vaynesboro
Road for a period of about two and a half years. We-that's
all within the city limits.
Q. All right, sir. You say that you are connected with a
grorery retailing organization. \Vhat is your position with
that group?
A. I am the President of Reid Stores, Incorporated.
1\Ir. Smith: That's all.
CROSS EXAMINATION.
Dep.
page 1698

~

By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Mr. Reid, what prompted, if you know, the
establishment of the Housing and Redevelopment Authority
of Staunton Y
A. What prompted itf
Q. Yes.
A. They 'had an election and referendum, and a majority
of the people voted for it.
Q. What initiated the interest in it before that? Who started itY
A. About all I can tell you, I came here to a meeting one
night when some people came up with an idea of developing a
new traffic plan to get into the city from the arch bridge area
up into the center of the City of Staunton, more or less tying
in with the planning proposal that Garland 'Vood had developed to putting some type of highway around the city. From
that there ·was some type referendum, and I voted "yes",
and next thing I know, some members of the Council tagged
me for the job.
Q. I believe you stated that after the Authority had been
established, there were three or possibly-possibly I mis-
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understood, there may have been four that were considered?
A. Well, three very definitely, for which we got certain data
on, but there were four, at least one other area,
Dep.
and I couldn't distinguish in my mind at this
page 1699 ~ present date which of the two were selected for
getting the data that we asked Mr. Moyer to
get. I know there were very definitely four areas considered.
Q. Now, what factors were considered by the Authority in
selecting these four areas as possible sites 1
A. vVe asked Mr. Moyer to get us the tax infonnation and
the amount of business that was being done in these various
areas. I read it out of the minutes. I mean, the various econOinic factors that we would use to determine the value of
these areas or how much they would contribute to the business
life of the area.
Q. What percentage of the total central business district of
Staunton did these four areas represent that you say¥
A. Actually, right in the core area of the business area
there is perhaps only one of them that fell within the bounds
of what is normally used in Staunton as a central core area,
and that was the area which I referred to as across the street
between Market and New Street fronting oil Beverley Street
and running down to Greenville Avenue.
Q. And that is fhe only area that actually is in the core
of the central business district 1
A. Which Garland Wood adopted the term that we have
used for perhaps some ten years around here now as the core
area.
Dep.
Q. Now, what factors were taken into considpage 1700 ~ eration-I want to ask you that again, if I mayin bringing yourself to a consideration of these
areas and possible sites for urban redevelopment?
A. Just putting it in my own way, as a retailer, as a man
in l1usiness in the City of Staunton, I felt, along with-had
the opinion expressed by a number of other people-that we
needed to do something· in town to improve the business
area.
Q. Just to bring more business into the area?
A. No, not necessarily to bring more business into the area,
but to improve the area. In my opinion having lived here moRt
of my life, why, we are just not keeping up with the times.
Q. Urn, hum. And so that in effect was the thing that
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prompted your consideration of these areas n1ore than any
other?
·
A. Vfe were charged in our responsibility and we accepted
the responsibility as commissioners to serve on this Autbority
to do a job, and our job was to, we felt, try to improve tlw
downtown business area by tending to retard the gradual
deterioration that has been going on here-practically since
the end of the war there ha=-- been no ilnpro\·enwnt in the
downtown area.
Q. Gradual deterioration, you mean, in what?
A. vVell, in the type of buildings that we were operating·.
There has been no major repairs or any major improvement~
to any large extent by any buildings downtown.
Dep.
You have, we felt, the encroachment on this
page 1701 ~ business area of outside areas around the city,
I being responsible as much as anybody else for
it of building shopping areas outside of the central c.ore
area. We were attempting to draw people from the downtown
area, and we have always felt that this being the major source
of tax revenue for the City, if this deteriorated to the point
that it lost its factor as a shopping center or a shopping area
in the City, why, the tax base would deteriorate.
Q. You mean by the base as it is related to theA. Value of the property.
Q. -value of the property?
A. That's right.
Q. Real estate value!
A. Real estate value. If you don't use it, you don't have
the real estate value. In my opinion, the real estate value is
partly on the land, but a great deal of the price of the land
is because of its location and the purpose for which it is used
or can be used.
Q. Well, then, in other words, you found that the condition of these four areas that you initially considered were,
in effect, practically the same?
A. We looked at the area because of the availability, or
perhaps the point we felt-let me just put it in a matter of
record. One of the things that we, as a group in
Dep.
the Authority, decided early was perhaps the
page 1702 ~ whole downtown area needed rehabilitation, but
we felt that we just couldn't tear the whole area
down-I know we talked about this a number of times in more
or less of a side manner that it would be nice if something
would just wipe out the city and tomorrow we'd have a
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whole new area, but we decided we couldn't-we decided we
should have some small, pilot project, so we could demonstrate the feasibility to the citizens of Staunton of what could
be accomplished under the Urban Renewal Authority. And
the thing that we discussed further was the fact that we-it
would probably be impossible to get any group of property
owners to agree voluntarily on any one project, and I have
been in this business of downtown merchants trying to agree
on any number of project's over a number of years, and we
felt that it would probably be impossible to get any group of
people to voluntarily agree on any single project, and if we
could take one small area and demonstrate the feasibility
of what might be accomplished under the powers and grants
of urban renewal, why, it was a hope we might some day
revitalize the whole area downtown, either by voluntarily
people falling in line or somewhat what might have been happening on Central Avenue, both by the acquisition of the
Fallon property by an outside hotel interest, what is presently
being considered by the Erskine Company for improvements
in the area to the west of the present Central A venue area.
I mean, these things are already beginning to
Dep.
happen. I know and I personally, for one, felt
page 1703 ~ that if we could get, not taking a project too big
for us to handle, but keeping it small and in one
area, we might demonstrate the feasibility of this and get
other people to do jobs on a voluntary basis.
Q. And again, of course, it may fail?
A. That is perfectly true, that is a chance we take. I take
that chance when I go into any type of hpsiness.Q. Now, who were the business men in Staunton that you
conferred with in an effort to initiate some program, voluntary program on the part of the merchants and business people to effect a rehabilitation of the central business district?
A. Various groups of committees under the Chamber of
Commerce and also the Retail Merchants Association has set
forth various plans at different times for parkin~, for building improvements. In fact, there are several going on right
now.
Q. Responsive to the activity of the merchants and business
people in the central business district t
A. I don't know what you mean.
Q. I mean. these new projects that you say that are going
on right now.
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A. Well, there is a group of people in the area between
Lewis Street and Central Avenue on Beverley Street. right
now, there are several people in that area that
Dep.
are trying to organize a group to improve that
page 1704 ~ particular section of the downtown business
area, in the same project where Leggett's made
a major improvement.
Q. Now, did the business interests of the central business
district of Staunton feel that if they could initiate and succeed
in an urban redevelopment project that it might serve to
bolster the economy and the business of those people in the
central business district?
A. Some did and some didn't.
Q. And it was those that were concerned about that that
actually took the lead in initiating this project for redevelopmentY
A. I don't know who took the lead.
Q. Well, now, the reason that the Authority considered
these four areas which you have mentioned is because they
-were somewhat comparable in their relationship to the entire
central business district, so far as the economy of the community was concerned and the condition of the buildings and
the type of streets and that sort of thing Y
A. No, I think our primary interest in these particular
areas was the high percentage of vacancies that existed in
some of these areas. You take the area across the street, at
times there has been a number of vacancies. Since this started,
certain interests have acquired some of the area
Dep.
and have removed the buildings and made adpage 1705 ~ ditional parking space.
Q. By "across the street" you mean here
across from the building we are in T
A. City hall, between New Street and Market Street. Some
other businesses have acquired property on New Street and
developed, Mr. Taylor, your partner there for one. In the
area from the C & 0 underpass up to New Street a great deal
of that area has been vacant and has had a lot of change of
tenants because of the various uses for which it has been put.
The area that I spoke of beyond the Johnson Street parking
lot, between there and the C & 0 Railroad, at times there
has been a great number of vacancies there, and there are
some right now.
In the area that we finally considered, the Central Avenue
area, there were some vacancies. There are some on Fred-
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erick street, and I had knowledge that the coat factory was
moving out and various other places.
Q. Well, now, then, in order to reflect any cl.Jange in these
remaining three areas that were not selected, either that will
have to be done by private initiative or there will have to be
urban renewal there, won't there?
A. As I stated, beginning with the area across the street,
that area between New and 1\farket Streets on the north by
Beverley Street and Greenville A venue, there has been a lot
of improvement in the last three years. The City
Dep.
acquired a great deal of that property, removed
page 1706 ~ some of the buildings, provided additional offstreet parking. Mr. Taylor and certain people
have improved their buildings more or less recently. A building across the street was acquired by another man, and he
put a whole new front on it.
Q. But that all has happened since the initiation of this
urban renewal projectV
A. That's right.
Q. And, of course, that situation may have developed in
the Central Avenue area also, might it not, by this time?
A. Anything could have happened.
Q. We don't know, of course, because people were aware,
of course, that this area had been selected for this urban renewal program f
A. Mayhave.
Q. Now, Mr. Reid, initially the Authority, after rendin~
the various pamphlets that were available and visiting the
areas at Norfolk and Harrisonburg-, after conferring with the
City Engineer, considered that these four areas rrualifled
under the Virginia statute for area redevelopment V
A. We supposed that they would. We bad-not being engineers or not being qualified, why, to our layman 'r.; viewpoint, we felt that they would.
Q. And you have here today just expressed
Dep.
your vie\vpoint, certainly, with respect to these
page 1707 ~ properties and what in effect qualified thPm for
this project Y
A. In what way?
Q. You way yon have stated here today.
A. Well, I say that they were, a great number of them were
vacant. In all these areas we had buildings that were deteriorated.
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Q. ·You didn't make an effort before employing the firm of
Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern to ascertain the extent of
deterioration or dilapidation of the buildings in these fonr
areas, did you 7
·A. No, sir, that is what we asked the Government for fund~
for.
Q. Would you feel that that was necessary before yon couJd
qualify this area for urban renewal Y
A. We made application for funds to hire people to give
us the information to determine whether the area~ w~re
eligible.
Q. Well, may I ask why you didn't get funds to spend for
the purpose of determining which of the four areas qualified
in a greater degree for urban redevelopment, rather tlutn tlw
one areaY
A. Well, we felt they all had some need, but in the light of
what we would accomplish in a pilot program, that would be
in the center of the area where more people
Dep.
would see it, we felt that this more or less was a
page 1708 ~ better pilot program than the other areas.
Q. When you employed this firm in Roanoke,
did you advise it that you were also interested in these other
three areas 7
A. I am sure that we must have told them that we had
discussed these others areas, but we had asked for funds
known as survey and planning funds. They had been approved
for this particular area.
Q. And if it had been found that area did not qualify in
the judgment of Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern, would the
Authority then have proceeded to acquire funds to study the
other three areas f
A. I think so. That is just my opinion. We didn't have to
cross that bridge, so I don't know that it was discussed.
Q. Vl ell, the factor that prompted this whole study was the
desire to relieve what you classified or characterized, I believe, as the economy of the centra] business district of
Stauntonf
A. Well, to improv·e, I wouldn't say necessarily the economv but actuallv on the basis of most of our income in the
city has for yea'rs been retailing. More people are employed
in retailing than in any other particular category, selling
merchandise, than any other particular category in the City
of Staunton. It bas been my feeling and I express a number
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of other peoples', that competively we were
losing out, not from that, but because of the
~ physical facilities we had to offer people, and I
felt, along with a lot of other people, that something should and soon must be done, and I felt then and still
feel that after all these years that their ur~an renewal is the
only source we have to get more people to agree and to unite
in trying to set up a competitive shopping area in Staunton
that would be comparable to somewhere else and to remove
some of the narrow streets, some of the small buildings, some
of the dilapidated buildings, so that we have a united front in
improving this shopping area.
Q. Well, now, I believe the Authority was very anxious to
acquire the Central A venue area as the pilot area, wasn't
it!
A. We decided that was the area that we wanted to have
for redevelopment.
Q. And you were very anxious to get that area for that
purpose, because you felt it was north of the central business
district area, so to speak, and lends itself to the object that
people in the central business district of Staunton want?
A. I wouldn't say that a hundred percent. I think that it
was an area that we felt would qualify under the terms under which urban renewal operates, and yet it was in an area
that was accessible, it would enhance and improve our overall
shopping picture.
Q. So, I say, the Authority was right anxious
Dep.
page 1710 ~ that area be selected, was it not?
A. I think that because the Council bad asked
us to serve, we had been set up as an Authority, we were
anxious to get on with the job.
Q. I understand that, but what I mean was that the Authority was anxious to have acquired the Central Avenue area?
A. I think we'd have been anxious if we had selected any
other area.
Q. But having selected the Central Avenue areas as the
area for this pilot project, the Authority was anxious that it
be approved?
A. NaturallY.
Q. Yes. ~ow, and you thought it would qualify for urban
redevelopment under the Virginia law and also the Federal
Jaw, even before Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern was hired Y

Dep.
page 1709
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A. I think so. I think that any of the four areas at the time
and the conditions they were in at the time we made this
decision, I think any one of the four areas would qualify.
Q. All right. Now, as a matter of fact, there was little difference between these areas, wa.sn 't there Y
A. I mean, there is a lot of difference in the physicalQ. Oh, yes, but, I mean, in the condition of the area so far
as qualification for urban redevelopment was
Dep.
concerned?
page 1711 ~ A. I think that would be a matter for experts,
but as far as I was concerned, any one of them
was in bad shape.
Q. Now, I believe you signed, as Chairman of the Authority, the application for funds to make a study of the
Central A venue area Y
A. In all cases, why, the commission as a group has given
me authority in each individual case and directed me to sign
whatever application of forms that was necessary to send to
the Housing Agency in Philidelphia.
Q. I assume that you, as well as the other members of the
Authority, carefully studied the content of the application
that was made for those funds to determine whether the facts
represented therein were accurate and fairly represented
the condition of the area 7
A. At that time I could have almost recited them page by
page.
Q. I see. Were those facts based upon your personal inspection and study of the area Y
A. No, sir.
Q. What were they based on?
A. Those papers were-by this time we had already employed Mr. Conley, and they were based on the fact that we
had-the survey and planning funds were based on-which is
here, application was based on information that
Dep.
we and l\{r. Moyer-the original survey and
page 1712 ~ planning funds were based on information that
we and ~Ir. ~{oyer gathered, which was only
asking for funds based on the fact that we were set up to be
an authority and we had certain pertinent questions to answer, which I have that form here if you'd like toQ. Well, the facts recited in that application for funds
were based upon representations made to you by Mr. ~{oyer
and by Mr. Conley, is that correct?
A. Mr. Conley was not employed at that time.
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Q. Oh, I see. The application was based on facts and data
furnished the Authority by Mr. Moyer, then, is that correct f
A. This is not so much fact, this is just stating conditions
in the city as to various codes, zoning laws, how we as an
Authority were set up describing the area that we'd like to
have the survey and planning funds made applicable to. As
far as any facts regarding the a rea, they were not necessary
for the submission of this, except for just land descriptions
for these survey and planning funds.
Q. Do you recall whether that application contained any
statements respecting the condition of the buildings in the
Central Avenue area?
A. It asked whether it was predominantly residential or
predominantly business.
Q. Do you recall whether the application reDep.
cited the condition of the buildings f
page 1713 ~ A. No.
Q. It did not?
A. No, sir.
Q. You didn't consider then the condition of the building~
essential so far as this area being qualified for urhan redevelopment f
A. That wasn't what we were talking about. It was talking
about whether that was necessary for the subn1ission of the
application for survey and planning funds, and at that time,
why, we ·were not required, we weren't asked, nor was it necessary to have such information.
Q. Did the Authority think it was necessary to have that
information before selecting the Central Avenue area as the
project area?
A. 1Ve felt that the area would qualify.
Q. No, but I say, did the Authority think it was necessary
to be advised about the condition of the buildings beforP
selecting the areas as a pilot project area?
A. We had to select an area, and then we had to ask for
funds in order to substantiate our selection before w<? could
ask the Government for loan and grant.
Q. I understand what you had to do before you could get
the money from the Federal Government, but I
Dep.
am saying, so far as the Authority is concerned,
page 1714 ~ before selecting this area as the pilot project
area, in order to determine whether it would
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qualify under the Virginia statute, did you all think it was
necessary to first determine the condition of the buildings Y
A. We evidently didn't because we didn't do it.
Q. Yes. And you didn't undertake to determine whether
there was obsolescence in the buildings f
A. Not at this stage.
Q. You didn't undertake to determine whether it was deleterious land use at that timeT
A. Nothing except our own opinion.
Q. And you made no studies and no effort to determine
whether or not the area qualified under the Virginia statute
at the time you selected the Central Avenue area as the
pilot project area f
A. No expert opinion. Our own opinion.
Q. And your opinion wasn't based upon a detailed examination of the area nor a study of the area by qualified people
to express an opinion Y
A. It wasn't necessary, in our opinion, at this date, sir.
Q. Well, of course, isn't it true, Mr. Reid, based upon the
advice that you and your Authority had received, that the
qualification of an area for urban redevelopment under the
Virginia statute is one thing and the acquisition
Dep.
of funds from the Federal Government re(]uires
page 1715 } another set of facts or further proof 7
A. We were familiar with the Virginia statute
as to what was necessary for an area to qualify.
Q. Yes. Well, now, what I am getting at is this, though.
You say that you hadn't gotten to the stage where it was
necessary to determine whether or not there was deleterious
land use or whether the buildings were dilapidated to the degree warranting clearance and whether or not the ground
was overcrowded or the buildings occupied to a degree that it
was a crowded condition or whether there was crime or disease or fire hazards, those things were not necessary to be
considered at this stage, that is, when you selected the Central Avenue area, is that rightT
A. No, sir.
Q. All right. Now, then, it was after you selected the area
that you employed Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern to advise
whether the area would qualify for Federal funds 7
A. For loan and grant money.
Q. So Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern was employed to
advise the Authority, then, as I understand it, whether the
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Central A venue project area in fact would qualify for Federal funds?
A. I think so, yes, sir.
·
Q. And Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern perDep.
formed their work and did advise the Authority
page 1716 ~ that it would qualify for Federal funds? Do I
understand that to be the fact?
A. I-layes, Seay, 1\tiattern & Mattern gave us a W!itten report and an urban renewal plan outlining the various conditions under which they thought the plan would qualify for
loan and grant funds.
Q. Mr. Reid, Mr. Conley came with you, that is, with the
Authority, in October, 1961, I believe, October 3rd f
A. I believe that's right, yes, sir.
Q. Do you know whether Mr. Conley studied the Central
Avenue area and advised the Authority or the individual
members of the Authority whether the area qualified for Federal funds?
A. I can't answer it.
Q. Now, I believe you stated that you had meetings at
numerous times. I will ask you whether you know 1\'Ir. Poage.
A. Mr. Poage f
Q. An architect. Is he an architect T
A. There was a Mr. Poage here. I think that's the gentleman's name.
Q. Yes. You know him Y
A. Do I know 'him?
Q. Yes.
A. I know that we had someone-! don't know the man's
name-that was working for us at one time, an
employeeDep.
page 1717 ~ Q. -of Hayes, Seay, ~iattern & ~iattern?
A. -of Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern.
Q. And he was the architect that did the work here for that
firmf
A. I think that is correct.
Q. Did he ever meet with the Authority and advise it of his
findings?
A. He as an individual T
Q. Yes.
A. I don't know. I don't remember.
Q. Do you know Mr. Balzer?
A. Very well.
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Q. I believe he was employed by Hayes. Seay, Mattern &
Mattern¥
A. I think so.
Q. Did he ever meet with the Authority and advise it of his
findings?
A. On a number of occassions.
Q. Mr. Poage was not along1
A. I don't remember. I couldn't say positively one way or
the other.
Q. Did Mr. Balzer go into the details of the findings with
respect to the buildings in the area Y
A. I am positive that he did.
Q. Do the minutes show that f
Dep.
page 1718 ~ A. The minutes will show, I think, that we had
a meeting with Mr. Balzer.
· Q. A meeting?
A. Mr. Balzer met with us on a number of occassions.
Q. Yes. Do the minutes of any of the meetings show what
he told the Authority with reference to his findings?
A. I coulpn 't tell you. I don't have those minutes with me,
and at this date I can't remember them.
Q. Did ~1r. Balzer tell the Authority what he found with
respect to each building in the area f
A. I can't say. All I can tell you is that we had a number
of long discussions with Mr. Balzer on a number of different
occassions.
Q. Well, did at any time Mr. Balzer tell the Authority in
its meetings what he found the condition of the buildings in
the Central Avenue area to be f
A. As I said, I can't remember the details exactly what
Mr. Balzer told us. I know he talked with us on a number of
occassions, we discussed with him various aspects of the project, but as to the detail of what he told us I am not qualified
to tell you.
Q. Did he tell you just why this Central Avenue area qualified for urban redevelopment 1
Dep.
A. I might quote to you what he has written
page 1719 ~ to us in a report form.
Q. Is that what he told you, what was in that
report, I am askingY
A. Mr. Kuykendall, I can't tell you that. I mean, I don't
have that good a memory. I can tell you what you told me
ten minutes ago. I can't remember what he told me two years
ago.
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Q. Do you recall whether Mr. Balzer told you any findings
that Mr. Poage had made?
A. I can't remember being in the Council roon1 which is at
the other end of this building~1r. Smith: Excuse rne, but in the interest of thne, I think
he has already answered that question when he said that
he was positive that he had told him, and you just repeated
the question.
Mr. l(uykendall: I am not interested in that right now. I
want to know what he said.
Mr. Smith: That's what he said.
Mr. l{uykendall: Let the witness answer the question.
lVIr. Smith: The witness has already answered the question.
1\tfr. l{uykendall: Not to my satisfaction.
The "·itness: What I started to tell you, the
Dep.
only thing I can say with positive fact is that I
page 1720 ~ remember being in Council Chamber in the other
end of this building and having :Nir. Balzer come
with a tripod type thing and putting a number of exhibits
up there and going over with us the various aspects of the
problem. What he told me and what the exhibits looked like,
my memory is not that good.

By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Now, do you recall whether any of the experts that were
employed by the Authority made any statements to the Authority respecting the health conditions in the Central Avenue
area?
A. I know that it was discussed, but as to the detail and
who said it, I am not able to tell you at this moment.
Q. And you don't know what they said f
A. I can't remember in detail-! mean, all of it. They would
come and discuss these various matters with us as a matter
of discussion and enlightenment, and then they would give it
to us and submit it in the form of a report, and I have most
of those reports here, and I can quote you what they said
in the report, and I am sure if I had found fault in the report
in line with what they had said at the time, I would have
questioned it at that time. I have no recollection of having
had any reason to question what was in the report, and I can
assure you that I read every one of the reports in detail.
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Q. Now, I believe you stated that you were
familiar-to an extent familiar with the report
~ of Garland Wood?
A. Tba t is correct.
Q. Before I get to that, I want to ask you this: I assmue if
you accepted l\Ir. Balzer's statements as an expert-is that
correct1
A. Mr. Balzer came to us highly recommended, and one of
the qualifications that I can tell you now which I based my
judgment on, he had had prior experience as an executive director, in an area I don't remember as a director of an urban
renewal authority, which is a position similar to what 1\fr.
Conley holds right now, and I thought that some of his experience, his background, as I remember, he came very well
qualified.
Q. What kind of an expert was be represented to be, in
what field?
A. As an advisor in the field of urban renewal.
Q. Do you recall l\fr. Moyer recommending one of these
four areas as more likely to qualify for urban renewal than
the Central Avenue area?
A. No, sir, I woulq say that 1\fr. Moyer, in his position,
never made such a recommendation.
Q. Was it discussed with him Y
A. He was present in the meeting when the commissioners
were discussing it.
Q. Did he recommend any particular area, do
Dep.
you know Y
page 1722} A. Not to my knowledge. Not that I know of.
Not that I remember. I think it was a decision of
the commissioners.
Q. Now, then, were you a member of the Planning Commission when the Garland Wood l\faster Plan was adopted f
A. Yes. sir.
Q. I assume you and the other members of the Planning
Commission studied that very carefully!
A. We went over it, yes, sir.
Q, And, of course, you had the Master Plan prepared because you wanted to he advised and you did ~arefully study
the plan after it was ~mbmitted to the planning authority, I
assume?
·
A. We were provided with a copy of it, and we went over
it, yes, sir.

Dep.
page 1721
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Q. Yes, sir. And you were farniliar with l\ir. Wood's findings and his recommendations 1
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And after the ]\faster Plan had been completed and accepted by the Planning Commission of Staunton, did you consider 1ir. 1Vood 's findings and his recommendations in keeping with the needs of Staunton and merited accepting the
advice of Mr. Wood?
A. I am sure a great number of his recommendations were
acted upon. One in particular that I know of in regard to
zoning.
Dep.
Q. It was during the time, I assume, that th~
page 1723 ~ nraster plan was being prepared b~r l\ir. Vlood
and after its adoption fhat you and other business people in Staunton felt that there was a need for a
change in the conditions in the central business district of
Staunton?
A. I don't think that I had any part in that, no. I mean I
personally had my own opinions and discussed it on a number
of occassions but not in any official body.
Q. Was there any effort on the part of the Planning Commission to initiate and carry out the recommendations of Mr.
WoodY
A. We had a studv made-I think it was made about that
time-a study made ·by the Highway Department on streets
and highways which is one of the prime recommendations of
a route around the city. vVe had considerable work done by
the IIighway Department on that.
Q. 'Vel1, in view of your concern for the economic situation
of the central business district of Staunton, were Mr. Wood's
recommendations followed for the purpose of allevinting
that condition T
A. I don't know.
Q. Mr. Wood stated, I believe, on page 83 of his 1faster
Plan Report-and I quote ''Staunton's most pressing need is
the renewal of its central area. The Staunton economic region
is undergoing an extensive expansion program
that will either use Staunton's main business disDep.
page 1724 ~ trict as the center of its economic activity or disperse to other areas. The decision to renew
Staunton's central a·rea must be made before the opportunity
is lost.'' That's in the report Y
A. I am familiar with that statement.
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Q. So Mr. "\Vood ~eemed to have a feeling of urgency about
that situation that you read in his report, is that right?
A. I think that is what he is trying to impart.
Q. Now, on page 160 of his report, Mr. Wood n1ade some
recommendations. I might add that on page 159 starts out and
suggests, ''The most important recommendations follow:''
And "Item 10: Form a committee composed of pr·operty
owners and storekeepers in the downtown area to forn1nlate
procedure for preparing detailed plans for the improvement
of the central business district and providing off-street parking.'' Are you familiar with that recomtnendntion ~
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Was that done?
A. I don't think in its entirety, no, sir.
Q. "\Vas it done at all?
A. Part of it. I think that the Chamber of Conunerce, which
is a representative board of business people, has set up an offstreet parking committee. They have bad a parking committee do this. I think there's been small delegations
of groups try to improve what we call the BeverDep.
page 1725 ~ ley Street shopping area.
Q. Now you say you think these things were
done?
A. I know there was an off-street parking committee
formed.
Q. When was that formed 7
A. I don't know the date, sir.
Q. Was it before or after the Gar lend Wood Plan?
A. I couldn't tell you that.
Q. Was the comn1lttee composed of property owners and
storekeepers in the downtown area f9rmed for the purpose
suggested by Mr. WoodY
A. I don't know, I have no knowledge of a committee to do
that specific job ever having been formed.
Q. Do you take well to that recommendation, or notY
A. I think it's a good one, but I think that as individuals
and maybe not official. I think there is a number of different
people who have taken part of that job at various times.
Q. Don't you think that that might have been the answer
to the problem that as Mr. Wood certainly envisioned it
would be?
A. If that is his recommendation it might have been.
Q. Now I see in paragraph 6 of his recommendations -and I
quote: ''Prepare a workable program and submit it to the
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Federal IIousing and Ifome Finance Agency, Urban Renewal
Administration, in order that the City may be
Dep.
certified to receive Federal grants and aids and
page 1726 ~ the private builders may receive guarantees on
loans in a program of urban renewal.'' Do you
remember that recommendation?
A. Yes. sir.
Q. Is that the one that you were trying to follow rather
than the recon1mendation contained in paragraph 10?
A. I wasn't serving on a committee for paragraph 10.
Q. Was it pursuant to this recommendation of l\1:r. "\Vood
that a workable progran1 was submitted to the I~,cderal I-Iousing and IfOine Finance Agency?
A. For us to qualify, why, we had to-after the commission was formed we found we had to have a workable program.
Q. Now, l\{r. Reid, don't you believe that a committee sueh
as that rec01nmended in paragraph 10, of Mr. 'Vood's plan
would have been an effective way to meet and overcome the
problem that you say you conceive exists in Staunton f
A. If the Council had appointed such a committee and had
followed through, it might have helped, yes, sir.
Mr. Smith: Excuse me, sir. Let the record show that we
object to this line of testimony as incompetent, immaterial
and irrelevant to the issues in this case.
By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Before the Authority was formed, do you know whether
there was any interest of any particular person
Dep.
or group of persons in the City of Staunton in
page 1727 ~ acquiring either land in the Central Avenue area
or elsewhere for development?
A. I have no knowledge. You mean the acquiring any si7.able tract for development f
Q. Yes.
A. I have no knowledge.
Q. After the Authority was formed and there was a public
interest or discussion of urban redevelopment, do you know,
then, whether any particular individual or group of individuals evinced a particular interest in the land in the Central
A venue area?
A. We had inquiries as to the disposition of the land and
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how it might be affected and what we were going to do with
it, by individuals.
Q. Do you know Mr. William ~looreY
A.. Yes, sir.
Q. He was very much interested, I believe, in acquiring a
number of parcels of land in the Central Avenue area, was he
not~

A. I don't know. I know that J\ilr. ~Ioore appeared before
our commission and discussed with us how this property was
to be disposed, so that he might familiarize himself as to how
we were going to dispose of this property if we ever acquired
it and cleared it, and we discussed such disposiDep.
tion with him as to the plan and procedures and
page 1728 ~ how it was to be carried out.
Q. He wanted to actually buy a lot of the land
in there and redevelop it himself, didn't beT
A. I couldn't tell you.
Q. Didn't he so indicate?
A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. Did he prepare a drawing or a painting or some sort of
a plan that he exhibited to the Authority, do you recall?
. A. Yes, sir.
Q. 'Vas it true or not he indicated his desire in develop:ing that area according to that plan?
A. I couldn't say whether he indicated a desire in that plan
or not, but we used that plan in making a public brochure as
one of the possible uses of that particular area if it could be
redeveloped.
Q. Was that before or after the application had been made
for funds to study the area, do you recall Y
A. Here is a copy of the brochure that was printed and
it is dated under the Stawnton News Leader, July the 8th,
1962, and as I remember that came out shortly after Mr.
Moore submitted the plan. I don't know whether that was his
or this one, but here is another one that someone else submitted also evident in the Evenin.Q Leader of April the 8th,
1962. ThiR plan was also displayed in the windows of one of
our prominent downtown stores and I think now
it bangs on the·walls of the City Council ChamDep.
page 1729 ~ ber.
Q. Is that the one Mr. Moore had Y
A. I don't know if that was the one Mr. Moore had or the
other one. I can't remember which one he submitted.
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Q. Do you know who prepared that article called ''A New
Dimension Downtown'' Y
A. This was prepared by Mr. Conley.
Q. Do you know where he got those pictures or those plans
that are in there!
A. These pictures Y
Q. Yes.
A. One of them I know, as you have said, came from J\1r.
Moore.
Q. Now, Mr. Reid, I believe the members of the Authority
and members of the Council of the City of Staunton had a
meeting the day or evening before the public hearing for tlJe
purpose of considering the Central A.venue project for a
briefing session, isn't that right!
A.. We had a meeting. I mean for what purpose, to discuss
it or what you want to call it, I know that we had a meeting.
Q. What was the object of that meeting before the public
hearing!
A.. I couldn't tell you. A. meeting of information.
Q. Were you present!
Dep.
A. I am sure that I was. The minutes would
page 1730 ~ indicate whether I was, but I am sure that I was
there.
Q. Do you know what was discussed at that meeting~
A. As I told you awhile ago, Mr. Kuykendall, that my memory is not that good. I can't give you details of what was discussed.
Q. Who was at the meetings, do you know f
A. I was there and members of the commission, members of
the Council. "'\Vhether they all were present a hundred percent, I can't tell you. I am sure that a great majority of them
were there.
Q. Were they just the members of the Council and the Authorityf
A. I don't know whether Mr. Smith-I know J\1r. Cochran
was present-one is the City Attorney, the other one is onr
legal counsel. I am sure that Mr. Conley was there.
Q. Anybody else that you know off
A. I couldn't tell you. The minutes of the meetin~ might Ray
who was there.
Q. Do you know how long the meeting lasted Y
A. No, I don't. I imagine it drug on considerable length.
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Q. You don't have any recollection of how long it lasted t
A. No. sir.
Q. And you can't recall uow actually what was
Dep.
discussed there Y
page 1731 ~ A. In detail, no, sir. I know that we went over
the various aspects of urban renewal.
Q. \Vhat was the object of the meeting, can you tell me
that?
A. I can't tell you. I mean offhand. I mean, it was a matter
of a general discussion of the project, of where we stood at
the present time.
Q. That had all been gone into long before that, hadn't it f
A. vVe had had a number of meetings discussing the project but I say we had briefing meetings with the Council to
bring them up to date as to where we stood on this from time
to time.
Q. Was there any need for the meeting in the evening or
the day before the public hearing-?
A. I am sure there must have been a need felt or else I
wouldn't waste my time going there.
Q. Well, was it necessary to have that meeting rather than
just tell the Council at the public hearing where you stood?
A. That I can't answer. I mean, I don't remember. I don't
remember whether we asked for the meeting or the Council
asked for the meeting or why it was held.
Q. And the object of the public hearing, of course, was to
advise the public in ~etail with respect to this
Dep.
proposed project, and the ~Council was there,
page 1732 ~ isn't that true?
A. At the public l1earing, it was held here in
this room.
Q. ·Yes. And, of course, the Council could and would have
been fully advised at that public hearing, I assume, all that
it needed to know, is that right?
A. Ali-I imagine that is correct, yes, sir.
Q. Now, do you know the number of meetings that the
Authority held with the Council with respect to this Central
Avenue program?
A. Do I know how many?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. Not in number, no, but I know we have held a great
many.
Q. Do you know what was discussed at those meetings in a
general way?
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A. Well, more or less recently we have discussed land acquisition.
Q. I mean before the public hearing.
A. What was discussed f
Q. Yes, sir.
A. We were trying to educate them pretty much as we had
tried to get educated in the early part of ours, and we would
talk to them about where we stood, what we were doing, what
papers we had to submit, the variops questions
Dep.
that we were answering, and I know particularly
page 1733 ~ one member in the Council, J\IIr. Fred Prufer, he
would ask you a lot of questions, in which he
was interested.
Q. Do you know whether Mr. Balzer ever attended the
meetings of the Authority or the Council?
A. I can't tell you-I can't remember.
Q. Do you know whether Mr. Poage ever attended the joint
meetings of Council?
A. I couldn't tell you today whether any of the people we
ever employed ever attended the joint meetings of the Council. Whether we did or not I am not qualified to say at this
time.
Q. I believe you stated that the meetings that the Authority had with Council since the public hearing was for the
purpose of dealing with the acquisition of land in the Central
Avenue project area, land and buildings?
A. That's generally the matter of most importance that
was discussed. I might tend to make a statement to this effect
that might speed the hearing up. After litigation was instigated the commission-Authority went before Council and
expressed our desire to go ahead with the acquisition of property. Council gave us a general approvement, but asked that
in specific cases we come back in instances and ask-and talk
about what we were going to do in every case before we did it,
and we 'have done that.
Dcp.
Q. Do you know whether the attorney of the
page 1734 ~ City advised the Council they shouldn't acquire
these properties pending this litigation f
A. That's not in my prerogative. I don't know what be told
the Council.
Q. Let me ask you why you have proceeded to acquire these
properties unless it is determined tl1is project is a valid one
and can ~e carried out?
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A. Why did we 1
Q. Um-hum.
A. I personally wanted to-we, the Authority, wanted to
do it. We asked the Council for their authority, we had the
money.
Q. But if this area should be held not to qualify for urban
renewal you wouldn't want these properties, would you?
A. Well, we have accomplished a great deal of what we set
out to accomplish.
Q. What would you do with these properties you acquired?
A. 'V e hope to sell it to contractors and developers who
would eliminate the blighted condition that is up there.
Q. Well, in other words, even if the properties of the people
that Mr. Taylor and I represent are not acquired, the area,
you will go on and then develop the area just as you have
planned!
Dep.
A. K o, we wouldn't develop. We would have
pag·e 1735 } it for sale.
Q. You are not going to develop the area
even if all of the properties are acquired, are you Y
A. We could then go ahead with demolition and prepare
the area, widen streets and do various things and then sell the
part that was left for redevelopment.
Q. It is going to be developed by the purchasers of the
properties,_ isn't it 7
A. That's right.
Mr. Smith: Again may I state that we object to this line of
testimony and questioning as being irrelevant and immaterial
to the issues in the case and ask that it be so considered and

striken.
By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Mr. Reid, as I understand it, the Authority and Council
determined to proceed with the acquisition of properties in
the urban renewal area because it felt that if the property of
the people that we represent are not acquired, that you will
go ahead and sell those other properties And that there will
be redevelopment in the area.
A. That's right.
I mig-ht like to put into the record just a date here, March
the 26th.
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Mr. Smith: What year?
The Witness: 1963. A joint conference was
~ held with Council and the Authority members on
this date. As a result of this conference the
Council voted to authorize and direct the Authority to proceed with property acquisition.

Dep.
page 1736

By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Now, Mr. Reid, did the Authority acquire any of these
properties in the Central Avenue area before this suit was
filed?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How many, do you know?
A. I don't know, but several of them. I know that particularly some on the Higginbotham property, I think we speak
of it, where the book binding firm used to be on North Augusta Street, Shelley property was acquired almost immediately after the loan and grant, and some property from Mr.
Patterson was acquired prior to the litigation. I don't know
if that was before or after, but it was right about the same
time.
Q. Mr. Reid, do you recall whether you or the Authority
had any meetings with any person with Hayes, Seay, Mattern
& Mattern other than Mr. Balzer?
A. May I ask-we met with a Mr. Aron, I don't know what
firm he was with.
Q. What did you advise you about, do you know?
A. He was a planner, I believe that was his title.
Q. Do you know what area he dealt with in adDep.
vising you?
page 1737 ~ A. It is hard for me to match up the names.
We had a Mr. Marcou, we had a Mr. Aron here.
Q. You don't know what they advised the Authority?
A. If you tell me whose name matr·hed which description
of the man, I could tell vou what he did. I can remember the
man, what he looked like, but it's hard for me to remember
now by name what he did. I can't remember whose name was
attached to which body.
Q. Now, do you know why the firm of Hayes, Seay, Ma.ttern
&· M·attern was selected?
A. I can't remember· why, but I can tell you that it must
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have been in our opinion we felt they were best qualified from
the people who were available to do this work.
Q. vVell, now, you say that they were best qualified. Best
qualified to do what~
A. To perform the job that we had to do, to survey the
area, and we went a lot on recommendations of the people that
the Housing and :Home Finance Agency-the people who they
had felt had done successful work before.
Q. That's the lt,ederal Agency f
A. That's right.
Q. No,v, you know the people that own the properties in
the Central A venue area, I believe, most of them?
A. I know every one of them.
Q. Yes, sir. And you know, in a general way,
Dep.
page 1738 ~ some of them better than others, I am sure, the
.
people that live and do business in that area Y
A. That's correct.
Q. Those people are all upright, highly mo.ral and respect·
able citizens of the City of Staunton, aren't they'
A. As far as I know, yes, sir.
L
. Q. And they are responsible individuals, are they not Y
A. As far as I know.
Q. Do you know what percentage of the buildings in the
Central A venue area are residential T
A. What percentage!
Q. Yes.
A. I have known. I have those figures here with me. I have
known. I can't tell you right offhand unless I make reference
to some notes that I have.
Q. Do you know what percentage of the buildings in the
a rea are con1mercial ~
A. Well, the same thing could go to commercial. Well I
think I have that. I know one's percentage and the other
li'Ould add up to a hundred.
Q. Without looking at your notes, do you know whether it
is a lop-sided figure?
A. It is generally considered commercial
Dep.
property.
page 1739 ~ Q. Generally considered commercial T
A. For commercial.
Q. Now, Mr. Reid, I believe there were two applications
that were filed with the Federal Government requesting
funds, isn't that right?
I
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A. That is survey and planning funds, and loan and grant,
yes, sir.
Q. Yes. Now, do you know whether or not after the first
application was filed, that is, what was called Pnrt 1, I believe, are you familiar with that f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you know whether the Federal Government or Federal Agency requested further information rgarding this area
before it would approve the area for Federal funds 1
A. You mean, did they approve the Part I application without any question'
Q. Yes.
A. I can't answer that. I don't know. I know that we had
phenomenal success in getting approval in t~e anwunt of time
that was required, but whether there were any additional
questions or any additional exhibits or some questions asked,
I am not qualified to say at this time.
Q. If the Federal Agency required further data and further
proof of qualification of Federal funds, that was
Dep.
not brought to the attention of the Authority?
page 1740 ~ A. I wouldn't say that it was or not. I don't
remember.
Q. ~{r. Reid, you mentioned a conference, I believe, with
a man named Mr. Stiff. Is that his nameY
A. Siff.
Q. Siff. Where does he live?
A. He is from Philadelphia.
Q. 'Vhat was hisA. He was the Regional Director for the Housing and
Home Finance Agency.
Q. That was on May of '61?
A. I will look and see. I pnt the date in the record a while
ago.
Q. I believe it was May 2nd. I have got it down.
A. That's right.
Q. What was he supposed to do in connection wifh this
matter?
A. That was, oh, at the time when we were still looking for
education which we were trying to find out what we were supposed to do and how we were supposed to go about it.
Q. In other words, he was l1erP to tell you what to do in
order to get the Federal funds?
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A. Or the steps that we should follow, and I can remember
asking particularly that he give us some explaDep.
nation of the various phases and terms and terpage 1741 ~ minology and words that were used to give us a
layman's explanation of these things so we'd
understand what we were talking about.
Q. Yes. ell, as I say, he came here to talk to you and
advise you what really you had to do to get these Federal
fundsY
A. That's right.
I might read you something that I said at that time regarding Mr. Siff. "I requested the members to m·ake a list and be
prepared with Mr. Siff on May the 2nd, outlining the steps to
be taken in undertaking urban renewal with correct terminology and explanations.''
Q. Now, I notice that you are referring there to a typewritten document.
A. This is transcript of the minutes of the meeting.
Q. I mean earlier during your direct examination and also
just a moment ag-o. It's a long blue-covered thing. Does that
contain excerpts from minutes, or whatY
A. This i~ a thing that I asked to be prepared p:iving me
chronological dates so I would have something for ready referenre as to the order in which things happened.
Q. May I see itt
A. Do you object?

'V

Mr. Smith: It's all right.
The Witness: If you want to ask me a question I have to
have it back.
Dep.
page 1742

.
By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. In other words you only know the an~wers
that are in this documentY
A. I know the answers but .if you 'vant to know the dates
I want to know what that says.
Q. Who prepared this Y
A. Mr. Conley prepared that for me.
Q. And it is from this type-written memo of five pages that
you referred before you answered the questions that were
. .. .
.
given you at the timeT
A. That and some copies of minutes that I pulled out of
my own collection of minutes. I get a copy of all thP. minutes
~
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of every meeting. A copy is submitted to me and I pulled
out some copies that I have for ready reference.
Q. I notice here an itein De,cember 1, 1961. It'!:i entitled
'·Conference, Downtown Access Street~." vVhat do you know
about that conference with reference to the downtown access
streets?
A. Can I see my notes?
Q. You don't recall anything about it~
A. Yes. I told you earlier that we had had a meeting of
the State Highway Department to con1e in and talk to us
about streets. Tbay may be the conference that it was talking
about. I don't know if that's the one or not.
Dep.
Q. I will read it. It says ''A joint meeting of
page 1743 ~ the City Council, the Planning Commission, and
the Authority was held to discuss downtown
access thoroughfares with Garland A. Wood.''
A. 'Vhat is the date on itT
Q. December the first, '61.
A. vVe did have such a meeting and talked about various
access streets. Talking to Mr. Dick Farrier earlier, I referred to the fact that we even talked about putting a tunnel
in the city at one time. I mean, that's how far it got.
Q. Now, do you know what action was taken by either the
Authority or the City Council to effect a change in the ~o"
called "inner loop" that was suggested by lVIr. Wood in hi~
l\Iaster Plan¥
A. vVill you ask that question again T
(vVhereupon, the last above-recorded question was read hy
the reporter.)
The Witness: There has been a number of discussions
about the street, as to whether it ought to come up ·New
Street, whether it ought to go up to Coalter Street, about the
cross streets over Frederick Street. There may he ~orne dis"
cussion about going out to Churchville A venue and coming
back. We had a long discussion about changing the streets
one time and running on a diagonal from Lewis Street up
through the present Fallon property which has just been
negotiated for a new Holiday Inn, coming across
Dep.
the corner of Stuart Hall, going down in front
page 1744 ~ of the Episcopal Church and joining over at
Green Street going back acro~R th~ hill to Han1p"
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ton, coming to Greenville Avenue. I have sat in on a number
of discussions as member of the Planning Commission, as
member of the City Council and as a member of this group,
in which locations of streets as part of the Garland Wood
recommendation has been discussed.
Q. Do you know whether any changes in the Garland \Vood
plan were effected by either the Authority or the Council as a
result of these discussions?
A. I couldn't say.
Q. Do you know whether it was necessary to effect a change
in the street situation as outlined in the Garland 'N ood plan
in order to adapt this Central Avenue area for urban redevelopment?
A. I couldn't say.
Q. And if such change were effected, you were not aware
of the need for it Y
A. I wouldn't say ''yes'' or ''no'' to that. I mean, I don't
know what changes, if any, were made.
Q. Wouldn't you, as a member of the Authority, know
whether such changes were made in order to facilitate the use
of this property for urban redevelopment f
A. I think we tried to coordinate it, yes, sir.
Q. And if there were such changes you would
Dep.
know about it, wouldn't you f
page 1745 } A. Yes, sir.
Q. And you don't know whether there were
anyY
A. I can't say whether I do or don't. I don't remernber of
any. I do know this, at one time they talked about going up
New Street, and this plan facilitates an idea for going up
Augusta, but it doesn't actually tie in a hundred percent
with the plan.
Q. Do you recall whether Mr. Balzer ever told the Authority or the Council or a joint meeting of the Authority and the
Council why the Central Avenue area qualified for urban
renewal?
A. I don't know what he said, but I offered a while ago to
read from his report.
Q. Did he ever tell you whether or not the buildings were
in a condition that justified the razing of the buildings for
urban renewal?
A. As I said before, I am not prepared to testify as to what
Mr. Balzer has said. I can't remember. I could read from
a report and, as I said, if the report was in difference with
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his verbal testimony at the tirne, I a1n sure I would have taken
issue with it.
Q. Do you know whether the Housing and liome Finance
Agency had entered into a contract with the City of Staunton
through the Council or the Authority and agreed
Dep.
to make funds available to this project 1
page 1746 ~ A. Do I know whether or not they entered into
a contract ag-reeing to make funds available?
Q. Y~s.

A. They did enter into a contract.
Q. Do you know whether or not tl1at contract was entered
into before this suit was filed?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. It was or was not?
A. The contract was entered into before this suit was filed,
I am sure.
Mr. Smith: Is Counsel referring to the cooperation agreement?
The Witness: Are you referring to the loan and grant ap~
plication Y
By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Contract for loan and grant.
A. Yes, we had the loan and grant application approved
before the litigation was started.
Q. I notice in this memo that you handed me, that was prepared by Mr. Conley, to refresh your recollection about the
dates, an item dated February 26th, 1963, that is entitled
"Joint Meeting to Decide Future Policy" and I note this
statement, ''A briefing session was held with
Dep.
members of Council and the Authority on matpage 1747 ~ ters concerning future policy. No decisions were
reached prin1arily because the HHFA had not
had time to act on the contract for loan and grant. At this
time the Authority also asked the City to become co-defendant in the suit. Council agreed to do so by resolution dated
February 28th, 1963.
Mr. Smith: Again we want to object to this line of testimony as bein~ immaterial and irrelevant relating to matters
and things which occurred after the institution of this suit
and are not properly part of the evidence.
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The "ritness: What was the date of that you gave me?
By Air. l(uykeudall:
Q. February 26th, 1963.
A. I have a note !Jere that says, '' ':rhe application for loan
and grant was approved on January the 7th, 1963. ''
Q. Well, this statement in here that, ''No decisions were
reached primarily because the Ifl-IFA had not had time to
act on the contract for loan and grant,'' is it correct or
not1
A. I couldn't say. I ha \'(_.. a copy of a telegram here, a Verifax copy of a telegran1 here that is dated January 7tb.
Q. What does that telegram say?
A. It says that loan and grant was approved.
Q. Just read it, please.
A. If I can find it again. I had it here a moDep.
ment ago when you were leading up .to that--!
page 1748 } figured you were going to ask me that. I was going to have one ready.

Mr. Smith: vVe are talking ahout what date now, January
7th, Mr. Kuykendall?
Mr. Kuykendall: ~1r. Reid is, yes, the telegram.
The Witness: I don't know what book it's in now but I saw
it here a moment ago.
·
Mr. Smith : I think the witness should be permitted to
·
have his memorandum back.
The Witness: I read it, read every word of it. I don't
know where it is no'v but it was a Verifax copy of the approval of the loan and grant application. Here you are, sir.
It is a telegram datelined Washington, December the 7th,
3 :45 p.m. Eastern standard time, to Edward J. Conley, Executive Director, Redevelopment & Housing Authority, Staunton, Virginia, says: "Temporary loan funds of $1,087,504.00
and $743,618.00 capital grant funds approved for Central
Avenue urban renewal project. Letter follows from Regional
office. Signed, William L. Slayton, Housing and Home Finance Agency."

By Mr. Kuykendall :
Q. That was tentative approval Y
A. That is temporary loan and grant. That is approval.
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Q. Is it true that the contract was actually not approved
but it was later approved f.
Dep.
A. That was approval of the contract.
page 1749 ~ Q. December the 7th, '62?
~fr.
~f r.

Cochran: January 7, '63.
Smith: Can you find it again?
The "\Vitness: Yes, sir, it is in this book. 1 know what IJook
it is in this time. ,January the 7th-! was reading the ''D. C.''
necember-1963.
~1r. Cochran: What year?
The "\Vitness: 19G3. D. C., 1963, January the 7t11.
By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. "'\\Tell, arc you able to determine whether or not thal the
contract for loan and grant had or had not been approved on
February 26th, 1963?
A. It was approved on January 7th, with Mr. Slayton, who
was the Director of IIousing and Home Finance Agency, why,
it had become approved.
Q. I will show you this February 26th item and ask you
whether or not that statement contained in there is correct?
A. I couldn't tell you what it means.
Q. May I see t'hat again, please?
A. Yes, I am going to relld you from another one. I have
here for the matter of record a copy of a news Jetter which we
furnished to the people on the Political Action Committee on
this date.
1\{r. Smith: Vlhat kind of committee? Political Action Con1mittee or Citizens Action?
The Witness: No, Citizens Action Committee. On here is the date, January the 7th. A similar group to
what you have, if you would like to see it. That is a copy of a
letter that went out to this Citizens group.

Dep.
page 1750

~

By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. I believe Mr. Slayton is the Commissioner of Urban
Renewal?
A. He is the Director, yes.
Q. Now, the application for loan and grant was approved,
Part II, that would· beY
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A. That's right.
Q. Now, do you know when the contract for the loau aud
grant was approved?
A. When the contract was approved is when the nwney was
made available, and the money was made available there on
January the 7th.
Q. Now, then, I notice that on December the 2nd, 1963-and
again I am referring to these notes that you handed me prepared by Mr. Conley-the statement "Mr. Conley briefed
Council on request for recertification of City's workable program.''
A. ThaFs correct.
Q. ''7hat was the City's workable program?
Dep.
A. 1\Ir. Conley did it. I might try to explain to
page 1751 ~ explain to you what it is. Every year, in order to
qualify for urban renewal funds, you have to resubmit the workable program for the City which outlines the
various codes and the various things showing codes, and it
has to be done, and before we could qualify the first time, and
each year since, we have to be recertified.
Q. You mean, before you qualify with the FederalA. It is a responsibility of the City, not a responsibility of
the Authority. Mr. Conley assists in doing it.
Q. Well, was this taken up with the Authority or the Council!
A. Taken up with the Council.
Q. Were you present, or do you recall f
A. No, sir, I was not present.
Mr. Smith: My objection continues to these matters after
the instigation of the suit.
By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Do you know whether the Federal Government required
that the Council of the City recertify its workable plan before
each loan was approved?
A. It is a requirement every year-before and every year
since.
Q. Do you know what percentage of the buildings in the
Central Avenue area were vacant at the time the
Authority concluded to select that area for the
Dep.
page 1752 } project Y
A. I don't remember, but it is a matter of record in some of these exhibits we have.
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Q. Can you recall there were more vacancies in the buildings of that area or less than in the other three areas that
you have mentioned f
A. I couldn't tell you.

Mr. Kuyl{endall: I think that's all.
Mr. Smith: Mr. Reid, one question. After reading Mr.
Slayton's telegram of January 7, 1963, informing the Mayor
that Part II, Application for Loan and Grant had been approved, do you recall whether or not it was necessary then to
enter into a formal contract that was later approved by the
Council on Fe b. 20, 1963?
The Witness: I don't remember.
Mr. Smith: That's all.
Mr. Reid, do you authorize the reporter to sign your name
to this deposition when it is transcribed Y
The Witness : ·Yes.
Mr. Smith: Thank yon.
And further this deponent saith not.

Dep.
page 1755

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

~

The deposition of Richard Ashby Farrier, taken before
Bessie J. Gibbs, a Notary Public of and for the State of
Virginia at Large, in the Corporation Courtroom of the City
Hall of the City of Staunton, Virginia, at 9:30 o'clock, a.m.,
Saturday, April4, 1964, pursuant to agreement of counsel and
order of the Court, to be read as evidence in the above-entitled cause.

•
Dep.
page 1756

~

•

•

•

•

PROCEEDINGS.

Mr. Smith: I'd like to make a short statement for the record, please. In view of the fact that this evidence is being
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taken by deposition and without the presence of His Honor,
we had hoped and still·hope to be able to complete the defendants' evidence in this case by the 11th as has been scheduled.
However, due to complications of Mr. Kuykendall's schedule,
no evidence will be taken on Monday, the 6th. But I would
like to point out that yesterday, April 3rd, we were only able
to put two witnesses on the stand. The direct examination of
those witnesses consumed one hour and fifty minutes and the
rest of the time was devoted to cross examination and with
continued cross examination of that length we ~ce very little
hope in being able to contplete ou_r evidenec by the 11th of
April.
Nlr. l(uykendall: In ret:;pon~e to Mr. Stnith '~ staternent I
would like for the record to show that the need for e1·os~
examination is obvious in that the two witnesses offered bY
the defendants were asked questions that resulted in the witnesses engaging in generalities in their statements rather
than being specific about 1natter~. of which they should havP
knowledge and should have been prepared to answer. Instead~
they were obviously unprepared to answer based upon their
own personal recollections and took a gTeat deal
Dep.
of time to look through notes and papers in an
page 1757 ~ effort to seek the answer. Much of the delay in
cross examination was occassioned by either lack
of knowledge or lack of preparation on the part of the witnesses offered by the defendant.
I might further add that there has been no delay occassioned by the plaintiffs. It so happens that Judge Marshall
set a matter for hearing in Woodstock on the 6th involving a
number of condemnation cases in which I am interested and
it is imparative that I be there. This iR the renson for n1y
absence on the sixth. There have been other instances, however, where we have been forced to delay with the trial of this
case, all of which was proper and understandable and certainly there was no objection to it.
Mr. Smith: Regarding cross examination, I might add
that it has been our observation that much of the delay in proceeding with cross examination has been occa.ssioned bv the
apparent need of counsel for the complainants conferring at
considerable length between questions aAked on cross examination.
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being duly sworn, deposes as follo\vs:
DIRECT EXAMINATION.

By ~1r. Smith:
Q. State your full name, age, and residence, please, sir.
A. Richard Ashby Farrier, 43, 108 1-Iarper
Court, Staunton, Virginia.
Dep.
page 1758 ~ Q. What is your occupation, ~Ir. Farrier?
A. Con tractor.
Q. Would you briefly state the extent of your education,
Mr. Farrier 7
A. Basically, a graduate of Virginia Polytechnic Institute,
B. S. degree and several other specialized courses. That's the
only-of any formal education where I actually obtained a
degree.
Q. In what field was your degree obtained?
A. Education.
Q. Mr. Farrier, how long have you been a resident of the
City of Staunton 7
A. Approximately 18 years, sir.
Q. Do you hold a position with the Staunton Redevelopment and Housing AuthorityY
A. Yes, I :am a member of the Staunton Redevelopment and
Housing Authority.
Q. Do you know about when you were appointed to that
position 7
A. I was appointed at the outset of the formation of the
Commission in J\tiarch of 1961, I believe.
Q. Have you served continuously in that capacity up to the
present time?
Dep.
A. Yes.
page 1759 ~ Q. l\1r. Farrier, following your appointment
along with the other commissioners of the Authority, were meetings held 7
A. Yes, sir.
Q. ·How often were those meetings held?
A. At ]east weekly.
. Q. And for a period of time following the formation of the
Authority, what was the prime object and purpose of those
meetings?
A. The purpose of the meeti~gs for a considerable period
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of time was for self-education on the part of the commissioners to familiarize the commissioners with the scope and
various aspects of the work of the commission and various
aspects of urban renewal.
Q. Do you recall when specific project areas were first discussed, or probable project areas~
A. It was during· the summer of that year. I don't recall
the exact time. It was two or three months after we were
formed, I believe. Let me check here to see. It was later in the
summer that year. I don't recall exactly when. Some few
months after we were formed. 'Ve didn't give that first consideration at all in our early meetings.
Q. At these meetings who acted as secretary of the meetings'
A. l\ir. C. l\!L J\IIoyer, the then City Engineer,
Dep.
was invited by the commission to sit with us and
page 1760 ~ to act as secretary.
Q. At any time was Mr. Moyer asked to secure information regarding any possible project areas?
A. Yes.
Q. What was the nature of that information?
A. Information about tax values, the general condition of
the area, something about-well, prepared sketches of the
area to clarify in our own minds for map studies, for the look
of this area, the layout, the organization and relation of buildings, and so on, to help us get a general picture of the areas
we were going· to study.
Q. Do you recall what areas were under consideration by
the Authority prior to the designation of the Central Avenue
project area Y
A. I don't recall all of them because each of the Authority members were asked to, on their own, conscientiously
study the general downtown area and come up with sug·gestions. There were three that I recall particularly. One is the
area which was later designated as the ·Central Avenue Urban
Renewal Project. Another was on the-right across from City
Hall, an area bounded roughly by East Beverley, Market -and
New, I believe-no, Augusta. Right across from City Hall
here, this general area south of the city hall.
Q. Do you actually mean New or Augusta Y
Dep.
A. Augusta. I am sorry, I am thinking backpage 1761 } 'vards. Market, New, and Augusta, it's between
New and 1\iarket: is 'vhat I mean to say. I am
sorry. They are one-way streets, sir. New goes up. And there
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is a third area on down toward the underpa::;s-I ain sorrythat we gave some consideration to. 1Vell, there is another
one, too, that is adjacent to the Johnson Street parking lot,
1\'Iiddlebrook Avenue, and in that area.
Q. Did you personally have occassion to inspect these areas
yourself1
A. Oh, yes.
Q. Do you know of your own knowledge, that the other
members of the Authority looked at these areas f
A. I am confident they did. I don't recall specifically that
we went as each and every one together but some did individually and at times we went in groups or subgroups. Anyway, in our own way and collectively to some extent we did,
of course.
Q. At your meetings were the relative merits and demerits
of these areas discussed?
A. Yes, they were.
1\{r. Kuykendall: I object to the leading· questions.
Mr. Smith: All right, sir.

By Mr. Smith:
Q. Do you recall when the Central Avenue project area itself was designated as the area to renew~
Dep.
A. July the 28th, 1961.
page 1762 ~ Q. Can you tell us briefly what prompted the
selection of that area by the Authority?
A. Well, part of the basis for the selection was, of course,
our own personal knowledge of the area and then we continued to study the area and observations from knowing the
area over a period of time and also from more deliberate
study of the area. Also studies or information which 1\ir.
Aioyer was able to fill us in with. The obvious appearance of
the area, that it was dilapidated and run down and mixed
uses of the area, commercial and houses all mixed up together
and residences and it was quite apparent to us that it was
certainlv an area that would warrant serious studv.
Q. Y~u say "would warrant serious study". ·"\Vas this a
final selection by the Authority?
A. Oh, no. No. This was a-when I say we selected for
serious study, I say· it was tentatively selected, and then, of
course, we set out to systematically study the area to see
if it would comply with the State and Federal statutes ·and if
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it could really qualify as an urban renewal project; but at
that point it was simply the 1natter of selecting the area for
more intensive study.
Q. After the tentative project area was announced, what,
in essence had to be done next in order to go
Dep.
forward with an intensive study of that area?
page 1763 ~ A. Well, of course, in order to make an intensive study, we, not being experts, found it
necessary to turn to people who were experts in the fields that
could study it and give us some very definite guidance on the
area. And that is what we turned to, as soon as we could find
such people and select, and then we elected to cause such n
study to be made in that aspect.
Q. It is in evidence that there was a Survey and Planning
Application filed with the Federal Government. Do you know
what the purpose of that application was Y
A. Well, the Survey and Planning Application was actually filed, as the term suggests, as an application for planning
and survey to permit us to go forward from there.
Q. How was this planning and survey to be financed Y
A. It was to be financed locally. There was no Federal
participation in the project at that time, of course.
Q. Do you know who the firms were who were employed by
tbe Authoritv to make these studies Y
A. Actually there were two firms employed directly, I
guess you would say; Hayes, Seay, ~{attern & Mattern, a firm
of architects and engineers. They associated themselves with
another firm, Blair and Stein, Associates, in Washington, who
were essentially planners and architects, I believe. So we employed the firm of Hayes, Seay, Mattern & MatDep~
tern and the firm of J. E. Rountrey & Associates
page l764 ~ in Richmond. and the firm of-Rountrey's firm
was employed to do the land utilization and marketability study and re-use appraisal. Those were actually
the onlv two we emplovcd.
Q. In connection with the firm of Hayes, Seay, Mattern &
Mattern, were anv other comparable firms under consideration at the time of their employment?
A. There were. I know we gave very serious study to this
matter of selection because we felt they would by some standards carrv the essence of the burden of coming up with our
desired findings. There were two firms I know, the firm
Bartholomew and Associates or some such name, I believe out
Washington. 1\faybe they are based in Atlanta. Anyway·,
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Bartholomew was part of the name and there was another
one, a Richmond firm Terrant, Brooks and Womack, I believe.
Perhaps those two. Perhaps there were others; those two I
recall. There was some_ time we deliberated over who we
should employ because we felt it was such an important n1ove.
Q. And do you recall other firms being considered in connection with the land utilization and marketability study and
re-use appraisal?
A. I don't recall names. I know there were-I am sure
there were others. I don't recall who they were by name.
Q. Do you know approximately when the work
Dep.
was done by these firms of experts, when their
page 1765 ~ surveys were made~
A. Actually the -architects and engineering
firm of Hayes, _Seay, Mattern & Mattern was selected and
employed on February 2nd, 1962, and then they proceeded to
work shortly after that.
Q. I am not necessarily interested in the dates, but can you
tell us approximately when the firm of Rountrey and Associates did their work?
A. It was near the same time that they were employed, because I know we were anxious to get the work on the way.
Sometime early that year. I might say that actually-! might
add, if I may, that when we looked with particular interest on
the firm of Hayes, Seay, 1\:Iattern & 1\:Iattern, before we actually proceeded to employ them, that 've had, I an1 sure, more
than one meeting with them here and I might add that I was
personally interested and went on my own time on a day off
to their firm without their knowledge and went throu,gh tl1eir
firn1 on a g·uided tour, and they knew I was a prospect for
their services but they didn't know exactly· whnt, and I was
satisfied in my own mind and so reported to the Authority
and, as a matter of fact, I then later made the motion that
they be employed. But I was very favorably impressed as a
layman to observe what facilities they had and the scope of
work and the t~rpe of clients they have served.
That was a big· decision for us, one of the first
big decisions we made. I know that one of the
Dep.
page 1766 ~ members of the partnership was l1ere, Mr. Barringer, I believe. We intervie,ved him and Mr.
1\fann, who later came to work for us. J\fr. Balser, who was
particularly active as their representntive, but we took a
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pretty hard, thorough look at their firm, particularly when
we became interested in them.
Q. Was the Authority subsequently advised by thes£.\ experts of the findings 1
A. Oh, yes. vV e bad meetings, I wouldn't say they were sort
of reg-ular meetings, but at times we met with them as they
progressed with their work, and they told us what they were
doing and what they were finding. And, for instance, :M.r.
Balser met with us, I know, two or three tiliieS with the Authority and with City Council in joint confcrl'llces during tl1e
time they were performing their work for us.
Q. After this work was performed, can you tell us what the
next major document was that had to be fil£.\d with the Federal Government?
A. I suppose the next thing you would consider as a major
document would be the Part I Application for the Loan and
Grant. We had quite a voluminous document based primarily
on their finding·s. It was a cmnpilation, as I recall, of the findings of these experts.
Q. Is that sometimes referred to as the final projec-t rPportT
Dep.
A. Yes, sir.
page 1767 ~ Q. Before the filing-well, (•an you tell n~
about when that was filed?
A. That was in mid-summer of '62, June, I believe, of '62.
Q. Prior to the filing· of that report you Ray tl1ere wer·e joint
conferences¥
A. Oh, yes.
Q. vVas· there a joint conference dealing with the final project report and the findings of these various experts?
A. Yes, there was one I recall very well, confm·ence with
the members of the Authority and City Planning Commission
and City Council and City Engineer, I believe, was in on it.
Anyway, it was a long, midnight session, almost, of going·
over very thoroughly and questioning at great lengtl1 of what
they had come up with and very lengthy discussions. I recall
that meeting very particularly at the culmination of their
work.
Q. Do you know who among tho experts were present at
that meeting?
A. Let me see, I know Mr. Balser was one, I recall very
well, and I don't believe-Mr. A ron. I believe-1\fr. Rountrey
was unable to be-, Mr. Aron, of Rountrey and Associates
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was there. Mr. Simon of the firm of Blair and Stein, those
three. I don't believe there were any others.
Q. Were you, as a member of the Authority,
aware of whether or not an architect 1nade a deDep.
page 1768 ~ tailed survey f
A. Oh, yes.
Q. Do you r.emember his name?
A. Mr. Poage. Mr. Poage was representative entployed by
the firm of Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern, and he is the
person that actually came into the area and spent considerable time making a detailed study, building by building, and
doing the field work for the firm.
Q. At the joint session in June of 1962, which you have
desc.ribed, was ~1:r. Poage present, do you recall?
A. Mr. Poage wasn't present, I don't believe, no, sir.
Q. Did 1'Ir. Balzer report or 1\ir. Poage's findings?
A. Oh, yes, 1'Ir. Balzer had l\{r. Poage's fmdings and presented them in great detail, and there was discussions item by
item, and as I recall, building by building, very detailed-in
fact, that was one of the major parts of the conference was
discussion of his findings and with displays and c'harts.
Q. Were there any questions presented to these experts by
the members of the Authority and Council?
A. ·Yes, there were many questions by both n1en1bers of the
Council and members of the Authority. As I mentimwd earlier, it was a very lengthy session and there was a very great
deal of discussion, questions and answers.
Q. Do you recall when the public hearing was held?
A. The public hearing was held in the fall,
Dep.
in September of '62.
page 1769 } Q. 'Vere there any other joint conferences
prior to that public hearing?
A. There was one joint conference, I recall, waR held the
previous night, the night-yeah, the nig·ht before the public
hearing, it was one of a series that had been 1Jeld joint]y 'vith
City Council, and, I believe, City Council, 1nemhers of the
Authority, and the experts that were going to be here the
following day for the public hearing were here, so we held
a joint conference the evening- before with them.
Q. What was the purpose of that conference?
A. The purpose-at least two purposes I felt, in my own
1nind-of course, one was to, in as much as City Council was
going to hold the public hearing, that they should be as well
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informed as they could about the state of the program and
various aspects of it in order to direct the public hearing, to
be as knowledgeable as it was. The other, of course, was to
take advantage of the obvious presence of the experts. These
people are hard to get and hard to get. together at one time,
so it was simply a matter of convenience, of course, to utilize
them in such fashion and meet the evening before while they
would be here.
Q. Were any questions put to the experts on that occassionf
Dep.
A. Oh, yes.
page 1770 ~ Q. By whom Y
A. I am sure there were. Particularly by City
Council. As I recall at that particular meeting we more or
less made the experts available-of course, we were interested in questions too. I don't recall the details. Of course,
it's been quite some time ago, but the City Council particularly, and, I recall, particularly one or two members of the council especially were very concerned about certain aspects, had
many questions.
Q. Now, were you present at the public hearing 1
A. Oh, yes.
Q. Up until that time, ~Ir. Farrier, had you done anything
on your own to familiarize yourself with the area other than
as you have already testified, I believe, that you were in the
area and looked at it yourself before it was designated as a
tentative project area f Had you gone back after that time?
A. Yes, I had.
Q. Had occassion to see it?
A. Of course, I continued to keep the thing uppermost in
my mind in travels that took me through the area quite a bit.
I might say, to go back a little farther, I was reasonably familiar with the area from the beginning because for some four
years I lived right in sight of the area and moved through the
area to and from downtown, and I might go back
Dep.
and add by way of background and knowledge
page 1771 ~ of the area too, that I for some time when I first
came to Staunton I had a job working with disabled veterans, 'Vorld War II veterans who were pursuing
vocational rehabilitation training. Several of these were
training in this project area. I recall that there was one
training in the McClure Company and one in the Central Garage. There was one in what is now the body shop, 1\fcClure
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Body Shop, I beHeve. There were several veterans training in
that area that I was concerned with visiting regularly, so I
knew some of the properties from that experience from having
lived there. But still I mention that just by way of background, I didn't bring it in awhile ago but I continued to study
the area, of course. I felt it was m.y duty and only right that
I should.
I might add, too, that on my own and at my own expense,
personal expense and time, which took some several weeks, I
actually co.nstructed a .working-what you might say, a scale
model of a large portion of the City of Staunton-tbe n1odel
is present in the room here now; it may have come to your attention-particularly to show the street layout and something
of the terrain and general conditions of the city. Familiar as I
thought I was with the city, there was much still that I was
interested in seeing revealed through the little experience of
building that model.
But to answer your question, sir, I did conDep.
tinue, of course, to look with particular interest
page 1772 ~ in the area since we had decided to study it.
Q. Over what period-I think you had testified
vou had been a resident of Staunton for 18 vears?
· A. Yes, sir.
.,
Q. Over what period of time have you had a general familiarity with the Central Avenue project area 1
A. I have had a ,Q;eneral knowledge of the area since I fir·st
came to Staunton because, as I mentioned, when I moved to
Staunton I first lived for some four years in sight of tl1e ArP.fl,
and my work took me into the area regularly.
Q. Over that period of time what had been the general condition, physical condition of that area?
A. Well, of course, the conditions always looked pretty run
down, but I think it l1as continued to appear more so and has
continued-to me it looked more dilapidated and deteriorated
through the years since then.
Q. Now, it's been suggested, Mr. Farrier, that the Authority arbitrarily chose this area and then employed experts to
rubber-stamp their decision that this would be the project
area. Is that true?
A. Mr. Smith, that is absolntelv incorrect. We employed
these exnerts to come and to studv this area and to give us
their findings, uncolored, the bare facts, that we might eval-
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uate their findings and proceed fr01n there. But,
as I mentioned at the outset, the selection of this
~ area, when we first announced this selection as
a tentative project area, it was simply a selection for study. And I know through the press it has been reported that eruphasis has been 1nade that this was the case,
that these people were hired to support and rubber-stamp the
feeling of the Authority, but that is absolutely incorrect.
Q. To your knowledge, were the representatives of theHe
firms given specific instructions regarding that?
A. They most certainly were. It was made very emphatic
to them by the chairman of the Authority, Mr. Reid, that we
wanted the facts, we wanted their :findings, we respected their
ability to do the job, we hired them for the job and come what
may, we wanted their findings uncolored. It was made very
emphatic. I might add at that point, if I may, that my personal feeling-and I am sure I express the feeling of all the
members of the Authority-has been from the outset that, of
course, this whole thing was-the establishment was voted
upon by the citizens of Staunton. We were asked to serve
at no cost to the city at the pleasure of City Council.
It's never been my desire, certainly, and I don't think of
any of the other commissioners, to attmupt to prmnotc urban
renewal or prornote a particular project. But it haR been our
duty, of course, to oversee the administration
Dep.
of this matter from the beginning and if this is
page 1774 ~ what people wanted, we would attempt to administer it to the best of our ability. But I might
say that we have never tried to promote or sell urban renewal
as such. If I might take a minute further, not to get into
philosophyzing too much, but I personally like to see the
Federal Government involved in local affairs as little as possible, both State and Federal.
I might say that I happened to serve on the board of the
King's Daughters' Hospital, and this past ednesday I went
to Washington and spent a day trying to keep the Federal
Government out of the p~oject that we have under\vay in
King's Daughters' Hospital to the extent of a wage matter.
I mihgt say-and I think this is pertinent to my basic feeling
-we are awarding a contract to expand the King's Daughters' Hospital.
·
The Federal Government, through Hill-Burton Funds, is
participating, helping to make it possible :financially.- In so
doing they prescribe a wage scale for ·all the various trades
Dep.
page 1773

'¥"
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on the job. They did finally, when they came to electrician,
they put a wag-e close to $5.00 per hour, which is roughly twice
what it should be. I have very strong feelings about that type
of thing, so I went to Washington and appeared before the
appropriate officials in the Labor Department in conference,
and it appears when the Federal Government participates in
a matter locally they have certain strings attached, and I
personally like to see as little of it as possible. But I have
never in any way been an advocate of Federal
Dep.
participation as such if there is some other 'vay
page 1775 ~ to do it.
Q. Following the public hearing in September
of 1962, do you, of your knowledge, know whether the City
Council toured the project area before acting on the redevelopment plan f
A. I arn sure they did, at least on one occassion, because
I was a part of the group that included City Council on such
inspection. I am sure that they individually and in other
ways made other inspections, too, but on one occassion I was
in a group that did n1ake an inspection of the area.
Q. Following the approval by City Council of the redevelopment plan, what stage of the project did that bring you
~~

.

A. Well, of course, after City Council then approved it we
proceeded then to go on into a more formal application for
money to proceed with the project, what you might call it, I
guess you would speak of the execution phase, or Part II, the
application for our loan grant for money actually to proceed
with the project.
Q. And was that portion of it successfully completed 1
A. Yes.
Q. "\Yas the Application for Loan and Grant approved 1
A. Yes, sir. As I recall it was submitted, and to my knowledge there were no changes. They accepted it as submitted.
Q. And following that what was the next phase?
A. The next phase, then, of course, was Federal Government then approved our application
Dep.
page 1776 } and then as a matter of form or procedure, of
course, we had to enter into a contract with them,
the City did with the Federal Government.
Q. T'hen, following that, what phase of the project were
you inf
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A. V\Tell, after that was done, of course, we were then
ready to proceed with acquisition of property.
Q. Have all the acquisitions that have been made been done
by the Authority on its own, or has it consulted anybody!
A. No, we have, as a matter of policy, from the outset and
in every case have collaborated with the City Council to seek
their approval before proceeding, and they have approved
each purchase.
Q. Mr. Farrier, do you have any interest in any of the
property in the project area or any property surrounding the
project area 7
A. No, sir, I do not.
Q. Before the tentative selection of the Central project
area, did you, together with other members of the Authority,
look at any other urban renewal projects in the State f
A. Oh, yes. We made two planned trips, one to Norfolk as
a guest of the Norfolk Redevelopment & !-lousing Authority,
spent a day there. Also in Harrisonburg. I had
Dep.
some personal knowledge of Commonwealth Propage 1777 ~ ject, so-called, I believe, at Roanoke. As an
Authority we made two very deliberate and definite trips to inspect these areas mentioned.
Mr. Smith:

That's all, thank you.
CROSS EXAMINATION.

By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. 1\{r. Farrier, I believe you stated that there were four
areas that 'had initially been considered by the Authority for
urban renewal f
A. I would say four. Actually, I think I said, :Mr. Kuykendall, that there were four that I recall. I am sure there
were probably perhaps others, too. These four I recal1 particularly, yes, sir.
Q. Did they give the appearance, from a casual observation, of having the same conditions at these other three .areas
as the Central Avenue area f
· A. Well, they did, of course, to a degree, as most all of
downtown does, but it was felt that this area was qualified
more nearly for serious study, in our minds.
Q. Why was that f
A. Because of the apparent continued downgrading of the
area in our minds, the going down of the area, the apparent
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condition, the greater degree of mixed uses of the area. And
we felt, too, that a project could be carried on
Dep.
there probably with less disruption to the downpage 1778 ~ town area than, for instance, right across here
from City Hall where it is more or less really
the heart of downtown. It seemed to be more logical.
Q. To what extent did the factor that you have just mentioned, that there would be less disr~ption to the downtown
business district by the selection of the Central Avenue area
play in selecting that area Y
A. I don't know what extent it would have played, sir. It
certainly was a factor. Our whole basic concept and desire
was to do something to help downtown and with as little
disruption as possible. \Ve felt that this particular project
which might be the first or might be the only project, that we
better not just go down and tear up right in the middle of
town if we could do something worthwhile out farther.
Q. \Vbat do you mean by do something 'vorthwhile 1
A. For example, with the Central Avenue project we could
carry on a project there rather than if you go across here and
take out a block and disrupt, you say, main street and two
other streets here, it would be, we felt, more of a serious disruption downtown and the retail merchants-there was less
retail business done up there of a type that it would interfere less with downtown operations.
Q. In other words, there was less retail business in the
Central A venue area f
A. Less activity to be disturbed at the time,
Dep.
yes.
page 1779 ~ Q. So that did play a major-it was a major
factor in your consideration, was it f
A. I wouldn't say it was a major factor. It was a consideration. There were a number of things we considered. Of
course, the main consideration was the matter of removing
blig·ht and deterioration, trying to get rid of these rundown
areas or one rundown area. Of course, you can't escape the
fact that was a part of our consideration, of course.
Q. What did yon consider blight to consist off When you
were looking for blight. what were you looking for?
A. I was looking for buildings that 'vere rundown, that
were used improperly, and no longer used for their intended
purpose, in a bad state of affairs and poor living conditions,
unsanitary, and so on.
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Q. Now, before I get back to that, let me ask you again
about these other three areas that you considered, those three
areas which I believe were south of . A.ugusta Street, were they
not¥
A. South-say south of Beverley Street.
Q. Beverley Street, excuse me.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Those three areas had conditions as bad or worse than
the conditions in the Central A venue area, did they f
A. I suppose there were individual conditions
Dep.
that were bad but considering the area-we just
page 1780} couldn't segregate the area and pull out individual-we considered the area at large. vV e felt
that the conditions were worse in this area.
Q. What do you mean when you say "this area" Y
A. The Central A venue area that was later designated a~
a project.
Q. Now, did you have a study made of the other three areas
by these experts to see whether conditions there were worse
than thev were in the Central Avenue area f
A. No; sir, we didn't. We didn't have funds, didn 't seek
funds. We sought funds to study this particular project area.
It was up to us to select an area to study and we had no nwans
by which to study the other areas formally, except by our own
means and assistance of the City Engineer and local means
at hand that wouldn't involve outlets of capital.
Q. I understand, though, the Authority was unwilling to
judge the condition of the Central Avenue area, that is, for
the purpose of determining whether it was blighted and
whether it qualified under the Virg-inia statute without first
obtaining the views of experts on the subject, isn't that right 7
A. I don't know what your understanding may be, sir.
Q. Isn't it correct that the Authority wouldn't designate
the Central Avenue area as a blighted area and
Dep.
one that qualified under the statute unless the
page 1781 } Authority had first been advised by experts that
it met the requirements of the Virginia statutes?
A. It was illegal and improper and we were unauthorized
to study an area too-we couldn't employ personnel. We had
designated an area for studying or to get money for it. We
had no means to do it.
Q. But I say, the Authority was not willing to reach the
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conclusion that the Central Avenue area was blighted and
that it qualified within the meaning of the Virginia statute
until after it had brought in experts and been advised by experts that in fact it did qualify as to the statute. Is that a correct statenaent¥
A. vVe naade our own determination, and a resolution was
passed. Of course, before we hired experts, one of the first
things we did was to-in our application for survey and planning we had to compile data and satisfy ourselves and pass a
resolution, and a resolution was passed. Up to a point we
didn't ex:glore the Central area with experts, no.
Q. Let's get back to the question, because I do think it is
an important one, and I would like to have it answered. Is
it correct or not that the Staunton Authority wouldn't aud
didn't make a finding that the Central Avenue area was
blighted and qualified under the Virginia statute for urban
renewal until after the experts had been employed, they had
made their studies and advised the Authority as
Dep.
to whether it actually was or was not blighted
page 1782 ~ within the meaning of the statute?
A. Let me see, I think you are right. I hate to
ask you to do it again, but you mind to put it to me again Y
Q. All right, sir. Is it true that the Authority was not willing to make a finding and that it did not make a finding that
the Central Avenue area was blighted within the meaning of
the Virginia statute and that it qualified for urban renewal
until after experts had been enaployed and the Authority was
advised by the experts about the condition in that area and
whether it qualified?
A. No. No. We determined and found that it was blighted
and deteriorated within the meaning of the law.
Q. And that was hefore you got the experts?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And so there was no need, then, to get the experts to
advise you on the question of whether the area qualified under
the Virginia statute, \vhat you were interested in thereafter
is finding whether it would qualify under the Federal law for
funds, isn't that true?
A. No, I don't think that's right.
Q. Well, the Authority had already made a decision, made
a finding and decided that the Central Avenue area was
b1ighted and that it qualified for urban renewal under the
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Virginia statute before you employed the experts. That is true, isn't it Y
17~3 ~
A. We felt it was blighted and deteriorated,
that it would warrant further study which was
a necessary step that had to be taken, of course.
Q. Yes. So you n1ade that determination before the experts
were employed, is that right?
A. We had to make that determination, of course, before
we filed our survey and application.
Q. Yes. So the purpose of employing the experts was to
advise the Authority whether or not the Central Avenue
area would qualify for urban renewal under the Federal
statute so that you could get Federal funds, isn't that right?
A. I suppose that's right. We weren't experts, of course,
and that was the whole reason for studying the area, was to
get expert study.
Q. Tllat's right, so you could get rnoney for the project1
A. If we were to administer the program.
Q. So you could get Federal funds for the project?
A. Yes, because before that was done we only had funds
for studying the area .
. Q. Otherwise if the Authority was going· to get funds to
n1ake a study and decide whether or not an area qualified under the Virginia statute, you would have had them study the
other thr~e areas also,. wouldn't you, to see which of the four
areas qualified and was best suited for urban
Dep.
renewal. Isn't that true Y
page 1784 ~ A. I don't think so.
Q. Why wouldn't you have gotten funds to
have studied the other areas if you were interested in finding
out whether any area in Staunton qualified under the Virginia statutef
A. We made a great deal of study on those areas ourselves
to select some area for further study.
Q. But you didn't feel you were qualified to decide whether any of the areas qualified under the Virginia statute, did
youf
A. Well, we felt we were qualified to select an area fo~
study, that this was the area that we should select. We compiled what information we could and felt necessary to arrive
at this conclusion, that this was an area that should be
studied, and then we had to seek, of course, Federal funds to
go ahead and study in more detail a particula·r area.
Q. Why didn't you have a study made of the other three

Dep.
page
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areas to find out whether those areas qualified and which of
the four was best suited for urban renewal Y
A. The burden was on us to make that decision andQ. And you had made the decision before you got the experts, hadn't you Y
A. We made the decision to ask the experts
Dep.
to study a certain area.
page 1785 } Q. But that was only to get Federal funds¥
A. We were satisfied in our own minds it
would qualify. Of course, we wouldn't have gone ahead and
got Federal funds to sustain our position.
Q. So the study was to enable you to go ahead and get the
funds for the project, wasn't it, in theory t
A. No, the Federal funds were to determine if the area
would qualify.
Q. To what?
A. Under the area renewal program.
Q. What statute 7
A. State and Federal.
Q. Why didn't you get funds to find out, then, why the
other three areas would qualify under the State statute for
urban renewal Y
A. '\Ve could only get funds for the one area unless we
wanted to go into the whole downtown-for a project like we
envisioned, we only saught funds for one area, to study one
area. That was our judg1nent. We made that decision.
Q. Did you make a decision as to whether the other three
areas qualified for urban renewal?
A. We decided that of the ones we considered this was the
area we should pursue and have a serious study made on it.
Q. This was the one area that was selected
and decided had qualified, and then you proDep.
page 1786 } ceeded to get a study made to get Federal funds?
A. We assumed it would qualify, of course,
but that was the reason for hiring tl1e experts.
Q. Well, now, you say that you bad meetings with these
experts after they were employed and that they advised you
about their findings?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you ever confer with Mr. Poage t Did he ever appear before the Authorityt
A. I don't recall he appeared there personally himself. I
don't think it was his job to appear there. He was a fleld man
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for the Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern firm and we had the
result of his study, but we had no direct relations with Poage
at that stage, as I recall. I have met him and been with him
on different occassions, but I don't think at that stage we had
any direct dealings with Mr. Poage if he was simply their
field man who came here to do that phase of their work.
Q. Now, you testified, as I recall, on direct that: "The
Central A venue area warranted serious study," and that:
''Experts were employed to see if they would come up with
our desired findings,'' as I recall. Am I quoting you correctly on that?
A. I don't think you do, sir.
Q. Did you~
Dep.
page 1787 ~ A. Our desired findings were not this or any
other. Our desire was to find if the area could
qualify & proceed from there, but if they rejected it, well,
that's what we wanted them to tell us.
Q. I believe you stated that Mr. Balzer appeared before
the Authority?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. When was the Authority first advised that the area
qualified, that is, the Central Avenue area?
A. I don't recall, sir.
Q. You don't recall Y
A. No, sir.
Q. What did Mr. Balzer tell you about the area when he
told you that it qualified Y
A. Well, he went to great length of pointing out why he
felt it qualified.
Q. ButMr. Smith: Let him answer.
By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Based on your recollection, what did he tell you?
A. You mean the type of thing· he told us, or in detail what
he told me? I will say this, in answering your question, sir,
that he, rather than just to tell us that the area
Dep.
qualified, he went at great lengths to point out
page 1788 ~ why he thought it qualified. A detailed analysis
of the area of his findings, of the finding·s of Mr.
Poage, in response to many questions and prolonged discussions, pointed out and showed in colored charts and various
~chemes and sketches that the portion of the area l1ad certain
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conditions, certain state of disrepair and pointed out within
the meaning of the law why he felt the area would qualify.
Q. Within the meaning of what law?
A. Of the State and Federal statutes.
Q. State and Federal statutes f Was there any differenee
between the requirements of those statutes?
A. ~r ell, I am sure there are some. I am not an attorney,
sir. I don't knowQ. Now, w·hat condition did he tell you existed that made
this area qualify under the Statute statute~
A. Like I said, sir, I am not too familiar with the difference
between the two to go into that except essentially. It was a
matter of a state of disrepair, deterioration, rundown condition, dilapidated, shabby, what have you. He pointed out
the violations of the various codes and ordinances, and conditions that existed there according to his findings and that
made it qualify.
Q. Well, did he tell you that the area was blighted because
the buildings were in such state of dilapidation,
Dep.
that that, in itself, constituted blight Y
page 1789 ~ A. I think that was a part of it. There were
other factors, too, I am sure, that were considered.
Q. Do you know what the other factors were1
A. Well, deleterious land use.
Q. '\Vhat did he explain to you about deleterious land use?
A. ~1ixed uses.
Q. Right in that connection, what do you mean by ''mixed
uses''?
A. Well, you have a house next to a commercial building
and there is no pattern or order within the area, within the
meaning of the definition that he was following.
Q. Did he tell you how ml\nY houses were next to commercial properties Y
A. I am sure be did, because he had a number of sketches
that showed in great detail his findings to bring out various
aspects of the conditions.
Q. Well, didn't those conditions exist all over Staunton
pretty much?
A. Well, I am sure they exist to some extent. It is a matter of degree.
Q. Well, now, how many residences in that area, do you
know?
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A. No, sir, I don't.
Dep.
page 1790

~

Q. How many commercial businesses in that
areaf
A. I don't know, sir.
Q. How many industrial businesses in that

areaY
A. I don't recall, sir. It's all in his report here. I ea11
refer to it but you have it there, so I don't recall.
Q. Did he tell you what percentage of the occupants of the
area were residences as opposed to commercial properties?
A. I am sure he did.
Q. Now, did Mr. Balser tell you what he found with respect
to health conditions in the area f
A. I don 't recall that he did, sir.
Q. Did 'he tell you what he found with respect to fire hazards in the area 1
A. I am sure he did. I don't recall what. I knowQ. You don't know of your own knowledge whether there
are now, do you 1
Mr. Sn1ith: Let him finish, please, sir.
The vVitness: Let's go back, take the fire question. Now,
did I know in-would you mind repeating?
(vVhereupon, the question and answer were read by the
reporter as follows :

''Q. Did he tell you what he found with respect to fire hazards in the area 7
''A. I am sure he did. I don't recall what. I know-")
Dep.
page 1791

~

The vVitness: Actually, yes, he did tell us
about fire hazards-we found in the way of fire
hazards and violations of various codes and

hazardsBy Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Do you know who told you?
A. No.
Q. Do you know what fire hazards, if any, exist in that
area?
A. I don't recall, sir. I have lmowledge of the area. I
know some that do. I know what apartments I was in very
well. I recall very vividly about bare wires running over the
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floor, which is very definitely a fire hazard. There is a bathroom with no ventilation or outside light. Those things come
to mind, but that was the sort of thing that he reported in
some detajl.
Q. Did he report to you whether or not there was any problem with crime or criminal activity in that area f
A. I don't recall that he did, but I think most people that
live in Staunton know that there has been during· the years,
some trouble.
Q. Do you know that there has been Y
A. I haven't witnessed any, no, sir.
Q. flave you studied the police records and the records of
the police court to find out what the criine rate
Dep.
is in that area f
page 1792 ~ A. I have not studied it. I have heard it discussed, sir.
Q. By whomY
A. 'Veil, I have heard it testified in this case briefly.
Q. And do you know what that testimony was?
A. I don't recall what it was. I recall that there was a witness on the stand discussing that point. I know that there
have been reports-in fact, there was ·a couple, man and his
wife and I think-or man and the woman he was living with
reportedly some years ago were both found dead up in an
apartment. I don't recall when it was.
Q. How many years ago was that?
A. Since I was in Staunton.
Q. You have been in Staunton since when?
A. Eighteen years. I don't have any great knowledge
along that line. I don't profess to, but I presume it is not too
different in other areas of town.
Q. Now, you say you don't recall when Mr. Balser, advised
you of his :findings in that Central Avenue area f
A. We did in stages. I think we had a-I can check here
and see, I think. The meeting I testified to earlier, on June
13th, 1962, joint session with the City Council and Planning
Cominission, Mr. Balser, was there, and I guess that was his
most comprehensive detailed report, perhaps.
Q. Would you mind giving me that date again,
Dep.
please, sir t
page 1793 ~ A. Tba t was. June 13th, 1962. Of course, we
knew essentially what he was to present at tha~
meeting prior to that time. I don't recall when, but we had
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met with him on a number of different occassions. But that
meeting was primarily for the purpose of meeting jointly
with the Council and Planning Commission, so that they, too,
would have an opportunity to interrogate and discuss with
him his findings .
. Q. Now, did he present "his findings at one n1eeting or in a
series of n1eetings; that is, J\IIr. Balser?
A. I don't recall, sir. vVe had met with him several different times. I don't recall whether he was in one phase of his
findings at one meeting or another phase at the next, I don't
recall, sir, but then, of course, finally he came up with this
findings which you have there. I don't recall whether he
waited and told us everything at one time or when he was in
the different phases of it or not. I don't know.
Q. .And I believe you say he finally came up with this plan
which is in the blue cover and it's called "Central Avenue
Urban Renewa(Plan, Project Number Va. R 27," and bears
date September, 1962, I believe T
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Now that was presented then, when, sometime in September?
Dep.
A. I don't know, sir. I don't have-it has a
page 1794 ~ date on there, I believe, sir, does it not, sir?
Q. Now, when was it that the Authority took
official action after conferences with Mr~ Balser and the other
experts employed to study the area to determine ·and take
action on the question of whether the Central Avenue area
qualified under the Virginia statute for urban renewal?
A. Well, the Authority actually applied for loan and grant
in the early part of 1963.
Q. Well, now, when was it that the Authority determined
that the Central A venue area was blighted and qualified for
urban renewal under the Virginia statute after the employment of the experts
A. I don't recall that, sir.
Q. Well, 'vas there such a determination after the experts
were employed and after they presented their findings 7
A. Of course, the City Council caused to have a public hearing held, and based on that they proceeded from there.
Q. I mean, did the Authority make a finding and determination that the Central Avenue area was blighted and qualified under the Virginia statute for urban renewal after the expel·ts wPre employed and after the experts presented their
findings?
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A. I don't recall that we made a finding as such. We conipiled their data and submitted it to the Federal
Dep.
Government for their approval. \Ve simply
page 1795 ~ asked or submitted the information-cOinpiled
it and submitted it to the Federal Government
and the Federal Government either rejected or acquiesced.
Q. As a matter of fact there was no finding and no determination by the Authority after the experts had been employed that the Central Avenue area was blighted and it
qualified for urban renewal under the Virginia statute, isn't
that right?
A. I don't recall. That wasn't the Authority's p reroga ti vc
to make that determination.
Q. I see.
A. We sought the experts to study the area and submit
their findings to the Federal Government, as I said.
Q. Now, I believe I asked you if you could recall and state
for us-and I will ask you to do it if I didn't-in brief summary what Mr. Balser told you about the Central Avenue
area in respect to its qualification for urban renewal?
A. Well, he told us in his opinion it would qualify in essence.
Q. Yes. Did he tell you what? Would you give me the
summary of the reasons he said it would qualify?
A. The reasons, as I think I answered the question before
he went at so~e length to support his reasons by his findings
of the extent to which buildings were in certain state of disrepair, the arrangement, use of the buildings, their rundown
condition, and so on. It wasn't just a general
Dep.
statement that he believed the area would qualpage 1796 ~ ify. He supported it entirely. It was based on
a very intensive, complete study of the area, and
he displayed and has presented the reports, of course, of that
study, which I believe you have.
Q. Now, then, did Mr. Balser or any of the other experts
in your initial meetings with them, or Rt any time before the
study was made by them, undertake to tell you or outline for
you what conditions would have to exist in order that the
Central Avenue area would qualify for urban renewal?
. A. No, sir, I don't re~all that they did. I think, in our early
sessions, in our early meetings we, of course, tried to determine in our own ininds what would qualify and what would
not, the general criteria for qualification.
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Q. Now, Mr. Farrier, I believe you stated-and I share
your views frankly about your dislike of Federal · Government coming into a municipality or state-that it is well to
avoid that if posible. You gave your experience that you recently had with the hospital here in Staunton and its application for funds in the federal law. Was there any effort made
by you or the Authority that you k11ow of to seek a remedy for
the conditions that you observed in the central business district of Staunton without going to the Federal Government?
A. I don't know to what extent that has been
Dep.
done through the years. I might say this, that
page 1797 ~ historically, in my observation of Staunton in
the time I have lived here, there have been numerous efforts on the part of merchants themselves and on the
part of other groups to get them to go ,ahead and do something, and they haven't done it. Of course, when this thing
has been discussed for some years prior to the forming of an
Authority, well, it was quite clear, of course, to the people
in town that there was real concern among the citizens of the
community and there was a great need for something to be
done and it looks like, unfortunately, in our community, I
guess, as in many communities, you just can't get the merchants together and someone will go off to do something in an
isolated fashion, or they will improve a building in their own
way, -and it is hard to do anything, really, that is an effective
improvement to downtown of any significance. When I say
''hard to do", that is not my judgment. The fact of the matter is, they either won't do it or haven't done it, but it ha.sn 't
been done and it is quite obvious that other areas have done
it to the g-reat benefit to the community, and it hasn't been
done here, and the people apparently felt that this is the way
they would like to undertake to do it, it was the only way that
it would be done.
Q. I assume, of course, that you are familiar with the
Staunton Master Plan which was prepared by Mr. G.arland
Woodf
A. Reasonably so, yes, sir, I would say.
Dep.
Q. Do you know whether the Authority gave
page 1798 } any study or consideration of the Wood Master
Plan before it embarked upon an urban renewal
project?
·
A. Well, I am sure they did. We have all been aware of
the Wood plan, its existence. The general feeling has been
that it's one guide that has been put forth as a. guide, and I
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wa:; iutereHted at the time that the study was made that it be
made and was glad to see it done, and I think it has been implemented in some way through the years, and, of' course, we
\vere interested in considering that.
Q. Do you know whether the Authority actually studied the
\V" ood ~laster Plan in its effort to find some solution for the
problem that you say exists in the central business district of
Staunton t
A. I an1 sure we did study it to some extent, yes, sir.
Q. \Vas it discussed in the meeting of the Authority, do
vou know~?
~ A. I am quite sure it was. I don't recall, but all of the
n1embers of the Authority, I think, have had for some time a
copy of this docun1ent, and I am sure we have discussed it at
various times and particularly as it relates to the inner loop
and certain aspects of it for traffic flow and such things.
Q. Did the City of Staunton have any objectives to be accomplished to which this urban renewal plan
Dep.
was related, or supposed to be related 7
page 1799 ~ A. I am not sure I understand your question,
sir. You mean, was this plan-ask me the question again,., please, sir.
Q. Do you know whether there were any specific local objectives of the City of Staunton to which tl;te urban renewal
plan was designed to contribute effectivelyt
A. I wouldn't say it was exactly designed to contribute
effectively to a plan. It did, as a result and because of its
location, it would conform with, I believe, the so-called inner
loop there. It would fit into a portion of that, that if the inner loop would be built later after this project were completed, it wouldn't cut through it or be in nonconformity to it,
it would be in compliance with it.
Q. Is that the only objective that you are aware of that the
City of Staunton had to which this plan was re]ated?
A. I don't know exactly what you mean about a plan. Our
main concern was to try to get rid of blight and improve the
area. It so happened that this particular area was, as one of
the other areas would have been down here toward the underpass would have been also on the inner loop, but that was a
result more than a plan, I think.
Q. I believe that Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern prepared
an urban renewal plan. Now, was it designed to effectuate or
c>oincide with any specific objectives of the City of Staunton?
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A. I am sure it was, because they consulted
with the city officials, and I am sure, insofar as
~ they could, to accomplish the purpose of urban
renewal in that area, they would want to comply
with an existing plan or plans.
Q. Do you know what those objectives were?
A. No, sir, I don't.
Q. Did the Authority consider any objectives to which the
urban renewal plan was related; that is, any specific objectives of the city!
A. Well, I am sure they did.
Q. Do you know what they were?
A. One I 'have been particularly concerned with for some
years is the business of traffic flow and traffic movement. As
a matter of fact, I have served two years as Chairman of a
Roads and Streets Committee for the Chamber of Commerce,
and even there has been great concern, there has been a very
definite objective of the Chamber of Commerce and City of
Staunton and other people of Staunton to do something torelieve the basic traffic flow, and, of course, that is essentially
one of the underlying reasons for the inner loop, not to bog
down traffic.
Q. You are speaking of the inner loop as suggested by Mr.
Garland Wood?
A. I think that is the one basically that we referred to as
general loop. Of course, there are variations, but essentially
that plan. I think it has been adjusted at least
Dep.
once since they first planned it, but it was laid
page 1801 ~ out as a guide. But his basic feeling was there
should be some plan to move traffic around the
core area without 'having to go right through the inner core.
Q. And that plan was changed after the urban renewal
project of the Central A venue area was selected and the plan
was prepared, was it?
A. I don't recall when it was selected. It is since I have
been on this commission, I think.
Q. You mean the Staunton Authority¥
A. Yes, Staunton Authority, yes, sir. But I know, in considering, we gave considerable thought to that and also have
and will continue to do so, of course. The meaning that this
inner loop might have on the city, or whatever the city might
have on that because Staunton, topographically, as you know,
and terrainwise is very limited as to solutions to that type
of problem, and not only that, but the existence of churches
Dep.
page 1800
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and certain other buildings that Inake it very difficult to do
what you would like to do, so you have to be practical about
it.
Q. Now, getting back to the Garland V\T ood report and the
question that I asked you a short while ago about whether
you had taken some action to effect a change in the central
business district of Staunton without inviting the expenditure
of Federal funds in an urban renewal project, I
Dep.
would like to ask you if you are familiar with
page 1802 ~ Mr. Wood's stateme.nt in his report at page
83, ''Staunton's most pressing need is the renewal of its central area'' 1
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And then are you familiar with his recommendations to
accomplish the changes necessary to relieve the problem in
the central business area 1
A. I am familiar with one recommendation. I don't know
what one you have reference to, sir.
Q. "\Vhich one are you familiar with?
A. I am familiar with one wherein he recomn1ends that
you ought to try to get the merchants together and do something collectively downtown. Is that the one you have reference to sir?
Q. Are you familiar with this: I will read it. ''Form a
committee composed of property owners and storekeepers in
the downtown area to formulate procedure for preparing
detailed plans for the improvement of the central business
district in providing off-street parking"?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What effort was made, if you know, to form such a committee to accomplish the desired results Y
A. I don't know what effort was made, sir. I
Dep.
don't recall that that was within the purpose,
page 1803 ~ view, or scope of our duties as commissioners.
Now, I do know from personal knowledge, as
I mentioned awhile ago, that historically through the years
there was continued talk about how ideal this would be, but to
implement it and put it into practice is another thing. It
just hasn't been done. It has been tried in many ways, I know,
from my experience of Chamber of ·Commerce and Retail
Merchants Association, both of whicl1 I am a member, that
you get two or three merchants together, they don't even
agree on store hours. It is a real unfortunate thing, but it is a
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tuatter of practical i·ecognition that it just doesn't-but I aru
sure that this n1atter has been pnl'sued, and I am confident
tliat-and I am sure that is the way it should be done ideally.
It would be mighty nice if they would. But it llasn 't been do~e
and my personal feeling is that it won't be done or wouldn't
be done, knowing. the merchants and knowing the history of
them.
Q. Well., Mr. \Vood, I believe, has been represented iu this
hearing as a man of wide and varied e~perience in municipal
and urban problems. Did he have any doubt that that was a
feasible method to reach the problem?
Mr. Smith: 1 think it is only fair-

By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Is that right?
Mr. Smith: Mr. Kuykendall, for the record,
Dep.
I think it is only fair that in relating your quespag·e 1804 ~ tion to this one recommendation on procedure of
Mr. "\Vood that you also ask the witness whether
or not a master plan has h~en adopted, this master plan a
zoning ordinance in accordance with his recommendation, and
possibility of urban renewal. I think, just to pick out one of
these procedure that you feel apparently hasn't been followed
and apparently you feel would be the answer, is not being fair
to the witness.
Mr. Kuykendall: I think Mr. Smith, it is my prerogative
to decide what questions to ask on cross-exan1ination, and if
you 'vant to examine tbis witness about details instead of gen£lralities you had the opportunity and will have it again.
Mr. Smith: As long as your questions are proper~ Mr.
Kuvkendall.
:\;fr. Kuyk(\11dnll: ~{y que~tion~ I consider to he proper.
By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. 1\{r. Farrier, do you know whether or not the City Council made any effort to establish such a committee to deal with
this problem; that is, such a committee as suggested by Mr.
Wood?
A. I can't be sure that thev did. I know that Council has
~m·ved jointly-meml:irrs of honncil then1selv(ls-on various
flommittees with Chamber of Commerce on parking and various projects downtown, but I can't be sure that they have
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appointed any committee as such or caused to be
Dep.
constituted such a co~mittee, :po, sir. I am sure
page 1805 } that members of Council, who are all residents
of the city, are fully aware of the desireability
of this, but also the practice of implementing it.
Q. I notice in paragraph 11 of Mr. \Voqd's recommendation there is the suggestion that there be drawn up a priority
of construction of the most important physical improvements
and submit them in a five-year capital improvement program
to the City Council for adoption.
A. That is not in our prerogative, sir, but I believe, if I
an1 correct, that the city is pursuing that. I think the now
City Manager is following that procedure and implementing
it as rapidly as he can, and he does have long-range plans for
capital improvements, the details of which I am not too familiar I do know that there has been some publicity about it,
and I am snre that in so far as it can be done as a practical
standpoint that ~Ir. \Vood 's recommendations have been and
are being hnplmnented and are held high and respected by
the city and will be followed in so far as they can and have
been followed in a number of ways.
Q. Well, 1fr. Farrier, to be specific, you cannot say that
the recomuwndations have been complied with by the City
Council?
A. If you don't mind reading the recommendation I will
be glad to comment on each one of them. Yon
Dep.
just mentioned one.
page 1806 ~ Q. I asked you whether the committee had
been appointed as suggested Y
A. To my knowledge the committee has not been appointed,
no. I don't know that the City Council 'vould feel that their
appointment of-imposing the committee on the merchants
would help the situation, because the merchants have their
own organization, of which I say I am a member, and the
Chamber of Comtnerce also is active with various committees
in an effort to improve downtown. I can't speak for the
f1ounc.il hut I would doubt their feeling that it was desireable
to impose another conunittee on top of the committees that
they bave of their own. I might add that in that connection
I am aware of the fact, now, that a group of merchants ar('
trying, and as they have tried in many cases, to get together
on some projects. There are two or three merchants rigl1t
now trying to get together on treating the front of their
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buildings across from Leggett's store on Beverley Street.
Now, whether that will culminate or not, I don't know, but
there is something like that afoot all the time, and sometimes
one or two can do something but it is hard to cause-at least,
they haven't done effectively, as a group, done anything to
improve downtown. It just hasn't been done. That's the record. And my personal feeling is that although, as I commented awhile ago, I wouldn't prefer that it be
Dep.
done in this fashion with Federal Government
page 1807 ~ and Federal Government participating, I would
like to say this, that I feel that this is perhaps
the one only chance in my lifetime that something construe..
tive will be done.
Q. Do you know whether other urban renewal projects are
contemplated after this one is completed, if it succeeds T
A. To my knowledge, there are none, sir.
Q. Do you know whether this project was designated by
''the pilot project'' T
A. It has been spoken of as a pilot project, and I think that
is a little misnomer. I think the label has been tagged perhaps as general usage in the community because it is our first
project, but I don't think the conclusion should be drawn by
the use of that word in the con1n1unity that it is a pilot project
as I would envision it, that is to say, that others would follow
and there was a plan for others to follow. I would say this
more correctly would be termed the first project. Of course,
it is pilot in respect that it will be looked upon and judged
and considered on the basis of its success and that others
would follow. It is not a part of any plan in series, to my
knowledge. To answer your question again, sir, there are no
other projects planned, to my knowledge.
Q. Mr. Farrier, do you know whether any of the properties
in the Central Avenue area were purchased by the Authority
before this litigation was commenced T
Dep.
A. I don't recall the date, sir. I could find out,
page 1808 ~ but I am sure they were. When was the litigation-the suit was filed, I believe, in February,
'63. If you would like to, I will try to find out.
Q. You don't know of your own knowledge right now, I
meanT
A. I think there were perh~ps three that were. I can't recall for sure.
Q. AU right. Let me ask you this, then. There have been
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properties purchased, I believe, by the Authority since the
study?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Quite a number of them f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Is it the plan of the Authority to go on with the urban
redevelopment program even though the Authority might
not be able to acquire the properties of those people whom
we represent in this litigation 7
A. Yes, sir. I should qualify that answer and say this:
That we have no definite plans that will, at all cost, continue
to acquire property, but I should answer it in another way
and say that we have no plan to cease acquiring property.
Q. Well, I mean, having bought these properties, you will
go on and get all that you can andDep.
A. Yes, our policy is to continue to acquire
page 1809 ~ property.
Q. And continue with the u.rban renewal program as you initially intended, isn't that right f
A. Yes. Not necesarily. We.will have to see how it works
out, but we will continue to acquire property.
Q. And I believe the Authority bas already received Federal funds with which to buy these properties, have they 1
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And the funds that have been received from the Federal Government have been used to pay for the property that
has been acquired 7
A. Some of it, yes. Yes, sir.
Back to the question of time on this, you set up to buy a
piece of property, I am not sure they were closed. I am not
sure whether it was before or after the suit was filed. But
you start proceedings and plan to close a sale a certain date.
It may hang over two or three months. You know, that type
of thing.
Q. Mr. Farrier, do you remember making a talk at a meeting of the Citizens Action Committee in the fall of 1962 at
which you stated the reasoJ?.s for selecting the Central Avenue
area as the urban renewal project area?
A. I have made several talks on the subject,
Dep.
sir. I don't recall what you have reference to.
page 1810 } Q. This one I have reference to is at the
Northside School.
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A. Yes. I believe that was the subject. The Authority appeared the~e and participated in discussion of various aspects
of the program with citizens of the community, a large gathering there, and I don't recall what my subject was, really
butQ. Did you or not at that time say that one of the basic
reasons for acquiring the Central Avenue area as the renewal
project area was because it was fiat and lent itself well to
redevelopment and was better suited for that purpose?
A. I expect that I did include that in my reasons, because
evidently I have seen that born out is from this model study
that I have prepared and from having knowledge of the city.
That was not the reason for selecting this area. That was
a consideration as the only way, really, which the downtown
can expand. Anyone familiar with the city knows that you
are hemmed in with either terrain or Mary Baldwin or Stuart
IIall or S.M.A. or some significant stumbling-barrier on
most every side. There is only this one area in which the
town can develop and expand adjacent to the downtown.
Q. And that was a fairly compelling reason, wasn't. it,
for selecting that Y
A. It was a consideration, but I wouldn't say
Dep.
a compelling reason for selecting the area for
page 1811 ~ study. Of course, that was a reason, but the
basic reason was that we felt the area would
comply as a deteriorated area. Our purpose was to remove
blight and deterioration. That was the extent of it. In my
thinking, and I think in the thinking of all of the members of
the commission, from the outset we have felt that this is the
guideline, this is the purpose. In my car I have a thing on it
that says, ''Fasten your seat belt". That is to keep it uppermost in my mind. When we talk about this and have talked
about it, we get drawn off into side issues and tangents and
other considerations, but the basic, compelling reason for
this selection is to do something to remove or decrease the
blig·ht and deterioration in the area. But to answer the question, I didn't necessarily mean to wander off on that, but I
did like to say that, because I have said it on a number of
occassions, and it is quite obvious.
Q. Was there a Citizens Action Committee established
hereY
·A. Yes, sir.
Q. Who established that committee Y
A. The City Council, I believe-actually the-I am not
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sure whether-the Citizens Action Committee was actually
established by the Authority. The Citizens Advisory Committee appointed in the very early beginning was appointed
by the 1\Iayor, then .Mayor Hassett.
Dep.
Q. What was the City Advisory Committee 1
page 1812 ~ A. The Citizens Advisory Cmmnittee"l
Q. Yes.
A. The Citizens Advisory Committee was a committee of
five people that were appointed by Mayor Hassett. At that
time, as I recall, their purpose essentially was to act, as the
name implies, as citizens advisory· committee, a smaller
gToup of people that could serve as Iiasion between the citizenry and the commission.
Q. Do you know whether that committee ever met!
A. I don't have knowledge of their activities, sir. They
were appointed by the mayor, and I don't remember what
they ever did.
Q. Did it ever meet with the Authority, that committee?
A. I don't think they met as such, because not long after
that the Authority itself formed a much larger group of socalled Citizens Action Committee of a larger group of representative citizens over the community, and I think that, as
I recall, that, I guess, supplanted this smaller committee that
was appointed by the mayor.
Q. Did the Citizens Action Committee hold meetings T
A. Yes, I am sure they did because I have been to meetings.
I don't know how many or-the one you referred to awhile
ago, Northside School, was a meeting of the
Citizens Action Committee.
Dep.
page 1813 ~ Q. For what purpoRe was the Citizens Action
Committee established?
A. In my opinion, my recollection, the Citizens Action Committee was formed primarily as a committee to serve to interpret and to clarify among the citizenry the purposes and
the various aspects, status, the work of the Authority, and all
that, relating to the Authority and to the work of the commission. It was a group of I don't know how many people, ·but
quite a large group that, just like in many ventures, you have
to have public relations and a means by which to keep the
community informed of what is going on other than just a lot
of hearsa-v- and malicious back-door talk and opinion, that
they should meet, and did meet, with the Authority. And there
was an effort made through them to understand the program
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and to discuss it intelligently, because it is not a thing that the
average layman knows too much about. It was felt that it
would serve a useful purpose in that respect.
Q. Do you know whether or not either of these committees
I have just mentioned, either the advisory committee or the
acting committee helped select the Central Avenue area as the
project area Y
A. I don't recall when they were appointed. I don't know
to what extent they did, no, sir. I think their
Dep.
function, to a larg·e extent, was an information
page 1814 ~ committee to the community, and I don't recall
the timing.
Q. Did the ..c\.uthoriiy in its search for an area that needed
attention for urban renewal ever consider a residential area
in Staunton Y
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What area did it consider?
A. We considered-I don't lmow 'how you describe the
area. It is an area in Bridge Street or somewhere over on in
that section, Bridge or-I guess you would say South J efferson extended, down in that area. Not seriously. Actually, that
was considered, but then it was felt that in compliance ·with
the Garland Wood Master Plan and his very definite feeling
as expressed repeatedly in there that Staunton's most urgent
need was downtown renewal, that we felt that the first project
probably should be not housing.
Q. Well, you didn't mention the residential area in your
statement awhile agof
A. I didn't mention it. We didn't seriously study that. As
I am saying now, the areas the commissioners viewed more
seriously and considered and discussed more at length were
the areas that I mentioned, four of the areas. There were
other areas, too, that were considered, but not too seriously
to make any particular study on them. But our
Dep.
feeling was that there was more need to do this
page 1815 ~ type of thing to remove blight than there was to
get into housing.
Q. In other words your primary interest or concern was
to help the downtown business district, isn't that right?
A. No, sir, it is not right. One of the results of our effort
would be certainly to help the downtown business district. It
is quite obvious, I think it is quite well known that the tax
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base of the community is downtown. If something is done to
improve downtown it will be going in the _right direction. But
our motive was not, as I mentioned awhile ago, was not-our
primary motive was to remove blight and deterioration. If it
helped the downtown merchants, fine. vVe didn't want to do
anything to hurt them.
Q. Your rnotive, then, was to remove blight in the downtown area because of the economic value, the help it would be
to the merchants, was it not?
A. No, sir.
Q. It was not?
A. No, sir. It was a consideration but not the motive.
Q. That was not the motivating influenceA. No, sir.
Q. -that prompted the selection of the Central A venue
area?
A. No, sir.
Dcp.
Q. Now, then, to what extent will the tax base
page 1816 ~ of the city be increased and helped if the project is completed t
A. I don't know right off, sir. I do know that in the Commonwealth project in R.oanoke, experience has shown-and I
will site one or two illustrations-that a small portion of
thisQ. Excuse n1e for interrupting, but I am asking you to
what extent will the tax base in the City of Staunton be improved if this project area is completed?
A. To answer your question, sir, I am g·oing to have to
express myself a little more fully than just pull out a percentage, if that's what you would mean.
Q. That was determined, though, wasn't it, by the Authority?
A. I am sure it was projected by Mr. Rountrey, I don't
recall, in his studies. I don't recall what it was, but it should
be of significant help, just as the Golden Triangle in Norfolk.
They realized twenty-two times as much taxes from that plot
of land as they normally realized. In Roanoke the Commonwealth Redevelopment Project, there is a new Holiday Inn
there and restaurant t11at I am familiar with, I understand "is
paying a great portion of the taxes that otherwise were
realized from the wholf.l area.
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Q. But you don't know how the Staunton tax base is going
to be helped f

Dep.
page 1817

~

A. I can't tell you at this point how much
but I am sure it will be helped very significantly.
It will make a very marked improvetnent on the

tax base.
Q. Mr. Farrier, you are familiar with the Green Street
area, the other section of the city, I believe, residential area?
A. Reasonably so.
Q. Isn't that about the worst blighted condition in Staunton?
A. I wouldn't say so.
Q. It isn'tT What would you regard as worse than that in
the City of Staunton from the standpoint of blight f
A. It depends on what kind of blight you are looking for.
Q. "\Vhat kind were you using?
A. That is one of the worst blights as far as housing is concerned, residential blight.
Q. What kind of blight were you looking for?
A. I wasn't necessarily looking for any kind of blight, I
was just looking for an opportunity to relieve blight in some
project, but we weren't necessarily looking for-we had no
preconceived notion as to what type of blight.
Q. You say it depends on what kind of blight you are looking for, and so I was asking what kind of blight yon were looking for?
Dep.
A. What I mean to say, sir, you are talking
page 1818 ~ about residential neighborhood there. We have
other areas that are of other nature.
Q. That area has a definite effect on the health and welfare
of the community, has it, that area I mentioned, that residential area T
A. It has had, and I feel, still does. I might add this, that
during recent-recently there has been really an improvement done in there. I know: one neighbor of mine, contractor,
has bought a number of those houses and remodeled them
and is remodeling them now, putting inside plumbing and doing a great deal to improve them.
Q. So you think local enterprise may, in time, clear up
all the blighting?
A. No. I ain amazed that 'he did that. I don't know what
he has done.
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lvfr. S1nith: I am going to at this point restate the objection-I think it has probably previously been made-that we
are not concerned here with whether or not there are other
blighted and deteriorated areas within the City of Staunton
but that this interrogation goes beyond the issue. It is immaterial and irrelevant for that reason.
Mr. I{uykendall: The witness has stated that the Authority was committed to the eradication of
Dep.
blight in the City of Staunton and that it was
page 1.819 ~ not influenced by relieving the economic condition in the central business district of Staunton
as a prhnary concern.
1\fr. Smith: I think the witness answered the question. A
question was put: Was it related to relieving the economic
condition of the merchants in the central business district, not
the economic condition of the City of Staunton as a whole.
lvlr. Kuykendall: 'Ve will let the record show what was
said.
I believe that's all.
Mr. Smith: I wonder if we could recess for a short while.
Ten minutes.
(Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION.

Mr. Smith: Mr. Farrier, would you take the stand?
By Mr. Smith:
Q. I believe it is in the record, Mr. Farrier, that on September 27, 1962, the public hearing was held. Following that
hearing did the Staunton Redevelopment and Housing Authority have a meeting?
A. The public hearing was the 27th. I an1 sure they did, sir.
I don't recall the date. I am sure we met shortly after that
and I don't know just when, I am sorry.
Q. So, to the best of your recollection, shortly
Dep.
after the public hearing the Staunton Authority
page 1820 ~ did have a. hearing?
A. Yes, sir. I know we met and approved the
resolution, adopted a resolution, whatever you call it, soon
after that. I don't recall when.
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Q. Do you have in your papers a copy of that resolutiout
A. Yes, sir, I have a copy of the resolution. October 2ud.
October 2nd, 1962.
Q. That was the date¥
A. That was the date of the rneeting at which the resolution
was adopted, sir.
Q. Were you present at that meeting~?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you vote on that resolution f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. If you have a copy of the resolution before you, would
you read paragraph 3 of the resolution, paragraph numbered
3?
A. Is that where it says, ''That it is hereby found ... '' t
Q. Yes.
A. Then I shall read paragraph numbered 3, as follows:
''That it is hereby found and determined that the project is a
blighted or a deteriorated area and qualifies as an eligible
project area under Title 36, Code of Virginia, 1950, as amended; that the project area as a whole is blighted or deteriorated
because it is an area wherein 72% of the buildDep.
ings or improven1ents by reason of dilapidation,
pag·e 1821 ~ obsolescence, overcrowding, faulty arrang·ement
of design, lack of ventilation, light and sanitary
facilities, excessive land coverage, deleterious land use, or
obsolete layout, or a combination of these or other factors are
detrimental to the safety, health, morals or welfare of the
community and that the primary purpose of the urban renewal redevelopment plan is the elimination of a blighted or
deteriorated area which is detrimental to the safety, bealtb~
morals or welfare of the community.''
Q. That is a part of a resolution, as I understand it, passed
on October 2nd, 1962, by the Staunton Redevelopment and
Housing Authority?
A. That's correct, sir.
Q. I hand you a copy of a paper entitled, Resolution of
Staunton Redevelopment and Honsing Authority approving
an Urban Renewal Development Plan and Conditions Under
which Relocation Payments will be Paid for Project No.
·virginia R-27, '' and ask you if that is the resolution from
which you have just. rPad n quote into the record~
A. Yes, sir.
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Mr. Smith: Defendants want to offer this as Defendant's
Exhibit No. 231.
(The document referred to was tnarked for identilication as
Defendant's Exhibit No. 231.)
Dep.
page 1822

~

You have a copy of it, do you not, M:r. Kuykendall Y
Mr. Kuykendall: I don't know that I do. ~fay I see that,
pleaseY
1\fr. Smith: Yes. (Handing)
e have no further questions for the witness.
l\1r. J(uykendall: Before I further examine 1\llr. Farrier
with respect to this redirect, I would like to see the minute
of the meeting of the Authority of October 2nd, 1962. Could
you get that, 1\-fr. Conley?
1\fr. Conley: Can I get it~ I would have to go to the otlice.
If you want me to bring that back after 1unch.
Mr. I{uykendall: You get it now and I will go on with this
examination.

'T

RE-CROSS EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Kuykendall.
Q. 1\fr. Farrier, where did the Authority hold its n1eeting
of October 2nd, 1962¥
A. I don't recall, sir.
Q. Do you know what other business, if any, was transacted
at that meeting?
A. No, sir, I don't.
Q. Do you know who prepared this resolution from whicl1
you have just readY
Dep.
A. I don't kno,v, sir. I-let me see, I would
page 1823 ~ presume our attorney did. I don't know.
Q. Now, Mr. Farrier, did you read this resolution before you voted for it?
A. I am confident that I did. I don't recall. I stated a
minute ago that I wasn't sure who prepared it. I don't know
really who prepared it or who put it in its final form. I don't
know who even made the motion. I might have msyelf. I don't
recall the details about it, sir.
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Q. Now, this resolution contains a recitation on page 2 in
a ''whereas'' clause ''That the Authority has determined that
the area is blighted or deteriorated and that it is detri~ental
and a menace to the safety, health, morals, or welfare.'' Now,
which was it a detriment, safety, health, morals or welfare of
the inhabitants 7
A. I don't recall there was any single one; a combination
of them, I would say.
Q. Combination of themf
A. I am sure that all of them would have some bearing.
About morals, I don't know. I presume it certainly would be
included, too.
Q. 'Veil, did you have any evidence before you that there
was any use of that area that was detrimental to the morals
of the community f
Dep.
A. Let me read that again. I think that should
page 1824 } not-I don't know about that. I don't. have any
evidence, no, sir. I testified before that I have no
personal evidence of that.
Q. Yes. All right, now, what did you determine constituted
a detriment and menace to the safety of the inhabitants of the
area?
A. Let me read on the rest of that, please, sir, instead of
taking it out of context.
Q. All right.
A. (Reading to himself.) Your question pertains to safety,
I believe, sir.
Q. Yes, sir.
A. Safety. I don't recall the details to which that may
have had bearing. I know of my own personal inspection that
there were some buildings in there that I wouldn't feel safe
in if a fire should occur.
Q. Which buildings were theyY
A. Well, there is one upstairs apartment over that restaurant on the corner. I don't recall what parcel it is but there
are some buildings that don't lend themselves very well to
escape, and they are very inflammable.
Q. Which building do you have reference toY
A. Some of them are very poorly wired.
Q. Do you remember which buildings they
Dep.
were?
page 1825 } A. I don't remember the parcel. There are
some apartments over the Cline Furniture Store,
that restaurant, in that general area there.
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Q. Well, that is about all you can remember in so far as
the safety aspect of the area is concerned, just what you have
related?
A. I have notes on that. I don't have it with me but I have
made an inspection of the thing and made notes on various
aspects of it but that is one thing that comes to tnind. There
is another area back in there that is used for a tire recapping
place that it's like going back in a cave. If you block the
entrance that is present there you are well sealed in.
Q. Any other areas that constitute a detriment and meuace
to safety, any other buildi~gs or features of that area?
A. I am sure there are. I don't recall the details. Not prepared to testify in detail on that.
Q. \Vere you prepared to do that when this resolution was
adopted¥
A. Well, we had-certainly more so than I am now. I am
just speaking· from memory.
Q. Well, I assumed you were called to testify about the
conditions that existed there and to justify the finding of the
Authority that the area was blighted and that you would be
prepared to tell me in what respects this area
Dep.
does constitute a menace to the safety of the
page 1826 ~ community.
A. I think all that information has been presented as exhibits from our experts who studied tlle area. Of
course, I have certain knowledge of it myself and some of
which I can recall some of which I can't. But as I testified
awhile ago the Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern firm presented very detailed evidence on these aspects of the area. I am
not prepared and haven't attempted to inform myself in detail about these matters or to testify on them.
Q. Well, now, what conditions did you determine that existed in the area that constituted a menace to the health of the
inhabitants?
A. I will answer the question the same way. I don't recall
in detail. I recall one instance where there is a man 1ives in
a little, I think it is a one-room shack, and it is about as unhealthy a situation as you could envision. It's a very small,
little cabin that is certainly lacking in sanitary facilities to
make it sanitary by common standards. Certainly an unhealthy place. I am sure that-I testified earlier that I recall
one case of an upstairs bathroom with no outside li~ht or ven-
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tilation and even a bedroom there is no outside light or ventilation.
Q. How does the absence of outside light or ventilation affect the health of the area Y
Dep.
A. "'\.Yell, it's certainly not an asset to health.
page 1827 } It is normally considered-unless the building
is modernly equipped with ventilating facilities
and as to the facilities in lieu of normal light and ventilation,
well, it creates an unhealthy situation, of course.
Q. Why do you say it's unhealthy?
A. Well, you don't have fresh air, contagious diseases
are made more contagious by being confined in a restricted
area, and, well, I could go on and on. It's certainly commonly
recognized it's more unhealthy to live in a room without outside ventilation and light than if you had it. I am not a health
officer and not particularly trained in that line, but it certainly
was an indication to me that was unhealthy.
Q. Let me ask you if the Authority asked the Health Departnlent of the city to make a study and report to it whether
there were conditions in the area that adversely affected the
'health of the community 7
A. I don't recall that they did or didn't.
Q. vVeii, if you felt that was material, you would hnve done
that, wouldn't you Y You would have requested such a study
by the health department¥
A. You mean, if we had felt it was necessary to have that
study made!
Q. Yes.
A. Well, apparently we didn't place great
Dep.
stress on that or we would have done it. Certainpage 1828 ~ ly, if we had been very concerned about that
aspect we would have done it.
Q. Yes. So these recitations in here that it was found that
the area was blighted and deteriorated and that it was detrimental and a menace to the safety, health and moraJs of the
community, you really didn't give too much thought as to
what those things meant at the time you adopted this resolution, did you Y
A. Are you asking me, sir 7
Q. Yes.
A. Certainly we gave thought to it.
Q. What do they mean f
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A. It means they create undesirable conditions that we
would like to improve.
Q. I was just asking you, though, to give me the instance
where those conditions existed, and you haven't been able to
give me any.
A. Sir, I am not prepared to give them to you. I can get the
information for you. We have listened for hour on hour on
those things and consumed days on the subject and I had not
intended-! am not prepared to testify on that. I saw no
reason why we should. We sought expert help on that.
Q. I see. Now, in what sense did the ~ondition in this area
constitute a menace to the welfare of the inhahitDep.
antsY
page 1829 ~ A. Well, certainly, the economic welfare of
the inhabitants was affected somewhat.
Q. In what sense?
A. In the general sense that they were part of an economicly blighted area. This sort of vague thing is sort of hard to
pin down. It is hard for me to say to what extent. It definitely
has some effect. I don't know exactly what you want me to
say.
Q. You were the one that was making the judginent that a
menace existed to the welfare of the community, and I was
wondering on what you based that judgment or that finding?
A. I think if you will read the paragraph in its whole context it doesn't necessarily say that all of these things existed
in a significant way. If you read on farther I think it says
''either/or a con1bination of these or others".
Q. "\Vhat were the other conditions, do you recall T
A. Let's go back and eliminate these first, ''and/or other
factors'' that are set forth in the project area report of the
detailed inspection of the property. I don't know, sir. If you
would like to take time I will be glad to go through that report and we will pick out and set forth which others are
not included in other ways. I am not prepared to testify in
detail on those things.
Q. I notice here in the section on ''whereas"
Dep.
clause on page 2, reference to relocation paypage 1830 ~ rnents. 'Vhat did that have to do with T
A. R.elocating- people that are moved from thP
project area by virtue of acquisition.
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Q. vVllat accomn1odations were selected by the Authority
to move these people to 1
A. You mean subsequent to that tinw or at that tinw?
Q. No, at the tinlC that resolution was adopted t
A. I don't know that there were any accommodations selected. We offered our assistance and continue to offer assistance, but as for providing accommodations, I can't recall
specific cases where we have.
Q. "'\Vhat study was made for the purpose of determining
what accommodations were available for the people living in
the Central Avenue area Y
A. I don't recall if a study was made or to any extent.
Q. Was there any study made?
A. I will say this: There has been no problem because people have been relocating and we have been making relocation
payments to them.
Q. Was there any study made for the purpose of deterinining where they could be relocated Y
A. I am sure there was consideration given. It has alwayH
been a matter of concern to stand ready to assist
Dep.
these people any way we could.
page 1831} Q. Did the Staunton Authority make a study
of this caseY
A. What kind of a study?
Q. To detern1ine where these people could be relocated
in places that are suitable and at rents or purchase prices
they could afford Y
A. I think our basic position has been to assist them to do
what they desire to do. It is hard to pick some place and move
them in. As I say, there has been no problem, as we have
made and continue to make relocation payments, but we have
never considered it a serious problem. Of course, we have
given consideration to it and will continue to, but we have
never been compelled to g·o out and make a survey and list
down a number of places and give them to these people and
say: ''This is where we would like for you to move.'' If they
need our assistance, we have tried to help them. We have had
a man ~mployed to work .in that capacity, assist Mr. Conley
for a year. I-Ie i~ no longer employed, but that has been no
great problem.
Q. vYell, but there was actually no study ma~e in advance
of the acauisition of these properties to determine where
these people were to live, were there?
A. I know there was a lot of discussion was given to it. I
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don't recall any systematic study of listing properties and
submitting it to the people and anything of that
Dep.
sort. But I am sure that if we had been greatly
page 1832 ~ concerned about it we would have done what was
necessary.
Q. What study was made for the purpose of effecting the
proper relocation of the businesses in that area?
A. Well, consideration, I am sure, bas been given to the
available places that businesses could move and would want
to move, and some have found places of their own.
Q. w·hat studies were made? Now, that is what 1 want to
know. And what do you know about these studies?
A. "\Veil, there, again, I don't know of any systematic study
where we actually-! know of a number of properties that
were available in town that have been discussed and suggested
to different people in the area that they have investigated
at times but I don't know of any systematic survey that we
have had made to list down places that we would like to take
people and relocate them to. But, of course, it 'has always
been our policy to stand by to help them and apparently that
has been no great problem. These people, I think, these business people in the area, there, I am sure are quite as familiar
with the available space in town as any members of the Authority, and we assist them. Some of them have had plans for
quite some time and continue to consider relocation. There
is one business that is using the area now that I know has
plans underway, and has had for some time, moving out on
Greenville A venue.
Q. Now, I want to ask you about the finding-s
Dep.
page 1833 ~ recited in the resolution of October 2nd, 1962,
paragraph 3?
A. Is that the one whic·h I read in the record awhile ago,
sir?
Q. I believe it is. yes. sir. Do you notice that it starts out,
"That it is hereby found and determined" and then goes on
to recite the findings. It is stated that it is determined. that it
is ''blighted or deteriorated because it is an area wherein
72% of the buildings or improvements, by reason of dilapidation, obsolescence. overcrowding, faulty arrangement of design, lack of ventilation, light and sanitary facilities, excessive land coverage, deleterious land use, or obsolete layout or
a combination of these or other factors are detrimental to the
safety, health, morals or welfare of the community." Now,
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will you state which of those conditions or cotnbinations of
conditions you determined constitute blight in the Central
Avenue area 1
A. All right, take dilapidation, obsolescence, oYercrowding.
I would say most of them do.
Q. All right, now, which ones do not ol 'Vhich ones should
be eliminated in the finding that there is blight there f
A. I am not sure that any of them should he elimiuntPd,
sir. I would like to say this; that when this resolution was
passed I satisfied myself, as I an1 sure the other
Dep.
members of the Authority did, that it was our
page 1834 } considered judgment that it was right and proper, that there was suitable basis for the passing
of the resolution, based upon the findings of our experts, and
we stood up and were counted and voted on it, and I would
stand by it. And as far as picking it to pieces and having me
to analyze it as an expert, I am not in a position to do that
and I am not prepared to testify that. If you want to go bark
and bring back these experts and go into day after day of
analyzing this thing, tl1ere is where your answer would be.
I can give you opinions, but I don't pose as an expert in this
work at all. I am simply a citizen trying to serve and perform
a duty and administer it to the best of my judgment. Now, I
don't mean to be evasive, but I am not prepared to go into a
detailed discussion of this and to attempt to pose as an expert
on definitions.
Q. Yes.
A. We have heard these people at Norfolk haggle over
definitions down here about half a day, and I am still confused
about some of these definitions. I have my own feeling and
you have yours, and I would say this in answer to your question, that I would stand by the resolution that it was proper
and well founqed and it was passed.
Q. Do you know what percent of the buildings or improvPments were dilapidated f
A. No, sir, I do not, but that information, I an1
Dep.
sure, was obtained by Mr.-presented by Hayes,
page 1835 } Seay, Mattern & 1\{attern, the engineers.
Q. What constitutes dilapidation as you understand it Y
A. A matter-in layn1an 's language, it is a matter of being rundown and in a state of disrepair and some part of it,
perhaps, even in need of replacement.
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Q. To what extent does a building· have to be rundown
before it is classified as dilapidated?
A. Well, I don't think there is necessarily any extent. It's
hard for me to define. As I mentioned, I don't qualify as an
expert to know that at all.
Q. "\Vhat percent of the buildings and improvements were
obsolete in this area?
A. I don't recall, sir.
Q. " 7hat do you classify as obsolescence?
A. Obsolescence, one definition that I feel comes as close as
any is a state where the building fails to serve the purpose
for which it was formerly designed. It has become obsolete
for its intended purpose. It may be in good state of repair
structurally, but it is obsolete because of other factors.
Q. To what extent was there overcrowding in the Central
Avenue area f
A. I don't recall, sir.
Q. 'Vhat do you conceive to be ovel'crowding?
Dep.
A. Well, overcrowding of people would be a
page 1836 ~ situation where people are crowded, that there
it would create an unhealthy situation from the
standpoint of health. Overcrowding as far as an area layout
is concerned, I consider to mean overcrowding of the buildings, buildings crowded together without adequate space for
necessary ventilation and parking and for economic prevalence, the building could not-overcrowding would cause the
building to deteriorate and to go down, I should say, to decline in its usefulness.
Q. Did you conceive that there was overcrowding in the
Central Avenue area?
A. Well, there is overcrowding all over town in places.
That is no major problem, major reason in this thing, I would
say, but there is overcrowding, certainly.
Q. All right now, what did you conceive to be faulty arrangement of design f
A. Well, you have situations where houses and commercial
buildings, the design, layout of the area is poor and arrangementwise it is not desirable.
Q. Now, will you give us the instance of faulty arrangement and design that you know of in the Central Avenue
area?
A. No, sir, I don't have that information. I have testified
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that Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern-! am sure they have
presented all this as evidence, and if you want to
Dep.
back to it, well, we can. I am not prepared to go
page 1837 r into this. I will be glad to do what I am-I don't
mean to be evasive. I am speaking as a layman.
I was asked to serve on this cmnmission and use my best judgment along with the other commissioners in utilizing· the
services of these experts, and we have leaned heavily on them.
I am sure you understand that.
Q: Yes. I do, I do indeed. Now, I am just trying to find out
what you know and recall about it, that's all.
A. \tVell, this thing has been, as you h:now, dragged out
now for nearly two years, and my mmnory-I have to make a
living, and I just can't study this stuff and stay with it. I am
not like many people involved in it, I am serving with no
salary, and I just don't remember a lot of these details.
Q. Now, do you recall the extent to which there was lack
of ventilation that affected the welfare Y
A. No, sir, I do not.
Q. Do you recall whether there was any lack of ventilation?
A. Yes, sir, I cited one case. I don't recall the extent. I
cited a case of a bathroom you walked in and shut the door
and it is as a blockhouse, there is no ventilation. I don't know
how many cases. As I say, I am not testifying on that.
Q. \tVhat did you conceive to be excessive land coverage in
this area Y
A. \Veil, you can take-of course, that is a
Dep.
relative sort of thing, but there are several inpag·e 1838 r stances of excessive land coverage. You can take
the portion nearest to us, say Frederick Street,
and von start down the street and it's a solid row of buildings "except for a walkway, I believe, between the buildings.
By common modern standards it's of a design and layout
that is certainly quite excessive. I don't mean to say that
exists just there, but it is generally over town, but it exists.
Q. Isn't it true that there is more excessive land coverage
in the other three areas, in the other three initially thougbt
about, than there is in the Central Avenue area Y
A. I don't know that that is true, sir.
Q. Well, there is certainly more excessive land coverag-e
on Beverley Street than th~re is in this area, isn't there Y
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A. Well, there is, if you take a portion of it. It's a relative sort of thing. That is not a major consideration, I don't
think, or has been in this thing. It is one of many considerations that had to be made.
Q. What did you conceive to be th~ deleterious land use in
this area!
·
A. I don't recall what.
Q. Is there any deleterious land use in this area that you
know ofT
A. I am confident in my own mind there is. I don't cite a
case right now.
Q. Did you consider that as a major considDep.
eration in this Y
page 1839 ~ A. I am sure it was a consideration. I don't
know how major it was.
Q. What did you consider to be obsolete out in the city!
A. I don't recall, sir. That is portrayed, as I mentioned,
on Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern 's-the results of their
study. I don't recall.
Q. What did you, as a member of this Authority, consider to be the major factor or factors in determining that
this area was blighted Y
A. Well, of course, a lot of it just simply layman's appearance, of impression of looking at the area, conflnned by
more detailed inspection, observation of the area, study of
it, such factors as you have enumerated here contribute to
it, or many of them contribute to it, I should say. Some of
the buildings are structurally unsound. One of the first buildings I knew in the area, it certainly, from my early observation, was hardly safe to drive a car upstairs now. There is
another building I know of, I got up on the roof on one of the
large buildings, and I think if you would walk heavy, the
thing would come through, you would fall throug·h it.
Q. "\Vhich building was that?
A. It's the bakery building.
Q. What kind of construction is that buildDep.
ingY
page 1840 ~ A. I don't recall the details, but the construction has right much masonry in it, I recall. I
know the roof of it is in right bad shape.
Q. Was there any effort made on the part of the Authority
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or the City Council that you know of to determine whether
these conditions that you observed as you looked at the properties and that were related to you by these experts could
have been repaired and improved at a very low cost to the
property owners?
A. I don't recall to what extent. I go back to my former
testimony: The essence of the matter is that it hasn't been
done, it wasn't being done, they were continuing to deteriorate, and how much it would cost to do it, but apparently the
property owners felt they weren't worth repairing or they
would have done it.
Q. Did you, as a member of the Authority, or the mmnbers
of the Council that you know of, ever make an effort to see
that the various codes of the City were complied with and in
that way eliminated, perhaps, some of the objectionable features of this area?
A. I don't recall that we did. I don't recall that that is part
of the scope Qf our concern, except as private citizens, of
course, it should be done and I would like to see it done, personally. But as a member of the Authority I have never felt
any compulsion to participate in that. That is
Dep.
not part of our concern. The people voted for
page 1841 } the urban renewal-for the establishment of the
Authority, and I agreed to serve on it. That is
more a matter of city management, it seems to me.
Q. In view of your public position that you occupy and
your awareness of the need to remove from the city blighted
areas, I will ask whether you ln1ow that the City of Staunton
took some action in the last two or three years to remove unsanitary conditions in this area known as the Green-Cochran Street area f
A. I don't recall. If they haven't, I think they have-these
ordinances have been upgraded. I know that there has been
quite a concern about sanitary facilities over there. I have
read through the press that there has been a great deal of
concern there, particularly lack of interior plumbing facilities
in some cases.
Q. Of course, concern has been that there has been a major
health problem in that area for the City of Staunton, has
it not'
A. Beg pardon t
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Q. The real concern is that there has been a major health
problem in that area for the City of Staunton, hasn't there?
A. I don't kno~v, sir. It certainly looks unhealthy to me,
but I don't know w'hat records would show to bear our your
statement. I don't know.
Q. The Authority has never made a study of
Dep.
page 1842 ~ that area to see whether it should be redeveloped?
.
A. We have only studied one area, sir, this one that was
selected. That is the only area we have obtained funds for
which to study. As I mentioned in the beginning, we discussed
several areas, and it is our feeling that this was the area
that we should proceed to explore more in detail.

l\1r. l{uykendall: That's all.
Mr. Smith: No questions.
It is a quarter of one, Saturday afternoon. I sug·gest we
adjourn until 9 :30 Tuesday morning.
Mr. Kuykendall: All right with me.
Mr. Smith: Do you authorize the reporter to sign your
name to this deposition when it is written up?
The Witness: Yes.
And further this deponent saith not .

Dep.
page 1845

•

•

•

•

•

•

~

The deposition of William J. Drury and others, taken befoi'e Bessie J. Gibbs, a Notary Public of and for the State
of ·virginia at Large, in the Corporation Courtroom of the
City T-Iall of the City of Staunton, Virginia, at 9:30 o'clock,
a.m., Tuesday, April 7, 1964, pursuant to agreement of counsel and order of the Court, and pursuant to recess on April
4th, to be read as evidence in the above-entitled cause .

•

•

•

•

•
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Dep.
page 1846}

WILLIAM J. DRURY,
being duly sworn, deposes as follows :
DIRECT EXAMINATION.

By Mr. Smith:
Q. Will you state your full name and age, please?
A. Wiliam J. Drury, age, 29.
Q. Your residence and occupation Y
A. Roanoke, Virginia. I am currently employed as Vice
President-Comptroller of American Motor Inns, Incorporated.
Q. Mr. Drury, it has come out in the evidence here in this
case that American Motor Inns has leased or bought a piece
of property which is close to the Central Avenue Urban
Renewal Project. ~iay I ask you whether or not you are acquainted with the project area Y
A. Generally speaking, yes.
Q. Where is the property located which American Motor
Inns has leased from the Virginia Society for Crippled Children?
A. It is directly across the street and, if my bearings arc
right, is this-in Staunton-on the northwest corner across
the street from the redevelopn1cnt area.
Q. Is there one specific subsidiary of the American Motor
Inns, Incorporated, that entered into this lease agreement 1
A. Yes. Mutual Motor Inns, which is a whollyDep.
owned subsidiary.
pag·e 1847 r Q. Was this a short or long-term lease?
A. Well, it's long-term.
Q. Was American Motor Inns and its subsidiary, Mutual
Motor Inns, Incorporated, influenced in any way in their decision to locate on that property by the Central Avenue Urban Renewal Project¥
A. Very definitely.
~ir. l{uykendall: I object to the question as leading.
Mr. Smith: All right, I will rephrase the question.

By Mr. Smith:
Q. What influence, if any, did the existence of the Central
Avenue Urban Renewal Project have on the decisions of
American Motor Inns or Mutual Motor Inns, Incorporated,
in locating at this siteY
A. Originally we bad been looking at sites on the exterior
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roads of Staunton. We were brought into the downtown area
because of this urban renewal project which made the land
down here a little more attractive and which gave us a little
more conducive neighborhood, if it goes through, for operating a motel. vV e also viewed this as a more or less progressive step in Staunton which we hope will continue in the
future, which means that a motel will probably n1ake a better
showing, and we like very n1uch to stick to
Dep.
downtown areas where there is land available.
page 1.848 ~ We didn't feel that there was attractive land
available in Staunton until this came up.
Q. I take it from your answer that your companies were
influenced by the existence of the urban renewal project.
A. Very definitely.
Mr. Kuykendall:

I object to the leading question.

By Mr. Smith:
Q. Your answer was, ''Very definitely''!
A. Very definitely.
Q. At the time you were shown this particular site, were
you made aware of the existence of the project?
A. Yes, we were.
Q. Mr. Drury, are you generally familiar with the condition of the buildings in the projects area 1
A. Generally speaking, yes.
Q. How would you characterize that area as a whole insofar as its apparent condition is concerned Y
A. Well, most of it that hasn't already been torn down
is about to fall down of its own accord. It is in a generally
rundown condition.
Mr. Smith: That's all.
CROSS EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Kuykendall:
Dep.
Q. Mr. Drury, from whom did you learn of
page 1849 ~ this urban renewal project initiallyT
·
A. I believe it was through the real estate
people which we were dealing with up here, Mr. Clem and
Mr. Grim.
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Q. When did you first contact them with respect to locating
in Staunton?
A. Well, we had been working off and on on the Staunton
area for roughly three years now.
Q. And when was it that you first became interested in
this area that you have leased?
A. Roughly a year ago.
Q. Now, you say most of the buildings, those that are not
down are ready to fall down?
A. Generally speaking, yes, sir.
Q. vVould it surprise you to know that men who are skilled
in the field of engineering and construction have examined
the buildings and say that most of them are in fine structural
condition, that they won't fall do\vn.
A. I can only say their judgment of buildings is quite
different than my own, then.
Q. Wouldn't you say that their judgment is far superior
to yours?
A. Well, I don't know anything about engineering or
structures. I am going by the looks of the exDep.
terior in the neighborhood, ~hich is certainly
page 1850 ~ not cond~cive to a business-like atmosphere.
Q. What would be the position of your company if the Court holds that this urban renewal project is illegal and that it cannot be carried out?
A. 'Ve will be very disappointed. However, we have already committed ourselves to build a motel there, so we will
build it.
Q. And what effect will it have if the area remains as it is,
upon your business?
A. It won't provide the general attitude we'd like to see
in the area surrounding our business. I don't think it will
affect it too greatly, though.
Q. So you would have located there even though they didn't
have this urban renewal project, wouldn't you?
A. No, because my bosses who made the original contact
on this were very unimpressed with downtown Staunton as
such, and we were looking- for hig-hway locations that were
close enough in to serve industry.
Q. But if this urban renewal project is not carried out to
a successful conclusion, why, you are still going to build
where von leased?
A. We are going to build the motel, yes.
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Q. Yes. And you anticipate a degree of success notwithstanding the completion of this project 1

Dep.
page 1851

A. That is one of the things you don't know
until after youQ. And one of the things you don't know is
the success it is going to have even if this project is completed?
A. Our experience in other areas has shown that it wil]
be, though. 'Ve are in areas similar to this in other cities.
Q. Where?
A. In Roanoke, Virginia.
Q. "\Vhere is it located with respect to an urban renewal
project?
A. It is on, one parcel of it, on the southeast corner of
Williamson Road and Lawrence Avenue directly across from
the 26-acres that are remaining in that.
Q. And practically all of that project is vacant, isn't it Y
A. The portions surrounding the 26 acres that they have
have been sold off. The 26 acres has been held pending the
decision on the auditorium-arena for that site. There are
several prospective purchasers, though, if the City does not
go through with its plans.
~

Mr. Kuykendall: I think that's all.
Mr. Smith: That's all, thank you.
Dep.·
Mr. Drury, do you authorize the notary pubpage 1852 ~ lie to sign your name to this deposition when
it is transcribed?
The Witness : Certainly.
And further this deponent saith not.
WILLIAM J. DRUR.Y
By BESSIE J. GIBBS,
Notary Public.
Mr. Sm.ith: I want to make this statement for the record,
please:
To Keep the Court uptodate about progress here, I'd like
to report that on Saturday morning the defendants put one
witness on the stand, Mr. Farrier, and that his direct and
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redirect examination consumed approximately 50 minutes,
and the cross-examination two hours and 15 minutes.
Mr. K~ykendall: In order to keep the record perfectly
straight, I want it to show that when the witness was put on
the stand he was examined frequently with leading questions to elicit affirmations of statements of fact that counsel
wanted to get in the record and that cross-examination in detail show~d that the witness did not have knowledge of the
facts about wliich he undertook to relate in this general
fashion, that there were repeated references to data that had
been furnished in an effort to seek the answer to the questions.
If defendant persists in putting on witnesses
Dep.
to engage in generalities about matters of impage 1853 ~ portance in this case, counsel for the plaintiffs
will continue to cross-examine in such detail
as counsel deems necessary and proper, to search the knowledge of the witness respecting material facts that should
influence the Court in this case and doubtless will.
Mr. Tay-lor: For the record, I would like to say something else. I don't know whose watch Mr. Smith was looking
at Saturday morning, but I timed the testimony myself, looking at the courtroom clock. The original direct-examination
was in excess of 50 minutes. Original cross-examination was
slightly in excess of one hour.
Further for the record I would like to say that we are now
waiting for the defendant's second witness. Counsel for the
defendant looked around the courtroom, apparently didn't
see his witness, so he interjected this little homily into the
record in an apparent effort to gain more time before he put
his next witness on.
Mr. Smith: It so happens that the next witness is in the
courtroom and ready to testify, but in the absence of the
Court, I thought that the Court should be kept aware of the
amount of time being consumed on direct and cross-examination. And further than that, I think the Court, from having
heard cross-examination, for example, of Mr. Balzer and
others, knows the manner and the length of
Dep.
time that is consumed by counsel for the compage 1854 ~ plainants in their examinations and in their
frequent pauses and lapses of time while they
work up their next questions.
I would like to also add that our next witness, contrary
to what Mr. Taylor has indicated, has been in court ready to
testify since the depositions began this morning at 9:30.
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M:r. Taylor: :Nlay I suggest l\1r . .Smith call his witness
and quit filling up the record with his talk.
l\1r. Smith: I think the record will show 1vlr. Smith's tall{
is nowhere near as great as that of counsel who just spoke.
l\1r. Kuykendall: I would like the record to show-and
the Court will be further advised of this when we argue this
case-that complainants have been prepared to proceed with
this case earlier this year, but due to circumstances that I
am sure were beyond the control of one of counsel in this case
we couldn't go on with it. A lot of the evidence and a lot
of the cross-examination has shown that the witnesses that
defendant has offered were singularly unprepared to state
the facts that should influence the Court, and if counsel wants
to make a point of the delay, we will make it before the Court
when we argue this case, and I think we can demonstrate
without any question that the delay 'has been occasioned by
tactics on the part of the defendants.
Dep.
I want to further say that complainants' connpage 1855 ~ sel will examine these witnesses as they determine necessary and proper to elicit for the
consideration of the Court facts that should be produced by
the defendants but are not and that it therefore becomes incumbent upon counsel for complainants to show just precisely
what these witnesses do kno'v and what they do not know.
1\ir. Smith: We consider most of the statements 1nade
by complainants' counsel as being argumentative and include
accusations that are completely unwarranted as far as any
delays are concerned, and we will be glad to demonstrate to
the Court at the time of argument in the event this matter
is considered.
1\{r. Taylor: We are still waiting for your second witness,
Mr. Smith.
Mr. Smith: Come up, Mr. Bratton.

PAUL HANGER BRATTON,
being duly sworn, deposes as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION.
Bv Mr. Smith:
.,Q. Will you state your full name and age, please?
A. Paul Hanger Bratton, 36 years old.
Q. Where do you reside, Mr. Bratton?
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A. 1751 Churchville Avenue, Staunton, VirDep.
ginia.
page 1856 } Q. What is your occupation, Mr. Bratton 1
A. Hardware merchant.
Q. With what firm are you associated?
A. Worthington Hardware Company, Incorporated, Staunton, Virginia.
Q. Are you one of the owners of Worthington Hardwaref
A. I am.
Q. Do you bold any position with that companyY
A. Member of the Board of Directors of Worthington
Hardware.
Q. Mr. Bratton, how long 'have you resided in the City
of Staunton?
A. Thirty-six years.
Q. Have you been a member of any local civic groups Y
A. Yes, sir, I have. I was a member of the Young Men's
Civic Club, Staunton, for four years. Now I am a n1ember
of the Staunton Lions Club for the past 9 years. I have
served as President of the Lions Club, plus many other offices
within the club.
Q. Are there any other merchants' associations that you
have been a member of Y
A. Yes, sir, I have been a member of the Chamber of Commerce on two different occasions, three years each, a total of
6 years, and three years on the Retail Merchants
Dep.
Board, both of those, Merchants Board and
page 1857 } Chamber Board. Served as Vice President on
the Chamber Board, Treasurer at one occasion,
Executive Committee two different occasions.
Q. Have you been a part of any committees wich dealt with
needs of the central business section?
A. Yes, sir. I served on a committee appointed by the
former Mayor for the traffic survey-after the traffic survey
was prepared for the City, Traffic Study Committee for approximately, I would say, 18 months.
Q. Mr. Bratton, when were you appointed-or, are you
a member or commissioner on the Staunton Redevelopment
and Housing Authority?
A. Yes, sir; I was appointed March the 9th, 1961.
Q. Following your appointment on 1\.farch the 9th, Mr.
Bratton, what did the Authority do or what occupied the
Authority during its first meetings Y
A. For several months we studied the requirements of the
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State, Federal Government pertaining to redevelopment,
showing the laws governing redevelopment. These study
periods were prepared for us and gone over in great detail,
every sheet actually being read and discussed by the the11
City Engineer, Mr. Moyer. We proceeded in this operatio11
off and on for several months.
Q. Now, how often did tl1e Authority meet
Dep.
during that period?
page 1858 ~ A. Once a week.
Q. Do you recall when the n1atter or a selection of a site was first discussed f
A. April the 28th, 1961, the discussion of probahle p•·ojec1
a rea was discussed.
Q. And as a result of that discussion, what happened?
A. The City Engineer, Mr. Moyer, was instructed to bring
back to the Authority on. May the 19th a detailed study of
three downtown areas.
Q. " 7 hat did those studies include Y
A. They included the number of buildings in the area,
the taxes being paid on the property, the condition that he,
himself, had observed in the area.
Q. Was there any other information furnished in connection with those areas?
A. Yes, sir; they furnished the land value as it was at that
time, the value of the buildings and the taxes being paid on
the real estate and business taxes.
Q. What breakdown, if any, was made as far as the use
of the area was concerned?
A. He broug·ht us up to date on-of course, most of us
were very familiar with it and we discussed it on the uses of
the areas, 'how the buildings were arranged, the
Dep.
condition of the buildings, the general atmospage 1859 ~ sphere of the whole community in which the area
is involved.
Q. Now, following that, Mr. Bratton, did the members of
the Authority make any further investigation themselves of
these areas?
A. Yes, sir, we did. Mr. Reid and myself visited the area
one day prior to the-excuse me, Mr. R~iq and I visited the
area and discussed many of the buildings in the areas. Each
member of tlw Authority was instructed to visit the areas
and reach a decision on
three of them of what he thought
of the areas.

all
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Q. Now, prior to making any decision, did you, yourself,
make any sort of a detailed inspection of the area now known
as the Central Avenue Urban Renewal Project Y
A. I did.
Q. Did you take notes on your results of your inspection f
A. Yes, sir, I did. I preparedQ. How did you make that inspection?
A. In studying the three areas downtown I became convinced that there was possibly an area, and I think I was assigned this one area to study the closest and come back to the
Authority with n1y beliefs on what I found. I toured the
area, I was very familiar with the area, as I
Dep.
lived for approximately 18, 19 years within one
page 1860 ~ and one-half blocks of this area, and I felt like
I knew the area and knew the condition of it.
But I felt like in all fairness to the project, I should go
through each building as near as possible, see what I could
find out.
So I made personal notes on practically every building
in the area from May through, I believe, the latter part of
October 1961. I took a number of months and just circulated
through the area and made my own notes on what I found in
the area.
Q. Over what period of time was this detailed inspection
made?
A. Actually, the majority of it was made in May, June,
and July. Some of it was completed, the upper end, latter
part of October-September and October.
Q. Mr. Bratton, in reaching a decision as to what area
should be redeveloped, I think you have indicated that the
City Manager prepared maps of three areas and gave information regarding those three areas. Was any other map
prepared at the instance of the Authority during that period'
A. I don't quite understand, Mr. Smith.
Q. Was there any map of the downtown section prepared Y
A. Yes,. sir, the Authority requested the City Council to
have a topo map made of the downtown area, as
Dep.
we felt this was very necessary to the further
page 1861 ~ work of our project. This topo map was prepared and was used by us many times.
Q. All right, sir, when did the members of the Authority
reach a decision?
A. On April the 28th, 1961-
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Q. AprilY
A. -we discussed the project area, and then the pro posed
boundary was stipulated on the 1neeting of ,July the 28th,
1961.
Q. All right, sir. Now, Mr. Bratton, following that time,

it's in evidence that various matters were done by the Authority and applicants were interviewed and finally Mr. Conley was mnployed. Having designated this area, what was the
next step that had to be accomplished?
A. The next step after designating the area, on November 8th, 1961, the Survey and Planning Application wa!i: completed and sent in to the Federal Government.
Q. What was the purpose of that?
A. It was a document of some length which I have a copy
of here that stated that the area as we saw it and believed
contained .the necessary environmental conditions to cause it
to be a redevelopment. project area, contained enough of the
necessary qualities to fulfill the requirements of both Stat~
and Federal.
Dep.
Q. What was the purpose of the application
page 1862 ~ for survey and planning?
A. It was to get funds from the Federal Government to hire competent people to survey the area and to
see if our judgment was correct in selecting the site and to
make absolutely sure that the site that we had tentatively
selected ft~ll within the bounds and requirements of the Autllority.
Q. Subsequent to that time, were experts employed Y
A. Mr. Moyer, City Engineer, had done a great deal of
study in the area and furnished us with the necessary inforination, along with other city officials, building inspector,
health inspector, and so on.
Q. My question was, were these experts employed?
A. No, sir, they were in the employment of the City.
Q. Were the expertsMr. Kuykendall: I object to counsel leading the witness.
Mr. Smith: It is not a leading question.
Mr. Kuykendall: It is. He answered twice they weren't
employed.
The Witness: They were in the employment of the City,
working for the Authority.
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By Mr. Smith:
Q. Now, you have testified that the purpose
Dep.
of the Survey and Planning 4-pplication was to
page 1863 ~ secure funds to employ experts.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Were those experts employed 7
A. They were.
}.{r. l{uykendall: I object to this question. It is the third
time he has been asked this question, and twice he said they
were not. I want to call it to the attention of the Court.
Bv ~Ir. Smith:
"Q. Answer the question.
A. They were employed after the survey funds were obtained. We didn't have any funds before that time to employ
anyone other than the help we could receive from the local
city government.
Q. All right, sir, what experts, then, were subsequently
employed?
A. The experts that we employed were Hayes, Seay, }.{attern & }.{attern, architects and engineers, Blair and Stein
Associates, we were associated with them, planners and consultants, and l\{r. Rountrey and Associates in Richmond.
Q. Now, in employing the firm of Hayes, Seay, Mattern &
Mattern, did the Authority consider any other firms?
A. Yes, sir, we considered several. In my
Dep.
recollection, digging and going back over my
page 1864 ~ minutes, I have picked out several: 'Vomack &
Tarrant and l\{r. Bartholomew and Associates,
I believe is the way they-I don't recall the exact wording.
I could look it up if necessary. W-a-1-m-a-c-k and T-e-r-o-n,
I believe. I am the world's worst. speller, so don't quote me.
Q. Did these firms of experts make any reports to the
Authority?
A. ·Yes, sir. On a number of occasions they met with the
Authority. They brought us up to date on what they had
done up to that time. We discussed their findings, their report, which much of it was in on details, actually involved
plats, drawings, showing what we were doing in the area.
Q. What was the purpose of the employment of the firm
of Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern? What were they supposed to do?
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A. They were to prepare a Central Avenue Urban Renewal
Plan, a study of the area showing the conditions that existed
in the area.
Q. And do you know what the duties of the firm of Rountrey and Associates was?
A. Yes, sir, they did a-first, a land utilization and marketability study and, secondly, they did a re-use appraisal and
the market value-marketability of that.
Q. Now, Mr. Bratton, during this period and subsequently, what did the Authority do to keep the City
Dep.
Council informed Y
page 1865 ~ A. We met with City Council, briefed them
-had a briefing with them on one occasion. One
I particularly remember was June the 13th, 1962. Prior to
that I, myself discussed the area many times with individual
members of the City Council, discussed my findings, explained to them my thoughts on the area, listened to their
throughts on the area.
Q. You speak of a meeting of June 13, 1962. Do you recall where that meeting was held?
A. It was held, I believe, in this building where-! think
we tentatively set it up in the Council Chambers-! believe
-yes, it was held in the Council Chambers that time. One
time later we had to move to this room.
Q. Were any of the experts present at that meeting?
A. Yes, sir, there were a number of them. Of course,
Hayes, Seay, Mattern & 1\fattern had representation at that
meeting. I know Mr. Balser was there. 1\fr. Simon, possibly,
or Mr. Marcou was there. I believe it is l\fr. Simon.
Q. What firm was Mr. Simon representing?
A. Blair and Stein Associates.
Q. And how long was that meeting, do you recall?
A. Right lengthy. It ran on for several hours, possibly
two and a half to three hours.
Q. Do you recall in general what the discusDep.
sion was about at that joint meeting?
page 1866 ~ A. Yes, sir. Generally, we presented to the
Council the area as we saw it, the experts presented their picture of the area, explained the many details
of investigation that they have gone into, explained to the
Council the requirements of the State of Virginia and the
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requirements of the Federal G,overnment and how that this
area did qualify.
Q. Were any questions asked by members of Council T
A. Yes, sir. If I recall correctly, there were a number of
questions asked.
Q. Were there any other joint meetings of the Council
and the Authority and the Planning Commission?
A. After that date there were a number of meetings. I
don't recall exactly bow many. I could dig it out of my minutes.
Q. Do you recall specifically a joint meeting where experts
were there present following June 13, 1962?
A. Yes, sir. We bad a public hearing, and just prior to the
public hearing we had ,of course, all the experts here in town,
so we asked the Council to meet and be briefed by these experts ag·ain pertaining to their last findings and their final
report of the area.
Q. 1Vhy do you feel, or why did the Authority feel it was
necessary to have a meeting with the ·Council and the Planning Commission prior to the public hearing Y
Dep.
A. The meeting was a briefing session. We
page 1867 ~ felt that certainly we had been appointed by the
City Council to do a job. It's just-we were in
the position of keeping them informed of what we had done
and how we had proceeded and how the work was being done
and that the Council was certainly entitled to be told and
brought up to date by our experts on the area, of how it existed.
Q. Following the meeting, joint meeting that you spoke of
on June 13, 1962, was any document filed with the Federal
Government Y
A. Part I was filed.
Q. What was Part 17
A. Our Part I project was filed on June the 18th. 1962.
That was Application for Loan and Grant.
Q. Roughly, what did it include!
A. It included a number of documents showing that the
area contained blight, deterioration, the percentage of the
lJuildings needing improvement.
Mr. Kuykendall: Now, just a minute. I want the record
to show that the witness picked up the document to which
counsel has referred and is reading from it.
Mr. Smith: I'd like the record to show- that that isn't
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the document that counsel referred to.
Mr. Kuykendall: I ask what it is, then.
~
Mr. Smith: It is a collection of minutes.
!vir. l(uykendall: Then he picked up the
papers that he has had in his possession and is reading it
and isn't speaking from any recollection. I want the record
to show it.

Dep.
page 1868

By Mr. Smith:
Q. Mr. Bratton, over the period of this project have you accumulated quite a bit of paper f
A. Yes, sir, I have. I have maintained a complete minutes
of every meeting as they were mailed to me by l\1r. Conley.
I have kept a complete file on everything done pertaining to
this project. I think the Court must realize that this project
has been stretched out over a three-years period, and it is
absolutely impossible to recall dates, times, places and just
exactly when you did a certain type of project or certain type
of program that is put forward. I am in the hardware business, I have to make my living as a hardware merchant. I
have to do this job along with that, and it takes time and a
great deal of study, and to be able to recall dates and times it
is necesary for me to refer to minutes that some of them I
have made, some of them that have been maintained by the
Authority.
Q. Mr. Bratton, were you present at the public hearing
on September 27th?
Dep.
A. Yes, sir, I was.
page 1869 ~ Q. Subsequent to that time did the Authority
take any official action regarding the Central
A venue urban renewal redevelopment .plan?
A. No, sir. We took the action to the effect that we approved of the area and we had found it to meet our requirements.
Q. Did the Authority pass any rcso]ntion in that connection?
A. Yes, sir, we did on the-let's see, just shortly after
that we passed-let me check my minutes on that. I can't_.:.
formal resolution by the Authority-! have a note hereincidentally,. these are my own personal notes I dug out.
October 2nd, 1962, by authority of the projectQ. Let me ask you this: Do you know whether the members of the Authority and the members of the Council made
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any visit to the project area prior to the adoption by the
Council on October 17th of its resolution approving the plan'
A. Yes, sir. They visited the area, inspected the buildings.
I inspected the buildings due to the fact I believe I was out
of town or unable to be with tbmn on the day of their inspection on the day or so before. I think it was the day before.
Q. Since this project began could you give an
Dep.
estimate of how many times you had been in this
page 1870 ~ project area to examine the buildings and observe the conditions in the area f
A. Too numerous to name. Just-I am in the area every
day, pass through the area. I 'have observed the buildings
and the conditions over the past 20 years, I would say.
Q. Did you vote for the resolution approving the plan?
A. I did vote for the resolution approving the plan. I
wrote an article in the Staunton paper requesting the people
of Staunton to vote for this resolution.
Q. Approving the redevelopment plan f
A. Plan, yes, sir.
Mr. Smith:

That's all.
CROSS EXAMINATION.

By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Mr. Bratton, what were you looking for when you examined the Central A venue area to determine whether it was
blighted?
A. To determine what the conditions of the buildings in
the Central Avenue area actually were through my past experience in the building ·and hardware business.
Q. Was your examination and study of the area limited to
that type of inquiry?
A. I don't quite understand your question, sir.
Mr. Kuykendall: Will you read the question, please?
Dep.
(Whereupon, the last above-recorded quespage 1871 } tion was read by the reporter.)
The Witness: Yes, it was the type of construction, type of
the buildings, and conditions as they existed.
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By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. Now, was your judgment as to the condition of that
area based upon an inquiry as to the condition of the buildings in that area 7
Mr. Smith: I think the question should be related to
whether you are talking about before the employment of
experts or after the employment of experts and their reports.
Mr. Kuykendall: I don't pelieve that counsel can direct
other counsel what questions to ask. The witness can answer
the question if he can, and if he can't, he can say so.
The Witness: Repeat the question, please.
}lr. Smith: I think the questions, to be fair to the witness,
should be fair so that he understands the question.
Mr. Kuykendall: The question is fair.
The vVitness: Repeat the question, please.
Mr. I{uykendall: Read the question.
I want the record to show that an awful lot of time is being taken up by counsel's insistence that the counsel for
plaintiffs be fair to the witnesses. I would like
Dep.
to add at this point, in supplementing my reply
page 1872 ~ to Mr. Smith as to the time-taking of this case,
that a reading of the answers that were given
to many of the questions that have been asked by counsel for
plaintiffs will show that the answers were not responsive
to the questions, they were long, drawn-out, detailed statements that were tantamount to arguments and statements
wholly unrelated to the questions, and a major portion of the
time taken on cross-examination was consumed by that type
of answer.
Now will you read the question Y
(Whereupon, the last above-recorded question was read
by the reporter.)
The Witness: I still do not understand the question, sir.
By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. All rigl1t, now, I will rephrase it. Yon stated that yon
determined from your examination of the property and your
consideration of the area in all of its aspects-that your
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judgment that it was blighted was based upon what the examination of the buildings revealed. Is that correct!
A. That is correct, sir.
Q. And that if the buildings are found to be structurally
sound and if it is shown that they can be repaired or remodeled at very small cost, you would then say
Dep.
that the area was not blighted, wouldn't you Y
page 1873 ~ A. Sir, due to my past experience in this type
of work, I think I am fully competent in my
judgment of knowing the area and the conditions of the area,
many of them not warranting repair and rebuilding and that
many of them could not be feasibly-financially, I should
say, able to be repaired economically.
Q. I am merely asking, though, if it be found from the
evidence that these buildings could have been repaired at a
reasonable cost and remodeled at a reasonable cost and that
they were structurally sound, most of them, then you would
conclude, I gather, that the area is not blighted. Isn't that
a fair statement!
A. No, sir, I would not say so.
Q. Why notf
A. The area contains mixed use.
Q. What do you call mixed useY
A. That is industrial building next to a home, a pool hall
underneath a living quarters, a tire-recapping shop in back
of living quarters in behind a restaurant, very hazardous
condition. The entire layout of the area is extremely poor.
It is an example of what happens to a town that has grown
over the years and has had no real guidance in the construction of their property.
Dep.
Q. Do you think that those conditions standpage 1874 ~ ing alone and assuming that the buildings are
in reasonably good condition, that that would
constitute blight Y
A. Certainly would, sir.
Q. All right, now, are those the only considerations that
you took into account¥
A. No, sir.
Q. What others?
A. Well, the downtown Staunton needs a general facelifting. We need to expand. No town can stand still. They
need an area in which to expand, and we are unfortunate, I
would sav, in being a terrain-wise area that, due to the fact
of the hills in most every direction, with the exception of
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one, that being toward tlle Central Avenue area, restricts the
expansion. It makes it almost necessary that areas be provided for the future growth of the city, and cet·tainly in this
direction the choice of ourQ. To what extent did this latter consideration influence
youY
A. It had a certain amount of influence on my decision,
certainly. I have been in business here in town ever since
I have been big enough to wait on a customer. I have grown
up in the business.
Q. And was that a n1ajor consideration Y
A. No, sir, it was a partial consideration,
Dep.
certainly.
page 1875 } Q. Standing alone it would not have justified the claim that this area was blighted, would
it!
A. The area contains a great deal of blight and deterioration.
Q. But can't you answer my question 1 I said, standing
alone.
A. What standing alonef
Q. The consideration of the need for the expansion in
Staunton and a place provided for business to go. That is the
sum and substance of what you said. Now, standing alone,
that. consideration would not have warranted a finding that
the area was blighted, would it Y
A. No, sir.
Q. You mentioned a moment ago your past experience that
has fitted you to judge the condition of these buildings, I
gather. 'Vhat type of experience have you had Y
A. W eH, over the years I have been in the hardware-building trade business. 1\fy father spent 55 years in the business,
and I grew up in it, and naturally, being in this type of
business, we are very close to the building trade business,
we deal with the contractors daily, we being the largest bardware operation in this part of the state. We have a great
deal of contact with engineers and building inDep.
spectors, people of the building trade. I have
page 1876 } assisted-my father and myself have built several homes, plus a summer home, plus a hunt
camp over the past years that he and myself, along with
others, have constructed.
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Q. Now, you would say that a 111ere casual examination of
that area would not have warranted the finding that the area
was blighted or that the buildings were dilapidated or deteriorated, would you?
A. I don't think anyone could ride by the area and stop
and give it any study without seeing a certain a1nount of
blight and deterioration.
Q. Certainly not enough to warrant a finding· that the majority of the area was blighted f
A. In my estimation, sir, the majority of the area is
blighted.
Q. But you would say a mere casual inspection, walking
around looking at it, would not justify that conclusion,
would it?
A. You give me any one man, let me take him around, and
he will come back and give you that conclusion, yes, sir.
Q. Do you say, then, a mere casual inspection, that is,
walking around looking at it, would justify finding that the
area is blighted?
A. ·If he has any experience in the building trade business
and knows structural conditions, yes, sir.
Dep.
Q. And that was all that was required of you?
page 1877 } A. No, sir.
Q. You say you have had experience in that Y
A. I have experience in building conditions-of the conditions· of the building, also have knowledge enough to know,
when ~ look at a building, what it will cost to repair it and
what it will cost to put it back in condition and to weigh the
cost of repairing that building against demolishing it and
putting up a new building, which is the most feasible.
Q. Let's g·et hack to my question, !1:r. Bratton. You said
that a person with the type of experience that you have
had could just walk around and just casually look at the area
and make a decision that the majority of it is blighted. Is
that true, or isn't it?
A. He would have to give it more t'han a casual look, certainly.
Q. I-I ow nmch more T
A. A detailed study of each building.
Q. So. I say, in your judgment a person walking around
and looking at it, just giving a general observation, couldn't
rightfully say that it was blighted, .could they!
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A. If he

ha~

experience in the business he certainly could,
s1r.
Q. Could you have done that?
Dep.
page 1878 ~ A. I did, sir.
Q. Just casually look at it andA. No, I said I looked at it.
Q. I said, could you have just walked around and just
casually looked at it and said it was blighted?
A. To begin with, sir, I wouldn't casually walk around
and look at it, because this is a very serious matter, and I
gave it very serious consideration. I had the advice of people who I felt competent to assist me.
Q. You didn't make this judgment based on your inspection of the building, did you f
A. I did, sir.
Q. Entirely?
A. EntirelY.
Q. Then it"' wasn't necessary for you to have an expert to
tell you whether it was blighted or notY
A. In my judgment, I considered at the time to be sufficient
for my own judgment, but I felt like we should hire experts
to see if I was correct. I have made many mistakes.
Q. But you were satisfied that you were correct and you
had had the type of experience that enabled you to make a
determination of that question, as I understand you.
A. I felt lilm I was competent to do it, sir.
Dep.
Q. So as far as you were concerned, it was not
page 1879 ~ necessary to employ these experts to tell you
that the area was blighted T
A. It most absolutely was necessary, sir.
Q. WhyY
A. Because these people are hired to do a job. They are
experts in the field. I might think of one thing and be of the
opinion, but when I 'hire an expert and bring him in and
say, "Now, look at the area ''-and I told Mr. Balser myself
in this very hallway, I said, "Mr. Balser, I don't want you to
come back here and say it Jlleets with what we say it does
and what we think it does unless you are absolutely sure it
will qualify under the State program and the Federal program.
Q. Did he tell you that these buildings were structurally
nnsoundt
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A. At that time he did not, sir. He went out to make a
survey.
Q. Has 'he ever told you that the majority of the buildings
in this area were structurally unsound T
A. Yes, sir.
Q. lie did f
A. Yes, sir. He made a report. His report shows that,
sir.
Q. Now, was it based upon Mr. Balser's stateDep.
ment to you that the majority of the buildings
page 1880 ~ were structurally unsound that you formed a
judgment that this area was blighted Y
A. Not entirely, sir.
Q. Now, Mr. Bratton, you say that you want to be certain
that the area met the requirements of the Virginia statute?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What does the Virginia statute require before an area
can be determined to be blighted?
A. The statute requires that the area contain a certain
amount of blight, deterioration in its use. I can give yon
that information if you care for me to take the tin1e to look
it up, sir. I have it here in my notes.
Q. Don't you know what it requires?
A. It wouldn't be possible for me to quote verbally word
for word what that requirement is. It would be impossible,
sir.
Q. Can you tell me now, based upon what your study of
this thing, this very careful study that you made and the
advice that the experts gave you, what elements you considered to exist upon which you found that this area was
blighted?
A. At the time that the decision was reached we had the
information, the requirements before us. I had my own
knowledge that I knew the area, plus the experts' advice. We
reached a decision on all the evidence that was
Dep.
put before us at that time.
page 1881 ~ Q. Now, then, can you tell me what conditions you found to exist that influenced your
judgment that the area was blighted in the respects required
by the Virginia statute?
A. Would you care for me to read my inspection of the
area, or are you speaking of what I, myself, found 7
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Q. 'Vhatf
A. I think it is a matter of record what the planners found.
Q. I arn rnerely asking you to state what considerations
or what findings were made _by you based upon your inspection and the advice that the experts gave you that led you
to conclude that this area was blighted.
A. It will be necessary for me to refer to my-I believe
I have it somewhere here.
Q. May I ask w·ha t you are getting ready to read from Y
A. I am reading from our n1inutes of the meeting of where
the resolution was passed.
Q. Now, without looking at that resolution, can you tell
n1e what considerations or what findings you have made in
respect to this area that prompted you to find that was
blig·hted?
A. We found the area was blig_hted-

Mr. Smith: I think the witness is entitled to look at his
minutes and at his files. He has already testified
that there is an immense amount of material
Dep.
page 1882 ~ and information went into the :final determination of whether this area was blighted or not,
and I think he is entitled to refer to his own notes and the
minutes and the resolutions that the Authority passed.
Mr. Kuykendall: I want the record to show that anybody
can read a quotation from the statute that is contained in
the resolution and say, ''This is what influenced me.'' If this
witness can't relate, based upon his own experience and his
own judgment and his own inspection, what conditions he
found that warranted 'him or justified him in saying whether
the area was blighted, then the witness doesn't know. I insist
that he answer based upon his own judgment of what constituted blight in this area, if he knows.
The Witness: 'Vhat constituted blight in the area? Deterioration, it was rundown, the area contained any number
of blighted conditions, mixed use, improper ventilation in
washrooms, bathrooms. It was in extremely poor condition.
By ~{r. Kuykendall:
Q. Now, you say that you had a topo map prepared, or I

believe the Authority did. For what purpose?
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A. To study the terrain of the downtown area. Of course,
many of us were familiar with it, but I don't think we were
aware of the situation as it existed, .that the hills were quite
as steep, that we had been walking up and down
Dep.
them for years. We wanted to see the terrain
page 1883 ~ value of the city, we wanted to see the whole
city laid out on a piece of paper so we could
tell exactly where the streets come in and everything, something to make it more clear and something to work from.
Q. Were you going to get that from the topo map where
the streets were Y
A. Well, these streets we had laid off on our topo map. 'Ve
had the streets laid off, the general layout of the whole downtown area.
Q. How did that map help the Authority in concluding
whether the area was blighted within the meaning of the
Virginia statute T
A. It didn't help, it just showed us the area as it now
laid, terrainwise. It showed us that the Augusta Street
height, approximately, that the factory was so many feet, the
layout of the land is such, how it l~id, where it was flat,
level, or hilly.
Q. By the way, were you referring, when you were answering some questions, to notes that Mr. Conley prepared for
youY
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Are those the same set of notes-do you know?-that
Mr. Reid had 7
A. Yes, sir, to the best of my knowledge, they
Dep.
were the same set be was using, approximately.
page 1884 ~ Q. And you have been referring to those notes
that Mr. Conley pr~pared?
A. Some of them he prepared, yes, sir, and I presume he
probably prepared them all.
Mr. Kuykendall: I think that's all.
I want the record to show there is time being consumed in
discussion by counsel with Mr. Conley.
Mr. Smith: Let the record show it took exactly five seconds.
Mr. Kuykendall: By the time you get through making the
statement, it will be another ten minutes.
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Mr. Smith: I'd like to measure my statements timewise
with yours, Mr. Kuykendall.
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION.

By Mr. Smith:
Q. ~ir. Bratton, what is your understanding of the purpose
of urban renewal?
A. Urban renewal-the purpose in Staunton?
Q. The primary purpose of urban renewal.
A. The primary purpose, to remove blight and deterioration.
1\ir. Smith: That's all.
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION.
Dep.
page 1885

~

By

~ir.

Kuykendall:

Q. Is that the only thing you are interested

inY
A. No, sir. To improve the downtown area, widen streets,
provide growth for the city.
Q. So, then, when you answered Mr. Smith, that was not
a full, complete answer, was it, when you said that the purpose was to remove blight 7
Mr. Smith: He said the primary purpose.
The Witness: Primary purpose.
Mr. Kuykendall: I object to counsel prompting the witness.
Mr. Smith : I am not prompting the witness. The record
will show the word "primary purpose" was used.
By Mr. K~ykendall:
Q. Then this business of promoting the economy of the
City was not a primary purpose in acquiring this area, is
that right?
A. You are questioning me, sir, or Mr. SmithY
Q. You are the witness, and I looked right at you when
I asked you.
A. I
sorry, I couldn't keep up.

am
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Q. v-v· ould you answer the question?
A. Repeat the question.

Mr. Kuykendall:
Dep.
page 1886

'Vould you read hte question?

( \Vhereupon, the question was read by the reporter as follows : ''Then this business of promoting the economy of the City was not a primary purpose in acquiring this area, is that right?")
The Witness: Correct.
~

By Mr. Kuykendall:
Q. And the econon1y of the City that is affected hy this
area was not a primary consideration f
A. It was part of the consideration.
Q. But it wasn't the primary consideration?
A. No, sir, not the entire consideration.
Q. I asked you if it was the primary consideration.
A. No.
Q. Was it, or notY
A. It was part of the consideration of the whole, overall
program. I can't say whether it was the primary or whether
it wasn't. It is impossible to answer that as being the absolute reason. "Primary reason" means the entire, to remove
blight.
Q. You said ''primary'' means ''entire'' 7
A. No, I said the primary reason was to remove blight and
deterioration. The second would come along as improving
the economy of the city.
Q. So, I say, the primary purpose was not to
Dep.
improve the economy of the city but to remove
page 1887 ~ blight and deterioration, is that right?
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Kuykendall: That's all.
Mr. Smith : No further questions.
And further this deponent saith not.
PAUL BRATTON
By BESSIE eT. GIBBS
Notary Public.
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ALDON GLASGOW STOGDALE,
being duly sworn, deposes as follows:
DIRECT

EXA~IINATION.

By Mr. Smith:

Q. Would you state your full nan1e and age, please, sir 1
A. My name is Aldon Glasgow Stogdale. I am 56.
Q. vVhere do you reside?
A. I live in Staunton at 815 Mount Elliott Avenue.
Q. What is your occupation, Mr. Stogdale?
A. I am Vice President and General ~Ianager of Clifton
_B,orge-Waynesboro Telephone Company.
Q. How long have you resided in Staunton?
A. All my life.
Q. Have you ever been a member of an official
Dep.
page 1888 ~ body in the City of Staunton?
A. I was on the City Council for 8 years, also
I was a metnber of the Planning Commission by virtue of n1y
office as a City Councilman.
Q. Mr. Stogdale, 'vhen did you go off of the City Council?
.A. Septmnber the first, 1952.
Q. Are you a commissioner of the Staunton Redevelopment
and Housing Authority at the present time f
.A. I am.
Q. When were you appointed?
A . .April 10th, 1962.
Q. Were you appointed to take someone 's place Y
A. I replaced Mr. Harold Goehring, who was with Westinghouse and was transferred and left the city.
Q. Mr. Stogdale, were you on the Authority in time to
take part in the employment of experts by the Authority?
A. I was not.
Q. Do you know what firms of experts were employed?
A. Yes.
Q. By the Authority!
A. I do.
Q. Who were they T
~- Well, J. E. Rountrey and .Associates from
Dep.
Richmond and Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern
page 1889 ~ from Roanoke.
Q. To your knowledge did the firm of Hayes,
Seay, Mattern and Mattern associate any other firm?
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A. Yes, they had an associate, Blair & Sons, I think, froru
Washington, D. C. I am not sure of the name. I know the
firm was from Washington. I am not sure of the name.
Q. Do you remember the names of anyone from that firm
who reported to the .Authroity¥
A. Mr. Simon was one. I am not sure Mr. Marcou was associated with that firm or not. I believe he was.
Q. Who was the principal person that the Authority dealt
with from the firm of Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern f
A. ~ir. Balser.
Q. Do you know the purpose for the employment of that
firmf
A. Yes, they were planning consultants. They were to assist the .Authroity in determining whether or not the project
area was qualified for redevelopment project.
Q. Do you know what the firm of Rountrey and Associates
was employed to do?
A. They were to study the marketability of the site, also
the land re-use appraisal, land utilization.
Q. IIow often, following your appointme~t, Mr. Stogdale,
to the Authority, how often was the Authority meeting?
A. The Authority met fairly regularly once
Dep.
a week.
page 1890 ~ Q. Did the Authority take part in any joint
meetings?
A. Yes, the Authority met with the City Council and also
the Planning Commission.
Q. Do you recall attending any meetings which were held
jointly with the City Council and the Planning Commission
at which experts from these firms appeared and presented
information Y
A. Yes, I attended several meetings. I don't how many,
but there was more than one. I will say several.
Q. What was the length of these meetings?
A. Well, they usually lasted several hours, ran up till 11 :00
o'clock at night sometimes. They usually began around 8.
Q. Were you and the other members of the Authority advised of the findings of the experts?
A. We were.
Q. What were you advised by them as to the eligibility of
the Central Avenue project area Y
A. We were advised that it was eligible for redevelopment
under the applicable statute.
Q. Mr. Stogdale, did you, yourself, have any personal
familiarity with the project area Y
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A. Yes ; I have been by the area, I guess, many thousands
of times and I was familiar with it.
Q. Did you, following your appointment to
Dep.
the Authority, make any special efforts to bepage 1891 } come acquainted with the conditions in the project area?
A. I visited the area on a number of occasions, usually
alone, on one occasion with a group of the City Council, City
Manager.
Q. Did you formulate any opinion of your own as to the
eligibility of this area?
A. Well, I felt that the project area qualified. In fact, if I
hadn't thought so, I wouldn't have accepted that position
as one of the commissioners.
Q. Did you personally have anything to do with the tenative selection of this site 7
A. I did not.
Q. Was that selection made before or after your appointment to the Authority?
A. Well, the site was selected for study prior to my election
to the ~commission.
Q. Was a public hearing held in connection with this
project?
A. It was.
Q. Did you attend?
A. I did.
Q. Following the public hearing, did the Authority undertake any official action with regard to the reDep.
development plan?
page 1892 } A. The Authority, in a regular meeting,
passed a resolution selecting this area as the
site of the redevelopment project and officially declaring that
it was the project area.
Q. Following that, were any funds made available by the
Federal Government for acquisition 7
A. They were.
Q. And has the Authority acquired property in the area?
A. The Authority has acquired considerable amount of
property in the area.
Mr. Smith: That's all.
Mr. Kuykendall: I don't believe we care to ask any questions.
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Mr. Smith: All right, sir, thank you.
Will you authorize the notary public to s1gn your name
to this deposition when it is transcribed?
The Witness: I will.
And further this deponent saith not.
ALDON GLASGO\V STOGDALI•:
By BESSIE J. GIBBS
Notary Public.
Mr. Smitl1: I will have to malw a state1uent for the record
that counsel has taken us by surprise in the
Dep.
shortness of cross examination, and I have to
page 1893 ~ take a few minutes to get our next witness, and I
will apologize for that.
Mr. Kuykendall: I don't think we can t.olerate this delay.
It is hampering the development of this area.
Mr. Smith: It will be about five more minutes.
Mr. Kuykendall: I think the record should show that we
are experiencing delays that I must say are not unusual in
view of the witnesses having to stop and take long periods
to search the record, but it is still a delay.
EDGAR LEWIS KNOWLES,
being duly sworn, deposes as follows :
DIRECT EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Cochran:
Q. Will you please state your name, age, residence and occupation!
A. Edgar Lewis Knowles, born October 23rd, 1895. I will
be 69 next October. And I am the Manager-Editor of the
Staunton Leader papers.
Q. Do you reside in Staunton 7
A. Born in Staunton, lived here all my life.
Q. How long have you been connected with the Staunton
newspaper?
A. Fifty-five years this coming J nne.
Dep.
Q. Do you hold any official position in Staunpage 1894} ton at this time, and if so, what?
A. I am a member of the City Council, Mayor.
Q. How long have you been a member of Council 7
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A. Since September the first, 1956.
Q. How long have you been Mayor?
A. Since February of '62.
Q. Do you hold any positions or have you held any positions statewide in municipal government?
A. Last year-well, I am the Immediate Past President of
the Virginia Municipal League.
Q. What, if any, civic organizations in Staunton do you
belong to?
A. Well Past President of the Young Men's Christian Association, Past President of the Chamber of Commerce, Past
President of the Stonewall Brigade Band, Vice President
and Executive Secretary of Shenandoah Valley, Incorporated, Past President of the City Softball League, Past Vice
President of the American Red Cross Chapter, past member
of the Board and member of the Budget Committee of the
United Fund. That's about enough, I suppose.
Q. ~{r. Knowles, were you a member of Council when the
Staunton Redevelopment and Housing Authority was
created?
A. I was.
Q. Would you please state what the steps
Dep.
were which led to the creation of that Authorpage 1895 ~ ityY
A. As well as I recall, there was a demand
on the part of the public for such an authority. We submitted a question to the voters, and I think by a marg-in of maybe 550 or thereabouts the request came to Council that an
authority be appointed.
Q. Do yon recall approximately when that referendum or
that vote was held?
A. I don't know, but I mav be able to refer to some notes
here. Referendum on November the 8th, 1960.
Q. After that referendum was held, what, if anything, did
Council do?
A. Well, the next definite step seems to have been on
Mar('h th~ 9th, 1961, when the members of the A1tthroif.y were
appointed.
Q. Who were the first members of the Authority?
A. Let's see. Malcolm Reid was chAirman. Harold Goehrin!!, nr. Smith. Paul Bratton. Richard Fnrrier. T believe.
Q. Did vou narticipate in the selection of the members
of the Authority?
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A. Along with Council, yes.
Q. vVhat was the purpose for whieh rnembers of the Authority were appointed Y
A. "\Veil, they were appointed to get the urban
Dep.
development program underway, to investigate
page 1896 ~ Yarious angles in connection therewith and to
make a study of perhaps a tentative location
for such a project and later to employ professional assistance to assist the Authority in reaching what it considered a
solution to the problem at hand.
Q. Did the Authority confer with the City Council, to your
knowledge, after that creation?
A. On numerous occasions, yes, indeed.
Q. Could you suggest how often meetings were held with
the Authority and City Council?
A. Well, I can say that-I believe we had sorrw 32 or 35
meetings of Council in which some aspects of the Authority's
business was discussed.
Q. What occurred at joint n1eetings of the Authroity and
Council, if you recall, in a general way?
A. Well, in a general way, of course, not a single member
of Council was an expert in the field of redevelopment, and I
don't think a member of the Authority was an expert in that
field. But the Authority secured what it felt and what Council
felt was competent advice from people who were supposed
to be skilled in their particular fields, and frequently Council conferred with the Authority and conferred with those
experts that the Authority bad employed.
Q. Were you made aware of areas in the city
Dep.
which were under consideration by the Authorpag·e 1897 ~ ity for renewal?
A. V\Tell, we had had some discussion about
such a project, even before the Authority, I believe, was
constituted, and after that we were advised that the Authority had considered areas and finally came up with this
one they proposed, called the Central Avenue area.
Q. When, if you recall, was the Central A venue area made
known to you as a project site?
.l\. Well, before the official announcement was made.
Q. Were you personally familiar with the Central A venue
project area?
A. Yes, I had been familiar with it since boyhood, lived
up-
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Q. To what extent were you and are you familiar with
this areat
A. Well, it's been a part of Staunton, of course, all of my
lifetime, and there has hardly been a day when I haven't
been by there. I have been through there, I have been in
many of the buildings from time to tin1e, I have seen improvements made, I have seen structures demolished there. I
just have g·eneral knowledge of it, that's all.
Q. How close to this area is your place of business?
A. "\\T e are in the block one block south of Frederick
Street.
Q. Have you personally visited the area or
Dep.
made any examination of the buildings on it
page 1898 ~ during recent years?
A. Yes, indeed. I have been up there, I think,
three times to n1ake an inspection since the Authority designated that as the project area.
Q. vVell, do you recall when or approxin1ately wheu tllese
visits were made by you 1
A. Well, I referred back to the-I remember one area that
I was inspecting-! was expecting to be called later in the
week, so I grabbed. my notes hurriedly this morning.
On October the 11th, 1962, there is a note that the Councilmen were g-oing· on an inspection of the area, includin~ the
1\{ayor and Councilman 1\{enk and Summers. That's October
11, 1962. Then on two other occasions.
Q. V\T ell, now, before you get to the other occasions, what
do you recall about your trip on this day?
A. \Veil, I believe that's the day we went into smne of
the properties, went around some of them. There is some that
I did not go in, for instance, Dr. vYaller's house. \Ve did not
go in his house. That is a private residence. But we looked
around the outside. On one of these three trips we went
through the skating rink property, particularly the basement,
looking that over. We had b(len through the Central Garage
property, we were granted their permission to
Dep.
throug-h there. On another occasion wP went
page 1899 ~ through the McClure Printing plant, having obtained permission of the manager. And, of
course, we went 1l1rourrh tl1e T-Tamrick l1nildin~ on nnotl1er
occasion and throug-h the building on the corner, the old
Gibson property. V\f e went through all the properties on
North Augusta Street. Vl e were on the outside of Dad's Shop·,
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but we didn't go on the inside. We were familiar with that
house. We went through Mr. Coiner's property, and we came
down through the Cline property on ·Central Avenue and the
Higginbotham properties, the Holsum Bakery, and, of course,
from the outside we could see the Bailey property on the
corner. So we did, being laymen, we did what I think would be
a fair job of inspection.
Q. What were the results of your inspection1 \·Vhat condition or conditions did you find in these properties f
A. Well, the conditions ranged from good to very poor.
Some of the properties, of course, are deteriorated beyond
question. There were some properties in there which werf'
in pretty fair state of preservation, condition. \V e felt generally, though, that-the Council felt, as the .A.. uthority fe1t.,
that this was a good place for a redevelopment project, based
on what we had seen and what we had been told by the people
employed to give their expert opinion.
Q. Mr. Knowles, could you outline briefly the aetions with
respect to this project which have been taken
Dep.
by City Council since the creation of the Aupage 1900 ~ thorityt I believe you have been a member of
Council throughout that entire period, you havP.
said.
A. The only member, I believe, who still sits on Council.
Q. Well, I think it would be helpful if you would outline
for the record generally what actions, if any, have been taken
by City Council during the time since the creation of the
Authority.
A. Well, as I said to begin with, the (~reation of the Authority was approved by the voters on November the 8th,
1960, .and on March the 9th, 1961 the Council appointed the
members of the Authority. Mr. Malcolm J. Reid, chairman,
for 5 years, Harold L. Goehring for 4, Richard Farrier for 3
years, Dr. H. Mcl{elden Smith for two years, and Paul H.
Bratton for one year. And our first meeting with the Staunton Redevelopment and l{ousing Authority was held on
1\{arch the 17th, 1961.
Mr. Kuykendall: Right here may I interrupt and state
that the witness is reading- from a paper in his hand, and if all
of that is there, you had just as well file that as an exhibit
and we can agree upon who prepared this statement from
which the witness is reading. I don't see any point in reading
it into the record.
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